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, ·,'' ·• , . •. .)855: .. OPERATIONS OF THE ENG I NEER CORPS SI NC ETHE WINTER. OF f853-54. , 
' . . 
'·• . .. 
. •)? ;_; .' '. 11T, C. RUGGLES, WHO HAD BEEN AND STILL WAS. lN CHARGE Of 
-~~/t H-E. WORK UNDER .CONTRACT OF THE WESTERN. Dtv Is 10N, · AND ·G. L. THORNDtKE . 
. - . ·, ~ , • • ; . . ,. l ' ~ \ , . -' 
;,,,\: '' '\,;;,,:1,., . 1 ;4.f&o A• BLA ( R ,. JR.' WHO HAD BEEN. AND STt Lr·iERE WI TH .Hf M AS RES-l-DENT ';' ~ ~. ~11:::~ 1~.z/~: .: .. "t ~ f .::,i: __ ·\ 1;\1.'. . ., " . ' -- ' . '· -";," I' • \ , .• • ' 
. . . ¾t ~GINEERS~ WERE ALL CONTINUED tN SERVICE ON THIS DlVISION. · MR~RUGGLES, 
r.; : . . f-:,:r-' ' , . . ~ . 
. \:;) · >·)\~
1
~:is1stED sv ~G" McKENDREE AS LEVELLER, PER;ORMED AL·so THE DUTIES ·, · 
•• ► • \\, ,.,'·- ~/ .~ .:~ ;,~ 
· , : :Of RESIDENT ENGINEER ON A PART OF THE DIVISION-
•. :i , . 
'l' ' .~. 
,..:. I..• .,1,;r 
"THE REVISED ESTIMATES Of THE WEiSTERN DIVISION WERE RIii-
TURNED TO ME BY MR.RUGGLES ABOUT THE FIRST OF TH IS MONTH 
{NOCEMBER 1855) AND AS THE WORK ON THAT DIVISION IS ENTIRELY SUS-
,,, PENDED; THE ENGl:NEER CORPS EMPLOYED ON IT, WHICH HAS BEEN FOR SEV.:.. 
ERAL MONTHS LESSENING, IS NOW ENTIRELY DISPENSED WITH - - - -
fl - AND WHENEVER A CONNECTION IS FORMED AT THE J ES~ 
. "' . 
fERN TERMINUS OF THE COVINGTO~ AND OHIO WLTH THE KENTUCKY ROAD, IT 
MUST BE BY MEANS OF A BRIDGE ACROSS THE BIG SAND Y, CONSTRUCTED 
SLIME, AT THE JOINT EXPENSE OF THE VIRGINIA AND KENTUCKY ROADS-
THE LINE AT OR NEAR BIG SANDY, AND IN FACT FOR SOME THREE OR FOUR 
MILES EAST OF THAT STREAM IS NOT CONSIDERED AS FINALLY ESTABLISH-
EDf FOR THERE IS SO~E UNCERTAINTY AS TO THE POINT OFCROSSING THE 
PRE- ··· 
BIG SAND Y THAT WOULD BEST ACCOMODATE THE ROADS TO BE CONNECTED- - -
BES ID ES THE QUESTION AS TO THE POINT OR POINTS ON THE OH IO RIVER 
TH/\T WOULD BEST SU IT THE Cov I NG TON AND OH 10 RAILROAD FOR A DEPOT, OR 
DEPOTS IS STILL AN OPEN ONE, AND THE DECISION OF THAT QUESTION MAY . 
SOME EFFECT ON THE LOCATION OF THE PART OF THE ROAD . REFERREB 
·1x\ 
·L 
11THE GROUND FOR SEVERAL M l1f Es ABOVE r.rtt s I G ~1NDY rs VERY 




· FERENCE IN THE COST OF THE WORK. · 
11A LI NE, HOWEVER, WAS RUN ON TH IS P·ART OF THE ROUTE TERM INAT-
l't{G ON THE WEST BANK OF ,THE 81.G SANDY, AND AN ESTIMATE OF ITS COST 
.rs fNCLUDED IN THE ESTIMATE NOW SUBMITTED- .-~. 
rt _ FROM THE MOUTH ~F GREENBRIER, WHICH rs 65 Mt-LES FROM 
Cq\JrNGTON, THE LINE PASSES DOWN Tf!E RlGHT BANK OF THE NEW Ri-VER 54-
•, ' "' < r/?· MILES TO. Ml LLERtS FERRY, (WITHLN ABOUT 
,·,;, .. 
A Ml LE OF THE HAWK'S. 
NEST), WHERE IT CROSSES TO THE LEFT BANK. IT THEN kuNs ON r~AT SIDE . ,··· 
NEARLY EIGHT MILES TO THE MOUTH OF THE RIVER, WHERE NEW RlVER,.~NIT-
lNG WITH THE GAULEY, FORMS THE KANAWHA. TH I s PO I NT I s r 27 - r /7 
MILES FROM COVINGTON. THENCE THE LINE PASSES ALONG THE LEFT SIDE 
OF THE KANAWHA RIVER VALLEY 52-1/5 MILES TO THE MOUTH OF SCARY. 
HERE IT LEAVES THE VALLEY AND PASSES BY WAY OF TEAY'S VALLEY TO 
MUD RIVER, AND HAVING CROSSED THAT RIVER TWICE, ENTERS THE VALLEY 
OF THE GUYANDOTTE RIVER 26-1/2 MILES FROM THE MOUTH OF SCARY., IT 
THEN RUNS DOWN THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE VALLEY OF THAT RIVER 5-3/4 MILES 
TO THE GUYANDOTTE ON THE OHIO RIVER - - - . CROSSING THE GUYANDOTTE 
RtVER, THE LINE RUNS ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE VALLEY OF THE OHIO 
TWELVE MILES AND REACHES ITS WESTERN TERMINUS AT THE MOUTH OF BIG 
THE WHOLE DISTANCE FROM THE EASTERN TERMINUS AT CO VIN GTON 
TO ITS WESTERN TERMINUS ON BIG SANDY IS 223 .. 627 M I LES -
11 
- - - THE ifv'ESTERN DIVISION, EXTENDING FROM THE MOUTH OF 
SCARY TO GUYANDOTTE ON THE OHIO RIVER AND THENCE DOWN THE VALLEY OF 
THE OHIO ~O THE MOUTH OF 8LG SANDY, AT THE LINE DIVIDING VIRGINIA 
AND KENTUCKY, LENGTH 44.309 MILES - - - THE GRADES UNDULATE, THE 
MAX I MUM GRADE ASCEND I NG WESTWARD BE I NG 29.67 FEET, AND ASCEND I NG EAST-
WARD 30 FEET ON STRAIGHT LINES, AND SUFFICIENTLY LESS ON CURVED LINES 
- 2- ' 
, . . . . n, './.,. 
' Y:<r~ . . ' 







• J. .· ~ • ) ' 
•' . ·, ~' 
TO COMPENSATE FOR THE RETARDING EFFECTS OF THE CURVATU~E. 
II - [$TIMATED COST ON WESTERN DlVISlON: 2,255~000 CU -
BI C YARDS EARTH EXCAVATION, $455,258.00; . 199,500 CUB tC YARDS 
SLATE AND LOOSE ROCK EXCAVATION, $82~f29,00; 578,000 CUBtC YARDS 
SOLID ROCK EXCAVATION, $469,145.00; MISC. WORK j;3,600.00; CHANG -
ING TURNPIKE AND COUNTRY ROADS, ALSO ROAD CROSSINGS $r2,7so.oo; 
' ,, 
CONTINGENClES, $ 1"6,600 - - - - TOTAL $1,039,482 .. 00. 
11MASONRY,VIZ: SQUARE DRAINS, f8,400 YARDS MASONRY $60,:322.00 . 
5,500 CUBIC YARDS PAVING $ 1 f',000.00,; CATTLE GUARDS, FOUNDATIONS 
AND CONTINGENCIES, $7,700.00'~ TOTAL".179;022~.oo. 
"ARCHED CULVERTS : 4,600 CUBIC YARDS SECO.ND QUALITY BRIDGE 
MASONRY $23,098.00; 1,450 CUBIC YARDS FIRST QUALITY ARCH MASONRY 
$l~,850 . 00; FOUNDATIONS AND CONTINGENCIES $9,000.00. TOTAL $50,948.00. 
"SMALLER CLASSES OF BRI DGES: 9,300 CUBIC YARDS SECOND QUALITY 
BRIDGE MASONRY $37,214 . 00; 350 CUBIC YARDS PAVING ~700.00 ; FOUNDA -
TIONS AND CONTINGENCIES $4,400.00. TOTAL $42,314.00. 
11 LARGER CLASS OF BRIDGES - - - - TOTAL $1 I I ,592.00: 
8T RUCTUREj TOTAL $12,377. 00. 
SUPER-
11.i\DD I O~b FOR ENG I NEER I f\JG, SUPERINTENDENCE AND Xk!XX CONT IN-
GENCIES, $14-4,713 . 00; .~DD SIMGLE TRACK SUPERSTRUCTURE AT $ 10,000. 00 
PER MILE, INCLUDING THE REQUISITE SIDINGS AND CONTI .NG U JCIES, 
%~~j~9):i<~Qx_ $443,090.00; ADD WATER STATIONS AND DEPOTS AT ''5 1, 100 .. 00 
PER MILE, $48 ,740 •. 00: ESTIMATED COST OF WESTERN DIVISION $2,083 ,671 .00. 
11 
- - - - AMOUNT REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE ENTUJRE Cov I f\JGTON 
AND OHIO IS $ 11,612,636 DOLLARS. 
11 
- - - AT THIS TIME. ALL THE TRAVEL BETWEIE:00 THE WESTERN 
TERMINUS OF THE VIRGINIA CENTRAL RAILROAD AND THE OHIO RIVER IS CAR-
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FOR LESS THAN HALF THE YEAR j AND THE REST OF THE YEAR I BUT . BUT THREE 
TlMES - - - . 
rtON THE WESTERN END OF THE ROAD THE WORK MUST · BE CARRIED ON 
MOSTLY WITH WHITE LAB.OR; W~ILE ON THE EASTERN END A BLACK FORCE CAN 
BE WORKED TO GREAT , ADVANTAGE. 0 · 
######### I ' 
REPORT OF. C.B.FtSK, CH I EF ENGINE~Jh AUGUST 31, l86f. 
ttWORK SUSPENDED. ' · ' }- i, 
11WORK ON WESTERN DIVISION, AMOUNT EXPENDED, $51· t,34f .. 98.H 
. ltPOPULATCJ>ON OF CABELL COUNTY, CENSUS OF I 860: FREE 7,715; SLAVE ;305 
TOTAL 8,02O.u 
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FROM 
It - - - THE LAST RA.LL, IT lS CLALMED, WLLL BE LAID TO- Mo r~ROW 
[F ~£NERAL BRESLIN IS CORRECT WHEN HE ASSERTS THAT
0
THE ARRlVAL OF THE 
FIRST TRAIN FROM RICHMOND WILL BE WELCOMED AT HUNTl' N'GTON WITH A SA-. 
• I - ' ,•, ' • I • • ' 
LUTE OF 100 9U~S 1SURE,LY OUR ~E!ROPOLI s COULD AFFORD TO TAKE UP, som: 
,. • I • , ' 
OLP PrEgE J)F ORDNANCE: (\ND GIVE THEM A PASS.ING SALUTE• LET THE 11 CITY 
FATHERS" LOOK ·To tT THAT ouR . c,1 TY SHALL NOT BE BEH,t ND ouR 11 couNTRY 
· I I I 
cousii Ni" HUNT l NGTO~. u . 
t , ~ 1 I A I ' ' . . 
FROM RICHMOND Wi-HG, FBBRUARY 3, 1873: 
• 
''WHEN THE TR.AIN LEFT RLCHMOND ON THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 23, 
COLONEL '.:JH I TCOMB, CH I EF [NG I NEER, TOLD THE GENTLEMEN WHO WERE ON IT 
WITH HIM THAT HE WOULD DELIVER THEM IN HUNTINGTON OVER THE CHESAPEAKE 
AND OHIO RAILROAD BY WEDNESDAY NIGHT, 29TH INSTANT. PUNCTUAL TO THE 
HOUR, WE, OF HUNTINGTON WHO HAD FAITHFULLY WAITED ON WE DNESDAY NIGHT 
AND ON TIME, THE HEAD LIGHTS OF THE ENGINE APPEARED AROUND THE BEND 
AND SHE RUSHED, SCREAMING, INTO OUR TOW~1 • 
THE FIRST THROUGH TRAIN FROM RICHMOND TO HUNTINGTON: 11 To SAY 
THAT THE OCDUPANTS OF THAT TRAIN WE RE WELCOMED WOULD BE A FEEBLE 
WAY OF EXPRESSING THE ENTHUSIASTIC DISPLAY. ~ YELL BURST FORTH AS 
THEY CAME UP TO THE PL AT FORM AND THE PASSENGERS WERE ALMOS T DRAGGED 
OUT BY EAGER HANDS. SOME GENTLEMEN FROM RICHMOND TOOK A WALK A-
ROUND HUNTINGTON ON THURSDAY A. M. VISITING THE PUB_LIC _SCHOOL_, THE 
NEWSPAPER OFFICES, THE BANK, AND MANY OF THE STORES;· BUT THE FIAT 
WENT FORTH THAT AT I :30 THE TRAIN WOULD START BACK FOR YOUR (RICH -
MOND) CITY. So AT THAT TIME •tALL ABOARD 11 WAS THE CRY, AND WITH THE 
COMPANY INCREASED BY THE ~CCESSION OF SEVERAL GENTLEMEN FROM HUNT I.NG -
-
TON, THE I IRON HORSE' STARTED ON HIS RETURN JOURNEY. THE EXPRESS TAR-
- I-
( 
( ', . I 
,i, .. , 
1 _, 
"'I • • ·, • ,J· 
·t 'i , ' 
RLED AT CHARLESTON Tl LL TOWARD EVE.NlN.G AND THEN WENT TO KANAWHA, THE 
;-; ,,_ 
i·:,.' 
COMPANY COMPOSED OF COL. iH. D .. '·NHITGOMB, CHLEf [NG INE ERj A. H. PER_-
RY, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT~ 
L,fi,IDLEY, OF 8ARBOURSVILLE.j H. CHESTER PARSONS, [S.Q. DRECTOR C & 0. 
~UNTL~GTON; REV. J. WM. JoNES, ~LGHMONii,C~APLAL~; W. H. PLEASANTS 
·I ., ' I -,· ,. ,·· :} .. 
AND MR. E. A. ftSHER, OF THE DISPA!G,H; MR .. , ROBERT .fLSHER AND LAD_Y, 
i" ' 
AND G.M.MORRlS AND LADY, OF HUNTINGTON; W. S. DoWNER, FORMERLY OF 
. ' ~ ' ( ! ' . i . " \ - . ' ~ 
RICHMOND, NOW Of HUNTINGTON; J. HOOE. RUSSELL, CASHl,ER Of HUNTtNG,TON 
• f,. ! • 1 ' • - I _ • 
• _1 I I ' j ' • i i I ... 
BANK AND MAJOR P. G .. DANDRIDG.E., CHI.E.f ENGLNEE.R S. AND R. RR. 
RICHMOND, VA. RICHMOND WHIG, FEB. 3, 1873. 
A MEETING OF CITIZENS WAS HELD ON FEBRUARY (, EXCHANGE HOTEL 
TO PLAN A CELEBRATION WHEN THE FIRST TRAIN CAME IN FROM HUNT£NGTON. IT 
WAS REPORTED TO THE MEETING THAT A DEMIJOHN FILLED WITH WATER FROM 
THE OHIO RtVER, HAD BEEN BROUGHT TO THE CITY BY THE TRAIN WHICH AR-
RIVED HERE SATURDAY. ON MOTION OF COLONEL ORDWAY IT WAS REQUESTED 
THAT THE CUSTODIANS OF THE OHIO WATER RETAIN THE SAME UNTIL THE PUB-
LIC CELEB ,; ATION TAKES PLACE." 
RICHMO~JD '.'./H IG, FEBRUARY 3, f873, ~/ONDAY. 
11 THE FIRST TRAIN FROM HUNTli\JGTON ARRIVED IN THIS CITY A-
BOUT SEVEN 0 1 CLOCK SATURDAY A. M. FROM HUNTINGTON - - FOUR CAR -
LOADS OF COAL SPECIMENS FROM THE GREAT KANAWHA 80AL FIELDS WERE ATTA~ 
ED TO THE TRA IN AND BROUGHT TO THIS CITY, CONSITUTING THE FIRST RE-
CEIBTS FROM THE REGION ,.: HICH PROMISES US ABUNDANT SUPPLIES OF FUEL 
IN THE FUTURE• SPECIMENS OF THE COAL WERE DISTRIBUTED ABOUT THE CITY 
LIBERALLY, TO BE EXAMINED• THERE WAS NO RECEPTION METC. AS PEOPLE 
WERE LED TO SUPPOS~ WOULD TAKE P~ACE.tt 
RICHMOND 'NHIG, FEB. 4. 
·, 
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• - ~~ I ',f ~ . • • l;' ~) ()):. . , · . ;_,,· • 
GENE.RAL •rii tcKHAM t ~Cn :•Jti=>LANN \N_G COMMLTTEE WHEN THE FIRST 
FREIGHT TRALN WOULD ARRIV ~ . · 
RICHMOND 'NH I G, , FE.BRUARY 12. 
: tt - .- - - OM BOARD THE TRAIN Of JANUARY· 3 t .WAS, A DEM I JOHN O,F 
0H IO RI VER WATER TO BE .POUR ED , 1· NTiO THE ~AMES, AND THUS T,O CONSUMMATE 
THE MARRIAG E" OF; THE WEST AND THE EAST, KNI.TTED WITH B·ANDS OF STEEL, 




FEBRUARY- ( ,L_ 1873. 
11 - YESTERDAY (fEB . 12)' WAS TH E DAY l,T WAS EXPECTED THAT 
THE FI RST T HROUGH FREIGHT TRAIN FROM THE OHIO WOULD ARRIVE · IN ~ fCH -
MOND, BUT INFORMATION WAS RECEIVED OF THE DETAINMENT OF THE TRAIN rN 
':VEST VI RGI NIA. 11 
- 3 -
( 
( \ i -
. ;. ' : \ ... /';\;(>; : ··; \i't{ '.:>, .' . . ' ' ' ' .. · · .. 
. } !<:!fit.:·. · ' .. fRE.DE.RlCK~S HALL,LOUlSA Co., VA. 
i -• , . , . ·,/ ~.:~{(ft:··· . . •· .,_ ;... . WtARGH 13,1867. 
JOHN B. BALDWtN, ESQ..• · ~ /}~ ,._ ..... . . ' · . 
' ' ,.,. /J., ' ' : ·. ·. 
CHA I RMAN COMM l ss I ONERS Cd~/.'.fNG.TON' AND OH LO RA L LROAD. 
DEAR Sr R: 
,:.:.i- _r.1.~:, .:~,. ·_ . 
I~ ~-. :•· (• . , 
~:.~i,;"} .. :ii ., 
','i .:,~-~ • . 
YOUR NOTE TO MR;.Wt-tlTCOMB, OF THE LLTH INSTANT, ASK t NG fftM 
:',: 
FOR A COPY OF MY REPORT O~(THE PRESENT CONDITlON OF THE COVINGTON 
AND OHIO RA l'LROAD, ,As COMPARED TO lTS COND ,ITtON AT THE TIME or: TffE 
SUSPENSION OF THE WORK lN 186-1, MADE LAST DECEMBER TO MR.PELL, OF' 
NEW YORK, WAS FORWARDED TO ME Y~STERDAY, WITH THE REQUEST THAT f 
WOU'LD SEND IT TO YOU. I REGRET TO SAY THAT . t DtD. NOT RETAtN SUCH. A 
COPY AS WOULD ENABLE ME. TO DO so; BUT BELIEVING THAT THE SUBSTANCE 
OF THAT REPORT WI LL ANSWER YOUR PURPOSE:, I SUBMIT THE FOLlOWtNG STATE 
MENT: 
t MADE A PERSONAL INSPECTION OF THE WHOLE WORK, FROM COVING-
TON TO THE MHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, AND TOOK SUCH NOTES AND MEASUREMEN$ 
AS WERE SUFFICIENT TO BASE AN ES~IMATE OF THE AMOUNT OF DAMAGE DONE, 
&c. 
IN THE GRADUATION OF THE ROAD, (OURSIDE OF TUNNELS) I FOUND 
aUT LLTTLE DAMAGE DONE (OR LIKELY to BE DONE) SINCE MY REPORT TO THE 
BOARD OF PUBLIC i'JORKS IN 1863, FROM SLIDES OR WASHES rN CUTS OR EM-
BANKMENTS, EXCEPT AT JERRY'S RUN EMBANKMENT, WHERE A LARGE QUANTITY 
OF MATERIALS FORMED IN ITS BASE HAVE BEEN WASHED AWAY BY EXTRAORDl~ARY 
FRESHETS, AMOUNTING IN THE AGGREGATE TO 70,000 CUBIC YARDS. THE WASH-
ING WILL CONTINUE AT EVERY HIGH FRESHET, BUT YET NOT WITH THE SAME RA -
PIDITY AS HERETOFORE. 
ALL THE MASONRY AND BRICK- WORK IN TUNNELS, BRl ~GES AND CUL-
VERTS, FINISHED AS WELL AS UNFINISHED, IS _ AS PERFECT fN EVERY PARTICU -
LAR AS AT THE TIME OF THE SUSPENSION OF THE WORK. f COULD PERCEIVE NO 
INDICATIONS THAT IT EVER WOULD BE OTHERWISE. 




~ . 'i.~ ~-\ ,\ ,. 
, I 
THE WEST END ·or nu: ONE ON 
APPROACH CUT (ON ONE SlDE ONLY) 
lt . WILL NOT, HOWEVER, RENDER 
NECESSARY A .CHANGE lN THE FACE OF TKE APPROACH CUT UNLESS tT SHOULD 
cONTtNUE TO l:NCREASE, WHICH I DOUBT FOR SOME TLME, YET; AND AGAIN 
AT THE RED HI LL TU-NNEL, ON SECT ION No.4,. WHERE ·THE FtRST AND PROBABLY 
THt SECOND OUTSlriE Rta OF THE TEMPbRARY TLMBER ARCHtNG OF THE WEST. 
END HAVE GIVEN AWAY • .MY INFORMATION ON THI.S fACT WAS DERI\LED FROM 
PERSONS LIVl'NG CLOSE TO THE WORK, AS THE ENTRANCE WAS CLOSED BY THE 
MATERfALS WHICH HAVE FALLEN FROM THE FACE OF . THE APPROACH CUT. DO 
NOT DOUBT IT, FOR MY EXAMtNATION OF THE WORK lN 1863 SATISFIED ME 
THAT THERE WAS DANGER OF tr, UNLESS rT WAS SECURED AT ONCE. I _N THE 
EASTERN END OF THE TUNNEL THE TrMBER ARCHING IS YET SECURE. 
OF THE 2,250 BUSHELS OF CEMENT STORED IN THE DIFFERENT HOUSES 
oN THE LrNE, THE WHOLE HAS BECOME WORTHLESS --LOSS $1,200.00; ON THE 
BR I CK BURNED, DEL IV ERED AND _NOT DELI VER ED, FOR THE WORK, PART HAVE 
BEEN DESTROYED OR CARRIED AWAY--SAY TO THE AMOUNT OF $2,000.00; ON 
CORD WOOD FOR BURNING BRICKS 3375.00; ON CRO SS TIES 3f,000.00; 
BURNING OF THE CO MPANY'S CEMENT MILL, $2.500.00; AND FOR SHANTIES PAID 
FOR BY THE COMPANY, AND NOW DESTROYED, ; I , 040; ON ALL STONE QUAR-
RIED, DRESSED, DELIVERED AND NOT DELIVERED, FOR THE VARIOU S STKUCTU RES 
oN THE LINE, THERE IS NO LOSS. 
THE ABOVE IS ALL OF IMPORTANCE CONNECTED WITH THE WORK. [T 
THEREFORE REMAINS BUT TO SUBMIT MY ESTIMATE OF THE COST OF THE WORK 
DAMAGED, AS FOLLOWS: 
GRADUATION: FLOR SLIDES AND WASHES. IN CUTS AND EMBANKMENTS 
FROM THE TtME OF SUSPENSION OF THE WORK TO JANUARY, 1867, FROM SECTION 
11 A' 1 AT Cov I NG TON, TO SEFT I ON 15, 1 NCLUS I VE - - $3,000.00; FOR 
WASHING AWAY BASE OF JERRYrS RUN EMB~NKMENT $35,000; FOR SLIDES· 
AND WASHES -2-
.,\ 
$(, roo • . !' TOTAL $39, I oo~i(:' 
.; ' ,.,;fi ·;~ . 
TUNNELS: FOR ~i:'t:DES, AND FALLS AND DAMAGE TO TUNNELS FROM S~ 
l'' 
TION tt·Att TO SECTION 15, ''rNCLUSIVE - - $1,700.00; FOR DITTO FROM 
SECTION rs TO SECT ION 25, . 1 NCLUS IVE- - $1,200.00. TOTAL $2,900. 
Mt SCELLANEOUS: FOR LOSS ON ;-ACCOUNT OF BR I CK DESTROYED . -
$2~000.00; DITTO, CEMENT - - $1,200.00; DITTO, CROSS TIES - - xkx 
$(,,000.00; DITTO, CORD WOOD - - $375.00; DITTO, BURNING CEMENT 
MlLL, $2,500.00; DITTO, SHANTIES - - $1,040.00 .. TOTAL $8,rrs.oo •• 
'NHOLE TOTAL, .$50, I IS .90. ADD FOR CONTINGENCIES ~,,000.00 
MAK I NG $SJ, f I 5 .. 00. 
' 
WHEN WE CONSIDER THE MAGNITUDE OF THE WORK DONE, AMOUNTING TO 
$2,500,000. ITS REMAINING Z~X~KX FOR THE LAST SIX YEARS tN ITS UN-
FINISHED STATE, EXPOSED TO THE VICISSITUDES OF THE SEASONS, WITHOUT 
WATCHING TO REMEDY OR RENEW, THE DECAY, OR GIVING WAY OF TEMPORARY 
STRUCTURES UPON WHICH MANY OF ITS PERMANENT STRUCTURES WERE COMMENCED 
AND LEFT UNFINISHED, AND WHICH HAS CAUSED THREE-FOURTHS OF THE 
DAMAGE SUSTAINED, THE ABOVE ESTIMATE MAY APPEAR INSUFFICI ENT; BUT 
•N ANSWER TO THIS I MAKE THE ASSERTION, ~ ITHOUT FEAR OF CONTRADICTION 
FROM ANY SOURCE, THAT ON NO WORK IN THE UNITED STATES HAS SO MUCH 
VIGILANCE BEEN EXERC I SED. AND CARE TAKEN THAT ALL THE WORK SHOULD BE 
DONE IN THE MOST SUBSTANTI.A.L AND PERtv:ANENT MANNER. THE COf\lDITION OF 
THE WORK NOW ESTABLISHED THAT FACT. 
I DEEM IT PROPER TO STATE HERE, THAT THE TIME NECESSARY TO 
COMPLETE THE ROAD FROM COVINGTON TO THE '/HITE '.::>ULPHUR '.)PRINGS WILL BE, 
IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE WASH I NG AWAY OR DAMAGE DONE TO JERRY 1 S RUN EM-
BANKMENT, PROLONGED THREE MONTHS; AND TO ADD, FURTHER, THAT WHILST 






AN ESTIMAT E PREPA~ ED .(FRO.' THE CROSS SECTIONS AND FIELD NOTES) OF 
. ·;~ 
THE cosr TO GRADE THE RoAb ' FOR A DOUBLE TRACK FROM Gov I NGTON TO 
. . ' 
. : j,: ' 
THE NHITE SULPHUR S PRINGS~ ASSUMING THAT THE PLACE OF A TEMPORARY 
TRACK TO JERRY 1 S RUN AND OVER THE LEWtS T UNNEL WAS ADOPT ED, AND ASCER -
TAlN~ri THAT IT WOULD COST, INCLUDING SUPER - STRUCTURE, $450,000.00. 
, , 
I ,, 
:, . ·, . ' . ' . ' ; . 
HoPrNG THAT THE 'A-BOVE INFORMATION MAY BE OF SERVICE. TO YOU 
t ~ DEV IS l NG MEAr~ i - TO COMPLETE SO GRAND A WORK, f AM, RESPECTFULLY, 
YOUR 0B 1 T SERVANT, . . 
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ta£. 
PINE AND THE PALM 
GREET ING; 
OR 
. THE.TR.IP Of THE NORTHERN EDITORS TO THE .SOUTH lN t87L, 
AND THE. 
RETURN V rs LT OF THE SOUTHERN ED I TORS IN 1872, 
UNDER THE LRADER-SHIP OF 
MAJ. N. H. HOTCHKISS, 
TRAVELING AGENT OF CHESAPEAKE & OHIO AND RICHMOND AND 
YORK RIVER RAILROADS. 
''TIT Is 'VELL~' 
EDITED AND COMPILED BY ~ . J. ~A TKINS. 
r,' LT I ' ·'c-·°F ts ... "'\ li. , )1,_ ! 
J. D. EHLERS & Co's ~NGRAV ING AND PRINTING HOUSE, 
87 SECOND 3TREET. 
1873. 
( 
. _:/.ti:~ . 
:- ,' ]1"~ ·• 
~ i ~ . 
CROSS 1
1
~ THE ALLEGHAN I ES'.'" 
THE DISTANCE IS NINETY MILES, AND THE RIDE IS ONE EVER TO BE 
REM EM BE RED FOR BEAUTY OF SCENERY. A LONGS I DE PLEASANT LITTLE 
VALLEYS, THROUGH AND OVER MOUNTAINS WE GO, UNTIL AT BUFFALO GAP 
WE ARE 2,240 FEET ABOVE SEA-LEVEL--HIGHER THAN THE SUMMIT bF 
THE BLUE RIDGE. WE ARE ON THE NORTH MOUNTAIN RANGE, HAVrNG GONE 
DIRECTLY ACROSS THE S~ENANDOAH VALLEY. ELLIO~r•s KNOB, HERE AT 
' BUFFALO GAP-.:..A VERY ' NARROW PAS~, IS _ 4,448 FEET HI GH--THE HIGHEST 
ASCERTAINED PEAK LN VIRGINIA. IT IMPRESSES US LESS BECAUSE OF 
OUR OWN GREAT ELEVATION; . AS '< .· E DESCEND IT SEEMS TO GROW MORE AND 
MORE LOFTY. THIS IS THE DIVIDE BETWE EN THE TiANTIC AND ~) ISSISS- . 
1PPI. IRON ORE IS ABUNDANT HERE, AND IS WORKED BY A 8,tl.LTIMORE 
COMPANY. 
PAN THER GAP MARKS THE END OF ~)o:n H 11/'0UNTAI N, AND THE BE-
GINNING OF ~ ILL ~O UNTAIN RANGE. THERE ARE RENEWED APPEARANCES 
OF THRIFT, THIS IS THE GREAT GRAZING REGION OF THE STATE. FOR A 
·~IDTH OF SEVENTY-FIVE MILES THE LAND IS ONE NATURAL PASTUR AGE, COV-
ERED ~ITH A RICH GR OW TH OF BLUE GRASS WHICH NEVER NEEDS RES EEDI NG 
THO USANDS OF CATTLE ARE DR I VEN I i\J HERE EVERY SUMM ER, BY F:\R,.-ERS 
0 F OT H ER LO CA L I T I ES , J'.\ 1\ID A R E C .A, RED F O R TH ROUG H TH ~ E i\ff I R E .3 ,:: .i\ 3 O · ,; 
FOR FIFTY CENTS A HEAD , THE GRAZ I NG IS GGO D, AND THE CL l~AT~ 30 
FAV CRABLE--COOL ENO UGH TO KEEP AW AY FL~ES- - THE STOCK DOES CAPITAL 
LY, OFTEN COM IN G OUT I N THE FALL FIT FOR TH E SHAM BLES, 
THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RA ILROAD HAS HAD GIGANTIC DIFFI-
CULTIES TO OVER-COME. VE APPRECIATE THIS FACT .MORE FULLY AS WE GO 
oN. fN THE COURSE OF ITS TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-SEVEN MILES 
THE AMOUNT OF FILLING, CUTTING AND TUNNELLING ACCOMPLISHED IS AS-
TOUNDING, YETTHE WORK IS WELL DONE, AND THE ROAD IS AS SMOOTH AS . 
ANY Of OUR LEVEL ADMlRABLY MANAGED, 
TIME, WHEN IT IS COMPLE ~ED TO THE OHIO RIVER, lT WILL FORM A 
THROUGH . LINE, CONNECTING MUCH.OF THE J EST WITH TIDE- WATER BY A 
i 
NEARER ROUTE THAN ANY OTHER, THAT IT WILL THEN PROVE A HANDSOMELY 
PAYING INVESTMENT THERE IS NO ' DotiBT. IT IS .9 P. M. WHEN WE 
, sup AT Cov t NG TON,· AND AS WE LEAVE THE RE nNO OF 'us ROMA NT I CALLY 
.f, ' i ' 
,,~ f ND·ED, AND WI SH I NG TO T/i.KE IN THE FULL EFFECT OF SUCH MAGN 'I Ff 
CENT SURROUNDINGS AS ARE ALL ABOUT US, MOUNT THE LOCOMOTIVE WfTH 
I , 
I 1, ' 
'· THE ' OBLI G LNG ' ENG' NEER, MR. C. C. TAY LO~, FOR 
. I . • .1 
A NIGHT RIDE ON TH E ENGINE. 
WE HAVE GONE OVER TWO GRADES - -ONE DOWN AND ONE UP -- OF 
THREE HUNDRED AND EI GHT FEET TO THE MILE., AND MUST DUPLICATE THE 
SAME, PRESENTLY. FOR A BRIEF 'NH I LE, HOWEVER, WE HAVE ONLY. THE 
ORDINARY RUNNING TO DO. ORDINARY? STOP: WE HAVE NEVER KNOWN 
EVEN THIS, BEFORE. 
IT IS A BEAUTIFUL MOONLIGHT NIGHT, THE AIR PLEASANTLY BRAC 
1NG, JUST ~VAGUENESS ENOUGH IN THE ATMOSPHERE TO RENDER LANDSCAPE. 
VIEWS SHADOW - LIKE, AND STRANGE. ON THE MEAGRE,. CUSHIONED SEA T 
OF THE CAB WE SIT, OPPOSITE THE ENGINEER, LOOKING OUT TH E NARROW 
WINDOW IN FRONT, AND SEE IN G CO NTINUALLY BEFORE US A NARROW , WI ND 
ING WA Y 0HICH WE ARE TC KE EP OR DASH TO UTT ER RUIN, TH ERE ' S A S 
SHARP CURVE AHEAD --'N HAT WA I TS BEY0 1'.JD PULL THE REI N, GOOD DRI-
VER, OR YOUR STEED WILL BOLT THE TRACK- - AND THEN? OFF AT THE 
LEFT--ON OUR SIDE--THERE IS A DARK DROP - DOWN A HUN DRED FEET OR 
MORE, AND IF WE GO OFF, ---
BUT WE LOOK:A ATTH E ENG I NEER--HE SI TS AS CALMLY AS EVER, 
GAZING OUT UPON THE WH ,ITE LIGHT THE ENGINEtS LANTERN THROWS FAR 
AHEAD, HOLD! NG : THE THROTTLE LEVER WI TH ONE HAND WI TH A SURE GRASP. 
THERE IS NO SLACKING OF SPEED- - EVEN BEFORE WE KNOW IT THE 
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UNPLEASANTLY SUGGESTLVE. POLNT lS PASSE.D, OUR STEADY TASK HORSE 
I , i . 
NEVER FLlf'ICHING, AND WE ARE GLIDING DOWN THE G.RADE BEYOND, SAY-
: 
I NG EARNESTLY TO OURSELVES, 11TRUE, NOBLE COURSER? BEAR US 
BR VELY ON. 11 
I 
AND NOW WE ARE IN- THE VERY MIDST . OF THE ALLEGHANY 
MOUNTAINS; AN.D PEAKS RI.SE GRANDLY HEAVEN - WARD ON .i EVERY HAND. 
l 1 : . 
; 
As WE WfND IN AND OUT AMONG THE.M, THE. MOON-LIGHT SHADOWS SHIFT-
l-NG HERE . AND THERE ADD PECULIAR WE.t RpNESS TO THE _SCENE. DEEP 
·;. ! 
RAVINES, WHICH WE LOOK DOWN INTO WITH . A HALF - SHUDDER, LIE IN 
PITCH DARKNESS BENEATH; THE MOONtS RAYS Tl~ THE GREAT PEAKS TO 
SILVER, AND THEY STAND OUT IN STRIKl ~G CONTRAST, THRILLING WITH 
A GRANDEUR THEY CJ ULD SCARCELY BOAST OF IN THE GLARE OF DAY, 3 
GRAND AS THEY ARE.w AND NEW VISTAS OF BEAUTY BREAK UPON US EVERY 
INSTANT, AS WE ' CAREER ONWARD, --VALLEVS IN MINIATURE, REAC~ING 
AWAY INTO DIMNESS, MOUNTAIN GROUPS OF VARIED FEATURE, WITH A 
HARMONY OF GROUPING UNUSUAL, OR AN INDIVIDUALITY HITHERTO UN -
MARKED. 
~O MILE AFTER MILE, TILL WE CO ME TO THE REAL UP AND 
DOWN OF IT--OR DOWN AND UP. THERE IS A RAVINE, A REGULAR DI -
VIDE, BETWE EN TWO MOUNTAINS; AND WE MUSY FIRST GO DO VN, THEN UP 
THE MOUNTAIN-SIDE. AN ENGIN~ BUILT ON PURPO SE FOR SUCH HE AVY 
.VORK, CALL ED A 11CL1MBEi\ 11 , WILL HELP r!.A.IJL OUR TRAIN, IT ST /1NDS 
ON A SIDE TRACK AS WE STOP, AND WE S~E TH AT IT HAS ITS TE NDER ON 
TOP, AN D APPEARS A VERY NOND ESC RIPT OF THE LOCOMOTIVE ORDER. 
] E SLIP OUR COUPLINGS, AND OUR ENGINE IS FREE, THEN 
HURRAH FOR A DOWN - HILL SLIDE, WITH THE 11 CL1MBER11 AND ITS LOAD 
RIGHT IN OUR REAR. THE THROTTLE IS CLOSED, BUT 'NE SHOOT AWAY 
MORE AND MORE LIVELY, AS WE GATHER HEAD -WAY, AND ARE LEAVING THE 
BRIGHT HEAD - LIGHT BEHIND. DOWN WE GO INTO THE SHADOWS, AND OUR 
_-3_ 
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f;f{·' ,;,,: TRAIN ·, s LOST 
r _.{ •;JI SIGHT 0~ ROUND A CURV~. WILL lT OVERTAKE us? 
HARqLY. THE DESCENT IS ~CCOMPLISHED ~ND OUR MOMENTUM CARRIES US 
,· j "{1 
oN A: GOOP BIT TOWARDS TH .E UP GRADE. LOOK I NG BACK, WE SEE THE 
RED GLARE OF THE 11CL I M~ER11 , ONLY NOT YET MUCH MORE THAN A ST AR, a 
COMING . SLOWLY DOWN-WARD. IT GROWS BRIGHTER AND BRIGHTER,--A FEW 
SECONDS MORE AND WE HEAR THE DULL THUNDER OF THE TRAIN. LOUDER 
AND LOUDER IT RESOUNDS liNI THE E~RKXK:SX STILLNESS; THE STAR HAS 
GROWN TO A STREAMING BEACON RUSHING MADLY UPON US. THEY MUST 
RUN OVER US, OF A CERTAINTY. 
\ ,._ J 
-'~HE I S BOUND TO -RUN US DOWN. 11 S:«YS THE ENG I NEER, SPEAK 
I NG OF HIS CONFRERE BEHIND. "'fl/HAT HAS THE FELLOW DONE WI TH HIS 
/ 
BRAKE~?•t, AND THROWING THE THROTTLE OPEN OUR DRIVING WHEELS PLAY 
ROUND FOR A MOMENT, THEN 11 B I TE 11 , AND THEN CARRY FORWARD, --AND THE 
TRAIN STOPS A FEW FEET IN THE REAR. 
THEN WE CLIMB SLOWLY UP THE STEEP ASCENT, BOTH EN-
GINES PUFFING WITH A WILL, THEIR SHARP, LABORED PUFFS RINGING 
O~T CLEARLY ON THE NIGHT AIR. 
f? EACH I NG THE SUMMIT LEVEL AG'A IN OUR "CL I MBER 11 S'N ITCH ES 
OFF, AND WE STEAM ON, THROUGH TUNNELS, (ONE OVER A MILE LO NG , AND 
SEVEN YE .A RS I ;\J CO f,l P LET I NG,) AC ROSS GU LL I ES, A ND ROUND MANY SH ARP 
TUR Nl f\JGS, AND -~. BOUT 11 0 1 CLOCK WE ALIGHT AT 
THr:= '!H I TE .3ULPHU!~ SP? I :•J,~S. 
IN ANTE-WA~ DAYS THIS PLACE WAS THE SARA TOGA OF THE 
SOUTH. THEN IT WAS AC CESSIBLt ONLY BY STAGES, YET I T WAS GAY 
WI TH THE FLO·NER OF SOUTH =-= RN AR IS TOCRACY. \]ow THAT THE RA I LROAD 
OPENS IT UP VO EASY ACCESS IT MUST AG AIN BECOME HIGHLY POPULAR, FOR 
LTS CLIMATE IS VERY SALUBRIOUS. IT IS ALMOST A-TOP OF THE ALLE-
I 
GHANIES, JUST OVER THE LINE IN ~ EST VIRGINIA, AND ENJbYS RARE 
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PURITY OF ~TMOSPHERE, 
'< 
1· 
*' ' OF THE PLACE, ITSELF, THERE IS NEXT TO NOTH ING ---WE MEAN 
AS A TOWN. IT IS JUST A WATERING PLACE, CLA IMS TO BE NO MORE; 
~ AS ORDAINED TO BE ONLY THAT, ONE IMMENSE HOTEL, FOUR HUNDRED FEET 
IN LENGTH BY EIGHTY FEET (N BREADTH,--A SRICK STRUCTURE NOT RE-
MARKABLE FOR BEAUTY OF ARCHITECTURE,--SU RR OUNDED AT AN AGREEABLE 
DISTANCE BY ROWS OF WH ITE COTTAGES, E~CH HAVING ITS PLEASANT 
PlAZZA, AN~ OV~R0SHADOWED BY THE LUXURIANT FOLfAGE HERE SO A-
BUNDANT; A_SULPHUER SPRING OF AMPLE FLOW, WITH A WHITE SPRING 
' HOUSE CROWNING IT; A GOOD BATHING ESTABLISHMENT; A STORE AND A 
MILLINERY; AND PRETTY REACHES OF LAWN BETWE N WHILES, WITH LIT-
TLE PLATEAUS AND TERRACES FOR VARIETY--THESE MAKE UP THE SPR INGS, 
IMAGI NE THESE IN THE VERY CENTER OF AN AMP ITHEATRE AMONG 
THE MOUNTAINS--A NAT URAL BASIN POSSIBLE ONE MILE ~ IDE, WITH NARROW 
OP EN I NGS ON nvo s I DES- -AND YOU HAVE A PRETTY CORRECT I DEA OF THE 
LOCATION, THE ENTIRE VA LLE Y COMPRISES SOME EIGHT THOUSAND ACRES 
OF LAND, INCLUDING TH£ KOUNTA I N SIDES ADJOINING, AND IS OWNED BY 
A STOC < COMPA i.JY, HESSRS, PEYTO /'J 3~ Co. LE1\SE THE SPR I NGS, AND ARE 
PREPARED TO ACCOMODATE TWO TH OUSNND GUESTS, THE WA TER IS PLEASANT 
AND IS HIGHLY RECO MMEND ED FO R VARIOUS DISEASES, THEY HAVE VERY 
i.1! ID-
WARM WEATHER HERE I~ SUM ~ER AT Tl~ES; BUT ~O MATTER HO ~ 
VJARM THE DAYS, TH E f\J I GH TS !' RE AL:'-/!\ YS COOL, Af·J;j SL:::::: Pl i!] u:JuE R 
BLA NKETS A LU XURY. ,'E DOf,i 1 T T A.KE THIS FROi',l /-\ :-JY OU TS l0E TEST l ,,(.,,,",JY: 
WE PROVE IT OURSELVES, I :·J O!'JE OF THE Si~UG COTTAGES· PLACED AT OUR 
DISPOSAL. 
ING 
THE MORN IN G HAS DAWNED, THE FOREST SONGSTER, I N SALBT-







ROUND FACE Of" THE SUN s·ooN APPEARS ABOVE THE NEIGHBORING MOUN-
TAIN PEAK; THE SILVERY VAPOR GLIDES UP -WA RD FRO M THt VALE BE -
NEATH; THE FLEECY CLOUDS ARE GONE, AND THE DEWY FRAGRANCE OF 
· THE MORNING AIR INVITES TO ACTIVE EXERCISE, THE VISITORS NOW 
GATHER ROUND THE HEALTH ~G IVING FOUNTAIN, AND AFTER QUAFFrNG ITS 
WATERS, SEND THEIR WAY TO THE MORNING MEAL, THIS OVER, THE 
ACTIVE ENJOYMENT FOR THE.DAY BEGINS. 
THE PLEASANT WALKS THAT PENETRATE THE LAWN AND ENVIRON 
THE GROUNDS INVITE MANY TO HEALTHFUL EXERCISE. THE BIL~IARD SA-
LOON, WITH ITS ·NUMEROUS TABLES, ENTICE MANY VOTARIES; THE 
BOWLING ALLEYS SOON RESOUND WITH THE MERRY LAUGH OF YOUTH AND 
BEAUTY; AND THUS THE HOURS GLIDE AWAY; WHILE FROM ANOTHER PORTION 
OF THE GROUNDS IS HEARD THE CLEAR, KEEN REP ORT FROM THE PISTOL 
GALLERY, TELLING HOW PR0MPTL~ YOUNG ~MERICA IS PRE PARING TO 
AVENGE HIS INSUL 3TED HONOR, 
THE BEAUTIFUL RIDES AND. J RIVES, WITH THEIR GLORI OUS 
MO UNTAIN AND I NTE RV ALE SCENERY ATTRACT SO ME; WHILE THE QUIET GAME, 
THE ALLURI NG BOOK , OR TH E PLEAS AN T COM PAN ION SOL ACE MANY OTHERS, 
THUS, THEY TAKE NO NOTE OF TI ME, SAVE FRC ~ IT S LOSS, UN11L THE w: RN 
l i'JG scu;rn OF TH E :J l iJ\ G< BE LL Rll'JGS FJ RTH TH E I\J 00NTIDE HOUR, C1\ LLl fW 
TO P~EPAR E FOR THE MIDDAY ME AL, ~ GA I N TH E F0 UNT AI~ IS TH RONG -
ED, AND THE:i~ , TO THE S,) lJf,JD OF R I CH -TO ,-JED i,!US IC DI SCO UR SEiJ BY A 
# ELL-TRAINED BAND, THE CROWD, AFT ER TH E HOU R OF PREPARA TION HAS 
PASSED, ASSEMBLE I N THE IMM ENSE AND WELL-FUR ~ ISHE D DRAW ING ROOM 
FOR A BRIEF, SOCIAL RE-UNION BEFORE PART AK IN G OF THE GREAT MEAL 
OF THE DAY. DINNER OVER, THE DRAWING-ROOM AGA IN BECOMES THE 
CENTRE OF ATTRACTION. IN THIS R0O, DURING THE CROWDED SEASON, ARE 
EACH DAY BROUGHT PLEASANTLY TOGETHER A GAY AND RICHLY DRESSED AS-
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EVER ASSEMBLED WITHIN THE BROAD . LIMITS OF OUR COMMON Cj UNT~Y • . 
HERE CONGREGATE THE FAIREST OF THE FAIR FROM EVERY STATE, AND 
ONE CAN GA ZE--AND GAZE ON BEAUTY UNTIL THE HEART REELS IN ITS 
VERY FULLNESS. 
THE COMPANY, WEARIED WITH CONVERSE OR TH( PROMENADE, RE-
TIRE TO THEIR COTTAGE HOMES OR TO THE INVIT~NG SHADE OF THE 
WIF - APREAD OAKS, AND UN DE R- NEATH WHICH, lN BY - GONE YEARS, 
THE SAVAGE DANCED OR THE ANTLERED MON ARCH OF THE FOREST TOSSED 
HIS BREST, NOW GIVEN UP TO tHE HAPPY CROWD w~o, IN GENIAL CONVERSE, 
WHILE THE HOURS AWAY UNTIL THE LENGTHENED SHADOWS AND THE FR AGRANT 
AIR AGAIN INVITE TO THE ~~ LK, OR RIDE, OR DR IVE, OR OTHER ACTIVE 
EXERCISE. TH~RE IS HEARD THE SUMMON S TO A SOCIAL RE - UNION AT TEA 
TABLE, AFTER WHICH THE SPIRIT STI RRING MUSIC CALLS THE YOUNG AND 
rHE GAY TO THE GIDDY WHIRL OF THE BALL ROOM. HERE PLEA SURE 
RE IGNS SUPREME, THE HEA RT- TO NED LAUGH, THE WITTY ~ORD, TH E ' AMIABLE 
REPARTEE, ALL TELL THAT TH OSE ASSEMBLED HERE ARE JU ST StlPPI NG THE 
BUBBLES FRO M THE OVER - FLOWING CUP OF JOY. 
A GOOD ONE WA S PLAY ED OiJ SOM E OF OUR PARTY BY TH AT GEN-
IAL AND ~HOLE - SOUL ED CO MPANION, LUC K, HE CUNUEIVE D TH E IDEA TH AT 
TH E ~EPLJ8LI C.:', '- j ED ITORS SHOU LD HAVE TAhJGI BLE EVU C::N CE OF THE EX-
1 STE NC E o F THE '' r~u -K Lu x . 11 HE ROUTED OUT ABO UT A DO ZEN OF THE M 
AT TH E U/JSE ASOf•J .AB LE HOUR OF FGUR O' CLOC K f)O/\JDA Y ;1:iO Ri~ l :·~G , AND CO, ,J-
DUCTI NG TH EM TO A. SE CLU DED SPOT IN AN ADJ ACEN T GROVE, SOLE MN LY AP -
PRIZ ED THEM THAT BENE ATH THE TUFT ED GRA SS AT AN I NDICAT ED POI NT 
WAS DEPOSITED A BOW L OF 8 LOOD FRC/ ;: TH'== L.~ST .ALUGHTERED .~.BCLITl Cf\!-
IST. "DRl~~K YE ALL OF IT, 11 WAS THE CO MM AND; AND EACH, BE -
ING SUPPLIED WITH A STRAW WENT DOWN ON ALL FOURS TO IMBIBE FROM THE 
- 7-
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',. BLO.ODY FOUNTAIN. ' 'TWAS ;1QUICKLY EVIDENT THAT THE POTION WAS NOT 
uNPALATAaLE, FOR THESE INORDINATELY BLOOD THIRSTY RADS HAD TO BE 
pULLED AWAY BY T~E HEELS. THEY PRONOUNCED THE MIXTURE A FIRST-
C LASS ART I CLE OF 11 BUMGARDEN 11 PUNCH, AND SHOWERED BLESS r NGS IN-
STEAO OF CURSES UPON THE SOUTHERN KU-KLUX. 
RETUR~J TO RI CHrvD~JD. 
NE HAVE SPENT A SABBATH AT THE .\fH°ITE SULPHl.JRj(;,.,,-HAVE BATHED 
1N ITS WATERS- - WORSHIPPED IN ITS LITTLE CHURCH --DRANK IN THE PURI -
TY OF TfiE ATMOSPHERE- -E NJOYED THE TRUE, SOUTHERN 1 HOSPITALITY AT 
~HE HANDS OF THE MESSRS. PEYTON AND LUCK--WITNESSED A THUNDER STORM 
AMONG THE MOUNTAINS--RAMBLED ABOUT IN THE SHADY WALKS, AS YET UN -
FRE0UENTED, FOR 11 THE SEASON11 HAS SCARCELY BEGUN -- AND NOW WE BEGIN 
OUR RETURN TRIP TO R ICHMOND AT E A. M. , IN OUR SPECIAL TRAIN, WHICH 
STOPS OBLIGINGLY BY THE WAY WHEREVER WE WISH IT; AND WE HAVE AN OP 
pORTUNITY TO WANDER BY DAY - LIGHT OVER THE RARE ENGINEERING SKILL, 
THE INDOMITABLE PLUCK, THE UNCONQUERABLE PATIENCE WHICH COMBINED 
TO BU I LD THE CHESAPEA i< E AND OH 10 RAILROAD, THE CH I EF ENG I NEER OF 
WHICH #AS COLONEL H. D. 1HITCOMB. 
THOSE STEEP GRADES NE SAW BY MOON-LIGHT--THE STEEPEST I ~ THE 
COUNTRY --ARE ONLY TEM PORARY TRACKS. THEY ARE CUTTl i✓ G, TU 1mE LLl/1jG 
AND FILLING FOR PE RMANENT ROAD-BEDS; AND WHEN COMPLETED THE ROA D 
WILL HAVE NO HE AVIE R GRAD ING THA N THA N IS EXPE~ IENED 01 ALMOST AN Y K 
LI NE. 
IN TH C: SHORT DIST,c\ NCE OF A LITTLE OVER TWENTY tvilLES THERE 
ARE SE VEN TUNNELS OF AN AGGREGATE LENGTH OF ELEVEN THOUSAND FEET. 
ONE OF THESE TUNNELS IS NOW BEING CONSTRUCTED, AND WHEN COMPLETED 
WI LL BE THREE THOUSAND, ru I NE HUNDRED FEET IN LENGTH • . THE TRAIN WAS 




WITNESS THE MAGNLTUDE Of THE WORK AND THE MODUS OPERAND I OF 
BLASTING THE KARD ROCK. SHAFTS WERE SUNK AT THREE DLFFERENT 
pOINTS, AND THE DRILLING MACHINES WERE WORKED BY STEAM POWER. 
A LARGE BODY OF MEN, MOSTLY CONVICTS FROM THE. ST ATE PENITENTI-
ARY, WERE AT WORK IH THE VARIOUS SHAFTS AND AT BOTH ENDS 6F THE 
TUNNEL IN BLASTING THE ROCK AND REMOVLNG THE DEBRIS TO NEIGHBOR -
ING RAVINES. ON THIS DIVISION OF. THE LAND ARE SEVERAL EMBANKMENTS 
OF NEARLY ONE HUNDRED FEET IN HEIGKT, EACH ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY 
I 
I 
FEET, AND ONE STILL UNFINISHtD AT ONE HUNDRED AND ElGHTY~FLVE · 
FEET. THERE ARE ALSO FIVE BRIDGES OF AN AGGREGATE LENGTH OF 
E IGHT HUNDRED FEET, AND SEVERAL LARGE, ARCHED CULVERTS. 
THE WOR K IS > MARVEL OF ENGINEERING SKILL, AND IS BEING 
cOMPLETED WITH A THOROUGHNESS NOT EXCEEDED ON ANY ROAD IH THE COUN-
TRY. IN FACT, WE HAVE NEVER TRAVELED OVER A BETTER CONSTRUCTED RAIL 
ROAD THAN THE CHESAPEAKE AND OH IO, AND CAN RECOMMEND IT AS ~NE OF 
THE SAFEST AND MOST PLEASANT LINES OF TRA VEL IN THE UNITED STATES • 
. ~lEAR COVINGTON, WHILE GEN. /\VERILL, IN THE ,,v1NTER OF 
1863-4 WAS MAKING A RAID THROUGH THAT SECTION OF VIRGli\JIA, FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF CUTTING THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILROAD, HE WAS SUDDE NLY 
ATTACKED BY A SUPERIOR FORCE ON HIS FLANKS UNDiR GENE RA LS 
F ITZ HUGH LEE AND EARLY, AND BARELY ESCAPED CAPTURE, LOSING HIS 
SADDLE BAGS COf~TA I NING ALL HIS P::,PERS ,<\ND iviAPS, fv;AJ CJ R JED.HOTCH-
KISS, (A BROTH ER OF THE LEADER OF OUR ESCURSION PARTY), AND AT THE 
TIME A TOPOGRAPHICAL ENG INEER Oi\J GEN, 11 3TOi\JENALL: 1 JACKSOf~ 1 S ST/I.FF, 
WAS ON THE TRAIN WITH US, AND ASSURED US THAT HE HAD ALL THE CAP-
TURED MAPS AT HIS HOME IN STAUNTON, AND PRIZED THEM HtGHLY, LEE 




• , .. I ~' f 
AND THOUGH1 THEY WERE SURE OF THEIR MAN, WHEN HE PLAYED THEM THE 
SLIP AND ESCAPED, MUCH TO THEIR CHAGRIN, BY THE WAY, WE FOUND 
MAJOR JED. HOTCHKISS A MAN OF MUCH INTELLIGENCE, A MOST GENIAL 
COMPANION, AND EVERY INCH A GENTLEMAN, WE ARE INDEBTED TO 
KIM FOR MUCH VALUABLE INFORMATION IN REGARD TO THE TOPOGRA -
PHY, SOIL, MINERALS AND INDUSTRIAL R~$0URCES OF VIRGrNrA. 
HE IS, AT PRESE~T, WITH A CORPS OF ENGINEERS, SURVEYING THE 
WHOLE STATE .BY COU NTIES, AND PUBLISHING MAPS THEREOF BY AUTHORITY 
OF THE STATE. 
~FTER A SHORT STOP AT STAUNTON, AND A GOOD DINNER AT THE 
AMERICAN HOTEL, WE AGAIN PUSHED ON, AND WITHOUT ANY INCIDENT OF 
MATERIAL INTEREST, ARRIV ED AT RICHMOND AT NINE 0 1CLOCK P ~M. 
GEN. ~ MS, C. WICKHAM, VICE - PRESIDENT OF THE ROAD, AND MAJ, RANDOLPH, 
ASSISTANT ENGIN EER, WERE ON THE TRAIN AND SHOWED US MANY COURTE -
SIES ON THE TRIP. 
- 10 -
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COLLIS POTTER HUNTINGTON. 
COLLIS POTTER HUNTINGTON WAS BORN OCTOBER 22,1821, AT HAR -
W I NG TON, CONN. HE CAME OF A STURDY PIONEER STOCK FROM WH tCH SPRUNG 
JUDGE BENJAMIN HUNTINGTON, A GRE~T JURIST; SAMUEL HUNTINGTON, ONE 
OF THE. SIGNERS OF THE DECLARki lON OF INDEPENDENCE:; DANIEL HUNTING-
TON, A GREAT CONGR°EGAT I ONAL PREACHER; FREDE:R I CK DAN I EL: HUNT( NG TON' 
.A BISHOP IN THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH, AND.DANIEL HUI\JTINGTON, ONE OF THE 
GREATEST OF AMER l'CAN ARTI srs .. 
Hrs FATHER WAS A CONNECTICUT FARMER OF SMALL
1
MEANS, WITH A 
LARGE FAMILY CONSISTING OF NINE CHILDREN, OF WHOM COLLI~ P. HUNTINGTON 
WAS THE FIFTH. HE WAS BROUGHT UP TO WORK AS A FARMER'S SON. THE 
EXTENT OF HIS EDUCATION WAS FOUR MONTHS EACH YEAR AT THE PUBLIC SCHOOL 
IN THE VILLAGE. '•°'!HEN HE WAS FOURTEEN HE WAS HI RED OLJT AT FARM WORK 
FOR A YEAR. HIS COMPENSATION WAS 17.00 PER MONTH AND HIS BOARD. 
WITH THE PERMISSION OF HIS FATHER HE THEN LAUNCHED OUT AT AN 
OARLY AGE PRACTICALLY ON HIS OWN ACCOUNT. HIS CHARACTER WAS HIGH 
AND HIS CREDIT WAS CONSEQUENTLY GOOD. HE ACQUIRED ON CREDIT A VERY 
SMALL STOCK OF MERCHANDISE, AND FOR THE FOLLOWING SIX YEARS HE TRAVEL-
ED THROUGH THE SOUTH AND JEST, PARTICULARLY VIRGINIA, WHICH WAS THEN 
INCLUDED IN WHAT IS NOW J EST VIRGINIA, DISPOSING OF HIS GOODS, AND AT 
THE SAME TI ME COLLECT I NG NOYES AS THE •, GENT FOR PART I ES WHO HAD TRAV-
ELED THAT TERRITORY PRECEDING HIM. )/HILE ON ONE OF THESE EXPEDI-
TIONS HE HAPPENED TO BE AT GORDONSVILLE, VA. WHEN THE LOUISA RAIL-
ROAD, NOW A PART OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILWAY WAS COMPLETED TO 
THAT POINT, JULY 27,1838. HE HEARD GENERAL GORDON, AND OTHERS DE-
LIVER THE CONGRATULATORY ADDRESSES TO THE CITIZENS. ASSEMBLED TO CEL-
EBRATE THAT GREAT EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF THAT VILLAGE. 
MEANTIME HIS FATHER DIED, AND WHEN HE REACHED HIS MAJORITY . 
HE WENT INTO BUS I NESS WI TH Hrs_ IB_ROTHER AS A MERCHANT AT ONEONTA, N.Y~ 
( 
THE FL RM PROSPERED : IN A SMALL WAY, AND IN HIE YEAR -I.~ UPON THE 
,'., 
,, 
DISCOVERY OF GOLD IN CALLFtiRNIA, BEING ADVENTUROUS -BY NATURE, HE 
BECAME THOROUGHLY IMi\lBUED WITH THE 11 GOLD FEVER 1•. ·HE WITHDREW FROM 
THE FIRM THE SUM OF $1~200 ~00 ~ND STARTED FOR CALIFORNtA BY WAY OF 
. ' 
THE ISTHMUS OF PANAMA. THERE HE WAS MANY DAYS DELAYED. HE WAS A TA~L 
I 
STRONG, WELL DEVELOPED· YOUNG MAN. Ht S CONS I TUT·I ON WAS PERFECT. HE HAD 
j I .' • • 
NEVER TOUCHED LIQUOR IN ANY FORM, .NOR TOBACCO, AND HE DtD NOT GIVE 
HIMSELF u-\-p TO SLOTH, IDLENESS, OR DISSIPATION DURING THE LONG PERIOD 
' ' 
THAT HE HAD TO WA IT ON 'THE ~ STHMUS. IN LATER ~KXR& ,DAYS HE WOULD 
DWELL WITH MUCH INTEREST UPON THE TIME HE SPENT THERE. HE HAD TAKEN 
WITH HIM A VERY SMALL STOCK OF GOODS WHICH HE, HIMSELF, CARRIED ACROSS 
THE ISTHMUS; AND HAVING ACCOMPLISHED THAT, HE WENT TO WORK CARRYtNG 
GOODS FOR _OTHER PEOPLE. MEANTIME HE TRADED PORTtONS OF ~IS STOCK, AND 
\ 
WHEN THE TIME CAME FOR HIM FINALLY TO SAIL FROM PANAMA FOR SAN FRAN -
CISCO HIS $1,200.00 HAD INCREASED TO MONEY AND GOODS WORTH $5,200.00. 
WITH THIS CAPITAL IN HAND HE PROCEEDED FROM SAN FRANCISCO TO 
SACRAMENTO, WHERE IN A SMALL SHACK IN THE FALL OF 1849 HE ESTABLISH-
ED HIMSELF AS A GENERAL DEALER IN HARDWARE AND MINER'S SUPPLIES. HE 
IMMEDIATELY FORMED A CLOSE FRIEND- SHIP AND BUSINESS CONNECTl~NS WITH 
MR. MARK HOPKINS, AND CONTINUED BUSINESS THEREAFTER UNDER THE FIRM 
NAME OF HOPKINS AND HUNTINGTON FOR TWRNTY-FG UR YEARS, UNTIL MR.HOP -
K I N I S DEATH • 
IMMEDIATELY UPON THE INFLUX OF THE SETTLERS IN 1849 THERE 
AROSE AN AGITATION FOR A TRANS - CONTINENTAL TRANSPORTATION LINE. MR. 
HUNTINGTON EARLY BECAME FULLY IMBUED WITH THE FEASIBILITY OF THE 
PROJECT --- A PROJECT SO GIGANTIC THAT ITS -ADVOCATES AT THAT TIME 
WERE DEEMED IDEALISTlC AND lMPRACTICABLE. HE HOWEVER, NEVER FOR AN 
INSTANT, RELAXED HIS EFFORTS; AND HE flNALLY SUCCEEDED . IN 186r IN GET-
, ' ' 
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' 
HE WAS FOND OF REFERRING, IN HIS LATER LlfE, TO THE ORGANIZA-
TION OF THAT COMPANY WHICH HAD ITS BIRTH IN THE BACK OFFlCE OF THE 
HARDWARE STORE OF HOPKINS AND HUNTINGTON. THE MEN PRESENT WERE LE-
LAND STANFORD, MARK HOPKINS, CHARLES CROKER AND HIS BROTHER JUDGE 
CROKER AND MR.HUNTINGTON. THERE WERE ONt OR TWO OTHERS NOT PRESENT 
BUT WHO, AFTERWARDS HAD FAITH ENOUGH TO BECOME INTERESTED; BUT THESE 
FIVE MEN PLEDGED THEIR WHOLE PROPERTY, THEIR CREDIT AND THEIR REPU-
TATION TOWARD THE CARRYLNG OUT OF THEIR DESIGN. ·. MR.HUNTlNGTON 1 S 
INTITIALS BEfNG 11C.P. 11 , AND HE BEING INSVSTENT, IN SEA~ON AND OUT OF 
SEASON, IN Ar>JOCAY OF THE PROJECT, HE BECAME KNOWN AS ,:HE 11 CENTRAL 
PAC IF I C11 HUNTINGTON. UPON THE PROCUREMENT OF THE STATE CHARTER 
AND THE ORGAN I ZAT I Of~ THEREUNDER, MR·. HU NT I NG TON 'N AS SENT BY HIS ASSO-
C I ATES AS THEIR GENERAL AGENT WITH FULL POWER TO ACT. HE ESTABLISH-
ED CONNECTIONS WITH THE BANKERS Ii\ NEW YORK, INCLUDING THE THEN STRONG 
FIRM OF FISK AND HATCH. HE PROCEEDED THEN TO ~ ASHI NGTON, AND IN 1862 
A FEDERAL CHARTER WAS GRANTED TO THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RA ILROAD COMPANY 
AND A CONTRACT ENTERED INTO WITH THE UNITED ~TATES GOVERNMENT BY WHICH 
~R . HUNTINGTON AND HIS ASSOCIATES AGREED TO CONSTRUCT A RAILROAD AND XK 
TELEGRAPH LINE FROM THE PACIFIC COAST TO A POINT WHERE IT WOULD MEET 
ND CONNECT WITH THE UN ION PACIFIC RA ILROAD . THIS POINT WAS SUBSE-
QUENTLY ESTABLISHED AT_ (GDEN. )HEN GE REMEMBER THAT THIS RA IL RO AD 
WAS TO CROSS THE ~OCKY ~OUNTAINS AND THE GREAT, UNEXPLORED TERRI-
TORY APPEA ~ ING ON THE MAPS AT THAT TIME AS THE GREAT AME RICAN DESERT, 
THROUGH WH ICH THERE ROAMED NUMEROUS TRIBES OF HOSTILE fNDI ANS AND COUNT 
LESS MILLIONS OF BUFFALO, AN IDEA CAN BE FORMED AS TO THE DAUNTLESS 
COURAGE, ENERGY, AND THE GREAT EXECUTIVE ABILITY OF MR.HLlNTINGTON 
AND HIS ASSOC IATES. THE ROAD WASCONSTRUCTED, AND THE DREAM BECAME A 










THERE IS NO QUESTLON; BUT THAT THE BUILDlNG ; OF -THtS , RAtLROAD 
l 
( ·. FORMED THE WELD LNG Ll NK BY WHICH TH'E UN I TED STATES BECAME · THE 
( 
GREAT COUNTRY THAT IT IS, INSTEAD OF TWO SEPARATE COUNTRIES, ONE EA~ 
AND THE OTHER WES·T, THE NECESSITY FOR WHICH. HAD BEE:N SUGGESTED BY A 
STATESMAN ON · ACCOUNT OF THE INABILlTY TO PROPERLY COMMUNICATE B'E-
TWEEN THE FAR EAST, AND THE FAR WEST. TH r's ACH I EVMENT BROUGHT MR. 
HUNTINGTON ;INTO THE FOREMOST RANK OF· AMER tCAN EMPIRE BU fLDERS. 
THE SUCCE;SS WHIC-H : HAD ATTENDED HJIS EFFORTS GAVE HIM THE UN- . 
STJNTED CONFIDENCE OF.THE BUSINESS MEN IN NEW: YORK; AND IN (869 THE 
CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILWAY COMPANY, WHICH WAS ENDEAV6~tNG, PUR-
SUANT TO A CONTRACT MADE IN 1868 BETWEEN THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE 
STATE OF \/IRGl~JIA AND WEST VIRGINIA AND THE VIRGINIA CENTRAL RAIL-
ROAD COMPANY, TO C01\l!PLETE A LINE OF RAILWAY FROM RICHMOND, Vl"RGINIA, 
TO THE OHIO ~IVER, SUCCEEDED THROUGH GENERAL WILLIAMS C. ~ ICKHAM, 
THEN PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANY, IN INTERESTING MR.HUNTINGTON ANri HIS G 
ASSOCIATES IN THE UNDRRTAKtNG; AND m.J THE 16TH DAY OF NoVEMBER,(869, 
A CONTRACT WAS CONSUMMATED AND SUBSEQUENTLY RATIFIED BY THE STOCK-
HOLD ERS, BY WHICH MR.HUNTINGTON BECAME THE PRESIDENT OF THE CHESA-
PEAKE AND OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY, AND A SYNDICATE WHICH HE HAD FORMED 
TO FI NANCE THE COMPANY. THE ·woRK IN AS COMPLETED ON THE 2SITH DAY OF 
JANUARY, 1873. 
MEAN TIME, MR.HUNTINGTON HAD CONCEIVED THE IDEA OF BUILDING A 
CITY ON THE OHIO RIVER AND ANOTHER CITY ON HAMPTON ROADS. HE CARRIED 
OUT THE FIRST PURPOS E THROUGH THE INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE CENTRAL LAND 
COMPANY, AND THE LATTER PURPOSE THROUGH THE INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE 
OLD DOMIN I ON LAND COMPANY. HE FOUNDED ' AND DEVELOPED WHAT ARE NOW THE 
CITIES OF HUNTINGTON, WRST VIRGINIA, AND NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA. 






TRANSPORTATION LINE. FROM \!HE ATLANTIC TO THE .PACIFIC. HAVING AC -
Q.UIRED THE. CHESAPEAKE ~ND OHIO, HE EXTENDE'D ~IS LI.NES FIRST TO 
LOU$SVILL~, KENTUCKY,. AND THEN TO NEW ORLEANS. MEANTlME, HE HAD PLAN-
NED AND PERFECTED . THE GREAT SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD SYSTEM AND HAD 
cOMPLETED THAT LINE, WITH ITS EXTE~SIONS~ SO THAT HE ~AD IN OPERATION 
A LI NE OF RAILROAD FROM PORTLAND, 
1 
~RRGON, TO, NEWPORT NEWS, VA• 
WHAT HAD BtEN TERMED A WILD DREAM BECA~t AN ACTUALJTYr AND . 
FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS ;M~ HUNTl~GTON--T~ lS EMPIRE. ~UILDE.f-- HAD THE 
UNtQUE EXPER.IENCE OF, TRAVELl~G IN HIS OWN CAR OVER HIS OWN RAILS 
" ' 
FROM OCE AN TO OCEAN, AND THEN A THIRD Of THE WAY BACK ACROSS THE CON-
TINENT VIA. THE CENTRAL PACIFIC TO OGDEN, UTAH • 
. MR~HUNTINGTON REMAINED IN C~NTROL OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND 
OHIO RAILWAY COMPANY, AND WAS ITS PRESIDENT UNTIL [888. AT THAT 
TIME HE FOUND IT NECESSARY TO DEVOTE HIMSELF ENTIRELY TO THE DEVELOP-
MENT OF THE GREAT SOUTHERN PACIFIC SYSTEM, AND HE DISPOSED OF PRAC -
TICALLY ALL OF HIS RAILROAD INTERESTS(?, NOT so) EAST OF THE Mrss-
lSSIPPI RIVER THAT HE MIGHT DO SO. , THIS HE CONTINUED TO DO, IN AC -
TIVE CONTROL, CHARGE AND MANAGEMENT, U~ TO THE DATE OF HIS DEATH, 
147 
WHICH OCCURRED ON AUGUST 13TH,1900. 
MR.HUNTINGTON WAS A VERY STRIKING LOO KING MAN, SIX FEET 
FCUR, BROAD SHOULDERED, SPLENDIDLY DEVELOPED, RETAINING HIS PHYSIC~L 
STRENGTH AND HIS MENTAL ACTIVITY UP TO HIS DEATH. HIS JUDGMENT OF 
MEN WAS UNERRING. HE HAD AN AXIOM WHICH HE FREQUENTLY REPEATED-
"TRUST ALL IN ,:,.LL, OR NOT AT ALL, 11 AND HIS TRUST. WAS RARELY, IF EVER, 
ABUSED. HIS KNOWLEDGE OF HUMAN NATURE WAS GREAT, AND IT WAS BASED 
LARGELY UPON THE BELIEF THAT HE ENTERTALNED, AND WOULD OFTEN SAY THAT 
IF YOU SHOW A MAN THAT YOU BELIEVE IN HIM, HE WLLL IN TURN T~Y TO SHOW 
you THAT YOU ARE NOT MISTAKEN. 
I 
I ' 
As MR.HUNTINGTON INCREASED IN FORTUNE AND IN YEARS HE 
-5-
TURNED FOR 
·;. -. · __ . ,:,.,,_._. ·; ' :: .. \i·- ·.:, l { . ' 
I ~ 
RELAXATION ~O f ;MPROVING 
; ,, ,. 
THE EDUCATION HE HAD RECEtVED. 
THE RELAXATION FROM BUSINESS THAT MR.HUNTINGTON TOOK WAS SPENT TO 
SLME EXTENT IN ASSOCIATION WITH HIS FRIENDS, USUALLY Of A LITERARY 
CHARACTER, STUDIES IN HISTORY, PARTICULARLY OF THE UNITED STATES 
AND [NG LAND,- AND ESP EC I ALLY IN THE Ll"VES AND WORKS OF THE GREAT 
MASTERS OF PAINTlNG. HE ACHIEVED A MOST REMARKABLE DEGREE OF KNOWL-
EDGE IN ALL THOSE LINES. '#HEN HE WOULD GO TO EUROPE HE WOULD 
STUDY THE GREAT MASTER PLECES Of THE OLD DAYS, AND H~ WOULDALSO _EXAM 
I NE w I TH DEEPEST I. N[ER E'ST THE WORKS OF THE MODERN SCHOOL, r·N WH r CH 
WITH UNERRING ACCURACY, HE OFTEN INVESTED LARGE SUMS; AND HE DfD NOT 
DO THIS SIM,LY FROM THE PRIDE OF OWNERSHLP BUT BECAUSE OF HIS CULTI -
VATED TASTE AND THE KNOWLEDGE THAT HE DERIVED. THERE WAS HARDLY A 
BOOK IN HIS LIBRARY OR A PAINTING ON HIS WALLS THAT HE COULD NOT TELL 
you A GREAT DEAL ABOUT, SHOWING YOU HIS FAMILIARITY WITH THEM. 
IT IS, OF COURSE AS AN EMPIRE BUILD ~R THAT MR.HUNTINGTON 
WILL BE CHIEFLY REMEMBERED--AS THE FOUNDER OF MORE DITIES, AS THE 
BUILDER OF MORE LINES OF RAILROAD THAN ANY OTHER MAN IN AME RICA. 
MR.HUNTINGTON, IN A0DITION TO THE MANY OTHER PROJECTS 
WITH NHICH HE WAS ASSOCIATED, CONCEIVED AND ORGANIZED THE NEWPORT 
NEWS SH I PBU I LD I f\lG A ND DRY Ik:>CK COMPANY, WHICH HAS DEV ELOPED INTO A 
VE RY LARGE PLANT. ON A STONE MONUMENT IN THE YARD OF THIS GR EAT 
PLANT IS PLACED THIS INSCRIPTION, DICTATED BY HIM : 
"'NE SHALL BU I LD GOOD SH I PS HERE, 
AT A PROFIT IF WE CAN, AT A LOSS 
IF 'NE MUST, BUT ALNAYS GOOD SHIPS." 
THESE WORDS SPE~K VOLUMES. ONLY A SINCERELY HONEST MAN IN 
THOUGHT, WORD AND DEED COULD SPEAK AND GIVE EFFECT TO WORDS OF SUCH 
THAT 
PREGNANT MEANING. No MAN CAN ~EA BIG MAN IN THE FULL s ,ENSE ®R THE 
iORD lMPLIES UNLESS HE IS HONEST ' lN ALL OF HIS PURPOSES.· 
- 6-
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c~R tST~As . oN ,. 1-1_ , GH.¢ ~EAK~ AND OH to IN rs13 ~ 
I ,1{ t .,iY. , ~;'V 
BY~,.DNNJ L-· . AHERN, HUNTINGTON. SHOPS. 
-lVl ~,.,., 
(:.'UOTED FROM C & 0. :~ ND -HOCKING VALLEY EMPLOYEES - MAGAZINE DEc.1923) 
THE CONNECTING RAILS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHro WERE LArD rN 
JANUARY, 1_873, EAST OF KANAWHA _ FA~LS.
1
, BY DEQEMBER, 1873, THE C & 
10. SHOPS AT RUNTI N.GTON V}!ERE WELL ORGANIZED AND EQUIPPED, UNDER THE 
_S:lJPERVISION OFT. J. HAMER, SUjERlNTENDANT OF MACHINERY. , THE ·SHOP 
· FORCE WAS COMPOSED OF YOUGG MEN FROM DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE COUNTRY 
WHO HAD LEFT HOME, HOPING TO BETTER THEIR CONDfTIONS. FISK & HATC~ 
A NEW YORK FIRM, WERE THE FINANCIAL AGENTS FOR THE C & 0. AT THE 
TIME OF THE J.COOK FAILURE; THEY WENT DOWN WITH THE REST, CONSE-
QUENTLY LEAVING THE C & 0. lN BAD CONDITION, FINANCIALLY. Dli1RrNG lti 
THE MONTH OF OCTOBER WE WERE PA ID FOR THE MONTH OF ,4.JGUST, AND WI TH -
OUT ANY ASSURANCE AS TO WHEN THE NEXT PAY DAY WOULD BE. THE MER -
CHANTS REFUSEED CREDIT TO -THE MEN; SO CHRISTMAS EVE &OUND US 
WITHOUT FUNDS AND WONDERING HOW WE WOULD PROVIDE FOR CHRISTMAS. 
HOWEVER, ON CHRISTMAS MORNING THE PAY CAR PULLED fNTO THE 
SHOPS. l T WAS A DARK, GLOOMY MORN I NG, AND THE PAY CAR LOOK ED MORE 
GLOOMY WITH THE CURTAINS PULLED DOWN. IT CARRIED THIRTY, SIXTY, AND 
NINETY DAY SCRIPT. NE KNEW VERY LITTLE ABOUT SCRIPT. JE DID KNOW 
SOMETHING ABOUT GREENBACKS. 'NE WERE IGNORANT OF FINAICAL MATTERS 
1N THOSE DAYS, NOT HAVING HEARD OF FREE SILVER, OR 11 SIXTEEN TO ONE 11 • 
CONSEQUENTLY, WE HELD MEETINGS ALL DAY. FINALLY, IT WAS UNDERSTOOD 
THAT GENERAL WICKHAM (VICE- PRESIDENT OF C & 0.) HAD MADE ARRANGEMENTS 
WITH THE MERCHANTS TO HONOR THE SCRIPTS. IN THIS WAY, THE MEN WERE 
PROVIDED FOR FOR THE TLME BElNG. 
IT HAS BEEN TRULY SAID: A AILVER LINING IS .ALWAYS SHINING 
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WERE GIVEN ONE OF ; HEJ, ; i 'r CHRLSTMAS PlNNERS WE HAVE . EVER ENJOYED. 
s,( . 
t;,; 
THtS HOSPITALITY WAS EXTENDED BY MRS . C. L. HEFFNER, WITH WHOM ALL 
c· 
' · 
BOARDED AT THI[ TIME:. 
- 2 -
NEST, 
. . . 
EMPLOYEE'S ~AGAZI NE JuNt, 19r7, PAGE 23. 
WILLIAMJ. BRIGHTWE-LLWAS BO.RN _tNPRtNCE EDWARD COUNTY, 
VIRGINIA, MAY 4, rss1. HE LEFT HOME, BOARDED A TRAtN AT PROSPECT 
DEPOT, ON WHAT IS NOW TH _E. N &. W., WENT ' TO lYNCHBURGj . THENCE BY 
PACKET BOAT ON THE JAMES .RIVER CANAL TO BUCHANA~. FROM BUCHANAN 
HE WALKED ACROSS THE MOUNTA.tNS, 36 MILES:, TO JACKSON'S RI-VER; 
AND THERE TOOK A TRAIN ON THE C & 0. TO WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, 
THEN THE WtSTERN TERMINUS OF OUR ROAD. AT THAT TIME THE BIG JERRYS 
RUN FILL AND LEWIS TUNNEL HAD NOT BEEN FINISHED. JERRYrS RUN WAS 
I 
CROSSED BY A TEMPORARY TRESTLE, AND A TEMPORARY TRACK HAD BEEN 
'CONSTRUCTED OVER THE MOUNTAIN AT LEWIS TUNNEL. FROM 'NHITE SULP,HUR 
HE WALKED TO WHERE IS NOW BIG BEND TUNNEL, ARRIVING THERE JULY rr, 
1869. PREPARATIONS WERE MADE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THAT TUNNEL. 
THE WRITER OF THIS (J.P.NELSON) WAS SENT TO BIG BEND TUNNEL AS AN 
ASSISTANT ENGINEER UNDER CAPTAIN RICHARD H. TALCOTT, ARRIVING THERE 
THE. FIRST WEEK IN'JANUARY, 1870; AND, ON THE TENTH OF THAT MOt~TH 
SAW THE WORK OF ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION BEGIN, WITH SOME CEREMONY, AS THE 
FIRST SPADE-FULL OF DIRT WAS DIG AT THE 52 FOOT SHAFT AT THE J EST 
PORTAL. 
AT THE TUNNEL MR.BRIGHTWELL FIRED A HOISTING ENGINE ON THE 
OPPOSITE SHIFT TO C.C.HUNTLEY: THE ENGINEER'S NAME WAS ]ILLIAM TUR-
NER. WHEN THE TUNNEL WAS FINISHED MR.BRIGHTWELL WE NT WITH THE TRACK 
_LAYERS, HELPED LAY _THE TRACK FROM BIG BEND TO HAWK'S NEST, WHERE WERE 
MET THE TRACK LAYERS ' FROM THE WEST. HE HAD THE HONOR HELPING TO DRIVE 
THE LAST SPI&[, A CEREMONY THAT WAS PARICIPATED IN BY GENERAL WtLL- . 
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CONTRACTOR' CLAl BORNE ~~j MASOiJ~< , . BOTH. OF 
.•,•.•.\· . 
11 
THE LATTER NAMED GENTLE-
1 
MEN STRUCK THE SP l KE, AND OThERS PRESENT ENJOYED THE SAME PRIVt-
LEGE, SO THAT THE REMNANTS OF THE S.P I KE W.ERE BUR I ED r N THE CROSS 
TI.E. 
TflEREAFTER. MR.8RIGH.TWE.LL WENT TO RICHMOND AND RAN A HOISTtNG 
ENGlN.E .l AT °CHU.RCH H:ILL -TUNNEL U'NTl'·L THE COMPLETION 1 0F THAT WORK. 
AFTER TH lS, HE WENT WITH THE ROAD CARPENTER DEPARTMENT, UNDER MR. 
I· 
C. F. Kl' N.G, MASTER. CARPENTER, FROM . STAUNTON TO HINTON. AFTER MR. 
KINGts DEATH MR. c. Vf. VANDERGRIFT, OF ' HONORABLE. MEMORY-, WAS MADE 
MASTER CARPENTER FROM CLIFTON FORGE. TO HUNTINGTON. 
IN 1878 MR.BRIGHTWELL WAS PROMOTED TO CARPENTER FOREMAN, IN . 
CHARGE OF WORK ON BRIDGES, TRESTLES, AND GENERAL CARPENTER WORK. IN 
1880 THE WRITER OF THIS SAW HIM DO FINE WORK ON THE TRESTLES ERECT-
ED UNDER SOME DIFFICULTTIE.S BETWEEN HUNTINGTON AND THE BIG SANDY 
RIVER• WHILE CARPENTER FOREMAN, MR.BRIGHTWELL ARCHED BIG BEN TUNNC.L 
THROUGH-OUT WITH TIMBER EIGHT TIMES.; AND WHEN THE BRICK LINtNG WAS 
PUT IN HE HAD THE DIFFICULT TASK OF PULLING DOWN THE TIMBER LINING, 
WffllDH WAS ALWAYS ATTENDED BY SOME DANGER, BECAUSE OF THE LOOSE ROCKS 
AND DISINTEGRATED MATERIAL THAT FELL AS THE TIMBERS WERE REMOVED. 
MARCH 15, 1890 MR. GEORGE ] . STEVENS, THEN GENERAL MANAGER, 
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/"\',':_c ·_;_.·'-'. ON ENGAGJN'G' TH~ HUNTI ~TON INJ[RESTS -1869-
r ':/:' .~ . ·.· ,. 'REPORT. OF· PRESIDENT 1.A/MS. C. WtCKHAM AND , DIRECTORS TO STOCK-
· . .,.,.,-: ·." :: • HOLDERS AT ANNUAL MEETING. OF f\b\{. 25, 1869: 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES 
EARNINGS FOR rl SCAL YEAR END I NG SEPT .9, 1869: 
EXPENSES 
NET EARN I.NGS 
!'Ne., RECEIPTS OVER 1868 





$ 40 ,933:. t4 
, . 
--\c:·1 .· 
ROAD OPENED TO WHilTE SULPHUR SPRINGS JULY I', 1869 • 
.. t(~ . 
. ' . 
I\ I·:,\ :,;'•)',, ,°'.• '_:_: ,: :, ,:};: .. 
; 1p URVEYS UNDER WAY WESTWARD. PROSECUTION OF WORK TO. THE · ·Oato RtVER. · . 
1•CoNTRACTS EXISTING l.N: r868 CALLING FOR CON'-
STRUCTION OF THE ROAD FROM COVINGTON TO '//HITE Su·LPHUR SPRINGS 
tNVOLVED AN EXPENDITURE OF NEAR ONE Ml LLION OF DOLLARS, IN-
CLUDING A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF UNPAID CLAIMS UPON THE SAME 
ACCOUNT. TO MEET THESE. ENGAGEMENTS AND LIABILITIES NO MEANS 
HAD BEEN PROVIDED EXCEPT THE 7% MORTGAG E BONDS, THE ISSUE OF 
WHICH YOU HAD APPROVED. 
11 8ELIEVlNG THAT THE. SUSPENSION Of THE WORK WOULD 
HAVE A DAMAGING EFFECT UP ON THE CREDIT AND IN TRUTH UPON THE 
cOMPANY, AND HAVING THE MOST FAVORABLE ASSURANCES OF THE SUC -
CESS OF THE LOAN, AT LEAST TO AN EXTENT SUFFICI ~NT TO COVER 
WORK CONTRACTED FOR, ','JE DEEMf.:J IT ADVIS fa BLE TO PROC EED, AND X 
THE FAILURE OF FULFILLMENT OF THESE ASSURANCES LEFT US NO AL 
TERNATIVE BUT TO RESORT TO TEMPORARY EXPEDIENTS (A~NAYS EX-
PENS I VE': TO PROCURE THE MONEY TO PROSECUTE THE NORK. 
'
1LJNDER THESE DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES WE WERE GLAD 
TO AVAIL OURSELVES OF AN OPPORTUNITY WHICH OFFERED TO SECURE 
uPON . TERMS SATISFACTORY TO US AND ADVA~TAGEOUS TO THE COMPANY 
THE -CO- OPERATION OF GENTLEMEN OF NEW YORK, LARGE CAPITALISTS 
AND OF HIGH FINANCIAL .CREDIT AND REPUTATION, WHO HAVE UNDER-
:-:· TAKEN CHARGE _OF THE fl NANCES OF THE COMPANY, AND SUBSTITUTING ·.\ . . ,.. ·- -1-
( -· . . . 
SIX% LOA~, Wt LL ENABLE US TO PRESS THE WORK VtGOROUSLY TO A 
SPEEDY AND SUCCESSFUL CO~·et..t'TI QN_. 11, 
SELECT COMMlTTEE OF THIRTEEN APPOINTED TO WHOM SHOULD BE 
-REFERRED TKE REPORT Of THE PRESIDENT AND DtRECTORS AS RELATED ~-_ -, 
TO THE CONTRACT MADE Wt TH CAP I TALLSTS Or NEW YORK FOR THE COM-
PLETION OF ·THE ROAD. 
I 
REPORT OF SA ID COMM [TTE.E: 
RESOLVED: IS-T. THAT THE STOCKHOLDRRS OF THE· C & 0. RAIL 
ROAD DO APPROVE OF THE ACTION OF THE PRESIDENT AND DtRECTORS OF 
THE COMPANY IN NEGOTIATING, ACCEPTING AND RATIFYING THE PROPOSr 
TION AND AGREEMENT OF MESSRS. G. P .. HUNTINGTON AND OTHERS, DAT -
ED NEW YORK, Nov. 16, t869, AND DO HEREBY AUTHORIZE AND EM -
POWER THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS TO DO · WHATEVER MAY BE NEC -
ESSARY TO CARRY THE SAME INTO FULL EFFECT. 
2ND. THAT THE STOCKHOLDERS WILL PROCEED TO ELE.CT ELEV-
EN DIRECTORS, WHO SHALL HAVE AUTHORITY TO CHOOSE FROM THEIR 
OWN NUMBER A PRESIDENT AND VICE - PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANY. 
3RD. THAT THE DIRECTORY SO ORGANIZED SHALL HAVE FULL POW 
ER AND AUTHORITY TO ORGANIZE THE COMPANY IN ALL tTS DEPART-
MENTS, TO PROVI DE FOR THE SELECTION AND EMPLOYMENT OF ALL OFFI-
CERS AND AGENTS OF THE COMPANY; TO PRESCRIBE THEIR :~TIES ANu 
DEFINE THEIR AUTHORITY; TO ASCERTAIN AND FIX THEIR COMPENSA-
TION; AND GENERALLY, TO MAKE, FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE COMPANY 
SUCH RULES AS THEY MAY DEEM NECESSARY, SO THAT THE SAME BE NOT 
( NCONS I STE.NT W 1TH THE CHARTER OF THE C.OMPANY OR THE LAW OF THE 
LAND, AND~AT THEY BE., AT ALL TIMES SUBJECT TO THE AUTHORITY OF 
THE STOCKHOLDERS IN GENERAL MEETING. 
-2- (SIGNED) j 




.  ' DIRECTORS ELE.<1TED: C.P.HUNTLNGTON, N.Y-.i 
N.:Y.; W.H.AS.PENWALt.., N.Y.; PLINY FISK, N.Y.; 
A.A.Low·, 
DAVID STEW-
ART, N.Y.; JONAS B.CLARK, ·N.Y .. ; H.C.PARSONS W. VA.; GEN. 
JOHN ECHOLS;, STAUNTON,VA; GEN. WMS. C. WtCKHAM, HANOVER,VA; 
. -~ 
GEr-t. JOSEPH R. ANDERSON, RICHMOND, VA~-,.';; • 
(THE DIRECTORS PREVIOUSLY HAD BEEN OF A LOCAL CHARACTER 
:( , i 
I ' 
vrz. I 867-1868); COL. H .C.CABELL, FRANKLIN STEARNS' HORACE 
' ' 
I I 
L.KENT' GEN. JOHN [. MULFORD, DR .ALEXANDER SHARP' CHARLES E. 
WORTHAM OF Rt CHMOND, VA; JOHN 1/1/000,JR. - ALBERMARLE, VA; GEN. 
' ' 
I l I t 
JOHN ECHOLS, AUGUSTA, VA.; MAJ. JAMES G. PAXTON, ROCKBRIDGE, 
VA; DR.JOHN A. HUNTER, GREENBRIER, 'N'.VA; ALEX. R. HUMPHRI-
ES, MONROE, W.VA.; JOHN SLACK, JR., KANAWHA, 'i✓ .VA.; H.C.,PAR-
SONS, PuTNAM, 1v. VA.; cI L. JoHN s. 1N1TcHER, CABELL, w.VA.)' 
NOTE THE PR EVA I LI NG CIVIL WAR TITLES: GENERALS ,(;:OLONELS 
AND MAJORS. 
SUMMARY OF REPORT OF COMMLTTEE TO EXAMINE ROAD: 
. ROADBED IN GENERALLY GOOD CONDITION. 
IRON (TRACK) BETW ~EN STAUNTON AND FISHERSVILLE, AND IVY 
DEPOT AND CHARLOTTSVILLE, CONSIDERABLY WORN AND SHOULD BE RE-
PLACED WITH NEW WHENEVER THE FINANCES OF THE COMPANY WILL JUSTI 
FY . IT. THE SAME IS, TO A LESS EXTENT, T ~UE OF THAT BETWEE N 
FISHERSVILLE AND 'NAYNESBORO, AND GORDONSVILLE AND LOUISA COURT-
HOUSE. THE RESIDUE OF THE TRACK IS IN GOOD CONDITION; AND THE 
SKILL AND JUDGMENT WITH WHICH THE WHOLE OF IT HAS BEEN KEPT IS 
WORTHY OF HIGH COMMENDATION. 
:THE TRESTLEWORK ON THE TEMPORARY TRACK OVER JERRY 1S RUN, 
BEYOND Cov I NGTON; ' Is WELL . XONSTRUCTED AND VERY SUB STANT I AL. 
· ' 
_.ti~r::~tt~lf t{i~ !t '": · · :·;!(: :t .. '\'<> :: · 
·;·, l ···THAT ·OV£R JACKSON'S R.IVER HAS ,BEEN ;RE - PLACED BY · A -SUJ3STANTIAL 
t ;.' .-,, . -i ,~ ' ~ ;• ". I , ' 'j ' I , 
( -) · , , , ,· B·R I DGE • . · . THE BR l.DG.ES OVER COW.PASTU1'E RI VER AND 'NI l,.SON 1 ~ , 
·-· 
(_ j 
,CREEK ARE ;BE I NG COVERED; . ANP THOSE OVER CHRIST I AN 
1
,S ,CREEK AND 
RrVANNA RIVER SOON Wl.LL .~E. 
A SPACIOUS AND QOMMQDIOUS DEPOT HAS JUST BEEN BUILT AT 
:• 
., . J 
-if1f1:rE su LPHuR SP R l NGs. 
, WE TE:STED THE SCALE.S, &c. · THOSE AT CHARLOTIESVI LLF.:· VAR-
;,} :, ED ABOUT , TEN ,POUNDS IN THE ,HUNDRED. THOSE AT Gov I NG TON AND 
' . 
8-EAVER DAM ,WERE INACCURATE, .BUT THEIR UARIATIONS WERE SLIGHT .. 
THE POL I CY OF BU I LD I NG AND REPAIR I NG THE LOACH ES, CARS AND 
MACHINERY OF THE ROAD AS FAR AS PO SSIBLE IN THEIR OWN SHOPS MUST 
MEET THE HEARTY APPROVAL OF THE COMPANY, AS IT DOES OF YOUR COM-
MITTEE. 
THE SUPPLY OF FUEL (wooD) APPEARS TO BE AMPLE AND THE 
QUALITY GOOD, BUT WE FIND IT NECESSARY AGAIN TO CALL ATTENT10N · 
ro THE DESIRABLENESS OF HAVING IT CUT IN UNIFORM LENGTH. 
AS THE ROAD PASSES THROUGH THE OUTSKIRTS OF S HARLOTTES -
VILLE, AND ONLY BY A FEW ST RAGGLING BUILDINGS, WE RECOMMEND THAT 
THE DI RECTORS APPLY TO THE AUTHORITIES OF THAT TOWN TO RESCIND 
THE ORDER WHICH RE QUIRES THEM TO MOV E SO SLOW LY BY IT. 
YOUR COMMITT EE DEEPLY REGRETS THAT THE RU NNI NG OF T RAl ~ S 
uPOi\J THE 3/1.BBATH HAS BEEN RESUMED. " / AIVlt~G, FOR THE TI ME, Ai~Y 
COMMENT UPON THE MORALITY, OR RATHER_ l M~OR .~LITY OF SUNDAY TRAINS 
WE ARE FULLY SATISFIED THAT THE J:'.!A Ts_0, IAL INTER ESTS OF THE COMPA :N 
WOULD BE PROMOTED BY THEIR DISCONTINUANCE Ai\JD UNANIMOUSLY URGE 
THAT THEY BE AT ONCE. DI SCONTI NUED. 11 




HUNTLNGTON INTERESTS - 1870. (54 Wl.LLLAM '.:iT. N-. Y.) . 
C. P. HUNTINGTON, PRESIDENT. 
~EPORT OF PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS (SUMMARY): 
"IN CONSID~RING THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE COMPANY, WHICH 
DEMANDED IMMEDIATE ATTENTION, IT WAS FOUND NECESSARY TO RAISE A 
SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF MONEY- TO PAY OFF THE FLOATING DEBT OF THE 
COMPANY, WHICH AMOUNTED TO MORE THAN A MILLlON Of DOLLARS, - AND TO 
COMPLETE AND EQUIP THE ROAD FROM NHLTE SULPHUR SPRfNGS TO THE 
-·OHIO RIVER ■ AFTER MATURE DELIBERATION, THEY DtCIDED THAT- THE 
BOST WAY TO RAISE THE REQUIRED AMOUNT ~AS TO ISSUE SIX PER CENT, • 
THIRTY YEAR FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS, PRINCIPAL AND rNTEREST PAYABLE 
tN GOD COIN, TO THE AMOUNT OF FIFTEEN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS. SUCH 
BONDS WERE ACCORDINGLY ISSUED, AND A MORTGAGE DEErr FOR THE A-
MOUNT ABOVE MENTIONED WAS EXECUTED AND DELIVERED TO MESSRS. 
'NM.BUTLER DUNCAN AND PH I LO C. CALHOUN, AS TRUSTEES.. THESE BONDS 
WERE PLACED ON THE MARKET IN FEB. LAST BY fv'i ESSRS. FISK AND HATCH 
THE FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY; AND, ALREADY, MORE THAN 
ONE - T~ IRD OF THE WHOLE AMOUNT HAS BEEN SUBSCRl3ED FOR, AND THE 
SUBSCRIPTIONS PAID - - - - THE MONEY RECEIVED FOR THE BONDS SOLD 
HAS BEEN USED IN PAYING OFF THE FLOATING DEBT BEFORE MENTIONED 
IN RETIRING THE FEW OUTSTANDING SEVEN PER CENT BONDS OF THE COM -
PMN ISSUED UNDER THE TEN MILLION MORTGAGE OF 18 67, f'JOW C;~NCELLED, 
IN PAYMENT OF LOANS DUE THE JTATE OF VIRGINIA, FOR IMPROVl~G THE 
ROAD EAST OF ':)HITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, Ai\JD FOR CONSTRUCTl •:.:, N WEST OF 
TH AT PO I NT. 11 
BUILDING WESTWARD PROGRESSING FAVORABLY. 
"A TELEGRAPH LI NE FROM WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS TO THE WESTERN 
TERMINUS OF THE RciAD WAS FOUND TO BE A NECESSITY ■ EFFORTS WERE 




' . ·,' . { 
I . 
A LINE, BUT THEY, DID NOT PRpPOSE SUCH TERMS AS lJ NAS, DEEMED 
~DVISABLE TO ACCEPT~ 
A LI NE. 11 - - - .. 
TH '1 s COMPANY I$ NOW co NST RUCT I NG SUCH 
·ccosr ~22,'12.71). 
11UNDER THE ADMINISTRATION OF OUR IMMEDIATE PREDECESSORS 
ARRANGEMENTS WE ~E MADE FOR THE· PURCHASE BY THIS COMPANY OF THE 
STATE OF VIRGINLA IN THW BLUE R'IDGE RAILROAD AND TUNN'EL. THESE 
ARRANGEMENTS HAVE . BEEN CARRIED' tour ON THE JERMS A~D ~OND\TfONS 
APPROVED BY THE LATE BOARD OF DI R.ECTORS IN NOVEMBER LAST, f 869, 
AND BY YOU AT YOUR LAST ANNUAL MEETtNa. i ,l 
11THIS OBJECT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED BY THE ISSUE OF 
20 ~000 $H~RES OF tHE CAPITAL ~TOCK OF THE COMPANY, WHICH HAVE 
BEEN GIVEN IN PAYMENT FOR THE . REQUISITE AMOUNT OF THE BONDS OF 
TH E STATE OF VIRGINIA ■ A RELEASE, EXECUTED BY THE GOVERNOR OF 
THE STATE OF VtRGl~lA, AND BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF 
PUBLlC WORKS OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA, DATED JUNE 29,r870, AND 
TAKING EFFECT FROM ARRIL I, 1870, GRANTING TO THJS COMPANY ALL 
THE INTERESTS AND RIGHTS OF THE SAID STAT~, AND OF THE SAID 8oARD 
OF PUBLIC WORKS IN THAT VALUABLE PROPERTY, IS ON FILE IN THIS 
OFFICE. BY THIS MEANS, THAT SECTION OF THE ROAD WHICH COST THE 
STATE OF VIRGINIA NEARLY TWO MILLIONS OF DOLLARS, BECAME TH E ABSO -
LUTE PROPERTY OF THIS COMPANY, AND THE WHOLE LINE OF ROAD FROM 
RICHMOND TO THE OHIO RIVER COMES UNDER TH EIR FULL CONTROL AND OWN -
ER-SHIP ■ FROM TH E ABOVE MENTIONED DATE (APRIL I, 1870) THE LARGE 
ITEM HITHERTO PAID TO THE ~TATE IN TOLLS FOR THE USE OF THAT ROAD 
CEASED TO BE A CHARGE UPON THE COMPANY.'t 
"YOUR PRES I DENT AND BOA.RD OF D L RECTORS HAVE I NV EST ED LARGE -
LY OF ,THEIR MONEY IN TH.IS ENTERPRISE., AND IT IS TH.El 'R PURPOSE TO 
. , , • I •. 
PUSH F.ORWARD THE, GREAT WORK TO tr'S COMPLETION AS ~APIDLY AS POSS( -
! ' I l , 




' ' ·' ~ .'., 
~ ·.1. •. • ' 
,. ,,) • I 
' ··1 : 
11THE VAST, UNDEVELOP,ED MINERAL AND AGRICU,t.TURAL RESOUR-
CES ALONG ITS ENTtRE LlNE : GIVE ASSURANCE THAT THE. LOCAL ~:AJOX· 
BUSINESS OF THE ROAD WILL SOON YIELD AMPLE RETURNS FOR ALL THAT 
1T HAS COST • . ADD TO ' THIS THE ALMOST UNLIMITED BUStNESS THAT WILL 
NATURALLY BECOME TRIBUTARY TO IT FROM BEYOND lTS LlNE, AND IT RE-
QUIRES NOT I EXTRAORDINARY SAGACITY TO PERCEIVE "THAT THE· CHESAPEAKE 
AND OH 10 RAILROAD WILL, AT NO DISTANT DAY, , =ASSUME A POSITION SEC.-
ONO TO NONE OF THE GREAT TRUNK LINES LEADlN6 WESTWARD FROM THE 
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TRAIN LOSSES AND DAMAGES 
MAINTAINANCE OF NAY 
~EPA I RS OF DEPOTS, B.LIDGS;.: _ 















~, I 55.33 
251,365 .22 
8,270 •. 78 






NET RECE.I.PTS. $59,886.24 





$L4, 650. 72. 
tt It II II FREIGHT II 
IN MISC. RECElPTS 
DECREASE ON EXPRESS FREIGHT 
u tt U.S. MAIL 
TOTAL I NC REASE 
(THE DECREASE lN MAIL REVENUE WAS DUE TO THE FACT THAT fN THE 
PREVIOUS YEAR THE SUM OF $4,082.44 WAS REC:ElVED .FROM THE 
; 
ORANGE AND /-\ LEXt4.NDRIA FOR BACK MAIL SERVICE BE'fJW'EEN GORDONSVILLE 
AND CHARLOTTESVILLE.) 
CASH AND CASH ITEMS ON HAND SEPT. 30, (870 $ 1,544, 7(9. (5 
1871 
TRACK MUCH IMPROVED AND MUCH OF INCOME EXPENDED IN DU-
RABLE REPAIRS. EE.PENSE REDUCED UPWARDS OF $(38,000.00. 
RECEIPTS INCREASED MORE THAN $90,000.00. NET REVENUE $290,000.00. 
RESOLVED: THAT THE 80A~D OF DIRECTORS BE AUTHORIZED AND 
1NSTRUCTED TO ASCERTAIN AND PAY A SUITABLE SALARY TO THE PRESI-
DENT OF THE COMPANY, 
11 DEMANDS FOR BONDS CO~STANT AND REGULAR AND HAVE BEEN 
PLACED BY MtSSRS. FISK AND HATCH, THE FINANCI AL AG ENTS OF THE 
COMPANY, FOR THE MOST PARTM IN THE HANDS OF THE ·MOST PRUDENT 
INVESTORS OF CAPITAL IN THIS COUNTRY AND IN EUROPE. 
"THEY WERE ORIGIN~LLY PLACED ON THE MARKET AT NINETY 
CENTS ON THE DOLLAR; AND AS THE DEMAND FOR THEM INCREASED AND THE 
PROGRESS OF THE WORK OF C9NSTRUCTION GAVE THEM INCREASED INTRINSIC 
\UiWE., THE. RR l VE HAS BEEN GRADUALLY ADVANCED, UNTIL ,NOW _THEY COM-
MAND NINETY- FOUR CENTS ON THE DOLLAR; AND NO DOU.BT IS ENTERIAINED 'XDI 





• C'. .. ~ 
., . ,·.~:., :·.· 
FROM TH·L S. DAT~, THEY WI LL BESOUGHT FOR AT ~ PR~MLUM ON TH.EI R 
PAR VALUE.. 
"IT IS GRATIFYING TO BE ABLE TO STATE THAT THESE BONDS 
HAVE COMMANDED, AT ALL TIMES, SINCE THEY_ WERE FIRST PLACED ON 
THE MARKET, A HtGHER PRICE THAN THE SIX PER CENT BONDS OF ANY 
OTHER UNCOMPLETED ROAD lN TNE COUNTRY. THAT T,HE $MALL REMAlN-
lNG BALANCE OF THE LOAN WILL BE TAKEN . UP AS RAPIDLY AS TffE WANTS 
' l I . ' 
OF THE COMPANY WILL REQUIRE, ~ND AT STEADILY ~DVANCING , RATES, 
: t S tiJOW WELL ASSURED. u ( QUOTED F.ROM, REPORT Of PRES. AND DtRECTCS S .) 
.AMOUNT OF CASH AND CASH iTEMS ON HAND SEPT .. I; 1871 $2.,.274,4L7.04. 
EARNINGS 
FROM PASSENGERS 
II FREIGH T 
11 MAILS 
" . EXPRESS FREIGHT 
11 MISCELLANEOUS 
1





TRAIN LOSSES AND DAMAGES 
MA INTAINANCE OF ~ AY 
~ EPAIRS OF DEPOTS, BLDGS, &c 
II OF MACHINERY 




NET REC E IPTS 
- 9-
$113,975.20 




919 . 1S 
$769, 265 . 05 
$ I 2 I ,. 59 2. 66 
57, 373 . 64-
17,063.73 
. I 48 , 291 . 84 
7,652 . 66 
59,323 . 62 
7,465.99 










RECEIPTS FROM MAI~ SERVICE 
1t 1t EXPRESS FREIGHT 
Ml SC. RECEIPTS 









COST OC CONSTRUCTION, JAN. l,1870-SEPT.30,1871 $4,234,9(9 .• 72 
DECEMBER 5, 1372. 
11 AN EXAMINAT ION OF THE TREASURERtS ST/\TEMENTS WILL SHOW 
THAT DURlNG THE FISCAL YEAR THE BONDS OF THE FIFTEEN MlLLION MOIK 
MORTGAGE REMAINING IN THE TREASURY AT THE CLOSE OF THE PREVIOUS 
YEAR, HAVE BEEN SOLD, THE PROCEEDS OF WHICH HAVE BEEN APPLlED TO 
THE WORK OF CONSTRUCTlON NOW NEARLY COMPLETED. 
11 AS THE WORK HAS PROGRESSED, THE DECIDED ADVATAGES WHICH 
IT WILL POSES$ IN MANY IMPORTANT RESPECTS OVER ALL OTHER EAST 
AND WEST THROUGH LINES, BOTH FOR PASSENGER AND FRE IGHT THROUGH 
TRAFFIC, HAVE BECOME GENERALLY KNOWN AND GIV E ASSURANCE OF 
L/1.RGE REVENUES FR01vi THROUGH BUS l f\JESS, IMivlEDIATELY UPOi\J C01v!PLETION 
OF THE LINE. 
11THE INECHAUSTIBLE DEPOSITS OF IR ON ORES AND COAL, BOTH 
1N GREAT VARIETY, ON THE IMMEDIATE LINE. OF YOUR ROAD AND ITS NE.AR 
PROXIMITY, HAVE. ATTRACTED THE ATTENTION OF CAPITAUSTS, IRON--
MASTERS, AND MINERS lN THIS COUNTRY A~D EUROPE, WHO PROPOSE TO 
' . 
(_ 
PROCEED AT ONCE tN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MltilES, AND lN THE. '., 
MANUFACTURE, ON AN EXTENSlVE SCALE, OF IRON AND STEEL, AND lN THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF Kt NDRED INDUSTRIES• 
11THE CONSUMERS OF SEVERA.L VAR I ET f ES OF COAL AT THE EAST 
AND THE WEST HAVE DISCOVERED THAT THE~R CHEAPEST SOURCE OF SUP-
pLY IS FROM THE HILL SlDES OF THE GREAT KANAWHA AND rrs TR[BUTAR-
1 ES, AND ARE ANXIOUSLY LOOKING FOR THE OPEN.ING OF YOUR. ROAD, WITH ' 
THE INTENTION OF AVAlLING THEMSELVES OF THE FACILITIES rT WILL 
FURNISH FOR BRLNGIN.G TO THEM THE NEEDED S.UPPL\".; THE SHIP BUIL-
DERS OF [UROPE AND AMERl CA, AND OTHER CONSUMERS OF Tl MBER AND 
LUMB-ER ARE LOOK I NG TO THE SAME QUARTER FOR THE l R SUP PU ES - - ■ 
1'llt Vlf:N OF THESE FACTS AND OTHER INDICATl'ONS THAT THE 
BUSINESS AWALTING THE COMPLETION OF THE ROAD WLLL BE MUCH LARGER 
THAN IT WAS ORtGlf\JALLY SUPPOSED WOULD OFFER ON ITS IMMEDIATE 
cOMPLETION, YOUR PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS SOME MONTHS AGO, DECIDED 
TO . ADOPT A MORE THOROUGH AND PERMANENT PLAN Of CONSTRUCT I ON THAN WAS 
ORIGINALLY CONTEMPLATED - - - • 
'lfO PROVIDE THE MEANS FOR THE.SE INCREASED EXPENDITURES IT 
WAS DECIDED TO lSSUE AND OFFER FOR SALE SEVEN PER CENT BONDS TO THE 
A MOUNT OF F I VE M l LL I ON S OF DO L LA RS , PAY A B LE TWENTY YE A RS FROM JU LY I , 
1872r AND REDEEMABLE AT THE OPTION OF THE COMPANY AFTER FIVE YEARS 
FROM THAT DATE, 1\ND CONVERTIBLE INTO ANY MORTGAGE BONDS THAT THE 
COMPANY MAY THEREAFTER ISSUE. MORE THAN THREE-FOURTHS OF THESE BONDS> 
HAVE BEEN D I SP OS ED OF AT TH E DAT E OF TH I S REPORT. 11 - -. 
11THE CITY OF RICHMO~JD VOTED $300,000.00 OF ITS BONDS TOWARDS 
THE COST OF A BRANCH OR EXTENS 10.N FROM THE DEPOT TO A FAVORABLE 
pOINT Oi'J THE JAMES RIVER. WORK UNDER WAY1t. 
"THE OPENING OF THE CHESAPEAKE & 0HiO RAILWAY, NOW SO NEARLY 
cOMPLETED, MAKES THIS VAST INHERITANCE (OR' MtNERAL WEALTH WHICH THE 
MUNIFICENT CREATOR HAD BEQUE(!THED TO THE. PEOPLES OF VIRGINIA AND 
- I I -· 
( WEST VtRGINtA, AND WHtCH LS AS ENDURIN.G AS THE EVERLASTtNG HILLS 
lN WHfCH HE PLACED· IT) AVAILABLE FOR THE PRESENT AND ALL OF FU-
TURE GENERATIONS; AND NOT ONE OF THE VAST POPULATION WHO NOW OR 
WHO WILL, tN THE FUTURE, tNHABIT THESE STATES, WHETHER THE . LARGE, 
LANDED PROPRIETOR, THE FARNER, THE MAN OF COMMERCE, THE _PRO-
FESSIONAL MAN THE ARTfSAN, OR THE LABORER, WlLL FAIL TO SHARE 
rN ITS BENEFITS, 
ulT IS REASONABLE, THEREFORE, TO EXPECT THAT THE PEOPLES 
OF THESE STATtS WtLL FOSTER NND ENCO~RAGE EVERY ENTE~PRtSE WHtCH 
RESULTS SO DtRECTLY AND SO GREATLY TO THEtR ADVANTAGE; AND THAT 
THEY WILL BY WISE AND LlBERAL LEGISLATION, E~COURAGE RATHER THAN 
DISCOURAGE THE EMPLOYMENT OF CAPITAL FROM OTHER STATES IN THE 
GREAT WORKS OF INT ERNAL IMPROVEMENT WHICH YET REMAIN TO BE AC-
cOMPLl SHED. 
Do RECTORS). 
Tor AL EARNINGS 
EXPENSES 
NET EARNINGS 
( ~UOTED FROM REPORT OF PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF 
- - - - -
$777,632.70 
rs,687.34 
- 88, 945:-3o. 
11.C\ BOUT A YEAR SINCE, THE 80 :\ RD OF DIRECTORS AUTHORIZED THE 
ISSUE OF SEVEN PER CENT MORTGAGE BONDS, THE PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 
PAYABLE IN GOLD AND SECURED BY A FIRST MORTAGE ON THE EXTENSION OF 
THE MA IN LINE FROM RICHMOND DOWN THE PENINSULA TO DEEP WATER AND ON 
THE CONTEMPLATED BRANCH ROAD FROM THE MOUTH OF SCARY TO THE MOUTH 
OF THE KANAWHA AND ALSO ON THE CONTEMPLATED BRIDGE ACROSS THE 
OHIO RIVER AT HUNTINGTON; AND BY A SECOND MORTGAGE ON ALL THE 
PROPERTY INCLUDED IN THE MORTGAGE BY WHICH THE FtFTEEN MILLIONS 
AI X PER CENT LOAN lS SECURED, THESE SEVEN PER CENT BONDS WERE 
INTENDED .TO BE USED IN RETrRlNG THE FIVE MILLlONS OF DEBENTURE 





AND IN PROVIDLNG MEANS FOR THE. COMPLETION AND EQUIPMENT OF THE 
' 
ROAD BETWEEN RICHMOND AND THE OHIO RIVER, &c . THE Ft NANG r AL 
CONDITION OF THE COUNTRY DURLNG THE YEAR WAS NOT FAVORABLE -FOR W 
NEGOTIATION OF NEW RAILROAD SECURITIES IN ANY CONSIDERABLE 
' . 
QUANTITIES; AND AS THE WORK TO BE DONE WAS HEAVY AND CONSEQUENT-
LY VERY EXPENSIVE , THE COMPA~Y HAD TO RESORT TO SHORT TtME LOANS 
I 
• • I l I 
TO RAISE THE MONEY TO COMPLETE THE ROAD FROM RICHMOND TO HUNTfN<!IG 
TON - - - - - .:. -& C • 
i . I ' ' 
THESE LARGE ADDITlONS TO THE ESTtMATED COST OF YOUR WORK 
I ' 
WITH THE INABIL[TY·OF THE COMPANY TO MAKE SALES OF ITS SECURITIES 
i 
, PUT IT OUT OF THE POWER OF THE COMPANY TO MEET ITS OBLrGA -
TIONS AND TO PROTECT ITS CREDIT THROUGM THE LATE FINANCIAL PAN-
IC . ; AND ON THE FIRST OF NoVEMBER, TO THE GREAT REGRET OF 
YOUR PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS, IT WAS UNABLE TO PAY THE 
INTEREST THEN DUE ON I TS MORTGAGE BONDS. - - - - _,t 
'SEPT . AND OCT. 1873 PERIOD OF GREAT FINANCIAL DISTURB -
ANCE THROUGHOUT WHOLE COUNTRY. P~ESIDENT 'AND BOARD CAME TO CON-
CLUSION THAT THEY MUST ASK ACCOMQDATION FROM THE HOLDERS OF THE 
' ' 
FLOATING DEBT AND OWNERS OF MORTGAGE BONDS, ~ ISHED TO SECURE THE 
ULTIMATE PAYM ENT TO EVERY CREDITOR OF THE FULL AMO UNT DUE, PRI NCI -
PAL AND INTERESTt AND AT THE SAME ,TIME, RE- ESTABLISH CREDIT OF COi~ 
PANY ON PERMAN ENT BASIS. CONCLUDED TO USE, FOR A Ll MITED TIME, 
THE EARNINGS OF THE ROAD. THEREFORE, AUTHORIZED THE ISSUE OF 
SEVEN PER CENT, TWENTY YEAR INCOME BONDS, TO THE EXTENT OF 
TWELVE MILLlONS OF DOLLARS, TO BE USED AT THE RATE OF 85 CENTS OF 
THE DOLLAR IN RETIRING THE FLOATING DEBT OF THE COMPANY, EXCEPT 
I , , 
THAT PART OF IT SECURED BY SIX PER CENT BONDS; AND IN F~NDfNG THE 
,. -13 -
! ' 




INTEREST DUE, : AND TO BECOME DUE ON ;ITS ! S lX PER CE~TB®MBSXXXXX 
MORTGAGE BONDS , T.O, AND INCLUDING MAY I , 1875 AND ON I TS 7% 
! 
sONDS TO, AND INCLUDING JULY I, 1876. 
DENCE lN ULTIMATE SUCCESS OF ROAD. 
' 
HAVE EVERY CONFf -
- -EXT RACTS FROM REPORT OF PR ES f DE NT. 
EARNINGS $J'.2t0,508.92 • 
EXPENSES 1 879,700.0~ 
NET EARNINGS $ 330,808.91. 
PASSENGER RECEIPTS . HAD INCREASED $1.00,000 . QQ OVER f 872, 
' ' I ' J I ' 
AND FREIGHT RECE.IPTS $3(7,obo.oo. 
CONNECTING RAIL OF THE EAST WITH .THE WEST LAtD JANUARY 29, 
(873. ROAD 421 MILES. BRANCH LINES COMPLETED. TUNNELS PROVE 
DIFFICULT, SLrDES, &c. PE N[NSULA EXTENSION LOCATED. 
1874. 
11THE PROPOSITION OF THE COMPANY, REFERRED TO IN ITS LAST 
REPORT FOR FUNDING ITS FLOATED INDEBTEDNESS AND A PORTION OF THE 
INTEREST ON ITS MORTAGE DEBT INTO INCOME BONDS, HAVE BEEN AS -
S ~NTED TO BY A LARGE MAJORITY, lN AMOUNT, OF EACH CLASS OF CREDIT-
ORS; BUT WE REGRET TO SAY THAT A NUM3ER OF CREDITORS OF EA CH 
CLASS, HAVE THUS FAR WITH - HELD THEIR ASSENT. YOUR PRESID EN T AN D 
BOARD OF DIRECT OR S DEEM IT PRO PER TO SAY I N THIS CO NNEC TI ON TH AT 
RHE FUTURE OF THIS GREAT ENTERPRISE WHICH HAS COST SO MUCH LABOR 
AND SO MUCH MONEY AND IN WHICH SO VAST INTERESTS ARE INVOLVED, 
DEPENDS NOW, UPON THE FINAL DECISION OF THOSE BOND HOLDERS AND OTHER 
CREDITORS WHO HAVE NOT ASSENTED TO THE PROPOSED TERMS OF SETTLE-
' ' 
MENT.tt 1 -------1-fAVE CONSIDERED OTHER PLANS - - - - 11YET CONSTRAIN-
ED TO SAY, BEING THEMSELVES (THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS) 
- 14-
( 
. 1 .1•· 
MORE LARGELY lNTERE:STED THAN ANY OTHER EQUAL NUMBER OF .PER-
' : I • 
SONS, THAT IF THt PLANS PROPOSED ARE REJECTE~, THEY PERCEtVE NO 
OTHER ALTERNATIVE THAN THE WASTE OF A LARGE AND VERY VALUAB~E 
PROPERTY IN THE COST OF LITIGATION, AND THE FINAL ACQU(StTrON OF 
'· ' WHAT REMAINS, PERHAPS BY PARTIES WHO HAVE CONTRtBUTED NOTHING . . . . ' ' ' ' 
' TOWARDS lTS CONSTRUCTIOM, ANp ~WHO 
1
HAV~ NOT SHARED tN THE LABORS 
' . 
AND TRIALS CONNECTED THEREWITH. ; liYE S~AL.L NOT ,RELAX OUR EFFORTS TO 
I . 
ACCOM!f LI SH A · SETTLEMENT ON THE TERMS PROPo'SED, &c. 11 




NET EA.RN 1,NGS 
I NCRE.AS ES: 
PASSENGER ,RECEIPTS " 
FRT It 
Q E c • 2 , I 87 5 • 




239 t927 .36. 
ON OCTOBER 4, 1875 A BILL OF COMPLAINT WAS F"ILED I N THE CIR -
cUIT COURT OF THE U.S . FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,~~~~xxx~x 
ii~~ [ASTERN DISTRICT OF Vl ·;GINIA ON BEHALF OF THR C:: E PERS ONS 
RESIDING I N TH E STATE OF NEW YORK; AND WHO, TOGETH ER, ~E RE THE 
OWNERS OF ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS OF T8E SIX PER 
CENT MORTAGE BONDS OF THE COMPANY, ASKIN G FOR THE APP0 1NTMENT OF A RE 
CEIVER, AND OTHER ORDERS OF THE COURT PRELIMINARY TO A DECREE OF 
FORECLOSURE AND SALE. SATURDAY, OCT. 22, 1875 HEARING ORDERED 
AND APPOINTMENl' OF RECEIVER. 
I 
I 
11 0CTOBER 9, 1875, EDWARD L. ANDREWS, COUNSEL FOR THE COM-
j I 




h ., • 
' . .. · .. 
THE IMMDEIATE A.PPOIN.TMEN.T OF A RECELVER.; AND ON THAT DAY. THE COURT 
APPOINTED MR. HENRY TYSON, Of 8ALT LMORE, RECEIVER OF THE PROPERTY, 
INCOMES, FRANCH l SE S. , &.C .. Of THE. COMPANY, W l TH THE USUAL POWERS OF 
RECEIVER;&C. REQUIRtN.G A BOND OF '.];50,000 . 00 WlTH THREE SURE-
TIES; WHICH SHOULD BE APPROVED BY A JUDG.E Of SAID COURT AS SUIT -
ABLE lN FORM AND SUFFICI ENCY 0 F S.URE:TlES. [T LS REMARJED HERE 
AS AT LEAST, AN OlTRAORlNARY C0- INCLDENQE THAT MR .. TYS0N, A RESIDENT 
Of BALTIMOR E, WAS IN RICHINOND ON THAT S.ALD 9TH. DAY Of 0C.TOBER, 
AND STILL MORE REMARKABLE THAT HE HAD IN. HlS POCKET A BOND DULY 
EXUCUTED lN THE EXACT SUM THAT THE COURT HAD, ON THAT DAY, 
PRESCRIBED, AND THAT THE BOND WAS DRAWN IH THE PRECISE FORM THAT 
THE COURT APPROVED, AND THAT IT WAS EXECUTED BY THE PRECISE NUMBER 
OF SURETIES REQUIRED BY THE ORDER OF THE COURT, AND THAT THE SURE -
Tl ES WERE ALSO ACCEPTABLE TO THE JUDGE WHO HAD ISSUED THE 0RDER,. 11 --
,C\LL TH IS WAS WITHOUT NOT I CE TO THE COMPANY, ALTHOUGH IT WAS WE LL KNOWN 
THAT THE \/ICE - PRESID ~NT OF THE COMPAN.Y, GEN. WICKHAM, WAS WITHIN FIVI 
MINUTES WALK OF THE COURT HOUSE, &c. - - - AT TWO O'CLOCK THAT 
AFTERNOON MR~TYSON, ~CCOMP ANIED BY A LJ . S. MARSHALL, . WAITED UPON THE 
VICE - PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANY !AND EEMANDED POSES S ION CF THE PROP -
ERTY. MODIFICATIO N ASKED OR A D~LAY IN THE EXE CUTI ON . RE "UEST 
REFUSED. PR OPERTY SU RREND ERED TO MR.TYSON . 
0 cT . 22 COMPANY FILED AN S' •ER TO THE RULE AND RE QUE ST CF LARG E 
"NUMBER OF BONDHOLD ERS, STOCK - HOLDERS, AND OTHER CREDITORS, REPRE-
SENTING IN ~LL, A SUM OF ABOUT TWENTY - THREE MILLIONS OF DOLLA RS, THAT 
VICE- PRESIDelNT WICKHAM BE MAD£ PERMANENT REGEi.VER IN PLACE OF rvi R. 
TYSON. OCT. 30 MR.TYSON APPO.INTED PERMANENT RECEIVER: A STRANGER 
TO THE PRES I DENT AND BOARD· OF DI RECTORS. DOES NOT SEEM RIGHT AND 
JUST THAT A PROPERTY OF SUCH MAGNITUDE AND OF SO GREAT COST SH0UW 
. BE TAKEN OUT OF THE MANAGEM ENT AND CONTROL OF ITS RIGHTFUL OWNERS 
- 16-
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AND BE PLACE~ lN Tl:lE HANDS Of l STRANG.ER AGALNST THE WISH Of SO 
LARGE A MAJORITY OF ALL PERSONS tNTERESTED lN IT. WILL USE EVERY 
EFFORT LAWFUL AND PROPER TO SECURE REVERSAL OF TAE ORDERS ·of THE 
' 
COURT. IF THIS IS SUCCESSFUL, ·WILL PLAN FOR A RE- ORGANIZATION. 
--[:XTR:ACTS FROM REPORT" OF PRES.tDENT . 
C. P .. HUNTINGTON AND . BOA.RD OF DtTECTORS. 
THE BILL OF COMPLAINT WAS EXHIBtTED AGAINST THE COMPANY BY 
A/F.R.lCHARDS, MORRtS LEWENTHALL AND CHARLOTTE A. CLARKE, OWNERS 
' · . ' ' 
Of ABOUT $r2o,ooo StX.PER 6ENT GOLD MORTGAGE BONDS, PRAYtNG FOR A • 




t, I 12,320 . 70 
PLUS ADDITIONAL EXPENSES OF PREVIOUS YEARS AND ~INUS OVER - CHARGE 




- - - -
11 PROCEEDlNG.S WERE ACCOR'DINGLY ll-JSTITUTED BY THE TRtJSTEES 
OF THE SlX AND SEVEN PER CENT MORTGAGE BONDS IN THE STATE 
COURTS OF VIRGINtA AND WEST VLRGINIA WHICH RESULTED IN THE AP -
pO INTMENT OF GENERAL WICKHAM AS RECEIVER; AND ON TliE 20TH OF 
JANUARY, (876, THE PROPERTY AND MANAGEMENT OF THE BUSINESS 
OF THE COMPANY PASSED tNTO HIS HANDS, AS RECEIVER UNDER SAID 
APPO r JjJTMENT • u. 
ttfN APRtL, 18.76, A uGOMMITTEE Or PURCHASE AND REORGANt-
ZATlONtt WAS SELECTED BV A MAJORlTY- OF BOND-HOLDERS OF EACH CLASS 11 • 
CoMMlTTEE CONSISTED OF .~.S.HATCH, A.A Low, C.P.HUNTI.NGTON, JOHN 
CASTRE~ AND [SAAC DAVENPORT,JR. 
As OF .L\PRIL 18, 1876, 11THE COMMITTEE IS GRATIFfED TO AN-
NOUNCE THAT UP TO THE PRESENT TIME THE HILDERS OF THE $ 10,5r2,400. 
OF THE FIRST MORTGAGE, StX PER CENT BONDS, OUT OF A TOTAL OF 
$15,000,000.00, AND :; 10,892,000 OF THE SEVEN PER CENT MORTGAGE 
BONDS, OUT OF A TOTAL OF $12,131,000 OUTSTANDING, HAVE ALREADY SIGN 
ED THEIR ASSENT TO THE PLAN OF RE-ORGANIZATION.tt 
11 ,6,T A SUBSEQUENT DATE AN AR RANG EM ENT WAS MADE WI TH THE 
"CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY OF ~]EW YORK", TO REGEi VE AND TO BE THE CUS -
TODIAN OF SUCH B01\JDS AS MAY BE DEPOSITED WITH IT, IN PURSUAf~CE 
WI TH THE PLA.NS OF THE &;()~~ COMMITTEE. 
11THE SAI D COMMITTEE. IS MAKl f,JG VE RY SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
IN ITS EFFORTS TO PROC~RE AN ORDER FOR THE S _ALE OF THE PROP E~TY 
AT AN EARLY DATE ---- . THE RE-ORGANIZED COMPANY WILL, BEYOND ANY 
REASONABLE DOUBT, BE ABLE TO CONSTRUCT SUCH EXTE NSIONS OF THE ROAD 
AS AREDESIRABLE, AND TO SECURE SUCH CONNECTIONS BY RAIL BEYOND ITS 
OWN LINE AS WILL GIVE OUR ROAD THE- EARNING CAPACITY TO PROVIDE FOR 
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THAT lT WILL ASSUME..u 




(EXTRACTS. FROM REPORT OF PRES. C.P. 
·· EARN.tN.GS OVER OPE.RAT ING EXPENSES 
$ I , 599 , 512 .. 55 
r 1243, 035.95 
. 350,476 .. 60. 
$88,068.53 WAS EXPENDED IN NEW RA I LS,· · (I I l.00 TON.S, FASTEN tNGS, 
Tl ES AND LABOR)• 
I ! ! 1 I , 
DEC.. l , l 877. 
; I . , i ' 
' 
It ------You W.LLL OBSERVE THAT THE NET EARNINGS FOR THE YEAR 
! I I 
' 
WE.RE $339,307.89, AND THAT THE NET RECEIPTS WERE $326,887,23. 
Tvrs LAST AMOUNT WAS EXPENDED UNDER ORDERS OF THE COURT IN PAY-
MENT FOR RIGHTS OF WA~, FOR COST OF FORECLOSU~E SUITS, AMOUNTS DUE 
TO EMPLO YEES FOR SERVICES RENDERED PREVIOUS TO THE APPOINTMENT OF 
~ RECEIVER, AND FOR CONSTRUCT I <DJN, E·~:u I PM ENT, AND 0TH ER PERMANENT 
IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROPERTY~ 
"IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THE SyM OF $t37, t07. 3t HAS 
BEEN PAID DURING THE YEAR OUT OF THE GROSS EARNINGS AND UNDER THE 
AUTHOR I TY OF ORDERS GRANTED BY THE Cou RT' IN vVH I CH Is I ~JC LUDED THE 
cOST OF 3L-!/2 MILES OF NEW STEEL RAILS, THE LAYING OF THEM, AND 
ALSO EXTENSIVE REPAIRS AND RE-BU ILDING OF LOC OMO TIVE S • 
. 
11-~T THE DATE OF OUR LAST REPORT IT WAS BEL I EVED THAT THE 
WORK OF THE "COMMITTEE OF PURCHASE AND ~E-ORGA1\J IZATIOfi 1 ,VO ULD 
HAVE BEEN COMPLETED IN THE PR ING OF THE PRESE NT YEA~. THAT COM-
MITTEE WAS DELAYED I N THEIR WORK AWAITING THE JUDICIAL DETERMI-
NATION OF SEVERAL LEGAL QUESTIONS WHICH WERE THEN PENDING JN 
THE COURTS, THE NOST I MP ORT ANT OF WHICH Wi!,AZ THE QUEST I ON AS TO 
WHETHER OR NOT THIS COMPANY WAS LtABLE TO THE STATE OF VIRGINIA 





[T ts KNOWN TO MOST, LF NOT ALL OF You, THAT THEN•THE MANAGEMENT 
OF THE COMPANY WAS TRANSFERRED BY THE .OLD BOARD OF DtRECTORS TO 
THE PRESENT SOARD tN 1869, A LARGE AMOUNT OF MGNEY WAS SUBSCRIBED 
AND PAID IN BY THE MEMBERS OF" THE PRESENT BOARD ltlND THEIR ASSOCIATE. 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF AIDtNG IN THE COMPLETION OF THE ROAD TO THE 
0Hf0 RtVER; AND THAT AFTERWARDS THE SAME GENTLEMEN tNVESTED VERY 
LARGELY OF THEIR MONEY . IN THE SECURITIES OF THE COMPANY, AND, IN 
FACT, 1-:lAVE FURNISHED THE LARGER PART OF THE MONEY· WHI.CH WAS FOUND TO 
BE NEC ES S·.ARY FOR THE COMP LET I ON OF THE WORK •. 
11 TH ESE LARGE ADVANCES WERE MADE UNDliR ASSUR."1NCES OF THE BEST 
COUNSEL OF V IRGINIA, INCLUDING MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC 'N.'.J RKS 
AND OTHER OFFICERS OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA THAT THE PROPERTY WO-ULD 
REMAIN EXEMPT FROM TAXATION ON THE PART OF THE STATE UNTIL THE PROF -
ITS OF THE COM ?ANY SHALL AMOUNT TO TEN PER CENT A YEAR ON THE CAPI-
TAL . THE QUESTION HAS BEEN TESTED IN THE COURTS OF VI RGINIA, AND 
FINALLY, IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE LJ .. S .. , IN WHICH IT WAS DECIDED THAT 
THIS COMPANY WAS f\JOT EXEMPT FROM TAXATION ON THAT PORTION OF THE ROAD 
WHICH WAS FORMERLY THE PROPERTY OF THE VIRGINIA CENTRAL RA ILRO AD 
COMPANY. 
11 PR EV I OUS TO TH IS DECISI ON A DECR i:"E OF FORECLOSUR E AN D 
SALE HAD BEEN ENTERED IN THE C IRCUIT COURT OF RICHMOND. 
11 \ FTER TH IS DEC l SI ON, AN ORDER Ii/AS ENTERED I i\l THE SAME 
COURT, MA KING IT THE DUT OF THE COMMISSIONER, 0HO HAD PREVIOUSLY 
BEEN BEEN APPOINTED TO ASCERTAIN THE ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE 
COMPANY, TO ASCERTAIN AND REPORT THE AMOUH T DUE TO THE ~TATE OF 
VIRGINIA UNDER THE RULING OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE u~ s~ THE 
SAID COMMISSIONER REPORTED THE AMOUNT DUE FOR THE YEARS 1871 - 1877, /$ 
$(6,264. I 6; AND UPON THE COM I NG IN OF THE SAID REPORT THE SAID CIR -
cU IT COURT OF THE CITY OF RICHMOND ENTERED A SUPPLEMENTARY DECREE 
- 20-
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I 
0,RDE.RING THE SAID 'SUM Of 'S96,264 .. l6 WITH LNTERE.ST ON -.; 80,865 .. 20 
PART THEREOF FROM THE. I 5TH DAY OF JUNE., I 'dTl TO BE PA ID TO THE 
STATE Of VIRGINIA 'av THE 'PURCHASERS OF THE PROPERTY lN SIX IN-
STALLMENTS OF EQUAL AMOUNTS, ON A CREDIT Of 6, L2, 18, ' 24, 30 AND 
I , 
36 MONTHS, RESPECT l VELY • . · 
, . ! 
11 UPON THE ENTERING UP OF THlS DECREE THE THEN ATTORNEY 
GENERAL OF THE STATE G.AVE NOTICE OF HlS INTENTION TO APPEAL THERE-
'. ' . I ' • • 
FROM, CLAIMING 'THAT THE AMOUNT DUE TO THE STATE FOR TAXES AND PEN -
:: ' i · \ 
ALTIES WAS ABOUT THE SUM OF $235,000.QC, AND SIXTY DAYS WAS ALLOW-
ED BY THE COURT FOR THE .·~TTORNEY GENERAL TO MAKE UP HIS CASE- - - 11 • 
11THE ATTORNEY GENERAL DI EDj ANOTHER TOOK HIS PLACE. EF-
FORTS WERE MADE TO CONVINCE HIM THAT THE COMPANY SHOULD NOT BE 
HELD LIABLE FOR NOT REPORTING TAXABLE PROPERTY WHEN IT FULLY AND 
1N GOOD FAITH BELIEVED THAT ALL OF ITS PROPERTY WAS EXEMPT, AND ENDEIN 
DISSUADE 
ORED TO ~KR&~XRE THAT OFFICER FROM TAKING THE CASE TO THE COURT OF 
APPEALS, ON THE GROUND THAT WHATEVER THE LEGAL TECH~ICALtTIES MAY 
gE, THE EQUITIES IN THE COMPANY ARE SO CLEAR AND BROAD, THAT THE 
PEOPLE' OF THE OLD COMMONWE ,c1.LTH OF VIRGINIA COULD NOT AFFORD TO TAKE 
ADVANTAGE OF THESE TENCHNICALITIES- - EVEN IF THEY WE RE WITH THE 
STATEr-1/1/H ICH 'v'/E DO NOT BELi EVE--/1,ND THAT ONE COMPANY COULD THEN GO 
oN AND SECURE CONhJECT IONS 'N I TH THE . './EST ERN ROADS, If~ ACCORDANCE WI TH 
THE ORIGINAL PLAN, THE ADVANTAGES OF WHICH WOULD BE FAR GREAT ER TO 
THE STATE OF VI R3 INIA THAN TO THE PROMOTORS OF THE ENTERPRISE, AT 
LEAST FOR MANY YEARS . 
11THESE VlEWS WERE ACCEPTED. ,6.GREEMENT WAS MADE TO PAY 
; ! I I 
$96,264.16 BEFORE THE LAST. DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1877, AS A FULL SETTLE-
I 
MENT Of ALL CLAlMS OF THE STATE AGAINST THE COMPANY. THE AMOUNT OF 
I , 
$80~000 . 00 OF CtRTtFlCATES tSSUED BY THE RECEIVER IN _ ACCORDANCE 
WlTH AN ORDER OF THE COURT, HAVE BEEN DISPOSED OF; AND WITH THE 
,..,, . 
' ·, ·' ' ""'} .'. '• t ~ . .~ .. ~ -,,., 
: .:~t ... r · -< · :~ 
PROCEEDS OF THE. SAME., AND OTH.ER MONEY IN THE. ' HANDS or· THE RE-
( 
( 
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APPEARS TO BE NO REASON WHY A SALE. OF THE PROP-
ERTY MA1Y NOT BE REACH.ED ON, OR ABOUT APR LL l, l878.. MORE THAN 
N l NE.TY ~ER CENT ,OF THE; SIX PER CENT BONDS, AND MORE. THAN. 93 PER 
CENT OF THE. SEVENS HAVE BEEN PLACED .AT THE DLSPOSAL OF THE. COM-
Ml TTEE. Of PURCHASE. AND RE-ORGAN.I ZAT I.ON.. 1t 
OF fRE.St~ENT C.P.HUNTINGTON AND B Of D.). 
JAN. 7, 1879 
(EXTRACTS FROM RE;PORT 
Fl~ST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHESAPLCI.KE .4ND OHIO RAIL'NAY COMPANY. 
THE COMMITTEE. OF 0YRCHASE AND RE-ORGANIZATION TURNED OVER 
PROPERTY ON JULY r, [878, TO THE NEN COMPANY, ORGANIZED UNDER COR-
pORATE NAME C & 0 RAILWAY COMPANY. 
EARNtNGS FOR FISCAL YEAR: $1,936,360.68 
CPER. EXPENSES I ,594, 739. l'O 
EARNINGS OVER OPERATING EXPENSES 341,621.58 
RES CLVED BY STOCK - HOLDERS: ~ PPR VAL OF COMMITTEE IN RE -
G.~RD TO THE TRUST DEED FR0iv1 THE C .9-: 0 '.~ 1'\ I L'N.ll. Y COMP.ti.NY TO THE GEf\J -
TRAL TRUST COMPANY, OF NEW YORK FOR THE PURPOS E OF SECURING THE 
VARIOUS BONDS AND COUPONS THERE( :,, DESCRIBED AS SERIES A AND 8 UPON 
THE TRUST THEREIN STATED AND SET FORTH; AND THE TRUST DEED FROM S~ 
SAID COMPANY TO ALEXANDER 8. GREEN AND ISAAC E. GATES FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF SECURlNG THE VARIOUS BONDS AND COUPONS, &c.- II 
' ' 
DECEMBER. 30,1879: SECOND ANNUAL REPORT. 
I 1 i 
TOTAL EARNINGS $1,891,542.27 
' I ' 
C 
. J . ~ . ' ,J i . . ' 
OP ERA! LN.G' .EXP ENS.ES 
DE.CREASE. tN GROSS EARNINGS 
0PERATI NG EXPENSES. 
I NC REASE NET REVENUES 
P·R.EV_I ous \ YEAR. • I ' . 
,$44,818.44-
87,406.43 
$ I ,507,332.67 
384,209.60! 
42,588 .. 02, AS CO/v1PAR!i:D .Wl TH 
I J 
\ l • ' 
MO¥ED DURING YEAR 378,663 TONS Of COAL, AN LNCREASE. OF 
' I • 
38,887 TONS OVER PREVIOUS YEAR. 
1,1 
11UNDER THE PLAN OF RE - ORGANIZ:ATION, YOUR COMPANY TOOK THE 
RAILROAD AND PROPERTY FROM THE RECELVER, SUBJECT TO A VERY MODE R-
ATE CURRENT FIXED INTEREST- CHARGE, CONSISTING MOSTLY OF THE OLD 
VIRTINIA flDITRAL R. R. FUNDED DEBT: AND INTEREST, TOGETHER WIT_H THE 
EXPENDITURES FOR REORGANIZATION AND PURCHASE MONEY, AMOUNTING IN 
ALL, TO LESS THAN $2,350,000.00, BEARING SIX AND EIGHT PER CENT 
INEEREST PER ANNUM. THE COMPANY HAS CALLED IN FOR PAYMENT THE 
EIGHT PER CENT BONDS JANtY I, 1880, GIVING TO ~HE HOLD i RS THE 
PRIVILEGE OF EXCHA :,iGE FOR THE NEW TWENTY-YEAR, SIX-PER-CENT AT 
PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST (A RATE LO~ER THAN IT PROPOSES TO AC-
CEPT ANY CASH THAT MAY HEREAFTE R BE MADE), AND MOS T OF THEM WILL 
DOUBTLESS, SO ELECT. ~S THE MOR TGAG E SECURITY OF THESE LATTER 
BONDS IS THE FIRST LIEN ON TH EENT IR~ PROPERTY AND IT S AMOU~ T IS IN-
CONS IDE RABLE, THEY RANK AMONG THE VE RY SAFEST I NVEST MENTS, AND MAY BE 
3XPECTED TO REACH, AS TIME PA SSES, MUCH HIGHER RATES. 
tr8y THE CONSENT OF THE ivlORTGAGE CREDITORS, THE INTEREST OF 
THE LARGER PART OF THE FUNDED DEBT ~S PAYABLE FOR SOME YEARS IN 
f?·REFE.RRED STOCK IN ORDER TO ALLOW TI ME FOR THE DEVELOPMENTS OF 
LOCAL INDUSTRIES. ALONG THE LINE, AND FOR THE r:,JEIGHBOR COMPANIES TO 
, ' I 
I 




- \" •;:: ' ·. ,.,· .. ,. 
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' 
EFFECT CONNECTION WITH OUR ROAD. THE ANNUAL LNTEREST PAYMENTS. 
ON FUNDED DEBT w·1 LL FOR SOME TI ME, _BE V,ERY MODERATE, IN 
PROPORTION TO THE COST _ OF THE. PROP :~RTY, , AND QYITE WITHLN THE 
· CURRENT NET REVENUE EVEN IN THE PRESENT IMPERFECT STAGE OF ITS 
LOCAL BUS I N£~S. AND THROUGH CONNECTIONS. THE CASH REQUIREMENTS 
··-




SAME AS AT PRESENT--$133,000 • .'oo PER ANNUM. FOR THE 
' -YEAR END t NG SE.PT,. 30, . I 8'~2:, THEY WILL, B~, APPROXIMATELY 
$358,.000.00; FOR 1883, $658,000.00; AND FOR 1884 $883,000.00, 
EXCLUSIVE OF THE INTEREST OF THE SERl ~S A BONDS YET TO BE ISSUED.rt_ 
ELIZABETHTOWN, LEXlNGTON AND BIG SANDY RIVER R.R. TO 
EXTEND TO BIG SANDY RIVER, HAVE TO SELL $1,200,000.QL IRST 
MORTGAGE BONDS THAT THE HOLD!s.RS OF THE SECURITIES OF THE C & 0. WIILL 
FREELY TAKE OF THESE BONDS THERE SHOULD BE NO REA '.:; ON TO DOUBT 11 • 
FOR THIS REASON, NECESSARY FOR THE COMPANY TO RESORT TO A PORTION . 
OF THE $2,000,000.00 SERIES 11A11 BONDS, RE$ER''i/ED EFG>R ::: EXI•ENSIO N PUR-
POSES, UPON HHICH THE INTEREST WILL BEGIN TO RUN AS SOON AS IS-
SUED, AND WHICH ARE A PERFECT SECURITY FRO /v'I THE ST ~RT 11 • (::xTR ACTS 
FROM ~EPORT OF PRESIDENT'. 
/ 
] EC. 16, 1850--THIRD -i_~N UAL REP OR T. 
TOTAL GROSS EARNINGS 
OPERATING EXPENSE 
INCRE ,e1 SE OVER 1879 OF , 185,918.93. 
32 , 51 "~, 2-.5. o l 
"' -1~4~~8. I~ 
:; .'.:> o9 , 2 2 7 • b3 
EXTENSION STILL GOING FORWARD ■ LINE TO NEWPORT NEWS SHOULD BE 










11 flN<\NCISl. CO I\IDITION OF COMPANY, GOOD. BONDS FALLING DUE 
I 
• I • 
WITHIN THE - NEXT FIVE YEARS, AMOUNTING TO .1840,407' (MANY OF WHICH 
' sORE E[GHT PER CENT INTEREST), HAVE BEEN CALLED IN AND PAID WITH 
THE PROCEEDS or TWENTY-YEAR-StX PER CENT BONDS, WHICH HAVE BEEN 
SOLD AT CONSIDERA BLY ABOVE PAR. 11 (FROM REPORT OF _ THE PRESIDENT} 
\ ,.1. 1:"1 
{ .. 
. { ,: .. 
~~Ai[lCH :16, . 1882. FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT • 
GROSS , EA.RN IN.GS . ,$3, ,375, 968.D r 
~ 7434:J.0. 03. 
.:p m ·, .'.:>3 T.98. f XPENSES NET tARNINGS 
INCREASE FOR TWELVE MONTHS $ 187,597 .,54. 
11 REGULAR TRAFFIC TO NEWPORT NEWS. ONE HUNDRED AND SIX 
OCEAN S TEP1MERS HAVE TAKEN FU EL AT THE •l'I HARVES SINCE THE FIRST Of\E 
COALED THERE IN AUGUST. LARGE GRAIN ELE VATOR BEING CONSTRUCTED. 
THROUGH TR AFFIC TO LOUISVILLE AND THE SO UTH -WEST AFFORDED BY THE 
ELIZABETHTOWN, LEXINGTON AND BIG §ANDY RAILROAD. 
11 i£REC TION OF GRAIN ELEVATOR AT NEW PORT NEWS FINANCED BY .l'.. ©<. 
GUARANTEE OF THE BONDS OF THE GHES APEAK E AND OHIO GRAIN ELEV ATOR 
COMPANY TO THE AMOUNT OF $700, 000. 00, WHICH STOCK-HOLDERS RATI-
FIED. 
LI l~ES 
1'EXTE ,\JS I Of1J OF ROAD TO OLD Po I fH ;~O i·,lFORT, Al~D ,i'..LSO FOU R BR.llJfil-l 
COi·JS TRUCTI OI\I ALOi'-JG MA I ,~ Ll i'JE; 1 • (c::XTR ACT FR U/11 
(PRES I DEiH). 
~ESOLUT I 01~ BY STPCKHOLDERS kiA RCH J_.:2_, 1883. 
THAT THE ~CTION OF THE PRESIDE~T AND DIRECTORS IN EXECUT I NG 
A MORTGAGE OR DEED OF TRUST, TO JOSEPH P. LLOYD AND FRANK H .. DA VIE, 
TRUSTEES, DATED JUNE I, 1882, UPON THE BRANCH ROAD FROM THE MAIN LINE 
AT OR NEAR NEWPORT NEWS,,, IN THE COUNT I ES OF NARWIC.K AND ELI.ZABETH 
-25-
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C 
CITY, IN THE STATE OF \/LRGINIA, TOGETHER WITH THE TWO _ WHARVES TO BE 
BUILT BETWEEN THE MERCHANDISE WHARF AND THE COAL WHARF, ERECTED 
( 
AT NEWPORT ~EWS, AND SUCH STATION BUILDINGS ERECTED, OR TO BE 
ERECTED, FOR THE USES, OR PURPOSES OF THE COMPANY ON THE LINE OF 
SA[D ROAD, AND AT OLD POINT COMFORT, INCLUDING ALL LANDS, TRACKS, 
AND WATER FRONT ON THE LINE Of SAID ROAD BELONGl.NG TO THE COMPANY 
, AND ALL RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES AND FRANCHISES THERETO BELONGING, OR 
1N ANY WISE, APPERTALNLNG; AND ALSO ALL THAT RAILROAD OF THIS 
COMPANYr BUILT, OR TO BE BUILT, FROM~ POINT ON ITS LlNE AT, OR 
' ' 
NEAR THE MOUTH OF SCARY RIVER, IN THE COUNTY OF PITNAM, STATE OF 
'1/EST VIRGINIA, THROUGH THE. Cou1,JTIES OF PUTNAM AND MASON, "N. VA., TO 
A POINT ON THE OHIO RIVER AT, OR NEAR THE MOUTH OF THE GREAT KANAWHA 
RIVER, IN THE SAID COUNTY OF MASON, AND ALL THE FRANCHISES, RIGHTS, 
AND PRIVILEGES THERETO BELONGING, OR IN ANY WISE APPERTAINING, 
AS THEREIN DESCRIBED, TO SECURE AN ISSU~ OF THREE THOUSAND B8NDS 
OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS EACH, KNOWN AS SIX PER CENT, MORTGAGE 
GOLD BONDS, OF 1922, BE, AND THE SAME IS HEREBY RATIFIED, AP-
PROVED, AND CONFIRMED. 
RESOLUTION: THAT THE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS BE HERENY AU-
THORIZED AND EMPOWERED TO CAUSE TO BE MADE, FROM TI ME TO TIME, SUCH 
BRANCH RA I LRO.I\DS AND LATERAL ·.vORKS, NO T ::: XCEED I i'JG T•dE f·<JTY MI LES 11\J 
LENGTH, AS THEY MAY D~EM ADVANTAGEOUS TO THIS COMPANY. 
849,018 TONS OF COAL vVERE SHIPPED IN 1882, AN INCREASE OF . 
158,459 TONS OVER 1851. 
MARCH 20, f884: StXTH ANNUAL REPORT. 
GROSS EARNINGS 
0P~R. EXPENSE, INCLUDING TAXES 
EARNINGS OVER OPERATING EXPENSE 
-26- . 
$3,906,791 .. 00 
_ 2,59ii-93~.44 
I ,300, 858.44. 
. I 
( 
. .. ,' 
·:tNTEREST REQUIREMENTS UPON THE FUNDED DEBT, EXCLUSV IE. Or 
THAT PORTl l; N OF THE._ LNTEREST COUPONS WHICH, BY THEIR TERMS, 
WERE WHOLLY OR PARTLY . PAYABLE IN PREFERRED STOCK, $979,260.00 
TOTAL INTEREST LIABILITIES. IN CASH FOR THE CURRENT YEAR [884 
WI LL BE. $ 1,279,260 .00. 
177 OCEAN STEAMERS SUPPLIED WITH FUEL FROM COMPANYts vYHARVEJS 
AT NEW PORT NEWS. 
IMPROVEMENTS GOING FORWARD, AND CONTINUING PLANS FOR THROUGff 
TRAFFIC AND CONNECTIONS WITH THE NORTH-WEST. 
STATEMENT OF Ll ABILITIES DEC .. 3T, 1883, ISSUED BY THE TREAS-
URER, SUMS UP TO S68, 065 ,493 .46~ 
MARCH 19, 1885 SEVENTH ANNU AL REPORT. 
GROSS EARNINGS (DECREASE 10%) 
0PER. EXPENSE, INCLUDING TAXES 
EARNINGS OVER OPERATING EXPENSES 
(DECREASE 20~~) 
$3,538,605. I ·5 
__ 2 ,49~. 744. 10 
1,038, 86 1.06. 
Loss OF BUSINESS CAUSED DECREASE AND LOW RATES. 
~b INCREASE IN FUNDED DEBT, AND ;107,000.00 OF THE EQU IP 
MENT BONDS HRVE BEEN RETIRED. ~ATHER THAN PART ~ ITH ANY OF THE 
BONDS OF 1922 AUTHORIZED FOR THE OLD POINT COMFORT AND OTHER 
BRANCHES .i T LESS THAN THEIR FACE VALUE, THE J IRE CTORS B0 .: RONED , 
o N SHORTER TI ME, SUCH SUMS AS HAVE, FROM TIME TO TI ME , BEEN N~ED-
UNDER THE PLAN OF 7 EORGA NIZA TION OF 1875, WITH A DESIRE ID 
ULTIMATELY SAVE TO THE INVESTORS EVERY DOLLAR OF THEIR OUTLAY, AND 
tN ORDER TO ALLOW THE DEVELOPING BUSINESS TIME TO OVERTAKE THE RE€!1-
QUIREMENTS OF THE FUNDED DEBT, THE COMPANY UNDERTOOK TO PAY THE 
FULL SIX PER CENT I NT ER EST UPON THE SER I ES 11 B" BONDS Of 1908, F:ROM 




' . . .. ... • • • ;I "'•• "' . · . . . . 
• \ . . f · . 
.. /.;. .' .. 
·'• i . ,, 
TH'E NET EARNINGS HAVE NOT QUI TE KEPT PACE WI TH THE tNCREASE 
lN ANNUAL .INTEREST REQUIREMENTS ■ THE WISDOM OF POSTPONtNG THE PAY-
MENT OF CASH INTEREST ON THE CURRENCY BONDS Of 19t8 UNTIL T~E NET 
EARN.tNGS SUFFICED, WI L_L BE o--svrous TO ALL. .6.. PROSTRAT1tON OF TRADE 
HAS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED EACH LARGE OUT-LAY OF THE COMP.ANY, SO AS 
TO DEPRIVE IT OF IMMEDIATE _RETURNSj BUT OUR ORl'GI-NAL EXPECTATl'ONS 
OF THE ROAD AS AN EARNING PROPERTY, AND OF THE . FINAL OUTCOME AS ,A~ 
IMPORTANT TRUNK LtNE WITH MtNERAL TONNAGE AND RESOURCES OF ITS OWN, 
I ' ' • 
ARE NONE THE LESS, FIRMLY HELD," (EXTRACT FROM REPORT OF PR ES I DENT). 
DECREASE IN REVENUE FROM COAL OF $70,255.46. 
LI AB IL TI ES DEC .31 , I 884 






TAXES, STATE AND ~ UNICIPAL 
SURPLUS 
; I 77 , 3 69 • 69 
88 ,560 .. 59 
IN GROSS EARNINGS 
IN OPER. EXPENSE 
11 IN SURPLUS OF ;88,809.10, OR t .25%. 
:£69,215,816.32 
;3 ,361 ,235.47 
2,374, 159 •. 92 
987,075~55 
91 ,652 .. 25 
895,423.30. 
T i'l. XES I i ✓ CLJDE ALL FO R I 8c5. SOMPANY .u. LS O Pl\ ID ·,244 , 7-+5. 12 If\! 
TAX ES ASSESSED I N PREVIOUS YEARS, OF WHICH Sl93,721 .E7 WENT TO ) EST 
VIR G l[\JIA FOR THE YEARS l b79-1884, lf1JCLUSIVE. Ir✓ SEPAR ATE I NCOME 
ACCOUNT, 
COMPANY UNABLE TO MEET THE FULL AMOUNT OF THE INTEREST MA-
TUR I NG ON THE. SER I ES 11 Blt Bo NDS, ,AND THE BOARD DECIDED IT BEST TO 
OFFER ONLY ONE-HALF OF THE COUPONS IN CASH, AND THE REMAINDER I~ 
- 22--
' '. f 
!· • . , 1 
'j 
.. ·, ' • I 
COUPON I.NTEREST _SCRlP, WHICH WAS UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED BY THE BOND- · 
HOLDERS:. THIS WAS BEFORE MATTERS IN THE TAX SUIT HAD BEEN DE-
TERMtNED~ AND THE BOARD HOPED THAT THE EARNINGS WOULD IMPROVE 
SUFFICIENTLY TO WARRANT THE PAYMENT OF THE ONE-HALF CASH ' PA ID 
MAY AND Nov. rsr, WHICH AMOUNTED TO A50,000.00 
THERE- REMAINED, HOWEVER, FR(i)l THE . OPERATIONS OF THE ROAD 
FOR 1885 ONLY $274,971,06 TOWARDS THE INTEREST ON : THE SERIES 
B BONDS, AND THE PAYMENT OF ONE-HALF CASH ON COUPONS MAT!JR tNG MAY 
1ST AND Nov • . IST, ,AND PROVIDtNG FOR ~HE $224;,745. t2 OF TAXES FOR JUI 
PREVlOUS YEARS RESULTED IN A CORRESPONDING INCREASE INTHE ,FLOAT-
t NG DEBT. 
COMPANY'S FLOATING DEBT: 
Bl LLS PAYABLE AND DEMAND LO.ANS $1,748,576.35 
UNPAID COUPONS AND TAXES DUE 529,662.25 
0TH ER UN-PA ID ACCOUNTS 802,474.46 
INTEREST SCRIP SERIES 11 B•t BONDS 405,000.00 
$3,530,713.06 
AVAILABLE .ASSETS OF COMPANY 1,079,608.3 1 
SUM UNPROVIDED FOR 32,451 ,104~75 
So LARGE A FLOATING DEBT NATURALLY PREJUDICES THE VALUE 
OF THE JUNIOR SECUR ITI ES AND VALUE ST ILL MORE UNSETTLED BY UNCERTA~ 
TY ATTENDING TH0 AMOUNT OF SURPLUS THAT WILL REMAIN FOR DIS-
TRIBUTION. THE INTEREST ON THE FLOATING DEBT REPRESENTS ABOUT 
0 NE P E R C ENT OF TH E PAR VAL U E OF TH E '.:iE R I ES '1811 Bo ND S ; AND I T 
WOULD, WITHOUT DOUBT, BE ADVISABLE FOR THE H- LDERS TO PROVrDE FOR 
THE LI QUIDATION OF THE FLOATING DEBT, AND AT THE SAME TrME REDUCER 
THE RATE OF INTEREST ON THEIR SECURITIES BY BRINGING . THE INTEREST , 
' ' 
LIABILITIES WI TH I t\J THE EA .. N I NG POWER OF THE ~@J(Kll ROAD. SUCH A 
MEASURE WOULD, IN THE JUDGMENT OF _ YOUR BOARD, STRENGTHEN THESE SE~l:JRI -
TI ES. (EXTRACTS FROM REPORT OF PRESIDENT) -29-
JANUARY 1887, 1 NINTH ANNUAL REPORT, 
( GRO SS EARNINGS 
0PER. EXPENSE 
SURPLUS 
$4 , 09 6 , 048 • 55. 
2, 867, 98 1 • 98 
; 1 ,288,066.57. 
C. 
COMMENCING WI TH JULY I, I 886, ROAD LEAS ED TO NEWPORT NEWS 
AND MrsstSSIPPI VALLEY Co . FOR A PERIOD OF 250 1 YEARS. · 
COMP.ANY FA I LED TO EARN THE 1% l NT ER EST PA ID ON ?ER I ES 118tt 
BONDS MAY 1ST, AND THE r- 1/2% PAID Nov.r, BY TH'E SUM OF 
·1: , l ' 
$198,907.8[, DISAPPOINTING TO HOLDERS OF BONDS. 
IN JULY, 1886 A PROPOSITION WAS MADE TO THE ;~~LDERS OF SERIES 
.I •1:;:~·i'i" 
1t8 11 BONDS TO REDUCE RATE OF INTEREST ON THEIR HOLDINGS TO FOUR 
PER CENT PER ANNUM, AT THE SAME TIME EXTEN DING THE MATURING OF THE 
BONDS TO ONE HUNDRED YEARS FROM MAY 1,1886, IN CONSIDERATION OF 
WHICH, STOCK OF THE NEWPORT NEWS AND Mi ss. VALLEY COMPANY EQUAL TO 
25% OF THEIR HOLDINGS WOULD BE ISSUED TO THE HOLD E: RS OF THE BoNDS. 
AT THE SAME TIME, IT WAS PROPOSED TO THE HOLDE RS OF THE CURREN-
CY BONDS OF 1918, TO EXCHANGE THEIR BONDS FOR STOCK OF THEN N & 
AT THE RATE OF 6125.00 OF STOCK FOR ; 100.00 OF . 
s oNDS. ~AN Y ACC EP TED. 
EQUIPM ENT TRUST BONDS W~RE ISSU ED DURl ~G THE YEAR AM OUNTI NG 
TO 472 ,000 .00 ; AN D ~I I I , 000.00 WER E RETI RED, LE AVl ~G THE AMO UNT 
OUTST ANDING $361,000 . 00 GREATER THAN AT THE CLO SE OF 1865. ( EX-
TRA CTS FRO M PR ESI DE NT 1 S REP ORT), 
DEC . 31 , 1886: FIR-ST ANNUAL REPORT NEWPORT [~EWS & MISS I PP I 
VALLEY COMPANY. 
C & 0. STILL UNDER LEASE, THE NEWPORT NEWS AND MLSS. VALLEY 
Co. WAS INCORPORATED IN CG.NN, MARCH, 1884, FOR THE PURPOSE OF 




I •• t '\I:,\·~ . 
MANAGEMENT THE. EU:ZABE.THTOWN., LEXINGTON. .AND 8 I. G SiANDY R .R,., 




SURPLUS OVER 0PER. EXPENSE 
'];4,096,048~55 
I, 068, 972.3-1.. 
OCTOBER 27, 1887, · 'VMS. C. '.VICKHAM APPOINTED RECE .IVER. 
SERVED UNTIL.HIS DEATH ON JULY 23, 1888. i\GED 68. 
F·Es.J, !888, THE FINANCIAL HOU SE OF IBEXEL,MORGAN AND 
COMPANY AGREED TO CO-OPERATE IN -RE-ORGANIZATION OP C & 0. WITH-
OUT SALE. 
DREXEL, MORGAN & Co., AGREED TO CO-OPERATE IN THE ORGANIZA 
TION UPON A PLAN EQUITABLE TO ALL INTERESTS, AND WHICH WOULD PUTE 
THE PROPERTY ON A SOUND, FINANCIAL BASIS. AT THEIR SUGGESTION, 
C .8 .COSTER R .J .CROSS,. AND ,l\NTHONY J. THOMAS UNDERTOOK TO ACT 
AS A COMMITTEE !O CARRY THE RE-ORGANIZATIO N THEN PROPOSED INTO 
EFFECT. IN SEPTEMBER, 1888, IT WAS SHOWN TO THE ~OURT THAT 
THE C & C. WAS PREPARED TO MEET ALL OF ITS OBLIGATIONS AS THEY 
VATURED AND TO T~KE THE POSESSION AND M/ NAGEMENT OF ITS PROPERTY 
AGAIN; SO TH E RECEIVERSHIP •NAS TERMli\JATED, NITH i•·. ~. IN GA LLS .A.S 
PRESID~NT, OCTOBER I, 1888. THE LEASE WITH THE NE~PORT NEW S 
AND MISSISSIPPI VALLEY Co. WAS AUTO MA TIC ALLY CANCELLED. 
- 3 I -
. ' .... \ r ... . ,.,, 
J 874: DEPOTS. 
DEPOTS WERE BU I LT AT :JU INN I MONT AND GUYANDOTT-E AND ONE 
REMOVED F ?- OM WEST GUYAND◊TTE TO SE'WELL,(A .. R .. 1874.P 23). 
1874: . 
_COAL ' SIHII PPED DJR I NG FISCAL YEAR :· 
QUINNIMONri - - - -
CANNELTON - -





ST. 1~ LB ANS 
HUNT I r✓ GTON 
- - ·- -
.- 2,052 .. 60 TONS 
30,588.99 It 
239 .. 04 u 
1,411.56 ti 
5,961.28 II 
I, 768.12 11 
.68 II 
8,0LJ-4. I I ti 
--- .10" -;a-, 3-0-,-.-I 8 TONS. 
(A. R. 1874, PGS. 38-39). 
_1874: 
' '/ITH THE COMPLETI ON OF THE ROAD CH IEF ENGINEER H.D .. '.'VHIT-
CO~B LEFT THE SE RVICE. 
1875: ~ECEIVERSHIP. 
' -- ------·--·-----
ON ( CTOB ER 4, 1275, CERT A I N BOND-HOLDERS ASKED FOR TH E AP-
pG I f,JT.'.·iEN T OF A RE·'.::E IV ER , :.JH I CH ,'!A S 0O!\JE \J OC TO BER· 9, '!./ITH 
HEN RY TYSCN , OF BALTI MORE NAMED AS RECEIVER. GENER AL ~ S. S . 
.. / ICKH ,'\M WAS APPOl :HED i<E·:::E I\/ ER Oi\J JA:'JUARY 26, 127 6. 
ONLY JULY I, 1878,_ TH~ NEW COMPANY WHICH HAD BEEN ORGANIZED 
ASSUMED THE CORPORATE NAME OF CHESAPE'AKE AND OHIO RAILWAY, WITH .. 
C. P. HUNTINGTON AS PRESIDENT. 




;~MOUNT PA.ID , FOR EX TENS I OM FROM Cov I NGT0N rp HI o RI VER, ,,sv LAST RE-
: ' l I . t\ ·, { , 1 
pORT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 317,893,179.82. 
: ( l . l 
A MOUNT II FOR TE.AR END I NG SEPT •. 30, 1873 : -
EXT ENS I ON OF ~OAD - - - -
ALLEGHANY DIV. 
GREENBRIER DIV. 






l1MT. PAID FOR COST OF TENEMENT HOUSES, J. VA. 
11 _,, TEN D UBLE HOUSES, ). VA., - - - -
II 11 COST OF DWELL I NG HOUSES, HINTON - -
If 11 STREET I MPR OVEMENTS, HINTON - - -
' II 11 COAL PROPERTY, BLACKSBURG,:'!. VA. - - -
3,376,464.91 1 
194,303.50 
' · 267 ,,230. 75 
1 I / ' 
'• 397 .~0 •. 61 
• t I ' : I 
654, 60_8 • .40 
. , ·47, 068.B5 





9,276 .. 75 
· 864. 61 
8,000.00 
(.~i'nJUAL :< EP0RT, 1873, Ps. 19--23). 
:!UM BER OF PASSEi'JGE:~S LE AVI NG HU :\ITI NGT •:, . , FISC /- L YEAR EN D l '-JG 
-- ~ l r: 73 .::, [PT. 5 , O : 
I I, 853. 
(kNi✓UAL_REPORT, I [ 73, P. _ 44 :: . 
TOTAL TO NNAGE REC, AT HUNTINGTON 
JI 
II SENT FROM II 
JI P49 
II p 69\ 
,I 
I 5, 7:=o. 56 




TOTAL AMOUNT PAID FOR EXTENSION OF ROAD FR9M C0Vll1.JGTO.N TO 
I OH I o.: - - ..: ~ ; . ·, 
(1874 ANNUAL REPORT, P. 15).' 
--sa--
$23 ,J94,, 263. 69. · 
,;'1 l •. _) 
( 1 11, .' l 
L 
;ii/'.ii<' ', , ',.?tr .. ··:, 
- . 
LOW , WATER THE PRES E:Nt' ·SEASON. · THE EARTH:-WQRK Of , ,Tl;f IS SECT LON OF 
I • • 
LINE IS ' INCONSIDERABLE, THE GRADES AND ALIG,NMENT ARE , .fAVORABLE • 
• I 
BRANCH LINES. 
.' I . 
I. ! 
II FOUR BRANCH LINES HAVE BEE~ COMPLETED OR ARE IN 
• I 
PROGRESS. THE FIRST, GOING WEST, t 's AT GOSHEN 7 MILES LONG, FOUR 
! , I l ; 1 · ; .: 
OF WHICH ARE UNDER CONSTRUCTIO~. 'SEVERAL BEDS OF IRON ARE RE~CH-
ED .BY THIS LINE. :· T~E SEGO.ND JS AT : LOWMOOR, - B~TWE·E·N JACKSON 1S 
RIVER DEPOT AND COVINGTON, 21 MILES LONG. THI.S IS COMPLETED, AND 
! . 1 . • ' ; 
. i .' . ' I ; , • ·, ! l I . I d, · ,,: 
LARGE SH I PMENTS OF I RON ORE ARE PROMISED AT AN ' EARLY DATE. THE 
• , f t . l ,1 t , / ·~ ~ ~ 
THIRD 1s · AT ~UINNEMONT ON NEW RIVER; ~ND IS o~t ~~D i · ~ALF MILES 
, • I , 
LONG, NEA RLY COMPLETED, AND LEADS TO A COAL ~l~E WHl6H lS T~E 
NEAREST TO A TI DEWATER OF ANY YET OPENED ON THE LI NE OF THE Ro'AD. 
~ LARG E IRON FURNACE HAS BEEN ERECTED AT THIS Pd INT, TO GO INTO 
BLAST NEXT SPRING. THE FOURTH BRANCH IS ' AT Sr. ALBANS, It MILES 
LONG, CON NECTING THE RAILROAD AND THE NAVIGATION OF eoAL RIVER, AND 
ENA~LES THE PETONA CANNEL COAL COM~ANY, ~ND CERT A~N LUMBER COMPAN ~ 
IES, T~ S~ND THEIR PRODUCTS BY THE LINE, BOTH TO THE CHESAPEAKE AND 
THE OHIO. 
11 ,..,, T TH E OPENING OF OUR LINE TH ERE WERE BUT TWO COAL i, i l f·.; ES 
TRIBUTARY TO THE LI NE, THERE ARE NOW , EITHER I N OPERAT ION, OR NEAR L 
READY , 8 AND 3 OTHERS ARE I N PREPARATION AN D ~ILL BE OPENE D SOON. 
Two I ROf·J FUr; ~~ACES !1.RE BE I NG BU IL T 1H , OR ;,JE/\R CLl ~TO'; F ::: RGE. 
l E73: 
: . 
Cc I r' NrD', . :J. _, C..· ✓ H. ]]. '/H ITCO~AB • 
c.~.r,JNU,~L\~R EP ORT, _1873. _Ps _29-3:1)_. 
J I SBURSEME~HS. 






LI NE WAS I NT ENDED TO BE AND SHOULD BE, FOR THE MOST PART ON 
THE RIVER, OR LOWER SIDE, THERE ARE, YET, A FEW UNFINISHED 
cuTS AND EMBANKMENTS, WHICH ARE AVOIDED BY CURVES, OR CROSSED BY 
TRESTLES IN MOST CASES ON THE REGULAR GRADE• THE COST OF COM-
PLETING THE ROAD- BED WILL NOT BE LARGE, AND THE WORK CAN BE DONE 
WITHOUT INCONVENIENCE DURRNG tHE CURRENT, FLSCAL YEAR, 
11THE GREENBRIER DIV I S(l)ON WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE TRANSPOR-
TATION DEPARTMENT _AUGUST 1ST, AND THE REMAINDER OF. THE LINE. 
SEPTEMBER: !ST (1873). 
ttTHERE. WAS ONE CONSID t~RABLE RISE IN NEW RIVER DURING THE 
YEAR--THE HEAVIEST OBSERVED SINCE THE SURVEYS BY THIS COMPANY WERE 
cOMMENCED. ,THE RISE WAS, BY NO MEANS, SUCH A FLOOD AS OCCURRED IN 
1861, AND NO DAMAGE WORTHY OF MENT ION WAS CAUSED BY IT. 
11THE LEWIS TJNNEL WAS COMPLETED SO "HAT THE TEMPORARY 
TRACK OVER IT WAS DISPENSED WITH lN JULY. THIS TUNNEL . IS ABOUT 
4,000 FT; LONG, AND IS DRIVEN THROUGH SOLID ROCK, 
"THE CAR SHOP AT HUNTINGTON, 300 X 90,FT, rs COMPLETED; THE 
FOUNDATION WALLS FOR THE REMAINING PORTION OF THE SMITH(S SHOP H~VE 
BEEN LAID, ~ PORTIO N OF THE ROUND HOUSE FOR LOCO MOTIVES (13 ST ALLS) 
AT STAUNTON, IS COMPLETED; 'AND :ff:IE .,W/> tlS F0R l. [8A:f ATTHt NJ.01'1J · (l5": 
STAL.US} Ali< E : READY: d1UR : H!;E .- IR!OOF:~ E ..:: ~-~-
THE "/ORK '.\/ EST OF HUl'JT I /%TOI~ 
''THE LINE HAS BEEN DEFINITELY LOCAT ED AND CONNECTED WITH 
THAT OF THE~ LAND 8 S. RR. ST THE KENT UCKY LINE, ON E OF THE TWO 
RIVER PIERS FOR THE S IG SANDY BRIDGE HAS BEEN LAID TO 6 FT. ABOVE 
LOW WATER, AND THE FOUNDATION OF THE OTHER LAID~ THESE PIERS REST 
ON 'A COMPACT BED OF BOU KDERS WHICH LIE FROM 12 TO f4 FT. BELOW LOW 
WATER. THE FOUNDATIONS FOR THE PJER OF TWELVE. f;>OLE CREEK BRIDGE 
:~ . . t 




EXCAVATIONS AND EMBANKMENTS ON THE LOWER' NEW RI VER AND THE CON-
NECT I NG RAIL WAS NOT LAID UNTIL THE 29TH Of JANUARY LAST. 
3 11TH E JUNCTION WAS MADE. ABOUT 4S OF A MI LE EAST OF THE NEW 
RIVER BRIDGE, AND SEVEN MILES WEST OF THE POINT EXPECTED LAST 
YEAR. 
11 AS IT WAS DES I RAB LE TO -OP EN THE ROAD FOR BUS I NESS AT THE 
EARL IEST, PRACTICABLE DAY, A LARGE FOROE WAS EM PLOYED, WORKING 
AT MANY POINTS NIGHT AND DAY AT THAT INCLEMENT WSEASON, REDUCING 
THE UNFINISHED CUTS AND REMOVING THE SLI DES WHICH ARE COt,!MON ON 
NEW ROADS AT THAT SEASON OF THt YEAR. SOME OF THE SUDES WERE 
OF A CONSIDERABLE SIZE, AND THE MATERIAL DIFFICULT TO MOVE. SOME 
OF THE CUTS ~KDll.'1~1KJl TO BE REDUCED WERE IN SOLID ROCK, WHERE AT 
EVERY BLAST THE TRACK HAD TO BE REMOVED AND THtN RE-LAID, TO AL-
LOW THE PASSAGE OF TRAINS. THE ROAD WAS OPENED FOR BUS I il!ESS I N 
MARCH (AND FOR PASSENGER TRAINS ~PRIL I), BUT UNTIL JUNE THE 
TRAINS COULD NOT BE RUN WITH REGULARITY. SINCE THEN, THERE HAS 
BEEN NO SERIOUS INTERRUPT .LON. IT IS SCARCELY NECESSARY TO SAY 
THAT WORK DONE UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES IS NOT DONE AT A MINI-
MUM COST. IT IS, PE RHAPS, WITHIN THE TRUTH, TO SAY THAT THE MA-
TERIALS WHICH FOR THE MOST PART, COMPOSE THE SLOPES ON NEW ~!VER 
CAfJ BE MO VED Z T H.fi,LF THE C'J ST I f'.J THE DRY SU,SO i~; ,JH I LE :::.:. UR I f~C; THE 
PAST WINTER AND ENSUING SPRI NG, YHICH WAS VERY LATE, WE WE~: C~M -
PELLED TO '/ /ORK 1:; THIS iJl.l\TERl~.L f•JIGHT 1\ND DAY, A!~ D FRE QUE iHLY TO 
THE. POl['<JT OF EXHP1USTION, l '·J ORDER TO KEEP THE TRAlrJS RU ;1Ji'-Jl ~·JG. THE 
LARGE MASS OF THESE SLIDES IS NOW REMOVED; AND IT IS NOT PROBABLE 
THAT THE TROUBLES OF TAE eAST YEAR WILL OCCUR AGAIN. FOR THE MOST 
PART, THE MATERIAL WAS DEPOSITIED IN EMBANKMENTS WHERE IT WAS NEED-
• ED; AND lT IS PROPER TO SAY THAT WHEN ALL THE SLIDES WHICH ARE 
LIKELY TO OCCUR ARE REMOVED, THERE WILL BE NO SURPLUS; CERTAINLY 




DENLY FROM I NJUR I E.S RECEIV.ED ON THAT PART OF THE. WORK. 11 
(SIGNED) H.D~~HITCOMB, CHF. ENG. 
DI. SBURSEMENTS. 
AMOUNT PAlb FOR EXTENStON OF ROAD FROM CO~iNGTON TO O~LO RIVER, 
rNCLUDING THC SEVERAL DIVISIONS, ~y LAST REPORT· _ $5rl20,3L6.68 
. ' 
AMOUNT PAID FOR SAME DURING YEAR ENDING. SEPT. 30, 1872, AND 
. . TO · 
ON ACCT. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION FROM Nov.1'869. DATE f2t772,863.l4. -
$ 17, 893,179 .82 
AMT~ PAID FOR DEPOT BUILDINGS IN KANAWHA AND 
VE.STERN DIVISIONS DURING YEAR ENDING SEPT~ 
30, 1872 
AMT. PAID FOR° CROSS TIE AND TIMBER ACCT. KAN -
AWHA AND '.VE.STERN DIVISIONS, FROM COMMENCEMENT TO 
SEPT. 30, 1872 - - - - - -
AMT. PAID FOR SAW Ml~L COALSMOUTH, J. VA. 
II II II COST OF TENEMENT HOUSES, HUNT I NG -
TON, ',V.VA. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
),MT. PAID FOR MATERIALS ON HAND HUNTINGTCf'J ~OPS 
l 273: 
24,592.21 
193,430 . 29 
2C,83S . 32 
12,334.15 
10,972 . 17 
-- t~E PO RT OF SHI EF ~NG l ~JEER !...!. 1). IHI TCOMB, DA TED 0CT . IE73. 
CONNECTING ~A IL LAID, 
.. 
11 -·,T THE !JiHE OF THE L.A.ST Af'.Ji\J U/'.l, L RE POR T A C•~.ii✓ S IDERA . LE .i1 fc1 0 U iH 
OF GRA,DU/H
0
IO f~ AND 56 MI LE S OF TRACK REM/1.INED U~fflNISH ED o r--J TH E :'- jE'N r:; 
VE R '.J IVISIONS, WHICH IT \'VAS HOPED V/OULD BE CO MPLETED BY THE LA :3 T 
OF DECE.MBER, THE FORCE EMPLOYED WAS 'vVE AKENED IN NOVEMBER, AND 
XTILL MORE SO IN DECEMBER; THE WINTER SET IN EARLY, AND THE WEA-
THER WAS UNFAVORABLE FOR SUCH WORK -- .SO FAR AS PRACTICABLE, THE 
DRADUATION AT DELAYED POINTS WAS CARRIED ON NIGHT AND DAY; BUT IN 




.. ,:''.,· }j/\1~/ '. 
', ·,' .i .r 
"THE MACH l NERY FOR TRANSFERRING FRE 1.GHT BETWEEN THE R LVER AND 
THE CARS IS SUFFICIENT FOR THE PRESENT BUSINESS, BUT WILL NEED 
ENLARGEMENT TO ACCOMODATE THAT WHICH MUST SOON _BE OFFERED. A 
GRAIN ELEVATOR WILL ALSO BE NEEDED AT HUNTINGTON. 
CONNECTIONS \NEST AND NORTH OF THE OH IO R l VER. 
' ' 11A PARTY OF ENGINEERS, UNDER THE D ! RECT ION. OF C.G.DAND-
R I DGE HAS BEEN EMPLOYED IN . PE.RFE.CT I NG THE SYMMS CREEK LI NE 
. 
AND THAT FROM H:tLLS-SOROUGH TO DAYTON~ AND ARE NOW ENEGAGED ON 
. 
THE LINE TO CrNCINNATI. THE RESULTS OF THESE SURVEYS, AS FAR AS 
REPOR,TED, A' RE VERY SAT IS.FA CTOR.Y. 
- ENGINEER CORPS -
11
/~ LLEGHANY AND GREENBRIER DIVISIONS, UNDER CHARGE OF 
PEYTON RANDOLPH, DIV. ~ NG., AND 6 RESIDENT ENGS. FIRST : NEW 
RIVER, UNDER R.H . TEMPLE., DIV. ENG., WITH 5 RESIDENT ENGS •. ~ND, 
S'E.COf\!D, Ne; RIVER D I VISION, UNDER C.R.HOWARD, DIV. E NG., WITH 5 
RESIDENT ENGS. 
11KANA HA AND ·'JESTERN D IVISIONS, WITH SHOPS AND VARIOUS 
BUILDINGS AND FIXTURES AT HUNTINGTO N, WERE UNDER THE CHARGE OF 
H.·T. JOUGLAS, DIV. [MG, UNTIL THE LINE WA S FIN ALLY T RANSFERRE D 
TO THE T R:~-.NSPORTATIO D EP 1 T. C r~ E RES, ENG., GOVE RhJEU R ~.:or;R IS, 
IS NOW EMPLOYE D ON THIS PA RT CF TH E LIN E . T HE EX T ENS I ON OF THE 
S HOP S I S tJ &WE R TH E CH A R G E OF '-} . G • "1f I LL I ,u};I SON , .''i HO W /1 S. AS S I ST -
~ NT TO COL. ] OUGLAS IN THIS DEPARTMENT. 
11 C .. G . DJi NDRIDGE, D IV. [ NG., HAS BEEN IN CH,C\RGE OF THE SU R-
VEYS FOR CONNECTIONS IN THE :3TATE. OF OH 10. 
11S INCE THE LAST, ANNUAL REPORT, TWO DEATHS HAVE OCCURRED 
IN THE CORPS: . COL. JOHN F. JORDAN, RES. ENG. AT LEWIS TUNNEL, 





.... · '·. ·: 
r • • ~ 
IN THE BR IDGE.S AT TWELVE POLE. AND 8 LG SP1NDY WI LL REQUIRE CON-
S I DERABLE TI ME.. 
LOCOMOTIVE HOUSES AND J OR~SHOPS. 
"THE FPUNDATION WALLS OF A PPRTION OF THE LOCOMOTl~E 
HOUSE, NEAR Sr~UNTON, THE END OF THE EASTERN DIVISION, ARE UNDER 
I 
CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED THLS ~EASON. THE BU , LDING WILL BE 
ERECTED IN THE SPRING ('.1873). /.,. SIMILA R BUILDING WILL BE PROVID-
ED AT THE MOUTH OF _GREEN.BRIER, THE END OF THE MIDDLE DIVISION, 
THE GRADUATION FOR WH I.CH 1S i N PROGRE:SS. ONE-FOURTH OF THE LO -
COMOTIVE HOUSE AT HUNTtNGTO~ IS COMPLETED · AND OCCUPIED. 
'THE 'NORKSHOPS AT HUNTlNGTON ARE IN PROGRESS. THE MA-
cHINE AND CAR SHOPS HAVE EACH BEEN COMPLETED FOR f20 FT. AND THE 
8 LACK SM I TH I S SHOP FOR 60 FT. THE REMA. I NDE.R OF THE CAR SHOP IS UN-
o E R CONTRACT AND WILL PROBABLY BE UNDER ROOF BY THE CLOSE OF THE 
YEAR (1:872). · THIS BUILDING, WH EN COMPLETED, WILL BE 300 BY 90 
FEET. BESIDES THESE, A FIRE-PROOF OIL HOUSE, A BRICK OFFICE, AND 
A H8 USE FOR STATIONARY ENGINE HAVE BEEN BUILT. 
"STATION HOUSES Af'JD FIXTURES. 
11 COMBlf\JED FREI GHT AND PAS SE f\! GER HOUSES HAVE BC: EN PR .:.. VID -
;v 
ED AT THE PRl i'lCIPAL ST,t1T IO t·~ S ON THE :(A i\JA d HP. AND _;ES TE R/\J DIVI S IOi'6 , 1;N :: 
HAVE BEEN CO~TRACTE D FOR AT SOM E POI NTS ON THE GR ~ENBR IE R J 1v1s-
IONS. -~ HANDS OME , BRICK P.A.SS Ei\JG ER HOUSE HAS BEEi~ ER;::C TC::D fa.T n UiJ-
T I r·JG TON , AND FOURTEEf'~ CO\iFOR TAB LE DWELL! ~, GS FOR Di' PLOYEES AT THE 
SHOPS. 
11THE COAL TIPPLE. Of\J THE OHIO :~ I_VE.R HAS THE CAPACITY TO 
DISCHARGE 750 TONS A DAY, AND ,THERE IS ROOM Oi,! THE Rl'vER FRONT FOR 
ADDITtONAL WORKS, AS THEY MAY BE NEEDED. 1°,HE RIVER BOTTOM, AT THE 
TIPPLE. HAS BEEN DREDGED SO THAT THERE IS FROM :5 TO 6 FT. OF WATER . . 






' TA KEN AROUND THE CUTS BY CURVES OF PRACTICABLE RADI t; WEST OF 
MILLER 1 S FERRY THIS CAN RARELY BE DONE. TH E COMPLETION OF THE 
GREENBRIER AND FIRST NEW RIVER DIVISION WILL GIVE THE CONTRACTORS 
AN AMPLE FORCE; AND IT WILL BE EMPLOYED AT EVERY AVAILA BLE 
pOl·NT, WITH THE EXPECTATION THAT THE ROAD- BED WILL BE READY FOR 
THE TRACK EARLY 1N DECEMBER. ON THE EASTERN PART OF THE DIVIS-
ION THE TRACK CAN BE LAID FOR 13 MILES WITHOUT INTERRUPTION. FOR 
THE REMAINING DISTANCE, IT WILL BE LAID FROM THE WEST. THE MASON 
RY, WITH FEW EXCEPTI ONS, IS COMPLETED--THE · BRLDGE OVER NEW RfVER 
IS READY FOR THE TRACK. 
KANAWHA DIVISION ., 
-
11 TH E TRACK WAS CO ivlP LE TED LAST SPRING AND IS I i~ EXCELL E.NT 
CONDITION. THERE HAVE BEEN FEW SLIDES SINCE THE LAST REPORT, AND 
THERE IS REASON TO THINK THAT THIS CAUSE OF EXPEN SE ON THIS DIVI S-
ION HAS NEARLY CEASED •. ~MPLE SIDINGS HAVE BEE N LAID AT COAL-
BURG FOR THE COAL TRAFFIC; AND OTHERS ARE UNDER CON ST ~UCTION AT 
CANNELTON, WHICH WILL BE READY FOR THE CANNEL CO AL MINED AT THAT 
pO I NT, IN A F'.:.W \:'/EE KS. ~ BRA NCH TRACK, ONE AND A QUARTER MIL ES 
LONG, FRO M ST .. ALBANS TO LOC K [VJ. I, ON COAL RI VER, H.i,, S BEEf-J ORDER-
ED A ND ~ ILL SE READ Y BY TH E TI ME THE ROAD IS OP ENED , TO RE S~ IVE 
TH E CANNE L CCA L FROM PEYT ONA . 
11TH IS DIVIS ION IS C0fv1 PLETED TO ~ UNT I NG T(:r~; TH::: TRACK IS SE LL 
BALLAST::D 'IND 1.-; FINE ORDER. THE LINE WEST OF Hu1H l i,JGT G•i HAS 
B~EN LOCATED, EXCEPT THROUGH THE TOWN OF CEREDO AND AT THE CROSS-
ING OF 8 1,G S,\NDY, THE TERMINUS OF THE ROAD. THIS REMAINING SE CTIG 
SHOULD BE PUT UNDER CONTRACT AS SOON AS THE CONNECTIN~ kOAD IN 




·, . . 
C 
ER.. THE MOST SERIOUS OF THESE OCCURRED AT THE WESTERN POR -
TAL, OF iHE TUNNEL AT STRETCHER 1 S NECK, AFFECTING ABOUT bQ FT, OF 
THAT WORK WHERE IT WAS 'LINED WlTH MASONRY. THE PRESSURE OF 
THlS SLIDE, WHICH WAS VERY EXTENSIVE, WAS SUFFICIENT TO DIS -
rO.RT THE ARCH, AND TO SOME EXTENT, CRUSH THE HARD S.1\ ND - STONE 
OF -WHICH THE PORTAL MASONRY IS BUILT, (T WOULD HAVE REQUIRED 
MORE TIME, AND A LARGER FORCE THAN WE COULD COMMAND TO REMOVE 
THIS MASS OF .SLIDING MATERIAL; AND AN INTERIOR 1RCH WAS INTRO -
nUCED TO RESIST THE STRAtN. THE WIDTH OF THE TUNNEL FOR THIS 
80 FT . IS CONTRACTED TO 21 FT. WHEN TH E 2ND TRACK IS LAID, 
THIS SLIDE CAN BE REMOVED AND USED IN GRADUATION, WHICH, FOR THE 
2ND TRACK ON THIS DIVISION, WILL BE ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY IN EMBANK -
MENT, THE MASONRY CAN BE TAKEN OUT AND REBUILT FOR THE PROPER 
WIDTH. 
SECOND NEW RIVER J IvIs10N . 
1tTHE EXCAVATION IN THIS DIVISION, WHETHER IN EARTH, OR IN 
ROCK, HAS BEEN DI FFICULT AND EXPENSIVE. FOR NEA RLY ITS WHOLE 
LENGTH THE LINE IS LAID ON A STEEP MOUNTAIN - SIDE, OR IN SAND -
STONE CLIFFS, SOME OF WHICH, OVER - HANG, THE PREVAILING MATERI AL 
IS COi',;POS ::: D OF AN GULAR BLOCKS, OR S/'.\i'.JD- STO NE, V/\R Y I :,J G I .'J '.3 I Zt: 
FR OM SMA LL FR AGMEN TS TO MA SS ES CONTAI NING HUNDRE DS GF CUB IC YARDS 
U✓IBEDD ED l f•J A TENACIOUS CLAY, IT IS M~ EX PE f~SIV E 1\: ATERI AL TC ;.,,G\/E , 
ESPECI ALLY IN WET WEATHER, WHEN IT IS ALSO SUBJECT TO SLIDE S , 
S EVER AL SECTI ON S ARE IN ARREARS, THE FOR CE ON THIS DIVISIO N HAS 
-NEVER BEEN SUFFICIENT TO PUSH THE WORK; AND THIS IS ESPECIALLY THE 
CASE WEST OF MIL_LER 1 S FERRY, WHERE THE LINE, FOR A FEW MILES, EN -
COUNTERS CLIFFS OF SANDSTONE. ON OTHER PARTS OF THE DIVISION, 




SECTfON 28, WH I.CH IS NEARLY DONE. THE TRACK lS CARRIED AROUND 
THIS CUT ON A TE¥PORARY LLNE. 
GREENBRIER DIVISION. 
THIS DIVISION IS COMPLETED, WITH THE EXCEPTfON OF THE 
MASONRY IN THE TUNNEL ON SECTION 42, AND SOME TRIMMING IN THE 
TUNNEL AT GREAT BEND. SEVERAL MI LES OF THE TRACK HAVE BEEN BAL-
LASTED AND THE WHOLE WILL PROBABLY BE FINISHED BEFORE WINTER. 
THE TUNNEL ON SECTION 42 HAS CAUSED SOME TROUBLE. AT ABOUT 
200 FT. FROM THE WESTERN PORTAL THE MAT ER I AL CHANGED ABRUPT -
LY , FROM A SOUND LIME-STONE TO CLAY. AT THIS DIVISION LINE, 
WATER PENETRATED, SOFTENING THE CLAY AND BRINGING HEAVY STRAINS 
ON THE TIMBER SUPPORTS. No, SERIOUS ACCIDENT OCCURRED, HOW EVER, 
OWING TO THE SKILL OF THOSE IMMEDIATELY IN CHARGE OF THE WORK; 
AND THE TUNNEL, INCLUDI NG ITS MASONRY, WILL BE COMPLETED BY 
DEC. 1ST. THE TRACK WAS LAID THROUGH IT IN JULY. THE HEADING 
OF THE TUNNEL AT GREAT BEND WAS OPENED IN MAY, AND THE TRACK 
LAID THROUGH THE TUI\JNEL EARLY IN THE PAST MONTH (SEPT.). THE 
ROOF, UNDER THE CREST OF THE MOUNTAIN, w- s TREACHEROUS AND THE 
CAUSE OF SOME FAT~L ACCIDENTS BEFORE IT COULD BE SECURED; THIS 
DELAYED THE OPENl f~G OF TH ::: TUI\JtJEL f,J[i'l_f:;. LY TVVO MOi'JTHS, THIS WOR K 
WAS corv:M ENCED I i\! ~-'AY, 1570, fa, ND CO MPLETED If~ TWO YU.RS /!.i·m FOUR 
tv,C> i'JTHS; THE TU i'mEL IS 6,400 FT •. LONG, IN RED SH ;;LE , ".i lTH 
A FEW STRATA OF SANDSTONE. THE BRIDGES AT THE FIR ST AND SECOND 
CRO SSINGS OF THE GREENBRIER ARE COMPLETED; THE NEW SUPER-
ST RUCTURE OF THE THIRD CROSSING IS IN PROGRESS. 
FIRST _NEW RIVER DIVISION. 
11THE GRADUATI_ON IS SO NEARLY COMP_LETED THAT THE TRACK 
WHICH IS NOW BEING LAID OVER IT WILL NOT BE DETAINED AT ·ANY 





nu: RALLS w L LL ALL BE LA ID BY THE LAST Of DEC EMBER.. AT TH IS 
DATE THE TRACK IS LAID FOR 48 MILES WEST OF THE ~HITE SULPHUR 
SPRINGS, AND LS NOW PROGRESSING AT THE RATE OF ABOUT 5 MILES 
A WEEK ., FIFTY- SIX MILES REMALN TO BE LAID, OF WHICH 40 MILES 
WILL BE LAID FROM THE EAST, AND THE R_EMAINDER FROM THE WEST-
WORK EAST Of WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS. 
THE LtCK RUN EMBANKMENT WAS COMPLETED THE 1ST OF MAY 
(1872) , THE TIME SPEC I fl ED tN THE CONTRACT FOR THE NEW WORK. 
JERRY'S RUN EMBANKMENT WAS· COMPLETED IN FEBRUARY, NEAR LY TH REE 
yEARS IN ADVANCE. THE MATERIAL IN THESE ENORMOUS MASSES IS 
ST I LL S'ETTLKNG, BUT NOT TO A DEGREE TO CAUSE SERIOUS tNCONVEN-
1 ENCE. THE LEWIS TUNNEL IS IN THE HANDS OF MASON AND HopGE 
WHO WERE THE CONTRACTORS AT JERRY'S RUN. IT IS BEING DRIVEN 
STEADILY AT A RATE TO OPEN THE HEADING IN MARCH NEXT (I S73), 
AND THE WHOLE TUNNEL SHORTLY AFTERWARD. FIVE HUNDRE D AND FIFTY 
FEET OF HEADING REMAIN TO BE TAKEN OUT AT THAT DATE. THIS TUNN[J_ 
IS ABOUT 4,000 FT. LONG. 
'
1 \ BOUT ONE - HALF OF THE ALLEGHANY TUNNEL IS NOW LINED 
Wl'II T IHI IBIIUCK j THE REMAIN I ~JG PART IS CONSIDDERED SAFE FOR THE PRE -
SENT - - - - THE FORCE WHICH WAS EMPLOYED IN THIS ~ORK IS NOW 
TRANSFERRED TO LAKE 1 S TUNNEL, WHERE A SHORT SECTI ON IS STILL 
uNPR0TECTED. 
11THE ONLY REMAINING, TEMPORARY TRACK O~✓ THIS PA RT OF 
THE LINE IS OVER THE LEWIS TUNNEL; THE GRADE IS NOT SO HEAVY, NOR 
ARE THE CURVES SO SHARP AS ON THE PORTIONS DISPENSED WITHj AND 
THlS WILL B~ DISCONTINUED ON THE OPENING OF THE TUNNEL - -
ALLEGHANY .DIVISION. 
ttTHE 5- 1/2 MILES OF THIS DIVISION WEST OF THE V\t!ITE SuL-







LAY Or COAL OPERATORS lN COMMENCLNG THEIR SHIPMENTS. ELEVEN 
THOUSAND TONS HAVE BEEN SHIPPED IN THE LAST THREE MONTHS 
' ' 
AND WILL SOON BE INCREASED BY NEW SHIPPERS. 11 
(ANNUAL REPORT ! r872. P. 28),. 
j 
AMOUNT OF FREIGHT. SENT AND· RECEIVED AT HUNTINGTO~ DEC. 187f --
-- ~EfT.!.,_ I §7i. _ i,1 
SENT, 2,553=.66 ro~s; RECEIVED 6,609.22 TONS.TOTAL ( ,362 .88 TONS 
Ml LTON SENT 888.96 TONS: REc 1 n. 250.42 u tt 1,139 .38 ti 
' 
Sr.ALBANS tt 446.99 t.t · It: 246 .. 42 II ti 693 i.4J 11-
CHAR LESTON 11 I ,228,82u It 921.93 ti ti 21, rso .75 11· 
COALBURG ti 5, 103-.64'' tt 294.54 II It .i .5,198.18 :II 
PAINT CREEK" 19.3411 rt 55.79 II It 75. 13 ti 
CANNELTON I.I I .28 ti It 147 .37 It It f 48.65 II 
LOUP CREEK B .:! 6.D9 II II 332.38 II It 339. I 7 II 
KANAWHA FALLS 31.53 II II I, I 68. 80 H I ,200.33 II 
( ANNUAL ~EPORT, 1872. f. 84-85, ) 
REPORT OF CHIEF ENG INEER H. D. WHITCOMB, DATED (er. I, f872: 
11THE LAST ANNUAL REPCRT STATED THAT IT 'NAS REASONABLE TO . 
fflKM LOOK FOR THE COMP LET I ON OF THE WHOLE LI NE TO HUNT INGTON 
BY THE !ST OF CCTOBE.R, [ 872. THIS E.XPECTATIO i~ H,!\S i'JOT BEEi~ RE-
ALIZED. THE WINTER WAS LONG AND SEVERE FOR THIS LA.TITU DE , AND V-AS 
FOLLOWED BY WEATHER VERY UNFAVORABLE FOR OUT-S IDE OPER ~TI JN S, ~ HICt 
LASTED WHIL ;\ UGUST. IT VIAS FOIJND IMPRACTICABLE TO GET FORCE 
ENOUGH ON THE LINE WEST . OF THE ''iH ITE .SULPHUR SPRINGS TO COMPLETE 
IT AT THE EXPECTED TtME, AND THE EFFORTS MADE BY THE CONTRACTORS 
TO COMPLY WITH THEIR CONTRACTS AS TO : TIME ARE WORTHY OF CONS ID -
' . 
ERATION, SHOULD THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR . BE AS SUITABLE AS IT ORI 
- 72 -
INA~IL~ IS FOR THIS KIND OF WORK AND THE FORCE IS NOT SERIOUSLY 




AaSTRACT .FROM BOOKS Of CHF. ENG. 
(ANNUAL REP.ORT, 1871,PAGE 41). 
TELEGRAPH LINE 
(N ANNUAL REPORT 1870, PRESIDENT C.P. HUNTINGTON STATED, 
' 1•A TELEGRAPH LINE FROM WHlTE SULPHUR ~PRtNGS TO THE WESTERN 
1 i 
TERM I NUS OF THE ROAD WAS ' FOUND TO BE A NECESSITY-. EFFORTS 
; .. , 
' ' 
., , WERE MADE TO INDUCE THE ':VE STERN UN ION TELEGRAPH Co. TO BU I LD 
- \ , ' 
I \, :_.' 
SUCH ALINE, BUT THEY DID NOT PR0POSE SUCH TERMS AS IT WAS DEEM -
ED ADVISABLE ' TO ACCEPT. THIS pOMPANY IS NOW CONSTRUCTfNG 
i . ' ' ' , . 
s!.JCH A LINE. ' tr IS ALREADY ~OMPLETED AND IN OPERATION FROM CAT-
LETTSBeRG, KY. TO CHARLESTON, W. VA .. , AND WILL SOON BE COM-
PLETED TO WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS - .- BY AMOUNT PAID FOR 
SONSTRUCTION C & 0 TELEGRAPH LINE - - - -$15,262.17.ta 
(ANNUAL REPORT 1870, PGS~ 10- 13). 
AMOUNT PAID FOR CONSTRUCTION C ~ 0. TiLEGRAPH LINE, 1871, 
7,550.54 (1871 A.R. P19) 
1872 
ROAD FROM HUNTINGTON TO KANAWHA FALLS OPENED: 
GENERAL SYPERINTENDENT A. H. PERRY REPORTED, AS OF OCTO -
BER I, 1872: 11WESTERN DIVISION; THIS PART OF THE RO/ID WAS -~PEN 
ED FOR BUSINESS FROM HUNTINGTON TO CHARLESTON DEC. 4, 1671; TO 
CO ALBURG MARCH 4, 1872 AND TO KANAWH/'\ FALLS JUNE 17, 1872 .. 
11 0WING TO THE UNFINiSHED CONDITI0 :,1 OF THE ROAD AND WET WEA -
THER, THE TRAINS WERE QUITE IRREGULAR, BEING FRE QUENTLY INTER-
RUPTED BY SLIDES FOR SEVERAL WEEKS. 
uEARNINGS FOR THE TEN MONTHS (ON THIS PART OF THE ROAD) HAVE 
BEEN ·_1,676.91, (INCREASING FROM $2, 400 IN DECEMBER TO $13,900 
I 
LN SEPTEMBER); THE EXPENSES BEING $55,556.81, MAKING NET EARNINGS 
I i • ! t 




~REASING) OWING P.RINCIPALLY TO THE DE -
C 
:•_~ ·. :·· 
' . .' . ., ' . 
' ' .. ·,' 
ABSTRACT FROM BOOKS Of CH I EF ENG l NEER SHOW I NG COST OF 
CONSTRUCTION FROM IS T,JAN., 1870, _IQ 30TH SEPT. 1 1871. 
GRADUATLON AND MASONRY 
CONTINGENT CONSTRUCTION AND CONTINGENCIES OF . 
CONSTRUCTION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r 79, ss 1 .39 
(rNCLUDES SINK (NG ·DEEP SHAFT GREAT BEND TUNNEL, ARCH I NG 
(A~LEGHANY TYN~EL, CARS FOR JER~vts RUN EMBANKMENT, 
(OLD RA I LS, - &c.) 
ENGINEERIN,G 
LIME AND CEMENT 
8ALLA~T - - - - -
MACHINERY, TOOLS, &c. -
BRIDGE SUPERSTRUCTURE -
_; 
EQUIPMENT - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TRESTLE - - - - - - - -
Bu I LD I NGS -
ENG INEERING CONTINGENCIES - - - - - -
SUPERSTRUCTURE ~ND TRACK 
ALLEGHANY BRICK-YARD - -
ENG IN EERING INSTRUMENTS - - - -
STATIONERY, PRINTING AND ADVERTISING - - -
OFF IC E EXPENSES, AND SALA RY OF CLERK - - -
LAND DAMAGES AND RIGHT-OF-WAY - - - - - -
FEES OF ~TORNEYS, CLE RKSt &c. - - - - - - - -
OLD ACCOUNTS---TRACK, .~LLEGHANY DIVIS I ON - - - -
[72,377.24 . 
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STRUCTED IN THE UPP ER ~PART OF THE TOWN, AT THE FOOT OF 23RD 
STREET. ANOTH ER BRANCH LEAVES THE LINE ON THIRD S TRE ET, AND 
AFTER REACH I NG THE RI VER BANK, CURVES NO ETH - WARD AND RUNS TO TENlH 
STREET. THE FREI GHT BUILDINGS W1LL BE LOCATED HERE, AND THE MAIN 
TRANSFERS OF ORDINARY.FREIGHT TO, AND FROM STEAMERS BE MADE 
HERE. THE RIVER BANK, FOR A CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE, HAS BEEN 
SLOPED FROM HIGH .TO LOW WATER MARK, WITH A SUITABLE GR .\ DE FpR 
, 
THfS PURPOSE. IN ADDITION TO THE.SE, AN INCLINED PLANE TO EN-
ABLE COAL TO BE TR -NSFERRED TO BARGES WILL BE MADE ABOUT THE 
FOOT OF 2.0TH STREET . 
ENGINEER CORPS. 
''ALLEGHANY AND GREENBRIER DIVISIONS, UNDER CHARGE OF PEY-
rON RANDOLPH, DIV. EN~., ASSISTED BY SIX RESIDENT ENGINEERS. 
FIRST ~]EW R IVER 'D IVISION, UNTIL RECENTLY UNDER CHARGE OF 
GEO. McKENDREE, Div . ENG - ~ ASSISTED BY4 RESIDENT ENGINEERS. MAJ. 
McKENDREE RESIGNED, TO BECOME A co NTRACTOR fort THE ROAD, AND R. H. 
TEMPLE WAS APPOINTED IN HIS PLACE. 
' 'SECOND NEW RIV ER DIVISI ON UN DER CHARGE OF C.,R. HOWA RD, ] IV. 
~NG . , AND 5 RESIDE NT ENGIN EERS . 
"KANAWHA AND '/ES TEi< N J 1vs. UNTIL RECENTLY UiJD ER CHA RG E 
OF '/ . '~ .• KUPER, PRI I\J CIPAL '.SST. '.:: NG. , ,'\ s s·1sTED BY D.L. ~UFF/\J ER , 
DIV. ~NG., AND 6 RESID ENT ENGINEERS. MR. KUP E~ RESI GNED FOR A 
MOR E IMP~RT ANT CHARGE, AND H.T .DOUGLASS WAS APPOINTED IN HIS 
PLACE. COL DOUGLAS WAS PREVIOUSLY IN CHARGE OF BRIDGE SUPER-
STRUCTURE, AND OF THE CONSTRUCT I Of\J OF THE SHOPS AT HUNTINGTON. 11 
(SIGNED) H. D. 'VHITCOMB, CHF. ENG~ 





MACHINE AND CAR SHOPS, FOUR IN NUMBER, 300 FT. BY 90 OR 100 FT . 
AND THE.SE._ LATTER CAN BE EXTENDED TO 500 FT. I.N LENGTH, IF DESIRED. 
BESIDES THESE, A FOUNDRY AND A ROUND - HOUSE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF FREIGHT CARS ARE INCLUDED IN THE PLAN. THERE tS A QUARRY OF . 
ESCELLENT STONE NEAR THE SITE OF THE SHOPS, AND THE BRfCKS ARE 
MADE 11 0N THE SPOT 11 • THE WORK WHICH HAS BEEN DONE IS OF THE VERY 
BEST VHARCTRE. 
1~T LEAST, TWO OTHERBESTABLISHMENTS WILL SOON BE NEEDED 
BEWJEEN RICHMOND AND HUNTtN.GTON ·- - - - - - THE SITES HAVE NOT 
BEEN SELECTED - - - - -
·STATION HOUSES. 
11 A COMBINED FREIGHT AND PASSEN GER HOUSE HAS BEEN BUILT AT 
~LEGHANY. THE HOUSES FOR THE KANAWHA AND ')ESTE RN J IVISt ONS ARE 
uNDER CONTRACT, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE PASSENGER HOUSE AT HUN-
TINGTON. THESE WILL BE OF WOOD, AND OF A SIMILAR DESIGN TO 
THOSE ON THE EASTERN PART OF THE ROAD, EXCEPT THE PASSENGER HOUSE 
AT HUNTINGTON, WHICH 1:'/ ILL ALSO CONT ,,. IN THE OFFICES FOR THE iEST -
ERN DIVISIO N OF THE ROAD, AND 0 ILL BE ~F BRICK. THI S BUILDING ~AS 
NOT BE EN CO NTRA CTED FOR YET. 
Cor\JNECTIONS Y:£ ITH THE KANAHHA AND QHtO ,~ 1\/E RS , 
11
• BRANCH TRAC K HAS BEE N CO NSTRU CTE D FROM THE ~A IN LI NE TO 
THE RIVER 1 S EDGE AT LOW WATER AT 3T. "LB AN1 S, OR THE MOUTH OF COAL 
RIVER, ON THE KANAWHA. THIS WILL MAKE A CO !\JNECTI -J i'J WITH ST ~Ml -
sOATS PLYING BETWEEN THIS POINT AND THE OHIO, AND HAS BEEN THE 
PRICIPAL L.A.NDING FOR THE RAIRLRO,I\D IRO i'J BROUGHT FROM PARKERSBURG 
AND WHEELING . IN BARGES. 
'¼T HUNTINGTON, WHICH IS THE POINT . FOR CONNECTION WITH THE 
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No RECENT RE.VISION OF THE ESTIMATE FOR COMPLETLNG THE ROAD-
BED HAS BEEN MADE. THE AMOUNTS AL~EADY PALD THROUGH TH rs OF-
rlCE WILL BE FOUND IN THE STATEMENTS APPENDED. THESE INCLUDE, AS 
WILL .BE SEEN, PAYMENTS FOR SEVERAL OTHER ITEMS THAN TH SE OF GRAD 
UATION, MASONRY AND BRIDGLNG, FOR WHICH THE.E STIMATE OF LAST YEAR 
WAS MADE. AS THE FOUNDATIONS FOR MASONRY ARE -NEARLY ALL SE-
tURED, . AND THE EXPENSIVE MACHINERY FOR TUNNELS, THE EQUrPMENTOF 
CARS FOR JE!iRY r S RUN EMBANKMENT, A ND THE RA I LS FURN I SHED CO /·✓-
TRACTORS BY THE TRANSPORTATION ;_..' EPARTMENT ARE PROVIDED,, THE FUR-
THER CONTINGENCIES OF CONSTRUCTION SHOULD BE A SMALL PER CENT-
AGE ON THE COST OF THE WORK. IT IS THEREFORE P'~ ACT I gABLE TO MAKm 
' A CLOSE ESTIMATE OF THE COST OF COMPLETION, AND I REGREAT THAT It 
CANNOT BE MADE IN TIME FOR THIS REPORT. FROM THE DATA BEFORE ME, 
I THINK THE ESTIMATE SUBMITTED LAST YEAR WILL BE FOUND SUFFICI-
ENT, IF ALLOWANCE IS MADE FOR THE INC REA SED COST OF THE KANAWHA 
AND 1ESTERN DIVISIONS, D~E TO EXCESSIVE SLl:JES. THAT ESTIMATE WAS 
FOR GR/1.DUATI / ~I , M~.S ON RY, AND BRl:JGtNG, 36,743,204 . THE FINAL 
COST WILL, I ANT ICIPATE, NO T VARY ~ATERIALLY FROM ;7,ooc,ooc . 
. 'PRKSHCPS. 
11 ~ORKSHQPS FOR BO TH CON STRUCTIO AND RE PAIR S OF ENGI NES AND 
CARS HAVE BEEN CO NTR C~ TED FOR AT HUNTINGTO N, THE PLA N CONTEMPLATE S 
A FIRS-CL~ss ESTABLISHMENT IN EVERY RESPE CT, lHE F0UNDA T IJNS OF 
PARTS OF THE ~NG INE HOUSE, MACHINE -S HOP, AND SMITH SH OP, ARE LAID, 
AND THE WALLS OF THE LAT TER , CO MPLETED. i T IS INTENDED TO Fl~ISH 
I 
l/4TH OF THE ENGl i\!E HOUSE : HE PRESENT YEAR, AND ABOUT 1/3RD EACH 
OF THE MACHINE AND SMITH SHOPS. THE ENGINE HOUSE IS DESIGNED FOR 




ANY OTHER PART OF THE LINE. THE CHARACT ER OF THE WORK IS NOT 
SUFFICIENTLY DEVELOPED, AS YET TO ENABLE US TO S~Y WHETHER THERE 
WILL BE SERIOUS SLIDES. IF THE FORCE ENGAGED UP ON IT CAN BE MAIN -
TA£NED DUR LNG THE WINTER MONTHS, I APPREHEND NO DIFFICULTY IN COM-
PLETING THIS SECTION IN MAY, NEXT. IF, HOWEVER, THERE SHOULD BE THE 
SAME .TROUBLE WITH THE LABOR AS WAS EXPERIENCED LAST WINTER ON THE 
KANAWHA AND WESTERN DIVISIONS, AND THERE IS REASON TO EXPE'CT fT, 
THERE ARE STILL FROM THREE TO FOUR MONTHS BEFORE THE TRACK CAN BE 
LAID TO THE WORK. THE MASONRY ON THE NEW RIVER BRIDGE ON SECTION 
12 f IS COMPLETED, A ND T HE FINAL EST I MATE RETURNED. THE CONTRACTORS 
FOR THE I RON SUPER-STRUCTURE ARE ERECT I NG THE SCAFFOLD I NG FOR THE 
CHANNEL SPAN; AND UNLESS THERE SHOULD BE A HE \VY FLOOD I N THE RIVER 
BEFORE THE IRON-WORK CAN BE TRANSPORTED AND PUT INTO PLACE, THIS VERY 
IMPORT ANT WORK 1!/ I LL BE READY FOR US IN AMPLE TI ME. IT IS VERY IM-
P RTA NT Tb HAVE THIS CHANNEL SPAN ERECTED THIS FALL. ~UCH IS THE VIO-
LENCE OF THE CURRENT AT THIS POINT THAT IT HAS BEEN THOUGHT IM-
PRACTICABLE TO ERECT FALSE WORK IN IT EXCEPT AT VERY LOW WATER 
MARK, AND EVEN THE N IT HAS BEEN QUITE DIFFICULT AN D EXPENSIVE. 
11 FR0iv1 THE STAT EMEN TS i'.ii ADE OF THE Ui'JFI NISHED GRAD l ~JG, Y~U ',/ ILL 
SEE THAT 'NE EXPECT TO BEG I N LAYING T~ACK WESTWARD FROM JHIT E S ULPHUR 
f\JOT LATER TH Ai~ f·A Y I ST; THAT WE EXPECT TO PASS TH RO U•3H THE ,:;R:: ,zr 
3 END TU NNE L EAR LY I~ JULY; AND TO HAVE THE RO AD-BED BETWEEN TH:: TJ N-
NEL AND :.· ILLER 1 S FERR Y READ Y FO R THE RA ILS BY THAT TI ME, OR AS SO ON 
AF TE R~ARD AS THEY CAN BE .LAID. TH IS DIST ANCE IS 59 MILES. 8ETWEE~ 
~-1 1 LLER I S FE RRY Ai'JD THE · MO UTH OF THE !\!EV/ R I VER, WHERE \/VE J O I i'J ;HE 
TRACK TO BE LAID THIS PRESENT YEAR, TH E RAILS WILL BE LAID FRO M THE 
WE ST. IT IS REASONABLE TO LOOK FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE NHOLE 
LINE TO HUNTINGTON BY THE ~ST OF OCTOBER, !872~ 
--66-
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"PROCEED I r\J.G WESTWARD, SECT I ON 62, .oN WHICH rs THE HOWARD TuNNEL 
750 fT. LONG, IS COMPLETED, AND THE Fl AL ESTIMATE RETURNED. THERE 
ARE NO EXP ENS I VE SECTIONS BETW EEN TH IS AND ~3T RETCH ER Ls NECK TUNNEL 
ON SECTION 92,, EXCEPT AT R ICHMOND 1 S F ALLS, WHERE A LARGE FORCE IS 
EMPLOYED. THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE MORE IMPORTANT BRIDGES ARE SE-
cURED; THE LIGHTER SECTIONS NOT NOW UNDER CONTRACT WILL ~E PLACED rN 
GOOD HANDS THIS MONTH, AND THERE tS AMPLE TIME FOR THEIR COMPLE-
TION. THE TUNNEL THROUGH STRETCHER 1 S NECK, WHICH IS 1,900 FT~ LN· 
LENGTH AND WHICH SAVES ABOUT FOUR MILES IN DISTANCE, WAS PUT UNDER 
cONTRACT IN Nov. LAST: 1,050 FT. OF HEADING AND ,., soo FT. OF BOTTOM 
REMAIN TO BE TAKEN OUT. !T IS WORKED FROM ,<\N OPENING AT THE EASTE :< N 
PORTAL, AND FROM A SHAFT NEAR THE '1/ESTE RN PORTAL. ] HILE A ~ENGH OF THE 
cUT ON THE WESTERN APPROACH WAS BEING EXC; VATED AND BEFORE THE IN-
TtNDED PORTAL HAD BE EN REACHED, A HE AVY SLl~E TOO K PLACE ON THE NORTH 
SLOPE, WHICH THREATENED TO l :\J VOLVE A PAR T OF THE GROUND WHICH IT iv AS IN-
TENDED TO TUNNEL. ·. s IT WAS DES I i~ABLE TO TUNN.EL IN UND I STeRBED GROUND 
AND AS IT WOULD HAVE BEEN I MP ACT I CABLE TO REMOVE ALL THE EA RTH TO THE 
SOLID ROCK BY M~ OPEN CUT ( AT LEAST l f,i PRA CTIC AB LE AS REGARDS TIME ) , 
THIS SH AFT WAS SUNK IN RE AR OF THE SLIDE AND CARRIE J DOWN TO THE TU N-
~ EL HE AD I N3 . THE APPROACH CUT HAS 3 INCE B~E N T AKEN OUT TO GRADE , A~D 
IS l~e:J<RLY CO HPL ETED, f\)O SER I OJ S D I FFICULTY IS NO .'/ /I PP ~( EHUJD ED li\J 
r,.;1~ I NG OUT THE 30TT0iv! AND l\RCH I !\!G TH IS P,ll,R T 1J F THE T'.J >1i<::L ; •d'ri I LE THC: 
SHAFT ENABLES THE CON TRACTORS TO GO _N 0 1TH THE WORK UND E THE R I DSE 
WHILE THE WORK l ·J THEIR RE/\R IS BEING SEC URED. T H _: REM/1, IND ER CF THE 
TU f\lNEL IS l ." l ROCK '!/HICH HAS, THUS F,<\R, REQUIRED NO SUPPORT. THIS ':YORK 
SHOULD BE COMPLETED IN AMPLE TIME. THE LINE WEST OF STRETCHER
1
S ~CK 
IS UNDER, CONTRACT. THERE ARE SEVERAL HEAVY SECTIONS; THE EARTH EX-




11THE PROGRESS AT GRE.AT BEND TUNNEL HAS BEE.N CREDITABLC_TO 
THE GONTRACTOR. THIS TUNNEL, THE LONGEST ON TH E RO AD, IS AB OUT 
6.500 FT. OR NEARLY I - 1/4 MI LES IN LENGTH. IT IS GENERALL IN RED 
SHALE, OF EASY EXCAVATION, BUT REQUI R ING I MME D IATE SUPPORT. SOME 
VERY HARD SANDSTONE IS, HOWE VER, MET WITH, AND THIS WAS PARTICULAR 
LY THE CASE INS/INKING THE SHAFTS. IT IS PROABLE THAT A LARGER B 
PORTION OF THIS ROCK WILL BE MET WITH .IN THE BODY OFT HE TUNNELIIN 
FUTURE .. 
"SHAFT No.f -, WHICH IS E369 FT. DEEP, AND IN WHICH WO F:K 
WAS SUSPENDED IN JULY, 1870, WAS RE0PENED I N FEBRUARY, LAST AND 
HAS SINCE BEEN COMPLETED, AND THE HEADINGS ARE STARTED. THIS WORK 
WAS DONE BY A 1 COivlPANY FORCE' ,ti. ND VERY SATISFACTORY. SHAFT No .. 2 
WAS COMPLETED BY THE CONTRA CTOR LAST YEAR; AND THE HE ,,1 DINGS F .·,OM 
IT HAVE BEEN DRIVEN I ,200 FT •• THERD IS NO LONGER ANY TR OUBLE 
.\TI TH W:HE :C: IN ANY PART OF THE TUNNEL. IHE TOTAL LENGTHS PENETRAT-
ED AR 2, 254 FT. IN FULL SECTION AND I ,125 FT. OF HEADING--IN ALL, 
3,979 .FT . THE LONGEST DRIVE YET TO BE MADE IS BETWEEN SHAFTS. 
AND 2, WHER E I ,400 FT. OF HEADING AND I ,940 FT. OF BOTTOM RE-
:•,i A IN. THE F~ATE. 'J F PR OG RESS 1:; THIS PAR T OF THE TU \Ji~ EL, l,\J HEAD I NG , 
FOR THE P/'IST THREE rvlOi\JTHS, H,~ S B,:: EN I 13 FT. P~ RMONTH, AND IN BOTTOM, 
R,!\THER MORE; AND THERE IS n.:_, RE SO/·J TO Ai ✓ T I C I PATE A REOUC TI Gr,J 
IN FUTURE TO LE SS TH/l,[\l I 00 FT. TO EAC H HEAD I ;\JG PE ? :'.. lG;H H; A i✓ iJ ,c\ T 
THIS RATE, THE HE AD li'.J G ~v LL BE COM PLETED i''i ,0,y 1ST, A{'.J i:-1 THE FULL SE:2T ,0;'J 
SHORTLY AFTE RW ARDS, THE DR IFT BETWEE N SHAFT 2 AN J TH E WEST ER N POR-
TAL N l~L BE COMPLETED I N DECEMBER; ANS THAT BETW EE N THE E ASTE RN PO R-
TAL AND SHAFT I ~ J ANUAR Y. THERE A RE POSSl3LY FOU R MONTHS WO ~K 
LEFT IN THE 'J ESTERN AP PROA CH CUT. WE MAY REASONABLE _EXPECT TO HAVE 
THIS TUNNEL READY FOR THE TRACK JULY ! --POSSIBLY AT AN EARLIER DATE. 
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11 f OU R HU ND R ED F EE T OF FU LL S EC T I ON AND I , 3 7 5 ·, FT ~ 0 F H EA D I NG 
HAVE BEEN REMOVED; AND FROM 350 TO 360 FT .. ARE NOW BEING MOVED 
MONTHLY,. THE LONGEST DR I VE TO BE MADE IS BETWEEN THE MA IN 
SHAFTS, WHERE I ,577 FT. OF HEADING, AND 1,900 FT. OF BOTTOM RE-
MAIN •. THIS IS WORKED FROM TWO FACE.S. THIS TUNNEL WILL PROBABLY 
BE COMPLETED IN OCTOBER,1872; AND ITS COMPLETION' WILL'DO SWAY ·WITH 
ALL THE REMAIN ING, TEMPORARY WORK. 
"WE HAVE MADE FAIR PROGRiss IN WEXTENDING THE ARCHED 
PORTIONS OF ALLEGHANY-TUNNELL IT IS NOW COMPLETED TO WITHIN 50 FT. 
OF THE WESTERN SHAFT, AND MOST OF THE .TREACHEROUS PORTIONS OF THE 
ROOF ARE SECURED. THE AMOUNT OF T~IMMING ON THE SIDES AND ~OOF 
HAS BEEN MORE THAN WE EXPECTED, AND HAS DELAYED THE WORK; BUT TH IS 
IS NOW OUT OF THE WAY, AND BETTER PR OGRESS MAY BE EXPECTED IN THE 
FUTURE. THE BRICKS FOR IT ARE MADE AND LA ID BY A ilCOMPANY FORCE'' 
AND THE ~ORK HAS BEEN DONE THOROUGHLY, AND WITH EXCELLENT MATERIALS. 
''THE GRADING AND MASONRY BETWEEN THE PRESENT TERMl:\JUS 
AND THE GREAT BEND TUNNEL ARE I N A FORWARD CONDITION, THE LIGHTER 
'.I/ORK ,'J I LL !' LL BE U~·JDER CON r_~RACT TH IS MONTH, TO BE CO ld PLETED 
~ AY I, 1872. THE MASONRY OF LST AND 3RD CROSSINGS OF THE 
GRC ENBR I ER IS DONE, AND FI NA L ESTIMAT ES ARE RETURN ED . ~HE MASONRY 
OF THE 2ND CR OS S l :JG IS ,; BOVE ORD l i'-i,ll.~ Y 'NA TER, AND .,-J I LL SOOi,J BE COivi-
PLETED. THERE IS NO OTH ER IMPORT AN T MASO~R Y ON THIS PART OF THE 
WO RK ,'/HIGH I S [\J OT EITH U . COi,1 PLETED, OR OUT •J F THE '.'iAY, IN SECOi\iD 
CREEK TU NNE L ONLY 60( FT. REMA I N TO BE TAKEN OUT I~ THE .MANN TUN-
NEL ONLY 450 FT.; THE HEADI NG I N THE LATTER WILL BE THROUGH THIS 
MO.NTH. 
11 THERE IS NO 'NORK ON TH IS P'Arn OF THE LI NE WH I DH OUGHT 
· TO BE DELAYED 1LATER THAN MAY I, 1872, AND IT ·WI LL PROBABLY BE COM-





ttlN THE HEAVY EMBANKMENT AT JERRY 1 S RUN, THE CG2NTRACTORS HAVE 
DEPOSITED 263,500 CU. YDS OF BORROWED MATERIAL, 54 ,Q( Q CU. YDS. 
0 BT A I NED FROM ADJ AC ENT, UNFINISHED CUTS, AND 1.52, OCQ CU. YDS FROM 
THE SLOPES ,11,flJD DOUBLE TRACK LN THE CUTS FROM TWO TO SIX MILES 
E_1.1, STNARD. IN ALL, 469,500 CU. YDS .. IN ADDITION, ABOUT I L,000 
cu. Yns. HAVE BEEN HAULED IN FROM THE 5/ASTERN APPROACH_ CUT TO 
LEW l S I TUNNEL. /~ BOUT 50,000 CU. YDS. ARE NOW R EQU I r-: ED TO COMPLETE 
THIS EMBAN~MENT, AND IT WILL BE READY FOR THE RAILS lN EARLY SPRING. 
' ; 
i . 
fN ADDITION TO THE AMOUNTS HAULED LNTO THLS EMBANKMENT THE CON-
' I. 
TRACTORS HAVE BOVED 27,000 CUBIC YARDS TO OTHER EMBAf\JKMENTS ON 
THAT PART OF THE LINE. THE :/IDENlf\lG AND OPENING OF THE HEAVY 
SLATE CUTS EAST OF JERRY 1 S RUN HAVE GREATLY LMPR~VED T~AT PART OF 
AND WILL TE ND TO PREVENT 
SERIOUS SLIDES IN THE FUTURE. THE CO MPLETION OF THE EMBANKMENT 
MENTIONED ~ ILL DISP ~NSE WITH THE TEM PORARY TRACK NEAR MILLSBORO 
WHICH HAS BEEN OPERATED SINCE MAY, 1857, AND ALSO ~ ITH THE MORE 
DIFFICULT PART OF THE GEMPORARY TRACK ON THE AL LEdHANv GRADE. BY 
EARLY SPRING, THIS TRACK ~ ILL BE ONLY ONE MILE AND A HALF IN LENGTH 
EASY 
OF CO ~PARATIVELY KKK~~ GRA~ES. 
"THE LE'NIS Tu :,Jf\JE L, ,'iHICH ,:~OIMEl\l CES .fl.BOUT H ALF /i. :vl l LE · i:::ST 
T R /'IC TO RS TC O < CH ,,;, R G E O F I T I ;\ J ...J U LY , I t7 0 ; U ,:; TO T H AT T I ·:i E , /'~ 0 T H I 1-J G 
OF MOMENT HAD BEEN DONE . TO TH~ TUNNEL SINCE THE WO RK WAS STOPPED, PR EV 
10US TO 1861. T~E SHAFTS ~ERE IMMED IATELY RE-O PEN ED; AND AFTE~ 
MUCH HIND RAN CE FROM WATER, AND THE HARDNESS OF THE Roqk WERE SU NK TO 
\ 
GRADE. VERY RECENTLY, THE BURLEIGH STEAM DRILL HAS BtfN INTRODUCED 
INTO TWO OF THE ' HEADINGS. THE EXTREME LENGTH O~ TH I s/~ ,N '.iEL IS ABOUT 
4,000 FT. IT IS MOW WORK ED FROM FOUR SHAFTS, T:NO c/ Wtl' CH ARE ,AT, OR 
f ! 








11 THE GRA DUATIO :\J AND MAS ONRY ON THE KANAWHA AND ;1/ ES TE RN DI-
VISI ONS #AS SUFFICIENTLY AD VANCED I f~ MAY TO ALLOW THE 1RACK-LAYll')JG 
TO BE CO MME NCED; AND HAD THE RAILS BEE N DEL IV ERED ACDORDING TO CONF~M 
TRACT; BEFORE THE SE ASON OF LOW WATER IN THE UPPER OHIO, THE TRAINS 
w,:.uLb NOW BE RUNNING FROM HUNT I NG"l:ON. TO THE f /\LLS OF KANAWHA. As IT 
/r4' 
J, 
l S . t ' ONLY 30 MILES OF TRACK ARE LAID; AND THE LARGEST PART OF THE IRO N 
l 
FOR TH E R_EM,'\ I NDE R IS AT PARKERSBURG, AWA IT I /\JG A RISE I :\J THE 0HLO. 
l
1TH-E COST OF GRADUATIO N ON THESE TWO DIVISIONS HAS BEEN LN -
CREASED BEYOND THE E~TIMATE SUBMITTED LAST YEAR, BY FREQUENT AND 
VERY TROUBLESO ME SL IDES; AND IN A FEW I NST AN CES~ EXPENSI VE FOUNDA -
T IONS HAVE INC REASED THE COS T OF MASGNRY. A GR EAT DEAL OF HARD, 
CEMENTED EARTH HAS BEEN MET WITH, ALSO, ON v\lH ICH SOivlE EXTRA ALLO'vV-
."'.NCES HAD TO BE° Mfa.DE. ] N A FEvV 11\JST ANCES TH E SL IDE S HAVE Bf.:E N SO 
SER IOUS AS TO C MPEL AN ABANDONMEN T OF OF PORT IO NS OF THE LI NE 
AFTER THE CUTS HAD BE EN TAKEN cur; BUT I N ~GST CAS ~S, THE ORIG I -
NAL LINE 'NILL BE RESU HED AFTER TH E TRACK IS LAID, i/HEf✓ THE SURPLUS 
t1JA TE RIAL C/\ ' ) BE UTILIZED l >l FORMI I\JG THE DO UB LE TR ACI< EMBANK-
MUHS. 
11T HE HU-.VIEF( s ~= c TI O\!S _Oi•J TH E EAST::= KN P.L\ RT OF THE ROAD •ii ERE 
PUT J iJD E ~ co n r~ ,6- CT' T 'J BE C0:.1 PLE TED I .'·J THE s u :1l;.]E ;::; OF l ?,72' /-',[,JD THE 
WOR K 0 ~ HEM HAS PR~GR~5S£D SATI SFAC TOR I LY . 
"THE COiHR AC TOR S FOR TH E HEAV '( .OR K 1;.,)',i[::j l /1 T::L Y ,J EST GF 
~-- ILL BORO HAVE CO MPLET ED THE ~HOR NY 3 RAN CH EMBANK M[NT, 0HiC H RE-
1~1 UI RE D OVER 100 ,QCQ CU. YJIIS • .'\ t~D H/WE DEP CS IT ED I r~ LIC K '~ Ui\J EMBA i\JK-
MENT 383 , 000 CU, YDS. OF THE 550,000 WHICH IT WAS ESTIMAT~D WO ULD 
BE RE ~,u IR ED TH ERE. THEY A RE >iOVV MO V I ,\JG ABOUT 40,000 CU. YDS. MOI\JTH -
LY; SO THAT .THIS SECTION. OF THE TRACK SHOULD BE REA~Y fOR THE TRACK 
BEFORE MAY, NEXT. THE CULVERT, WHICH IS 495 FT. LONG AND 14 FT . 
SPAN, IS COMPLETED. 
( 
( 
AND THAT THE MOST COSTLY SECT I.ON IS UNDER $l00,000. 00. THE ROAD-
BED BE TWEE N f·v1ECHUM 1 S ~ IV E.RAND .'}AYNESBORO (17 MILES ) COST ABOUT. 
~9C ,00Q.00 PER MILE - I~ TI MES WHEN SUCH WOR K COULD BE DONE MUCH 
CHEAPER THAN Now; AND THE GRADUATION AND MA SONRY BETWEEN CO VIN GTON 
AND ."/HITE SULPHUR 5 PRING.S, 22 MILES, AVE R;.\ GED EVEN MORE, THE . COST 
OF THE 62 MI LES LY I NG IN THE VALLEY Of NEW R I VER 'N I LL PR!)BABLY NOT 
EX GEED 1HAT OF ANY 62 CONSECUTIVE MILES BETWEEN CHARLOTTESVIL~E 
AND THE OHIO R IVER . 
...... 
11THE LINE IS NOW FINALLY ADJUSTED EXCEPT ON' THE 8 MILES BE-
TW EEN HUNTI NG TON AN D THE MOUT H OF 8LG S ANDY - - - --. 
CONSTR UCT I 0 /\J, 
11 "}E H,l\ VE BEC::N F/1.VORED WITH Uf\J USU ALLY GOOD WEA THER FOR 
' 
WORK SINCE THE CON TRACTS WERE MADE I N MARCH 1670. THE WINTER AND 
EA (\ LY SPR I f\JG SEAS Or-JS , I N THE f(A NA','JHA VALL EY A1-C:t: REP RES EN TED TO BE 
u r,JUSU .A LLY WE T, .AND THE ROADS AT TH AT TIME, TO BE VERY BAD. TH IS 
, 
WAS TH E CASE FOR ONLY A LI MITED PERIOD LAST YEAR. THE CO NTRA CT-
ORS COULD H,'IVE '/IORKED A FULL FORCE TO ADVANTAGE I 1\J AUv10 ST EV ERY 
BE~ LAS T 0 AS LARGE LY Dl ~! I N1 SHED I ~ JE~EMBE R; AND TH AT J HIC H 0AS ON 
oB J EC TI Oi\J MA.D E TO TH EM, i f\J FREE DO ;,,i FROM D l .3S ! P A TI Cd✓ ;\i ✓D STRIKES 
AfiD I N TH E GCOD BE H,J\VIOR TH EY HAVE r u .,-JOST .'/ ITHOUT EXC EPTION, EXHIBIT :: 
THE COLORED LABOR ERS HAVE GIVEN GREAT SATISFACTION TO THE CONTR ACT-
ORS. ON THE EASTE RN PART OF THE LINE, A FULL FORCE HAS BEEN EM-· 
pLOY ED, AND WITH THE EXCEPTI ON AL. PERIODS MENTIONED, THERE HAS BEEN 
NO DIFFICULTY I N MA INTAI NI NG IT. --60--
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MARK. AND SEVERAL FE ET ABOVE THE GRAD E FORMERLY RUN .. THIS DRLFT 
WAS FOUND ON A SHELF OF . ROCK UNDER A PROJECTING CLLFf, WHERE lT 
W,AS EVIDENT THE RIVER, ALONE, COULD HAVE PLACED .IT. IT WAS OF COURSE 
NECESS ,t., RY TO CHANGE THE GRADE AT TH IS PO I NT, · AND TO SOME t:XTENT, THE 
ALIGNMENT. VERY FORTUNArELY, · ouR MAXIMUM GRADE OF 2[ FT. PER 
I • 
MILE WAS SUFFICtENT TO R~ACH THE ~RADING IN PROGRESS ON THE KAN -
AWHA D IVIS I.ON, 3- 1/2 MI LES WEST. : · 
11 .l'~T THE BLUE HOLE , THE RI .VER AFTER FALLING 20 FT. TO THE 
MILE FOR 5 CONS ECUTIVE MILES, AND FOR A PART OF THE DISTANCE AT A 
t 
MUCH GREATER RATE, ' TUR~S SHARPLY TO T~E RIGHT MORE THAN 120 DE - ' 
GREES, AND THEN PASSED BETW EEN SAND - STONE CLIFFS. 425 FT. A- PART 
' 
AT THE LEVEL OF THIS HIGH - WATER MARK. · THIS IS THE NA RROWEST PASS 
WE HAVE YET MEA SURED IN THE NEW ~IVER VALLEY, AND THE WATER IN EX T R EME 
FLOODS, R IS ES MO RE THAf\J 20 FT. HI GHER As OV.E ITS ORD I NA RY SY ": F ACE 
THAN AT ANY OTH ER POINT WHERE OUR LINE TOUCH ES IT. ~ ITH THESE 
FACTS BEFO RE US, IT WAS ONLY PRUDENT TO THROW THE LI NE I !H O CUT -• 
TING AT POINTS EXPOSED TO THE CURRENT; AND TO DO THIS IT BECAME NECES 
S AR Y TO PA SS IN TH E RE A R OF OVER-H ANG l ~G MA ~ SES AT SOM E PO I NTS; A ND 
T O TU NN EL OTHE RS. FOU R OF THE S ~ T UNN ELS WILL, PROBA BLY BE MA D E , THE 
L ONGES T ABO UT 600 FT. 
;
1TH E ESTI Mt\ T E.) COS T OF THI S PA RT GF THE Ll i\J E , :-,o. ; r.: v:: R, 
D O ES f✓OT ::::xc ~=!::D TH A T H ::R ETOFO RE SUB ',11TT£D , AS T HE RA I S l ,,J3 'Jr TH C:: 
GRADE P ROV ED TO BE AN ECONOM I CA L MEAS U RE . h S TH I S PAR T G F THE ~OAD 
Hi\ S B c~EN CONS I DER ED V ER ''( FO RM I DAB L E BY PE RSO /,JS F.:'.\.ivl I L I P, R 1-1 TH THAT 
P ,". RT OF [1)E'N -. IV E.R, IT N ILL GRATIFY TH E F R I EN DS O F THE Ef\JTE R-
PRIS E TO K r'JOW TH A T THE ESTl i',;I AT ED COST OF THE GR ADUATI O J Af✓ D MASO i✓ RY 0 / j 
TH E r MIL[S B '.:: T\V :::: EN THE N EW R IVER BRIDGE, JUST :ABOVE HAWK'S NEST 




C. M. BOLTON HAD CHARGE OF SURVEYS NEAR AND .LN R I.CHMOND -
(S1GNED) H. D. ·~HLTCOMB, 
· CHIEF ~NGIN EER . 
(ANNUAL REPORT, 1870., _,PAGES 32-•-J6~ 
- - _ 11 
1871 : PRES I DENT C .P . HUNT I NG TON ts SUMMARY OF flOR!S_ AC COM PL! SH ED : 
... 
• 
· 11AT THE DATE OF THIS REPO.RT, (NOVEMBER, 187l) THE ·i·/HOLE OF 11'-HE 
WORK, FROM THE MOUTH OF THE NEW RLVER TO THE. CLTY OF HUNTlNGro'N 
(HUNT I NGTO f\J I NC () RPORATED FEB .27, l 871) ON THE OHIO R l VE.R, l S COM-
P LE.TED, WLTH THE E.XCEPTIO ."J OF TRACK LAYLNG ON A PART OF THE DISTANCE. 
THIS TRACK LAYING wiLL BE COMPLETED AND THE CARS WILL BE RUNNING DAr-
LY OVER THIS PORTION OF THE LINE LN ALL PROBABILITY, BEFO RE THIS 
REPORT WILL REACH YOU. A FAILURE ON THE PART OF SOME SONTRA CTORS 
TO DELIV ER RA : LS AT THE DATES SPECIFIED lN THEIR CONT RAC TS , AND AN 
UNUSUALLY LOW STAGE OF WATER IN THE CHIO RIVER WHICH PREV ENT ED THE TRAN 
PORTATIO N OF RAILS FRO M PARKERSBUR G, HAV E DEL AYE D THE OPENI NG OF THIS 
PART OF THE LINE TO PUBLIC USE FOR SEV ERAL MON THS. T HAT POiHIO N 
OF THE LINE BEW\1 1::: EN THE MOUTH OF NEW RIV ER AND J HITE S UL·:. HUR .S PRINGS, 
102 rtl lL :: S, IS /1.LL UND ER CO f-JTR ACT, AN D THE Gr!AD I P~G /\;~D ivlA SO\iRY ON 
It MIL ES OF IT IS CO~lPLET ED- - -- 11 • 
1 871 : 
CHI EF _NG IN ~ER /HITC 0~3 1 S REPOR T OF PRES IDENT CcT. ! Ll 87 r : 
LOCATIO ~ OF TH E L INE OF RO AD: 
1'TH E CARE FUL RE -S URVEYS NH I CH :;1C: RE 1\-lADE LAS T ¥EgiR - - - RE-
SULTED I~ MARKED IMPROVEMENTS• FOR THE FI RST TI ME , THE LI NE BE -
TWEEN MILLERIS FERRY AND THE MOUTH OF 11]EW R IVER 'N.A. S RUN :V ITH THE 
CURVES; . AND IN THE COURSE OF THE SURVEY, IT WAS FOUND THAT AT A 
POINT 21 MILES ABOVE THE MOUTH OF THE RIVER, CALLED THE BLUE HOLE, 
DRIFT HAD BEEN DEPOSITED AT A RECENT DATE 6E FT. ABOVE LOW WATE R 
--Sc--
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11 1F, AS 1s · cONTEMPLATED, 
\ , , . -. I , :- , . ·t-.-·~ . .i. : . . 
. ; . • ' . I;, . ,,.. ; {' 
FOR COMPLE T- lbN. ~ 1,·: · ' H :v:,, t 
-- ~ • -~_:-/ • .• (,, . r J (. 
THE' TUNNEL ; ON THE fl RST NEW R tV ER , ;:i,' 
' \ 'I 
DIVISION AT 5TRETCHER
1
S F10lNT, BE PLACED UNDE.R CONTRACT TO COM- . . 
' I ' ' 
PE.TENT PA~Tl~S • THIS SEASON, AND THE REMAINDER OF THE · ~INE 1 BE PUT 
· ' 
uNDER ° CONTR ,A,CT EARLY "NEXT SPRING, ' THE . WHOLE ROAD CAN BE OPEN BY . 
' i ' i : ' ' \" 
JULY, 1872, ·PROVIDED THE TUNNEL AT GREAT BEND IS CQMPLETED'. ), f.T0 ·, 
.( .:' i, ,·, ,·, .-.·1-:,\: . 
WOULD BE : PREMATl:JRE TO ATTEMPT AN EXACT ESTIMATE OF Ti:u:· ilt\.fr.: -Rf:'- ,','',··;;-!' ··' 
' l • i • '1 .' . I ' .' • ~ < '· • , f ;~.1 {(~ \ :.;·\ • f. 
, QUI RE.D T0. COMPLETE TH IS TUNNEL. THE WORK IS NOT SUF F1 CI ENT LY • DEVEL-
} I 
IF THIS RATE BE MAINTAINED, THE TUNNEL WILL BE COMPLEtED AT T~E DATE 
MENTIONED FOR _THE COMPLETION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE LINE. I DO NOT 
CONSIDER LEWIS 1 TUNNEL AN OBSTACLE LN OPENING THE WHOLE LINE, AL-
THOUGH lT WILL RE - UIRE, PE RHAPS AS LONG A TIME TO COMPLETE AS THAT 
OF GREAT BEND, BECAUSE THE TEMP ORARY TRACK AFFORDS A MEANS OF SUR-
MOUNT I NG IT IN CASE OF DELAY, A SIMILAR TEMPORARY TRACK IS PR~CTICA-
BLE AT GREAT BEND, BUT IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR THE POSSIBLEJ FEW 
MONTHS THAT WE MAY BE DETAINED. 11 
-EN GINEER CORPS-
KMJAWHA AND \ [STE RN :J IVISIO/~S: IN CHARGE OF '/ • .-"- . K UP ER, PR l 1\IC IP AL 
~S ST. = NG. AND 7 RESIDENT ENG I NEERS. 
), LL EG/, HANY AND GREENBR IER lJ IVISIONS: UNDE R PEYTOi, '. 1-\NDOLPH, D IV. C::r,JG. 
AND SIX RES I DENT ENGINEERS, 
GEO. Mc K ENDREE HAD CHARGE OF PARTY ENGAGED IN REVISING THE LINE 
FROM I MOUTH OF GREENBRIER TO BmVYER' s FERRY, ON 1~C'·iv' R l v: R; AND ON CON -
STRUCT I ON WILL HAVE CHARGE OF THE FIRST Ntw RIVER Dl~/ISION .• ·:; · 
c. R. How ARD HAD CHARGE I OF PARTY ENGAGED •Uf REV Is I NG TH:E ,-u ¼.t"/ rR.oM· 
• •: 'I 
THE SECOND NEW RIVER D1v~ 
; , I, ,· v·. 
·•,•, 
'! 
I , , 
. \ 
. , '. -:'.{,. :,\ 
.. 
,~,;\ , ,: .. ·.' ;/_·(''.,;, .' 
•. l 
SUBJECT TO MODIFICATION WHICH . MAY , RE- 1 ... · . 
i~- ; .: r' ': ( I 
PRESENT YEAR~ AND WH ICH WILL PROBABLY RES 
- I 
DUCE THE AMOUf\J T,:., ' 
' ' 
EASf. OF W.~ S. NO~ ~NDER CONTRACT 
~ RC~~NG 1NEC. IN ! UNNELS ◊~ ,ALLEGHANY Drv 
_: 0J:..LE9HA~Y Div, wE_sr a_F} Vy' _s.· 
' .. GREENBRIER Dt V. '• 
. fl RST,,,,f~D , 2,N.D ~!E'Wr R I V~R DI VS • 
. < : j'' ' .. ' ' ' 
KANAWHA: D 1V . 
, \1 I • 1 • 
WESTERN DIV. 
T O T A L 





11THE ABOVE EST I MATE INCLUDES ALL THE EXP .ND I TURES OF THE -1 
PRtSENT YEAR Sl~CE ~ PRIL 1ST, AND IS FOR A COMPL ETE ROAD BED, GRADED 
FOR A SINGLE TR0CK, WITH MASONR Y FOR DOUBLE TRACK IN BRIDGES AND 
ARCH CULVERTS. 
11 IF THE AMOUNT r~ECESSARY TO COMPLETE THE ROAD EAST OF THE 'N .S .• S. 
BE D0DUCTED FROM THE ABOVE~ IT LEAVES ~HE AM: UNT NECESSARY TO CQM-
PLETE THE 200 Ml LES WEST OF THE PRESENT TERMINUS SS,736,61 8, OR FOR 
GRADING AND BRIDGING, AN AVE RA GE PER MIL E, OF J28,683.00. .:.,s A 
REVISED ESTKMATE OF THE WORK NOW UNDER CONTRACT HAS J UST BEEN COM-
PLETED, AND AS IT IS POSSIBL E THE RESULT OF THE R~VI S ION OF THE 
LINE , Of~ TH E \)EV/ ~ IVE R DIVI SION WI LL BE TO RE DUCE THE E.STI IA ATE OF 
LAST YEAR- -WHICH IS THE ONE SUB ~ ITT ED ABO VE--, 
THAT THE SU M MENT IO NED \VILL BE FOUND AM PL E FOR TH E PU RPOSE . 
11 h10 ESTIMATE FO R THE TRACK IS SUB \11TT::D IN THIS REPORT, AS THE 
CH AR ACTER OF THE RAIL TO BE USED HAS NOT YET BEEN FULLY DEC IDED UPO N; 
t.JOR,' DO I PRESENT ANY ESTIMATE FOR BUILDINGS OR EQUIPMENTS. 
0
THE FOR-
MER WIL L NOT BE EXPEN~IVE; THE LATTER WILL, OF cdURSE, ~EPEN~UP -
C 
( 
JAN I I. I 
11 0N THE WESTERN D IVISION, THE PROGR ESS HAS NOT BEEN SO RAP-
ID, A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT, ABOUT j500,000.0U WAS EXPENDED ON 
THIS D IVISION BY THE STATE OF VlRGLNIA, PREVIOUS TO 1861. OF THE 
REMAINING PART TO BE DONE AND UNDER CONTRACT, 25~  OF THE GRADLNG 
AND 30% OF THE MASONRY HAS BEEN DONE; AND PROBABLY 33% LN ADDI-
TION. MAY BE DONE BY JAN. I ST. ,,0.,T THE SAME RATE OF PROGRESS, THE DI v+ 
ISION CAN BE COMPLETED EARLY IN THE SUMMER. THIS DEPENDS UPON THE 
'· 
PRACTlC ABILLTY OF MAINtAINING THE PRESENT FORCE DURING THE WINTER 
MO NTH S. 
11THE .A MOUNT OF G~~AD I NG AND MASONRY MAY BE CONSIDERABLY RE-
nUCED, TEMPORARILY, BY SUBSTITUTl~G TRESTLE WO RK IN L IEU OF EM-
BANKMENTS AND CULVERTS AT SEVERAL POINTS; AND ~S IT IS CERTAI ~ THAT 
THE WORK AT THE SE POINTS CAN BE DONE MORE ECONOM IC ' LLY BY TR ~ I NS 
AFTER THE TR f-. CK IS L,'\ ID, IT WILL PR OBA. ~LY BE RESORTED TO; Ai\JD IN 
THIS CASE THE PERC ENTAGE REPORTED AS DONE ~! ILL BE CONS IDER AB LY IN -
cREASED. THE FOLL OW ING STATEMENTS 0 1LL SH OW THE AMOUNTS PAID TO 
CONTRACTORS ND THE ST IMA TED COST OF JORK TO BE DONE BY THEM ON 
c o r~TR ,,; CTS ,'\ LREA : Y M.'\DE, PROV IDED '-.;O TRESTLE .'JO, ::<. IS US ED : 
. 0 R !< DO i'~ E • 
EAST OF ·~HITE 3U LPHUR S PRI NGS ~I 47,195 
TG BE DONE. 70 TAL 
~809 ,39 1 3 926 , 526.~U 
.\ LL::GHA f.JY "J IV, EST 11 
?REE t\JBR I ER I I 
f< P..NAW HA J lf]. 
"J ESTERN J IV. 
,, 27 , 1+14 .0 _ 
124 , 09 1.0C j; I ,OI E; ,362.C-G ! , i 42 , :-53 . Uc 
22,302. ~0 31 , 698.0U 
318,000~0C 577,292.00 
_ 23~163.00 727~32I.OO 
$ 845 ,039 $3,194,518 
'-- 7 n"c : u·,  ..) , J vU 1 • , .: 
895 ,292 .. 00 
959 484 .. 0U _::'. ... L . ..=;...:.~~--
$4 , 039 ,484 
11 FOR COMf LET I NG THE WHOLE ,ROfi.D, I i\lC LUD I NG MAS Qr,j RY' GRADUAT I or\J 




HAS BEE.N DONE ON .:ECTION No,.40, OWING TO LMPEDIMENTS OUT OF THE 
POWER OF THE. CONTRACTORS TO REMOVE.. THE V'/ ORK IS i'L W GO I NG ON 
SATISFACTORIIC{. THE CONTRACTOR ON SECTION No .. 42 ON WHICH LS A TUl~-
NEL A-BOUT l,roo FT. LONG, IS PROGRESSING SATISF.t\CTORLLY. THE TUN-
NE.L HAS BEEN DRIVEN LOO FT. IN LIME-STONE, AND THUS FAR WILL NEED 
NO LLNING, EXCEPT, PERHAPS, FOR A FEW FEET AT THE PORTAL. 
i 
11 0N SECT I ON #23 CONS I DE RAB LE WORK HAS BEEN DGNE. , THE 
THREE PIERS OF THE THIRD GREENBRIER BRIDGE ON SECTION 5~ ARE SEV-
' . . 
ERAL FEET ABOVE LOW WATER. THERE ;v i LL BE NO DIFFICULTY IN RESUM-
' ,' ' 
l I ·' ' ' 
ING THE WORK AS SOON AS THE WEATHER WILL PERMIT, IN THE SPRING. AT 
THE GREAT BEND TUNNEL, Oi\l SECTIONS 6u AND _6 I THE APPR OACH CUT HAS 
BEEN COMPLETED AND [00 FT. OF TUNNEL DRIVEN. S HAFT No.I WAS SUNK 
AB OUT 70 FT~ AND THE WORK ON IT SUSPEND ~D, T EM P0 ~ARILY BY MY OR -
DER. SHAFT No.2 HAS BEEN SUNK TO GR ADE, AND THE HEADINGS FROM IT 
W ILL BE STARTED IN NOVEMBER. A SHAFT HA S B ~EN SUNK AT THE ! ESTERN 
PORTAL, AND 50G FT. OF HEADING TAKEN OUT. THE WESTER N APPROACH CUT 
IS LONG AND HEAVY AND WILL RE QUIRE YET, SEVER A L MONTHS FOR ITS COM-
PLETION. THE ROC K O ~J THESE SECTl ,~.NS IS FAVORABLE FOR EX CA VATION, 
BUT THE TU ~N EL WILL NEED SUPPORT. THE CO NTRACTO R HAS B~EN HINDER-
ED BY. A CO f✓ S I DER). B i'~ E ;),;\!OU~JT OF 'NA TER l :J S Hft,FT [,Jo.2 . ;)[C TIO i\J No . 
62 IS WE LL A DVAI\J CED T0V,J R:;J C0/'..1 P L ET I ON . T H i:: U ,ST EF;i\ ABUTfvlEi\JT Mrn 
THE R IVE R PI ER , ON P I ER No.3, OF THE ~EW ~ !VER BRl ~GE, ~EC TIO N 121, 
·,,' ILL BE co:.1PLETED THIS SEASON. THE F C!Ji1JD,1H 1::::;-,;s OF P I E s :')OS I AND 
2 WILL BE LAID, AND A LSO IT IS HOPED, THE FOUNDAT IO N OF THE ~E S T i RN 
ABUH,1ENT. 
11THE WORK ON THE K MJN'/H/\ ] IVISI ON './i IS W:.: LL ADVAi'JCED. THE 
F0UNDATI QNS OF ALL THE BRIDGES AND ARCH CULVERTS ARE SECURED, AND 
THE MASONRY w I LL BE LA ID TO ABOVE ORD I NARY WJ\.T ER BY Nov .. I • ABOUT 
40% OF THE GRAD I NG AND 33~~ OF THE MASON RY ON TH IS DIVIS I ON ARE COM -




11THE PROGRESS MADE BY THE CONTRACTORS HAS BEEN IN THE MAIN, 
SATISFACTORY. THERE WAS SOME tilFFICUL~Y, AT FIRST, IN PROCURING, 
AND MAlNTAINING A SUFFICIENT FORCE. AT THE DATE OF TH IS REPORT, THIS 
DIFFICULTY NO LONGER EXISTS; AND IF THE PRESENT FORCE IS MAINTAIN-
ED, THERE WILL BEN~ SERIOUS DIFFICULTY IN HAVtNG THE CONTR ~CTS FOR 
WORK ALREADY LET, . COMPLETED IN TIME. 
11 THE CONTRACTORS FOR THE EMBANKMENTS NEA~ Ml LLBORO AND AT 
JERRY 1 S RUN HAVE MADE RAPID PROGRESS. IT IS CONFIDENTLY EXPECTED 
THAT THE HIGH TRESTLE AT THE LATTER POINT WILL BE COMPLETELY Fl~LED 
UP BY THE 1ST OF MAY NEXT (18710 .. /~ T THE LEWIS TUNNEL ABOUT 
12,000 CU •. YDS HAVE BEEN RENOVED FROM THE APPROACHES • .SHAFT No.I 
HAS BEEN SUNK NEA ~LY TO THE GRAD E OF THE TUNNEL AND THE NEST ERN 
PORTAL SHAFT CLEANED OUT, Af\JD THE WORK OF TUNNEL li~1lG RESUMED • . ~NOTHER 
SHAFT WILL BE SUNK AT THE EASTERN PORTAL, AND WORK ON OLD ~HAFT No.3 
RESUMED IMMEDIA TELY. IT IS EXPECTED TO HAVE THIS TUNNEL DRIVEN DlOXi'.l©< 
FROM SIX POINTS IN NO VEM BER. THE CONTRACTORS HAVE B~E N HIN DERED BY 
THE LARGE frMO UNT OF WATER IN 3HAFT ~b. l, THE MATERIAL, AS FAR AS DE-
VELOPED, IS VE RY HARD SANDSTONE WH ICH NILL RE,;; UIRE NO SU PPOR T. 
11 S ECTI0 0i i'.Jo.25, NEAR '/HITE .3 ULPHUR ::-; PRINGS, IS \:'JEL L t .DV.L\f\JC ED, 
THE l;'//\LLS OF THE L.A.RGE ARCH CUL\/E :~'( OVER H:~. RT 1 S :=: u N Oi': :iECTI O:-J !·1C•,2 c: 
ARE CCi,:Pu:TED. THE AR CH ·,:n LL PROBl\B LY BE COf,iPL ETED TH I s SEAS01\i Of~ 
EAR LY NEXT SPR l ~G, READ Y FOR TH~ EMBANK MENT . THE PROG~~s s OF ~ ECT IO~ 
t13 I I S SAT I S F '\ TO RY • TH E F :) U f\J D .i\T I O: .JS OF TH E TH R C:: E P 1 ER S OF TH E 
FIRST GREENBR IE R BRIDG E ON SEC TI ON ~b.32 , HAVE BE : N SEC URED, AND THE 
WESTERN ABUn,lENT BU ILT NL~RLY TO THE BRIDGE SEAT. THE VJOR . IS I N 
SUCH A CO NDITION THAT ANY UNFINISHED PORTIONS CAN BE RESUMED IN THE 




EXP-ECTATIONS, AND IN POINT OF COST AND ALLGNMENT ARE AS. FAVOR-
ABLE AS I HAD EVER HOPED FOR. THE Fl ~JAL LOCATION WILL BE COMPLETED 
rN NOVEMBER, AN D ANY MINOR CHANGES WHICH THE OFFICE VvORK THIS WIN-
TER MAY DETERMINE, WILL BE MADE BY THE RESIDENT ENGIN~ER, WHILE THE 
ROAD IS UNDER CONST RUCTION, IN ADDITION TO THIS 'NORK SURVEYS HAVE 
BEEN MADE NEAR RICHMOND - - - - 11 • 
(ANNUAL REPORT, I 870. J:f-GES 2B-31). 
1870: CONSTRUCTION: 
11 IN MARCH LAST, THE FOLLOW I NG WOR K WAS PUT UNDER CON- . 
TRACT AT GENERALLY FAVORABLE RATES: THE HEAVY EXCAVATION AND EMBANK 
' . 
MENT NEAR MILLBORO ON THE ST~UNTON AND COVIN GTON D1VISION, WHICH HAS 
BEEN SUSPEND =D SINCE 1857, AND HAVE SINCE, BEEN AV O IDED BY A TEMPOR -
ARY TRACK W ITH GRADES OF 307 FT. PER MILE, THE LEWIS TUNNEL AND THE 
EMBANKMENT OVER JERRY 1 S RUN ON THE A LLE GHANY DIVISION, WE ST OF ~ HITE 
S ULPHUR S PR I r·JGS, ALSO AVOI DED - BY A TEMPORARY TRACK, 5£:CT ION 25 
AND THE MASO N RY ON S ECTIO N 2£, OF THE h LLEGHANY DIVISION W~ST OF 
.1HITE 3 ULPHUR ,PRl ~J G.S, '.3 ECTION 31 - THE MAS ONRY OF FIRST GREENBRIER 
BR IDGE, SECTIO f'-IS 40, 42 , AND 43, THE MAS ON RY OF THIRD G REENBRIER 
B RI DG E; Ai'JD :£ CT IONS 60, 61 AND 62, OF THE G REENB R IE R i) IVISiOi'J, 
T HE ivl ASO i, RY C F THE i.JE'i! ? I V ER BR IDGE, T HE ::: HOL E OF Th E i<A NA.'-/HA :__; 1 -
V I S I O i~ , /1, i ✓D ALL •J F TH E '_!ES T ER N D I V I S I Q i,; B'.:: Tvi/C:'.': N THE :\iCUTH OF 3CAR Y 
T HE flRK Of✓ THE !<j,NA,:JHA .£:d\lD : i E STE RN J I VIS I Oi\: S IS TO B E C0 1\ i PLEG ED BY 
'
1TH E REr;iA I NDE R OF WO~K NOW UND ER CONT RACT IS TO BE READY 
FOR THE TRACK BY JUNE, 1872, AND COMPRISES ALL THAT IT WA S SU PPOSED 
WOULD RE QUIRE OVER TWO YEARS TO COMPLETE. 
--52--
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SPAN, qR OVER; FO~R AR CHES Of FROM 30 TO 40 FT. SPAN., . ND SEVERAL 
OF LESSOR SPANS. 
11THE MAXIMUM _GRADE IS 15 FT. PER MILE; THE MINl~lUM 
RADIUS OF _CURVATURE IS l,QIO FT. FROM THE ALLEGHAN Y T UNNEL TO 
THE E~D 0~ THIS DIVISION, THE t lNE DE~CENDS CONT INUOUSL~ WtTH THE 
STREAMS, WITH SOME UNIMP ORTANT UNDULATIONS. 
' I 
''JESTERN DIVISION •. 






F SCARY CREEK WITH A G,RAD·E· OF 30 FT. PE~ MrLE 
' THENCE DESCENDS WlTH SOME UNDULATIO NS TO MUD RIVER, AND ~GAIN UN -
DULATES TO THE MAXIMUM IN PASSING THE BENDS OF THE RIVER. AFTER 
REACHING THE VALLEY OF THE GUYANDOTTE THE GRADES BECOME .L fGHTER, 
THE CUTS i'.ND FILLS BETWEE N SCARY AND BA RBOURSVILLE ARE . HEAVY. THE 
BRIDGES OVER SCARY AND HU RRICANE CREEKS, THE TWO OVER MUD R IVER AND 
THOSE OVER THE GUYM;DOTTE AND THE SMALLER STREAMS /J EST OF IT, ARE 
HIGH AND COSTLY, THE MAXIMUM GRADE LS 3C FT. PE R MILE. THE MfNI-
MUM RADIUS OF CURVATURE IS I ,000 FT. 
OF PRESEr'H SEASON--FALL OF IE7C. - ---·---
11THE RESULTS OF THE sur-zV EYS OF LA '.:i T YE 0 .R 'i'/ERE VERY Sf...T IS-
FACTCRY. T HE QUA~T ITl ~S OF EXCAVAT ICN AND MASO NR Y EST IMATE D BY 
GR r::': ENBRIER AND ':E.•;J R IV f.R DIVISI ON S, WERE RED UC ED 40 AND 25 PER CENT, 
RESPlCT IVELY, WITH Ai'~ ABSOL UT E l i,: PRO VE MUH OF THE Ll ~JE I ·, DI STA:\JCE 
AND CUR VATURE, AND WITH GRADES EQUALLY SA TI SFACTORY, THE MAPS OF THE 
LINE WERE CAREFULLY EXAMINED DURING THE WINTER; AND IN SOME CASES 
FURTHER CHANGES WERE FOUND DESIRABLE. DURLNG THIS YEAR SOME POR ~ 
Tl NS OF THE GREENBRIER DIVISION HAVE BEEN MODIFIED~ AND BOTH OF THE' 
'I . 
NEW RIVER DIVISIONS HAVE BEU~ Rt-SURVEYED, · THE 1 RESULTS HAVE EXCEED-
ED' . --51 __ 
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THE SLQPES OF THE. RI VER HILLS ARf.; GENERALLY MODERATE, AND TH,~RE 
ARE FEW IMPORTANT STRE,'\MS TO BRIDGE. THE PREVAILING ROCK ts SAND : ~ . 
STONE. , t1. T R ICHMOND F .t, LLS, A SHORT TU NNEL OF LE SS THAN 300 FT. 
WILL PROBABLY BE MADE TO AVOID HEAVIER WOR K IN THE VICINtTY • .. ~r 
STRETCHER
1
S NECK A TUNNEL OF 1,800 FT. WHICH WILL SAVE ABOUT 
FOUR MILES l :N.DIST:. NCE, WILL ALSO BE MADE:. · THE. MAXIMU·M · GRADE 
oN THIS DIVISION IS 21 !FT,. Tf-/E M[NIMUM RADIUS OF CURVATURE' rs 
I , J46 FT., 
SEC~OND NEN RI VER DIVIS I ON., 
110N THE SECOND N~W RIVER DIVISION THE WORK BECOfl.;lES HEAV-
' 
!ER. THE CLIFFS APPROACH NE~RER THE RIV~R, THE SLOPES ARE StEEP-
ER AND THE DIFFI CULTIE S INCREASE, GENERALLY, UNTIL WITHfN THREE 
MILES OF THE KANAWHA. THE PREVAILING ROCK IS SANDSTONE. A LARGE 
PROP ORTI ON OF THE ~ CAVTION WILL BE BOULDERS, SOME OF WHICH ARE 
OF ENORMOUS SI ZE. THERE ARE FOUR BRIDG ES ON THIS DIVISION OF roo 
FT• APAN, OR OVER. THE BRIDGE OVER NEW RIVER A~ MILLERtS F~RRY 
BEING THE HEAVIEST ON THE LINE BETW EEN RICH MOND AND THE OHIO. 
T~ ERE ARE NO TU NN ELS CON TE MPLATED; TH E MAXI MUM GRADE IS 21 FT. 
PE I~ i1!i1LE. THE MINl f'v'1Uf'.,I RADIUS OF CURVATU RE EXCEPT f::... TWO POl 1HS , 
IS i ,OCC FT. THE EXCE PT I ~S ARE >T TH E EAS TE RN A? PROA CH OF THE 
NEW R IVER BRIDGE AND AT A POINT FIVE MIL ES WEST, WHE RE A CU RVE OF 
71 6 FT~ RAD IU S MA Y BE I NTRODUCED TO PRE VEN T TH E EMBANK~EN T FROM 
RU NNIN G r NTO TH E RIVER. 30TH THES E CURVES AR E ON A LEVEL. 
11 0N THC:. K.ANAWHA DIVISION, THE GRA DI NG IS LIGHT, TH E AV ER-
AGE BEING LESS THAN ON EITHER OF THE OTHER DIVISLONS. THE LINE, 
HOWEVER, CROSSES MANY OF THE T~ IBUTARIES OF THE KANAWHA, AN ~ THE 
f 
AMOUNT OF MASONRY IS LARGE. THERE AR~ NO TUNNELS OR HEAVY CUT -





100 FT. LN HEIGHt, ONE OF 140 FT. AND ONE STLLL. UNF .LNlSHED QF 
185 FT. THE LATTER, WHEN DOMPLETED, WILL CONTAIN OVER r,000, 
000 CU. YDS. THERE ARE ALSO FI VE BRIDGES OF A.N AGGREGA.TE LENGTH 
OF 800 FT. AND SEVERAL KARGE, ARCH CULVERTS. THE WORK REMAIN-
ING TO BE DONE ON THIS DIVISION EAST .OF THE ~HITE SULPHUR CON-
SISTS OF THE EMBANKMENT AT JERRYt RUN, THE LEWIS TUNNEL, AND . 
THE ARCHING OF ABOUT 2,000 FT~ OF TUNNEL AND FIVE MILES OF GRAD-
. I. NG. WEST OF THE ''.'iH ITE SULPHUR. THE MAXIMUM GRADE, ASCENDl~G 
WESTWARD IS 60 FT. PER MILE ·FOR ABOUT 10 tvdLES. DE"SCENDtNG, THE 
GRADE IS UNIFORMLY 30 FT. PER MILE, EXCEPT FOR 1,000 FT. AT 
WHITE SULPHUR STATION, WHERE IT IS 19 FT. PER MILE. THE MINIMUM 
RADIUS OF CURVATURE IS I ,000 FT~ 
TH~ GRE ENBR IER ~!V ISI ON. 
11 THE GREEf\JBRIER D IVISION HAS A MORE FAVORABLE LOCATION, AND 
BUT FOR THE TUNNELS, WH ICH ARE CONSTRUCTED ONLY TO S VE DISTANCE, 
, WOULD BE CONSIDERED LIGHT WORK. THERE ARE FOUR TUNNELS OF AN 
AGGREGATE LE:,JGTH OF (,850 FT. SAVl f\JG IN DISTANCEABOUT 10 MILES. 
THE ROCK ENCOUNTERED IS FIRST, SANDSTAONE, NEXT LIMESTONE, AND 
THEN SANDSTO NE AND RED SHALE, THERE WILL BE THREE BRIDGE S OVER 
TH~ GREENBR IE R ~ IV ER, rjo SM ALLE R ONES OVE R 00LF CREEK AND HuN -
G,C.J~D 1S SRE EK, AND SE VER J\ L AR.C H CULVERTS, CF THE TUiJi\J ELS, THE 
FIRST AND SECOi~D '/J ILL BEL~ Lli'vlESTCJNE i THE RE ivL1\ I I\Jl i'IG TWO l i'J :~ ED 
SHALE, THE MAX IMU~ GRADE ON THI S J IVISI ON IS 30 FT. PE R MIL E FOR 
TWO MIL ES EDJOIMlf\JG THE .~ LLEGH AN Y D IVISI ON ; ELSEWHERE, 21 FT. 
PER tv1 I LE. THE MINIMUM RA DIUS OF CU RVATURE IS I ,QQQ FT. 
F I RST l\EW R I VER DI VIS, I ON. 
11THE FIRST NEW RIVER DIVISION HAS, GENERALLY, LIGHTWORK. 
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DESCRIPTION Q.f THE UNE WJ~ST 0 O'f Cov LNGTON. 
,. 
uTHE LINE. HAS BEEN DIVIDED BY T,HE
1 
NATURAL FEATURES OF THE COUNTRY 
·' 
INTO SIX DIVISIONS. 
11THE ,6.LLEGHAN Y I) IV Is I ON, EXTEND I NG FROM Cov I NGTON TO M
0
0NROE DRAFT 
ABOVE AND NEAR THE MOUTH OF HOWARD 1 S CREEK, EMBRACING ABOUT 30 SEC-
TIONS AND 27-56/100 MILES. 
I 1 
1 ! . ~; '. ' · ~· , / r 
., "THE GREENBRIER Dt.VIStON, EXTENDI.NG FROMrv10N_ROE DRAFT TO, AND ALONG 
f 4 ·i ~ . . . . 1: . . ; ! ·1-.~.\ri· ... t ,;. :~ r' : 
GREENBRIER RIVER TO NEW RLVER, EMBRACING 37 SECTIONS AND '37.94 MILES, 
·! 
1LTHE flRST NEW RIVER DI.VISION, EXTENDING FROM T,HE, GREAT BEND TO THE 
, . . _ i I , . : I . ! . , i'' _.. -- ; ," · , . -
1
·· HEAD OF THE KANAWHA, EMBRACING 29 SECTIONS, AND WITH THE FlRST NEW , 
t • ' ' ~ \ 
R IVER DIVrSlON, MAKING 61 . 23 MILES. 
11TH E KANAWHA DIVIS I.ON, EX TEND I NG ALONG THE KANAWHA RI VER TO THE 
MOUTH OF ScARY S REEK, EMBRACING 51 SECTIONS ' AND 52.29 MILES,AND THE 
11 '·'/ESTERN DIVISION, EXTENDING FROM THE MOUTH OF SCARY TO THE .'i/Esr. -
ERN TERMII\JUS, 41 SECTION AND 43.36 MILES. TO TAL L ENGTH OF ROJD 
WEST OF COVINGTON 222 .43 MILES, 0 0F WHICH 22 MILES ARE IN OPERA-
TION, BUT IN PART BY MEANS OF A TEMPORARY TRACK TWO MILES IN 
LENGTH. 
.-~ LLEGH!.\f'N DI 1/ I :3 I ON. 
11THE / 1LLEGH.ANY D IVISION, AS ITS NAME IMPORTS, 11,JCLUDES THE 
PASSA GE OF TH E ~ LLEGHANY MOUNTAIN, AND THE WO RK I S FAR HEAV I ER T~ N 
O N AN Y OTHER POR TI ON OF THE LINE, T HE LA RG ER PA RT OF TH~ EXC A VA-
T I 01\J Is I !\J S U 1TE ROCK ; BUT Sur:iE LI ME STOi\JE Aj\JD SOi'11C: Ve.RY H/1,RD 
SANDS TONE IS ENC OUN~ERED, CN TH AT PAR T OF TH·IS D IVI S IO N NOW I N 
OPER ATION, T~E EXCAVATIONS AND EMBANKMENTS ARE V ERY HEAVY, AND 
THERE ARE SEVEN TUNNELS OF AN AGGREGATE LENGTH OF 11,00G FT. C NE 
OF THESE TUNNELS EAST OF THE WH ITE S ULPHUR SPRINGS OF 3,900 FT. 
IS NOW BEING CONSTRUCTED. THERE ARE SEVER~L EMBANKMENTS OF NEARLY 
--48--




c. P. HUNTINGTON IS PRESIDENT; JvMs.C. 'NICKHAM, VICE - PRESIDENT 
AND GEN 1 L SUP 1T. H. D. ~H ITCOMB, CHIEF ENG tNEER. 
BEPORT_QF CH -lEF ENGINEER H.D.'NHITCOMB, DATTD OCT. I, (870. 
FtNAL LOCATtON OF THE LINE OF THE ROAD: 
11 AT THE DATE OF THE l.AST ANNUAL REPORT THE LOCAT tON OF THE 
ALLEGHANY DIVISION HAD BEEN COMPLETED, AND ALTERNATE LtNES HAD BE~ 
RUN. ON A PART OF THE GREENBRIER ' AND NEW RIV
0
ER D1·vt?fONS, AND ON 
THE WHOLE OF THE KANA ;HA DIVISION, . THE WESTERN DIVISION, WITH 
THE EXCEPTION OF A FEW MILES NEXT TO YHE TERMl~US, HAD BEEN DEF-
INITELY LOCATED, THE FINAL LOCATION OF THE WHOLE LINE HAS SINCE~ 
BEEN FIXED AS FOLLOWS: L:.:: AV I t~G THE _PRESENT '1/ESTERN K~E:iil:1::t.©W 
TERMINUS AT THE NHLTE SULPHUR SPRINGS, IT FOLLOWS THE LEFT SIDE OF . 
T H E VA LL F.: Y O F HOWARD I S CR EEK TO G R E EN B R I ER ~ I VER; I T TH E N PA S S ES 
ALONG THE LEFT BANK OF THE GREENBR I ER 1-1/2 MILES AND CROSSES TO 
THE RIGHT BANK FOR 8- 1/3 MILES, AND RE-CROSSES TO THE LEFT BANK; 
IT THEN FOLLOWS THE LEFT SIDE FOR ABOUT 18 MILES AND AGAIN CROS-
SES TO THE RIGHT BANK, AND CONTINUES 0 ~ THE RIGHT S IDE TO THE 
JUNCTIO •J WITH \ iEW ':) !VER; AND THENCE ALO[\JG [~ EW R IV ER TO !'.i lLLER 1 S 
FERRY, WHERE IT CRO SSES TO THE LEFT, OR SOUTH BANK, FROM THIS 
POli\JT, IT COi\JTl !\J UES O~-J T:-JE THE SGUTH SIDE ·.-F f'-iEW R IV ':.? /~iJD TH E 
KMJA'iJHA TO THE ;v\OUTH CF 3CA RY i~R C::EK; IT THE !\J ASCENDS THE V/i.LLCY 
OF SCARY CR EEK AND PASSES THROUGH TEAY 1S VALLEY TO THAT OF THE 
Mun ~ IV ER, AND HAVING CROSSED THAT RIVER TWICE, IT ENTERS THE 
VALLEY OF THE ~UYA1\IDOTTE NEAR THE TOWN OF 8A RBOURSV IL LE, IT TH EN 
FOLLOWS THE NORTH s ljJE OF THAT VAL LEY TO THE TmvN OF GUYANDOTTE, 
WHERE IT CROSSES THE RIVER AND ENTERS THE VALLEY OF THE 0Hro, AND 
FOLLOWS IT ON THE LEFT SIDE TO THE 'NESTERN ~ERM INUS, AT THE MOUTH . 
OF THE BIG SANDY RIVER. --47--




WEST OF THE 'NHL.TE SULPHUR IS BEING COMPLETED, AND EST IMAT ES OF 
ALL UNFINISHED WORK ARE IN ~REPARATION. , 
'
1TH E ALLEGHANY DIV Is I ON EXTENDS FROM Cov I NG TON TO THE 
GREENBRIER RIV ER, AND 'ts 29.6 MILES LONG. 
11f ,I NI SH.ED PERMANENT TRACK EAST OF 'NH l TE SULPHUR 
SPRtNGS - - - f9 MVLES 
''UNFINISHED II '" ll II -· - - - 3 11· 
II It ti yVEST II GO FT. p ... -:- 71.'0I E'11 f- I~ I . ~ .. 
"MAXIMUM GRADE II TRACK GO I NG WEST 60 FT •. PER IOtt 
II II It It " EAST 30 FT. ti It 
MINIMUM RADIUS OF CURVATURE OF PERMANENT 
TRACK - - I ,000 fT~ PER MILE. 
"THERE ARE IN USE,. AS YET FOUR MIL ES OF WELL CONSTRUCTED 
lEMPORAR Y TR1'\ CK EAST OF THE :VHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS. 
~E.D HILL, TEMPORARY WQA~K- - - -
MAXI MUM GRADE - - -
MI NIMUM RADIUS OF CURVATURE 
I! MI LES U'J&G , 
106 FT. PER MILE, 
477- 1 /2 FT., 
THIS TRACK WILL BE DISPENSED WITH l N FIVE MONTHS. 
JERRY'S ~UN TEMPORARY TRACK - - - - 2- 1/2 MILES LONG, 
MAXI MUM GRADE GO I NG WEST 290 FT. PER Ml LE, 
fl ii i t EAST 195 II 11 II 
lvl I N l lv1 UM RAD I US OF CURVATURE - - 477- l/2 FT .. 
THE TIMBER TRE STLE ACROSS JERRY 1 S ~UN IS AD~ IRABLY EXEC UT ED , 
'I 
CF TH E r~INE TUNI\J ELS, THAT UN DER THE MA IN .' \LLEGHl\t~Y IS 9/ 10 MIL '.:: S LO NG , 
THERE .A.RES DOUBLE TRACK Tu rmELS EXCAVATED, AGGREGATII\JG 1-3/d 11 
0Ni DOUB LE TRA CK TU NN EL TO BE FINISHED MARCH, 1870 . 1/8 MILE. 
ONE S l ~GLE TRACK TUNNEL, COMPL ETED - - 200 FT. 
4,500 FT .. Two " 11 TUNNELS UNFINISHED, AGGREGATING 
GRAND TOTAL OF RUNNELS 2-4/10 MILES. 
( SIGNED) A. L.RIVES. 
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FEET OF BRIDGING AND TRESTLING WAS LOCATED AND COMPLETED IN SIX 
WEEKS. THE COST OF THIS TUNNEL WILL GREATLY EXCEED CONJECTURAL 
ESTIMATES, OWING TO THE TEDIOUS AND EXPENSIVE CHARACT~R Of ITS 
PROGRESS THROUGH THE LOOSE MASS Of 'EARTH AND ROCK WHICH HAD CRUSED 
IN THE ROTTEN TIMBERS OF THAT PORTION ciF THE WORK EXCAVATED PRE-
I 
VIOUS TO THE WAR. INCH ' BY INCH· HAD THIS MASS TO BE PENETRATED 
AND SUPPORTED BY HEAVY TIMBERS, TEMPORARILY PLACED, UNTrL A 
SMALL SPACE AT A TI ME. WAS SUFFl CI ENTLY SECURED TO ADMIT OF fNSERT-
1 NG SHORT VOUSSOIR- LIKE PIECES OF OAK, THUS GRADUALLY FORMING A SOL-
ID ARCH. THE MASONRY ARCH WAS AFTER - WARD CONSTRUCTED UNDER - NEATH 
THE WOODEN ONE PREVIOUSLY CAREFULLY PACKED OVER. 
11HAPPILY 1 THESE Ut~USUAL DIFFICULTIES ARE NOW PASSED, AND 
THE EXDAVATION IS Al©OGETHER IN SOLID ROCK, BUT OF SUCH EXCEEDING 
HARD NE SS, HOWEVER, THAT THE PROGRESS OF THE WORK, ALTHOUGH MUCH 
MORE SATISFACTORY, IS STILL NECESSARILY, SLOW. THE HEADING WILL 
BE TH ROUGH THE 20TH OF NOVEMBER ( 1869), AND THE T UNf\J EL COMPLETED 
sY THE END OF F EBRUARY, (1870). 
11 IT GI.Y ES ME GREAT PLEASURE TO CALL YOUR /.\ TT EN T I ON TO THE 
SERVICES OF MR. DENIS SHANAHAN, THE RES IDENT ENGINEER, TO 0 HOS E XX 
SKILL, EXPERIENCE, AND UNREM ITTI NG AT TENTION TO DUT Y IS MAIN LY DUE 
THE SUCCE SSF UL, AND SAFE EXECUTION OF THIS EXCEPTI ONA LLY DIFFICULT 
V/OR K. 
11
.~ FRE IGHT DEPOT I GQ X 30 FT. HAS BEEN ERECTED AT TH E 
IH ITE S UL? HUR S PRINGS, AND AN ENGINE HOUSE HERE , AS WE LL AS AT ~L-
LEG HANY ST ATI ON ~ ILL BE CONSTRUCTED DURING THE FALL. ~ RRANGE MENTS 
~RE MAKING TO COMPLETE THE ARCHING OF LAKE 1 S TUNNEL - - - - , AND 
TO ARCH I ,300 FT. OF ALLEGHANY TUNNEL. 
11 /~ CAREFUL AND REVISED LOCATION OF THE: 7 ---5/10 MILES , .:;l 
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ABOVE MALDEN AND AT COALBURG; AND EVEN AT THESE PiACES IF CHANGES OF 
LOCATION SHOULD BE REQUIRE~, 1.T WOULD f,JOT INVOLVE A VERY GREAT AD-
DITIONAL EXPENSE TO MAKE ~T - - - - - f HAVE LEFT THE ITEM OF LAND 
DAMAGES OUT OF THE ESTIMATES. 
"I HAVE HEARD OF NO OBSTACLES THAT WOULD BE THROWN lN 
' ' ' 
THE WAY OF A PROPER LOC , TION, . E-'ITHER BY INDIVIDU~LS OR' BY COR -
PORAT IONS 11· - . 
· (SI G·NED) w • . ti... KUPER, 
RRINCIPAL ASSIS~ANT ENGINEER • 
.(_A_NNUAL REPORT, 1869. PAGES 35--64) _ 
1869 
ALLEGHANY DIVISION : COVINGTOl'J TO GREENBR I ER RIVER 29- 6/10 MILES. 
~E PORT OF (NGINfilER A. L. ~ IV ES, DATED 1HIT E SULPHUR SPRINGS, 
OCTOBER I , I 869. 
11 1 ASSUMED CHARGE OF THE /\ LLEGH.A./\JY DI VISION O N THE 4TH 
OF FEB. LAST, UNDER DEFINITE INSTRUCTI ONS TO REACH THE ] HITE SULPHUR 
SPR I NGS BY THE 1ST OF JULY. THIS WAS MORE TH~N ACCOMPLISHED BY 
THE COMPLETI01•J OF THE LINE ON 23RD OF JUNE. 
I I - -T HE BOTTOM OF THE EASTERN PORT 10 i'J OF THE ;:; LLE -
GHANY TUNNEL, ON CARE FUL RE-MEASUREMENT, PR OVED TO BE SEVE RAL FEET 
ABOV E GRADE, AND LED TO AN UN EX PEC TED [~CR EASE OF TH E ES Tl ~ATES AT 
TH AT POIIJT. 
11 .~, NO THER SOURCE OF ADDITIO NAL EXPEf~D ITU RE WP,S THE NECES-
S ITY TO PA RTIALLY CO NS TRUCT CERTAIN EMBANKMEN TS OF BORROWED MA T~R-
IALS, THE WHOLE OF WHICH MIGHT HAVE BEE N OBTAIN ED FRO M NEIGHBOR-
ING CUTS HAD TIME BEEN LESS PRESSING. 
11THE RED HI LL, OR -MUD TUNNEL PROVED TO BE SO SLOW AND DI F-
,. 
' 
FICULT AN UNDERTAKING AS TO NECESSITATE THE CONSTRUCTI ON OF A TEM -
I ' 




~EQUl:RED IN ANY CHANGE THAT THEY MIGHT MAKE, ;- o ADHERE TO THE 
OLD GRADES, OR NOT TO EXCtED A MAXIMUM OF, SAY THREE DEGREES 
IT WOULD BE CHEAPER TO BUY OUT T~EIR FRANCHtSE. ON THE SOUTH 
SIDE THE DIFFICULTIES ARE NOT SO GREt.,T,: NOR .ARE THERE ANY CHAR -
TERED RIGHTS TO CONTEND WITH. INDEED, I KNOW OF BUT FEW PLACES 
WHERE THE LINE OF OUR ROAD CANN.OT BE SO LOCATED AS .TO GtVE AMPLE 
ROOM BETWEEN THEM• BEU EVE THE ESTIM,ATE ,MADE FOR TH'AT PUR- . 
p-OSE ON .THIS, THE SOUTH SIDE, IS QUITE SUFFICl,ENT TO MEET ANY CON 
TINGENCY THAT MAY ARfSE. 
11TH E NEXT PO I NT TO WHICH 1 WI SH TO DIRECT YOUR ATT ENT I O\J 
IS THAT OF BUILDINGS, OR MORE PROPERLY, DOMICILES, AND THE RIGHT 
TO PASS WITHIN CERTAIN DISTANCES OF THEM. ON THE NORTH I-IE, 
COMMENCING AT THE FIRST NAR ROWS ABO VE CHARLESTON AND CONTINUING 
UNTIL MALDE N IS PASSED, THERE AR E MANY BUILDINGS, ONE FURNACE, 
AND A FOUNDRY INVAD ED; AND IF WE ARE REQUIRED TO KEEP THE LINE 
AS FAR FROM THEM AS THE LEGAL MINIMUM OF APPROACH, IT WILL IN -
VOLVE A HEAVY EXPENSE. THE SAME DIFFICULTY IS AGAIN MET WITH I~ 
THE NARRm'JS OPPOSITE SL IFTO i\J AND AT C.l\NNELTON. IT CANNOT BE OB-
VIATED EXCEPT AT A~ EXPENSE THAT WILL ADD VERY LARGELY TO THE DIF~ER 
ENCE I N THE COST OF THE NORTH AND SOUTH SIDE LINES, - 0 MUCH SO 
THAT THINK THE WUEST ION OF ROUTE WO ULD BE SETTLED AT ONCE BY THAT, 
ALONE , ,, ~ ' I ,_ ,--1f·m, LASTLY' AT i . . ONTGOMERY s r ERf<Y, THOUGH THERE Is BUT Oi~E 
HOUSE--idR . "./ILL I /IJ,1 RlGGS, ., ',/ ITHI N THE LIMITS, THE EXPENSE 'NOULD PROB-
ABLY EQUAL THE VALUE OF THE HOUSE AND LOT ATTACHED. AT OTHER POINSS, 
WHE RE THE LOCATION PASSES WITHIN THE LIMITS OF SEVENTY FEET IT CAN 
BE CHANGED AT NOT MUCH ADDITIONAL COST • . ON THE SOUTH SIDE THE LO-
CATION OOES NOT INT ERFERE WITH BUILDINGS TO THE SAME EXTENT. THE ON-
LY POINTS OF NOTE ARE AT · DONNALLY AND FRY'S (LOGAN) SALT FURNACES, 
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LY AS . I CAN JUD~E FROM THE OLD NOTES OF THAT LIN~ NOW IN MY PO-
SESSION, BY ~BOUT $20,000.00. I FEEL S.t.. NGUINE, HOWEVER, THAT 
THIS DIFFERENCE WILL BE OVER-COME WHEN A CAREFUL LOCATION IS MADE, 
HEREAFTER. 
1TH E PARTY ENGAGED ON THE LOCATION FROM BOYER I S FERRY . 
TO MILLERrs FE~RY, ~AD ir T~E n~+l oF TH is REfO~T~ PR9GRESSED 
TO A PO I NT FOUR Ml LES BELOW THE FORMER, AND I AM PLEASED TO BE 
, I ' 
I 
ABLE TO INFORM YOU THAT, 'so FAR, THE LI NE IS MORE FAVORABLE THAN 
THE FORMER. 
' ' 11 1N CONCLUSION, CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO CERTAIN IMPORT -
ANT FACTS IN COM NECTION WITH THE LOCATION OF THE LINES RUN-
NING ON THE NORTH AND SbUT~ SIDES OF KANAWHA RIVER, AND WHICH, 
IF NOT PROPERLY OR SATISFACTORILY DISPOSED OF BEFORE THE WUESTIO~ 
OF ROUTE IS DETER~ INED, MAY LEAD TO INTERMINABLE DIFFICULTIES 
AND EXPENSES NOT COf\lTEMPLATED IN THE ESTIMATES OF THEIR COST NOW 
SUBMITTED. THE FIRST IS IN REGARD TO TURN-PIKES OCCU P IED WHOLLY 
OR IN PART, BY THE LINE ~FOUR ROAD AND RENDERING NECESSARY THEIR 
CHANGE, ON THE NORTH S IDE, THE ESTIMATED COST OF CHANGING THE 
TURN - PIKE AND OTHER ROADS, IS BASED UPON THE ASSU i·:IPTION THAT l i'J 
f,1A f\JY PL ACES IT ':J ILL BEALLO ,i/ED TO R:..JN THE M ALONG AIDE OF ,'..",UR 
ROAD, AND I N SJCH C~OSE PROXIMITY AND FOR LONG DISTA~CES AS TO 
LEA VE NO SPACE, OR GROUND BETWEEN THEM BEYO ND ~HAT ~A Y BE NE C-
ESS AR Y FOR THEIR cor✓ STRUCTI O N Now; OR WA;HS TO ARISE 1 1\i THE FU -
TURE AS A DO UBLE TRACK FOR THE RA IL ROAD, IF OTHERWIS E RE .-
QUIRED, AS IT MAY BE, UNDERED THE CHARTERED RIGHTS OF THE J AM ES 
RIV ER AND KANAWHA TURNPIKE COMPANY, THE ESTIMATE IS ENTIRELY IN-
SUFFJCIENT TO MEET IT • . AND MOREOVER, IF THE COMPANY SHOULD BE 
'' I ,~ 
.l (. } ( ' .. • ~ 
C 
I ; .· , 
!' 
AGGREGATE NO.W EXCEEDS THE. FORMER BY bNLY $ 55,630 .. 89. ·THIS, 
l"l!. 
1• 1 
HOWEVER, MIGHT BE VERY WELL QONSIDERED AS MORE THAN BALANCED BY H 
THE DISTANCE, NEARLY A M ILE, NOW SAV~D: 
TABLE. 
VEST E RN D I V I S I ON • LO CAT I ON OF I 855 
44,309 LENGT~ MILES 43.256· L ~NGTH IN MILES 
.COST $ 1,572,390.41 COST $ r,573,33~.59 
. ' .' '. ' . ' 
! I j 
KANAWHA DI.VISION52.192. LENGTH ·. I. N Ml ,L[S.52,.290 LENGTH IN MILES 
COST $ 1,337,12&.00 . COST, $ f,39r,B02.7f 
l'Nc _REASE
1 
IN cosT ,ovER : LOCATION 1855, $55r630 .. 89 • 
. .-, 
. , ! 
"THE ESTIMATED dOsT OF W
0
ES'TERN DIVISION BY LOCATION OF 
18 55 WA'AZ $2,083,671.00. DEDUCTING AMC1UNT SUBSE QUENTLY EXPENDEDnJ 
IN ITS COf\JS TRUCTION, VIZ: $511,280.59, AN AMOUNT CERTAINLY t i\J 
EXCESS, NOW, ,VHEN IT IS CONS I DER ED TH p,,T THE NORK HAS BEEN EX-
POSED AND IN AN UNPROT ECTED CONDI TON FOR THE LAST 14 YE ARS, IT 
LEAVES THE COST TO COMPL ETE IT AS STATED I N THE TABLE ABOVE. 
11T1 HAVE CSTIMATED THE COST OF THE Gr~ ADUATION; MASONRY, 
SUPER - STRUCTURE, CATTLE BUARDS, AND FARM BRIDGES BY THE SCALE OF 
PRICES OF 1855, FOR THE PRESENT ESTI MATE OF THE ~ E D IVISI ONS, 
,ll. 1\JD, I NSTE.A.D OF BRIDGES, A : CH CULVERTS FOR SOivlE CF TH E T ? I BU-
T :'.l. R I ES OF THE K.' i\JA\'/HA R I VER, AS //AS HER ETOF ORE il. LLU D ED TO I f·J THE 
BODY OF THE ~ EPORT; AND YET ST ILL T O SAY NOTH I NG OF THE ADVAN-
T / GES LO ST BY BE I NG FORCED T . OCCUPY ti lTHTHE PRESENT LI NE , BRO < EN 
TH AT •i!H IC H OCC URRED SUB S E . LJ E;\J TLY l i,J l t6 1; Af~D THE RESULT WOU L :U 
HAVE BEEN THAT I NST~ AD OF THE SM ALL EXCESS IN COS T ~ HIGH NO~ AP-
PEA RS, IT VvOULD H.AV E SHOWN A SAVI NG OF .5225,000.0,:. I i\J COST AND 
IN LENGTH AS NOW MADE, OF NEARLY ONE Ml LE.. C N THAT P.ART OF NEW 
R I VER FROM GAULEY TO iv1 t LL.ER' s FERRY, THE :COST' Is IN ESCESS, A.S NE~-
--4 1 :__ i'. 
( 
APPROVED PLAN OF TRUSS,· EXCEPT THAT FOR THE CROSSIN ·~; OF THE 
KANA\'JHA AT THE HEA
1
D OF JOHNSON SHOALS, WH ICH NI LL BE ENTIRC::LY 
OF I RON IF THE DRAW PLAN IS ADOPTED. IF NOT, AND A HIGH 
BRIDGE IS ADOPTED DISPENSING WITH THE DRAW IS PREFERRED, THE 
CENTRE SPAN (250 Ft.) ONLY, WILL BE OF IRON; AND IF THE CRos ·-
S ING BE AT CLIFTON, THE CENTRE SPAN, ONLY 280 FT. LONG, Wil t. BE 
OF IRON. THE BRICk MASONRY TO BE OF THE CLASS DENOMfNATED 
.ROCK ,~ANGE WORK,', AND ALL LAl 1D IN CEMENT, OR .L IME MORTAR. THE 
ARCH CULVERi MASONRY WILL BE S ILILAR TO THE BRIDGE MASONRY AND 
SIMILARLY LAID. SQUA RE DRAINS WILL BE LAID DRY. 
11
FOR THE PURPOSE OF EASY COMPA ~ ISON OF THE tv1ERITS OF THESE 
CO MPETING ROUTES, THE TABLE MARKED 1H1 EXHIBITS IN CONDENSED FORij 
THEIR RELATIVE COST. I REMARK IN COi'mECTUON WITH IT TH.t\T IN 
' CONSE QUENCE OF THC GREATER LENGTH OF BR IDGING, AND MORE DIFF I-
CULT NARROWS TO PASS ON THE KANAWHA, AND HEAVIE R ROCK CUTTING 
THR J UGH THE CLIFFS AND THE TUNNEL ING ON NEW RIV ER ON THE NORTH 
S IDE OF LOCATION, THE DI FERE~CE IN COST TO MAKE A DOUBLE TRACK 
l '/ 1JU LD B':: I N A MUCH GRE.t1TER R.A TIO OF PER CEiH,ll._GE THA ;,j IS iWW 
SH O~N BETWEEN IT AND THE SOUTH S IDE LODAT ION FOR A S IN GLE TRA CK 
i i IT IS GRA T I FY I \J ,:; TO HE M!:'J .! I LL 3E SO TO THE :i)\ iJY i/AR ;,: 
'Y ITH - ST.fl.NDl ' :G THE l ;\JCRE,i\S:C: C:· SC!\ LE OF PRICES FOR C/-\ LCUL ATIO ;J OF 
0 UA NTITIES, AS SUM ED OVER TH OS E OF 1855, AN D THE NECESSITY, CAUS ED 
BY THE HIGH WATER OF 1861, TO SEEK BRO KEN HILL SIDES FOR A LOCA-








PER MI LE. • . 
11 1 D~E.M IT PROPER. TO STATE THAT NOT BEING PROVl'DED WITH 
THE NECESSARY BOATS TO TRANSPORT CAMP,EQUIPMENT AND PROVISIONS, 
IT WAS NOT IN THE POWR ' OF HUMAN ENDURANCE TO MAKE MORE THAN AN 
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF EITHER THE NORTH OR SbUTH SIDE LINES. 
WHERE. A PERMANENT LOCATI ON W◊ULD BE WAS DETERMINE BY PLOTTING 
THE LINE RU~ ON PAPER,(IT SHOWED BUT LITTLE MOVEMENT TO THE 
RIGHT OR LEFT NECESSARY)--ITS MOVEMENT WAS THEN APPLIED TO THE 
CROSS SECTION DRAWN FROM COPIOUS ~OTES, TAKEN OF THE TRANSVERSE 
SLOPE OF THE GROUND AT PRESENT DESIRED. ON THE SOUTH SID~, OLD~ 
TRACES OF THE LINE OF LOCATION MADE BY MR. ELL ISON IN 1855, 
WERE FOUND, AND OUR LINE MADE TO FOLLOW THEM PRETTY CLOSELY, 
• 
THROUGH-OUT, AND WITH A RESULT IN CALCULATION IN QUANTITI.ES THAT 
DOES NOT VA RY, MATERIALLY, FROM HIS. 
11THE ESTIMATED COST OF THE SEVERAL DIVISIONS ARE FOR iorn A 
TRACK 
FIRST-CLASS ROAD. THE EXCAVATIONS ARE CALCULATED FOR AT 18 FT. 
WIElE AT BOTTOM, INCLUDING SIDE DITCHES, WITH SLOPES IN EARTH OF 
ONE TO ONE, AND IN ROCK OF A QUARTER TO ONE . THE EMABNKMENTS ARE 
j ,:j_ FT. WIDE ·Ji\l TOP \-JIT H SLOPES OF 1- 1/2 TO I, TH E SUPE R-STRUCTURE 
ESTIMATED FOR, AS LAID ON A BALLAST dF BROKE N STO NE, TO BE 0 I NCHES 
DE EP U~DER THE CROSS TIES (WHICH ARE TO BE LAID 2+ I NC HES APAR T 
FRJM CENTRE TO tENTRE) AND AN I RON RAIL n EI GH ING 60 LBS , PE~ 
11 THE GRADE OF THE ROAD-BED o~~ THE f(P, N.ti .. !HA J IVI S IOf,J IS 11\J 
ALL I NSTANCES ABOVE HIGH-WATER MARK OF 186 1 AND I I FT. HIGHER 
THAN THAT OF 1845, AT THAT TIME THE HIGHEST EVER KNOWN 11\J THE 
KAN AWHA VALLEY. 
"THE BRIDGES ARE TO BE BU I LT OF WOOD, OF THE . MOST 
-- 39 ..(.. 
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· HAWKrS NEST ALSO RE.QUlRES .AN ARCH CULVE.RT OF 12 FT • . SPAN. MILL 
.. 
CREEK,' NEAR Ml LLER 1 S FE.RRY, A. BR. I DG E 70 FT... LONG, I TS BOTTOM 
CHORD 38 tT. ABOVE COMMON, LOW WATER. 
t
1THE GRADE, AFTER ' CROSSIN.G GAULEY, IS CONTINUOUS, AND ASCENDS 
AT THE RATE' Ot f::.~ ~49 FT .. PER MLLE. THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF CURVATUR [ 
LS 88 ... 26, OR AN AVERAGE Of l. [6,.27 PER MLLE .• THE SH I RT EST RADIUS Of 
'cuRVATURE LS 955 FT. : FOR A LENGTH Of 2fl45 fT~ AND CANNOT BE REDUCED 
WITHOUT ADDII\IG MATERIALLY, ' TO THE cos'r OF THE WORK. OF 1.,000 FT. 
1
RADIUS, TH£RE IS A DISTANCE OF 6,309 FT~ THE . LENGTH OF THE LINE IS 
7.57 MILES, AND I TS ESTIMATED XOST $653,043 .. 58, -OR AN AVE >Z AGE OF 
$86,.267.3 1 PER MI LE. 
"ON THE SOUTHS IDE 
0
LOCATION I HAVE ESTIMATED FOR A BRIDGE <rr 
50 FT. SPAN OVER LAUREL CREEK. POSSIBLY JT MAY BE DISPENSED WITH 
·AND A 20 FT. ARCH CULVERT SUBSTITUTED. THE CROSSING OF NEW R IVER 
AT MILLER 1 S FERRY WILL REQUIRE A BRIDGE 530 FT. LONG, IN FOUR 
SPANS. THE ROUNDATION FOR ITS MASONRY WILL BE ON SOL ID ROCK AND 
AT A DEPTH OF 5 OR '.:> FT. BELOW SUi1i1MER LOW WATER. I TS BOTTOM CHORD 
WILC BE ELEVATED 47 FT. ABOVE LOW WATER, OR I ~ FT. ABOVE HIGH WATffi 
MARK OF 1861. ITS AXIS WILL BE AT AN ANGLE OF 56 DEGREES c-'~ ITH TH/if 
OF THE RIVER. THERE ARE NO ARCH CULVERTS RE QUIRED~ 
''THE GRAD·~• ·1'i lTH TH E EXCEPTI O,\J OF iJ ; E LEVEL OF i ,50C FT. A.:'.JD 
2,ooc: FT. AT 7. S'2 PER MILE, I S CONTl i\JUOUS ;\;'Jj) :'-.T THE ~<AT::: OF 
18- t/3 FT. PHR MILE. THE i'✓ U f,1 i3C:i~ OF DEGREES OF CURV ATU ::{C: IS 
933.25, OR AN ,C\VE R/XGE OF l 17.94 PER :·111 LE. THE SHORTEST RA:J I US OF 
CURVATURE 955 FT. FOR A LENGTH OF I ,492 FT. USED TO TURN THE 
SPURS OF COTTON HILL MOUNTAIN, KNOWN AS THE 1 POPE 1 S NOSE 1 AND A-
BO VE THE I BLUE HOLE 1 • · I TH INK HOWEVER THAT ON A PERMANENT /d\lD F 1-
NAL LOCATION THIS CAN BE INCRi~SED TO I ,000 FT. THE LENGTH OF THE 
CURVES OF lt000 FT. LS 6,744 FT. LEN GTH OF LINE &,913 MILES, AND 
ITS ESTIMATED COST IS $568,238.22, OR AN AVERAGE ' OF .3& 1, 837.95 
3 0 -- ~·--
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. AND THERE ONLY FOR ABOUi 200 FT. IN A COVE OF A BROAD EDDY- - 1 THE 
BLUE HOLE 1 • CL IF FS ARE ENCOUNTERED AT MANY POINTS THROUGHOUT THE 
DIVISION, GENERALLY, I N SIDE CUTTING, BUT SEVERAL TIMES IN HEAVY, 
THROUGH CUTS. 
''THERE IS ALSO SOME HEAVY EMBANKMENT, PARTOCULARLY _AT 
A: SHARP BEND OF THE RI.VER OPPOSITE THE TROLL PLACE. THERE ARE, 
HOWEVER, BUT THREE MILES WHICH : RISE GREATLY ABOVE THE AVERAGE, COST 
OFT .HE ROAD. 
11TH E REASONS ABOVE ST A7G"ED ARE PROVED TO BE SUB ST ANT I AL-
LY CORRECT BY THE RESULTS OF MY SURVEY AND ESTIMATES. JT IS POS-
SIBLE THAT BY ADOPTING A 30 · FT. GRADE, CO MMENCiNG AT GAULEY AND 
RUNNING UP FOR THREE MIQES, A LINE COULD BE OBTA IN ED THAT 'vVOULD 
BE SUSTA INED C.:i N A BENCH, INSTEAD OF ON AND OFF THE CLIFF BELOW IT; 
BUT AS I DID NOT CO NSIDER THIS GRADE ADVIXABLE IT ~%~XN@%X%RXX%~XXX 
WAS NOT TRIED. NOTHiNG COULD BE SAVED BY STARTING WITH A GRADE 
POINT SUFFICIENTLY HIGH AT GAULEY TO REACH THIS SAMC BENCH Wl1H A 
20 FT. GRADE BECAUSE IT WOULD THROW THE LINE IN CLIFFS NE AR GAULEY 
WH ICH WO ULD BE AS EXPENS IV E TO CUT THROUGH AS THOS E AVOIDE D ABOVE. 
I AM FIRMLY OF OPIN~O N THAT BY NO CHANGE, WH ~TEVER, CAN THE COST OF 
TH IS LI NE BE REDUCED TO EQUAL TH AT OF THE SOUTH S IDE . 
11 /GJI.ULEY ~ IV ER 'N ILL RE '' UIR E A BR IDGE 10 FT. LOf'JG , IT S BO'f 
TO\; CHORD IS ELEVATED 2[ FT. fl.BO VE LO\'/ 'N,L\ TE R M.C-.RK , ,c.Jm 15 FT . .i\BC VE 
HIGH WA TER MARK. 
11 THE TUf\l NEL, 600 FT. LONG, AT THE T :~OLL PLA CE PA SSES 
THROUGH SOLID, SANDSTONE ROCK, ITS STRATA HORI ZONT/l,L, AND EST I-
MATED FORS INGLE TRACK WIDTH, AND NOT REQUIRlNG ARCH ING. BIG CREE K, 
NEAR THE FOURTH MILE ABOVE GAULEYr WILL REQUIRE AN ARCH CULVERT OF 




PARALELL TO EACH OTHER, AND WITH THEIR GRADES OCCUPY I NG, THROUGH-
OUT THE SAME RELAT IV E : poSITION OF 10 FTa ABO VE HIGH WATER MARK, 
THERE IS I N SO FAR AS GRA DE AND CURVATURE CONCERNED, NO APPREC I-
ABLE DI FFERENCE BETW c.TN THEM. THE DIFFE RC.: NCE THC::N, BE I NG l i\J COST 
OF CO i·J STRUCTI Oi\l ALONE, I CA f,JNOT FURNISH BETTER RE ASONS FOR PREFER 
RING THE SO UTH SIDE THAN TH OSE GIVEN BY MR~E LLISON, WHO MADE THE 
LOCATION OF THfS PART OF THE L INE I N HIS REPORT OF 1855 TO MR. 
F I SK, THE THEN CH I EF ENG I NEER, AND THEY ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
"TH E SURVEYS PREVIOUSLY MADE HAVE CONTINUE D DO\:VN TH E 
NORTH BANK OF THE RIV ER AND CROSSED AT THE ~A ~ROW FALLS. HAVE 
P RE FERRED CROSS I NG AT MIL LER 1 S FERRY, JUST ABO VE THE HA .K1 S NEST,N 
AN ~ FOLLOW I NG THE SOU TH BANK TO THE JUNCTI ON WITH THE KA NAWHA. 
T HE RES ULTS OF THE SUR VEY CON VI NCED ME THA T THIS ~AS UNQUES TI ONA-
BLY THE PRO PER LOCAT ION. THE RIV ER UP ON TH E NOR TH SIDE FOR A 
GR EA T PGRT IOi\J OF THE DISTANCE IS B)RDE RED BY PERPE 1{iJICULAR CLfFF::i 
DHICH COM E DOWN TO THE W~WER ; AND TH E ROA ~ , FOR A CONS IDERA BLE PA[ 
OF THE WAY, ;QULD CONS IST OF EMB AN K ENT OR WALL I NG CONS TRUCT ED 
1N Tf-: ~ RIVE.R, '.\!HILST THE I RREGULA? IT I ES OF THE CL I FFS ,C ULL?:: -
QUI~~ FRE~: LJ EfH , HE/.\ VY CUTT l i~G 1 T', PRESERVE THE .A.L1 ·: f\J 1,: <:::fH i'i l TH I;'- THC.: 
11 
- TLJ ;,Jr-.:EL OF SC,0 FT. I f-.J LE''Vi TH .iG UL:J ALSO BE RE C:U I RED l C 
PASS /", PO I NT f~ E,i\R ./HA T IS Ki,JO ,.' (l AS TH E 'T R.OLL PLC E I ' (: P PCS I T :C:: THC: 
' 
13 LUE HOLE 1 • ( N THE s~u,H SID E, HSWE VER , THE CLIFFS ARE MOS TLY 
MORE RElvlO TE FROM THE RI VER, At\JD TH E BANK GENE RA LLY, AFFORDS GRGUi.JD 
HIGH ENO UGH TO SUSTA IN THE LINE, WHICH IS INF CT, LOCATED AT NEA R-
LY AS GREAT A DISTANCE ~ROM THE RIVER AS IN OTHER PARTS OF THE 




50 TO 100 FT., AND THEY ARE SUCCEEDED BY ROCKY AND RUGGED 
SLOPES, RISING AT AN ANGLE OF FROM 40 TO 60 DEGREES UNTIL 
THE CRE/ST OF THE GORGE IS ATTAINED, AT AN ELEVATION VARYING 
FROM 500 TO I ,200 FT. OR MORE, ABOVE THE WATERS BELOW. THE BED 
OF THE RIVER IS A MASS OF LOOSE ROCK, COLLECTED AT MANY PLACES 
ADROSS, SO AS TO DAM THE WATER INTO SHORT POOLS AND MAKE A PRE -
\ I ( 
CIPITOUS FALLS,. AT OT H ER P LAC ES , I T I S COVERED W I TH HUGH I SO LAT -
ED ROCKS PROJECTING ABOVE THE WATER SURFACE. ITS FALL /WERAG-
1 NG 19 FT. PER MI LE, THE WATERS RUSH OVER, ft.ND TH ROUGH THE ROCKS 
WITH TURBULENCE AND VIOLENCE; AND IN TIMES OF GREAT FRESHETS BE-
COMES A RESISTLESS TGRR0RT WH ICH SWEEPS EVERYTHING BEFORE IT, 
THE PASS.Cl GE OF NEW R I VER HERE MA Y BE SAID TO BE THROUGH A CAl'NON, 
FOR, I KNOW OF NO TERM WHICH CONVEYS A BETTER IDEA OF ITS CHARAC-
TER, YET, WITHAL, IT IS NOT l i'viPASSABLE FOR A RAILROAD, FOR THE 
PECULIARLY FORTUNATE FORMATION OF A BENCH BETWEEN THE TWO RANGES 
OF CLIFFS, AFFORDS EITHER SUSTAlf\JING GROUND, OR A, RELIEF FROivl 
THE TRANSVERSE GR OUND S SLOPE WH ICH WOULD OTHERNISE INVOLVE 
HEAVY AND EXPENSIVE ROCK CUTT I NG, AND A LOCATIO ~ IS OaTAINED AT 
A COST PER MIL E SCARCELY TO BE RE ALIZED BY TH GSE ~HO HAVE BUT THE 
Or-'P OR TU [\ ITY OF S::E I NG IT FRO i,1 THE VERGE CF IT S PF<EC IP ITOUS 3LOP:':S 
AND CLIFFS, TH~ FOOT OF MAN TTEADS THIS VALLEY BUT SELDOM: THE 
TOIL .1'.l.f\JD DAi1JGE~ IS SUCH TH /\ T BUT FTD iHTG/PT IT, CE r.Z TP,l :,JL. Y i,10 T 
TO GRAT IFY I DLE CUR IOS ITY, 
''ri,Wlt~G GIVEN AS FOR THE ~:A,\J ,t\\/HA \/,t\ LLEY, A DESCRIPT l ()i✓ C F 
THIS, I NOW PROCEED TO STi\TE I N WHAT RC::SPECTS TH:: CHARA.CTE RS OF 
THE LINES, THE ONE ON THE NORTH,AND THE CTHER ON THE SOUTH SIDE 
0 F ri:J BW fR I VER , D I F F ER • 
"TH C TWO LINES RUi\JNING, AS OF NECESSITY THEY MUST, 
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BEYOND HUGH 1 S CREEK, AND CO-lNClDES WITH THAT LLNE TO TO MIL-
LER1S FERRY. IT WILL BE SEEN FROM THE MAP THAT A FAVORABLE 
CROS S I NG IS OBTAINED IN AL IGNMENT. THE BRIDGE WLLL BE 700 FT. LONG 
AND S I MILAR IN PLAN TO THE DRAW BRIDGE PREPARED FOR THE CROSSLNG 
BELOW BIG SCARY, EXCEPT THAT I HAVE ESTIMATED FOR THE DRAW SPAN 
ONLY TO BE OF IRON. ITS ESTIMATED COST LS ~130,3 17 .. 00. IT 
WOULD NOT BE PR~CTICABLE TO DISPENSE WITH A DRAW AND ADOPT A HIGH 
BRIDGE, AS IT WO ULD INVOLV E A VE RY HEAVY EX GENSE IN EMBANKMENT Affi 
BR IDGING AT HUGH 1 S CREEK. IN CONN~CTIO N WITH THIS LINE I DEEM 
lT PROPER TO STATE THAT A SURVEY WAS MADE FOR A CROSSING AT 
BLA INE'S ISLAND, TWO MILES BELOW CHARLESTON, AN D IT WAS FOUND 
TO REQUIRE AN AGGREGATE OF I ,200 FT. OF BRIDGING, SUFF ICIENT 
IN MY OPINION, TO THROW IT OUT OF COMPAR I SON WITH THAT AT CL IFTON 
~ CROSS I NG A SHORT DI STANCE ABOVE CANNELTON WAS ALSO EX AMINED AND 
FOUND TO BE DEFECT IVE IN AL IGNMENT, AND ALSO EXP .NS IV E. 
·:- xTE f-.JD li'~G FROi·I. THE \:ouTH OF Si\ULEY -~ IVER TO_ k' I LLER 1 S ~ERRY. 
WITH THE GAULEY- - THE TWO UNITI NG TO FORM TH E KANANHA-- CUT S ITS 
C I RCU I rou S COURSE .A,T TH::: BASE C: F TH E (;/-\U LEY t 1Jij 1:orrC•i{ !-: I LL 
H AS , P fW P E R L Y ::: P f-: 1 "'< I i·-J G , 8 U T L I TT L E .. ' I D TH C F \/ A L L i:: Y , :: X .:~ :::: P T TH AT 
,,,. ,, ·-r,r:- - BY IT C ,· -r·os A~.,! AVr:-,_,D, r-, ,:::F •, · . ,,n, l"H f" ,f u·' 1',1,LY ?,OO·. FT., \..,Uv.:.1·,1...U ..., ,_ / \ l t:..i,, • · ~- ~ v _ U iJT I L. 
THE POl i\JT K/\J O\/N 1\S THE /\]ARROVJ S IS RU.CHED, uf✓ E f',1 1L E ,'\ BOVE THE 
MOUTH OF 13AULEY, I TS B,\NKS 1\RE 30 R:JERED, EXCEPT /\T FE\~/ I /\JTERVALS 
BY CLIFFS, RISING THROUGH - OUT IMMEDIATELY, OR A SHORT DISTANCE 
FROM THE EDGE OF THE WATER, IN TWO RANGES, SEPAR .t. TED BY AN I f1JTER IS 
VENING IEOtCIH! OF . VARYING t!g[)i(&'.XIX WIDTH, THEIR HEIGHT IS FROM 
C 
PASSAGE WOULD BE OBSTRUCTED BY THE BRIDGE, THE ? ISE IN THE RIVER 
WOULD HAVE TO BE 27 FT. ABOVE COMMON, LOW WATER MARK~ How OFT EN 
fH rtl S WOULD HAPPEN ANNUALLY, l AM UNPREPARED TO SAY--SHOULD IT 
HAPPEN SO OFTEN AS SERIOUSLY TO OBST RUCT NAVIGATION, THEIR CHIM~ 
NEYS MIGHT BE FIXED FOR LOWERING AT SUCH TIMES--AN AR RANGEMENT N~ 
NOT EXPENSIVE TO MAKE, TEDIOUS TO OPERATE, OR LIKELY TO CAUSE DE -
LAY IN THEIR MOVEMENTS. 
11TH IS PLAN OF BRIDGE WOULD REN DER NECESSARY A. HRADE OF 
30 FT.PE R MILE ON EACH SIDE, AND DESCENDING FROM IT BOTH WAYS, ON 
THE NORTH FOR 4,700 FT. 'AN ~ ON THE SOUTH FT, TO CONNECT WITH 
THE GRADE LINE OF THE ·;-!E STERN' DIVISION. THE EMBAN KM ENT Kl]QX){}q:KX 
TO SUSTAIN THAT ON THE NORTH S IDE WO ULD BE 26 FT . HIGH, AND AT THE 
SOUTH ABUTMENT 33 FT. HIGH. THE MATE RIAL t OR THE NORTH S IDE 
WOULD BE VERY DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN, AND COULD ONLY BE GOT BY DE-
STROYING A LARGE AREA OF VERY VALUABLE, LOW GROUND. IT NOULD BE 
THE BETTER PLAN TO USE TRESTL EVI ORK ON PART OF TH IS AT FIRST, Af~D 
FILL I N AFT ERWA RDS ~ ITH A GRA VEL TRAI N, ON TH E SOUTH SIDE MA TE R-
I AL CM,J BE OBT Alf\.JED FROM THE AD J,t.,CEi✓ T HiLLS, I P~ CO i·✓ S E 8U E NCE OF 
TH IS , ALONE, (FOR THE HI GH BR IDGE COS T3 LESS BY 334 ,926.GO THAN 
TH E OTH ER) TH E COS T OF TH E HI GH BR IDGE Ll~JE ',/ILL EXC::":ED THA T OF H E . 
LO~ BR IDGE 9Y THE SUM OF ~26 ,7 65 . 20 . TH IS , HS.,J!::VE R, . 1GU L!.: i ;::::•T 
DETER ME FROM RE:r.:: m.-,r·,1E !'JD l i1IG IT S ADOP TI CJ(,; , TH E C::XTRA COS T, 1,,j ,,i '( o-
pl f•JIO N, BE lf\lG l i\J:3 1G1\J IFIC /I.PH l /1J C0 :' .1PP,RISO N ':'/ ITH THE A'. .. Nf.ifH .C1GES TO 
BE DER IVED. 
.~ l TE RN A ~.l.Yf. ~OUTE : CRO SS I ;\J G THE ;~ IV ER AT 1,:;L1 FTOf\J. 
11THE LOCATION OF THIS IS IDENTICAL WITH THAT PA RT OF THE 
SOUTH SIDE LINE FROM BIG SCARY CREEK TO CLIFT6N, THENCE, CROSSING 




H. L. SHEPHERD, THE POLITE AND ACCOMPLISHED 3 UPERINTENDENT OF 
THE ~DGEFIELD AND KENTUCKY AND ~VANS VILLE, HENDERSON, AND NASHVIL~ 
RAILROAD, THAT ONE MAN COULD OPERATE IT. HE ALSO INFORMED ME 
THAT THE DELAY TO A TRAIN BY THE OPENING OF THE DRAW WAS FROM 
15 TO 20 MINUTES. ltE IS, , IN MY OPINION, AN ADMIRABLY PLANNED 18'.IU~ 
BRIDGE, AND REFLECTS GREAT CREDIT UPON THE PATENTEE, ALBERT 
FINK, ESQ. I WAS ABLE TO DISCOVER, NOTWITHST \ NDING THE UNUSUAL 
LENGTH OF THE SPANS, BUT SLIGHT REFLECTION OR VIBRATING MOTION 
CAUSED BY THE PASSAGE OF A TRAIN OVER IT AT A SPEED, AS r THOUGH~ 
OF FROM 5 TO 6 MILES AN HOUR. 
11To MEET THE OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES OF A DRAW BRIDGE or,~ 
A RAILROAD, WH ICH I N A FEW YE ARS AFTER IT IS OPENED FOR TRAFFIC, 
WILL HAVE TRAINS PASSING OVER IT EVERY HALF HOUR. HAVE ALSO 
MADE AN ESTIMATE FOR A BRIDGE SUFFICIENTLY HIGH, AS HOPE, TO 
OBVIATE THE NECESSITY FOR A DRAW, SHOULD THE NORTH SIDE BE DETER-
MIN ED ON FOR THE LOCATION OF THE ROAD. ~HIS BR IDGE 0 ILL HAVE THE 
SPAN COVERING THE MAIN CH ANNEL OF THE RIVER 250 FT, LONG AND 
BU ILT OF IRON. ITS BOTTOM CHO RD , ON WHICH THE RAILROAD TRACK 0 ILL 
REST, WILL BE 77 FT, ABOVE COMM ON (SUMMER) LOW 0A TER MA RK, OR 27 
FT. J\'2.OVE HIGH v'/ ;'-\ TER OF 156 1. T HE OT HER TIE SPP1i~S ,/IL L BE 13G FT . 
EACH' OF ,/OO;J A1~D o :,J THE l l '. ·:OWE T RU.3 S11 PLAJJ. Fo:\ TH :~ Pu:·<?OSE CF 
SAVI /\JG t·:i/.1.SO .!R Y /.i, ;·✓ D RC:D UCl t,JG TH E ELEV1\ TI GN , TH E RA. IL S : ILL E3[ L.t1,l 0 
o f,J TH E TOP CHORD OF TH= FI VE SP1\ :'JS ABO VE iv:ENT I Oi\JE D, I TS TOTAL 
LENGTH ~ ILL BE 935 FT. 
''TH E. HEIGHT, FROM THE SURF/-1.CE OF THE W/i.TER TO THE TOPS 
OF THE CHIMNEYS OF STEAM-BOATS NOW NAVIG ATING THE KANAWHA ~ IV ER 
DOES NOT, SO FAR AS I CAN ASCERTA IN, EXCEED 50 FT., THE 11 /~ NNIE 




TOTP.L LENGTH OF LINE EXCLUDl~JG THAT COVERED BY THE '/JESTERN DI-
V I S ION, I S 52, 666 MI LES. 
11TH E TOTAL NUMB ER OF DEGRE ES OF CURVATURE IS I , 658. 27, OR 
AN AVER AGE OF 31 • 48 PER M I LE. LENGTH OF ST RA I G HT LI NE# I • I 9 
\14 
MILES, AND OF CURVE 21.476 MILES. THE SHORTEST RADIUS OF CURVATURE 
LS l ,000 FT., OF WHICH 950 FT. OCCURS IN MAKLNG THE APPROACH TO 
GAULEY RLVE.R 8Rlll00f¢ THERE ARE 2,300 FT .. OF CURVES OF 1,432 FT. 
EA.DLUS, AND MORE THAN O .. ~E- HALf OF THE ENTIRE CURVATURE IS OF RA -
DI I OF FROM ll,460 FT. TO 3,820 FT. 
11THE LENGTH OF BRIDGE SUPER-STRUCTURE CAN BE REDUCED FROM 
AN AGGREGATE LENGTH OF 2,865 FT. TO 2; 655 FT.. FOR REASONS SI 1'.I I LAR 
TO THOS E STATED IN REGARD TO BRIDGES ON THE SOUTH SIDE LOCATI ON. 
11TH E GRADES ADOPTED, AS O~,j THE SOU TH s I DE LOC ,\T I ON' ur\J -
DU LATE, BUT TO RATHER A GREATER ACCLIV ITY IN BOTH DIRECTI GNS. 
11 THE PLAN OF BRIDGE PROPOSED A ND EST IMATED ON, FOR CROSS ING 
THE KANAWHA RIVER AT THE HEAD OF JOHNSO N S HOAL IS SIMILAR TO THAT EMX 
BUILT ACROSS THE CUMBERLAND ~ IV ER AT NASHV ILLE ON THE L NE OF THE 
L. & ~]. RAILROAD, AND DIFFERS FROM IT ONLY I N SO FAR AS LENGTH IS 
CONCERNED. l MADE A PER SONA L INSPECTIO N OF THIS BRIDGE ~UGUST, 
L/l,ST. IT IS BU I LT ENTJ:RELY OF IR ON , ON THE F INK TRIMJGULM< 
TRUSS PLAN, AN0 CONSISTS OF TWO SPANS OF 210 FT, EACH, AND TWC 
DRAV SPANS OF 140 FT, EAC H, UNIT ED AS A ~HOLE, BUT SU PPORT ED I N 
TH ~ MIDDLE BY A CIRCUL AR P I ER OF 29 FT. DIA~ETER, WITH AN IRO N 
TURNTA BLE I NTER VENING FOR IT TO REVOLVE ON , T RI GHT A f1JGLES TO 
THE CENTRE PIER, AND ON EACH SIDE OF IT, IS PLACED A PIER FOR IT S 
SUPPORT WHEN OPEN. THE BRIDGE IS MADE TO REVOLVE ON THE TURNTABLE 
~y MEANS OF WHEELS AND PINIONS SIMPLY ARRANGED, AND WITH LONG · LEVERS 





AND At 8oOMER 1 S BRANCH, AN ARCH CULVERT 12 FT, SPAN. 
"THE LI.NE THENCE RUNNING THROUGH NARROWS FOR 4,tl00 FT. 
STRIKES THROUGH BOTTOM LANDS TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE NARROWS 
ABOVE JOHN HUDDLESTON 1 S HOUSE, AT THE 4~ MILE STAKE, ITS COURSE 
THROUGH-OUT BEfNG VERY DIRECT, THROUGH THE NARROWS THE LINE OCCU-
PIES THE BED OF THE TURN-PIKE, 
"FROM THE 48 MILE STAKE, THE LINE MAY BE SAID, WITH THE 
EXCEPTION OF A I ,000 FT • . AT MARTINts, TO RUN ALTOGETHER THROUGH 
. 
NARROWS AND IN THE BED OF THE TURNPIKE TO THE GREAT FORKS OF KAN-
AWHA, A DISTANCE OF NEARLY 3 MILES; AND lTS DIRECTION, AS ~ ILL 
BE SEEN FROM THE MAP, WINDING. THE MOUNTAIN SLOPES ALONG THESE~ 
NARROWS, AS AT CANNELTON, ARE VERY STEEP AND RICKY, BUT MORE BROK 
EN BY CL I FF S WHICH, I f\J ONE INST ANG E--BETW EEN f\,10NTGOMERY I S FERRY Ar~D 
THE tALLS-r - HAS LEFT BUT ROOM ENOUGH FOR THE TURN -PI KE TO PASS 
INDEED,, ITS BED IS FORMED IN A GREAT MEASURE BY VERTICAL WALLING, 
BESIDES THE LINE BEING GREATLY EMBARRASSED B~ THE TURNPIKE, IT RUNS 
WITHIN 50 FT, OF RIGG 1 S HOUSE AT THE FERRY, AND THERE IS NO ROOM, 
NOR GROUND FOR MUCH CHANGE WITHOUT RUNNING !~TO THE CLIFF. 
11 THE LINE, EMERGING FROM THE NARROWS AT THE FALLS, CURV E.S 
GE NTLY TO THE RIGHT, AL MOST ALL THE WAY TO WITHIN I , 000 FT, OF 
GAULEY R IVER; AN D I N DOI NG SO, FOLLOWS GE NER ALLY TH ~ FOO T OF THE 
MOUNTAI ~ SLOPES, IT OCCUPl ~S THE LINE OF TH ~ TUR NPI KE FOR A30 UT 
I ,000 FT. BELOW, AND A BOVE MR. MARR 1 S HOUSE. THE LATTER BUILD-
ING IS NOT VERY VALU ABLE, AND FAIR TERMS MAY BE MA DE FOR ITS RE-
MOVAL BY THE COMPANY; OR SHOULD THAT NOT BE PR~CTICABLE, THE LOCAB 
TION CAN BE CHANGED WITH NO GREATLY INCREASED COST. 
11THE LINE, TO REACH GAULEY RIVER, HAS A 5¾ DEGREE CURVE, 







BOTTOM LANDS, AND LEAVES MR.DUNNtS HOUSE 125 fT. RIGHT. 
11THE. LINE. NOW AGAIN ENTERS THE NARROWS WHICH COMMENCE 
L{ MILES BELOW AND EXTEND A ¾ Milt ABOVE CANNELTON. THE LINE THROUGH 
THESE NARROWS RUNS NEA RLY ALL THE WAY IN THE BED, OR LINE OF THE TURN-
plKE, RENDERED UNAVOIDABLE BY THE FACT THAT THE HILL, OR RATHER, 
MOUNTAIN SLOPES RISE VERY STEEP AND ABRUPT FROM THE WATER 1 S ED~E, IN 
MANY PLACES AT AN ANGLE OF 45 DEGREES, AND AT OTH.ERS CLI FFS NOT FAR 
OFF--AS AT CANNELTON, WHERE THE ~E IS NOW BUT SUFFICIENT ROOM BETW~~ N TH E 
CLIFF AND THE. RLVER TO SUSTAIN THE Em..k,ID.ROAD AND TURNPIKE, \iVl'THOUT 
RUNNING INTO ONE, OR THE OTHER, EVEN IF THEIR RUNNING LN SUCH CLOSE 
PROXIMITY BE NOT OBJECTIONABLE, OR OBJECTED TO. Nor ONLY IS AN EN-
TIRE CHANGE OF THE LOC ATION OF THE TURNPIKE IN THIS DISTANCE NECES-
SARY, BUT ALSO A REMOGAL OF ALL THE WORKS ERECTED BY THE UN ION COAL 
& OIL Co. FOR THE MANUFACTURING OF CANNEL COAL, OIL, AND THE GREATER 
NUMB ER OF THEIR BU I LD I NGS ERECTED FOR DWELL I NG HOU ~ES• THE GRADE OF 
THEIR l,NCLINED PLANE WILL NOT REQUl,RE MUCH ADDITIONAL E.LEVATION TO AL-
LOW OUR TRAINS TO PASS UNDER IT. STAON 1 S RUN IS CROSSED A LITTLE 
BELOW CANNELTON, AND NILL RE : UIRE A BRI J GE OF 60 FT. SPAN. 
11 
,-. FT E R PA S S I NG ·: .. ~ N N EL T ~) i\J , T H E L I N E B EA RS TO T H E R I G H T , 
CROSSES SM ITH ER 1 S CREEK, AND STR IK ES THE FOOT OF THE Hl ~L IN FRO~T 
OF RE UBE r~ ·-::;APELLER 1 S HJ USE, ··/HEhJC E IT RU:\JS A.LMOST DI RECT, M-JD C J THE 
F LOO R OF TH E H I LL TO ;,. · • L EV I I S HOU S E • TH Ef\J CE , G 1J RV I /\J G u: FT FOR ti. 
I 
- ivllLE IT GJTERS THE NARRO':'/S OPPOS ITE _:HE :LER 1 S I SLAi\JD, Aim cc rn1 r~u-
ti,JG THEREON FOR HALF A i·:IILE ON TAi\JG ENT, IT THEN DC:FLECTS FIVE DE-
GREES RIGHT BY A ONE DEBR EE CURVE, AND RUNS THENCE WITH BUT LITTLE 
CURVATURE THROUGH BOTTOM LANDS TO THE CO MME NCEMENT OF THE NARROWS OP-
POSITE LOUP CREEK SHOALS, AT THE 46 MILE STAKE, IN THIS DISTANCE 
I ,000 FT. OF TURNPIKE WILL HAVE TO BE CHANGED AT ~M ITHER 1 S CREEK AND 
CAPELLER 1 S HOUSE; 800 FT. IN TH E NARROWS AND AT HIBBARD 1 S ABOUT 3U0 
FT ■ AT SMITHER 1 S CREEK A BRIDGE l 10 FT. 
--29-- LONG WILL BE REQUl~ED 
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11AND, AS AT THE FURNACES BELOW ~✓1ALDEN, DLFFICULTIES OF A 
EIIMIILAR CHARACTER OCCUR, AND AS THEY SHALL AGA IN PRESENT THEM-
SELVES IN THE LINE OF LOCATION BEFORE IT REACHES THE MOUTH OF 
GAULEY Rl VER, I SHALL RESER VE . THIS WHOLE SUBJECT FOR FURTHER COM~T 
UNDER A SEPARATE HEAD. 
11 FROM ALEXANDER I S, THE LI NE SWEEPS TO THE RIGHT BY A COMPOUI'{) 
CURVE OF LARGE RADII, RUNNING . BELOW THE ROAD ALL THE WAY, EXCEPT 
FOR A SHORT DISTANCE AT A.S.TR IMBLE1 S HOUSE, UNTIL IT REACHES A 
POINT 40 FT. BELOW CLARK 'NYATTrS HOUSE--A DISTANCE OF NEARLY A 
MILE. IT THEN RUNS TANGENT A SHORT DISTANCE, THEN CURVES LEFT TO 
MITCHELL~S HOUSE, 150 FT~ LEFT OF LINS, LEAVING THIS, IT RUNS 
TANGENT FOR A¾ MILE AND AGAIN CURVES LEFT, TO A POINT 20 FT, BELOW 
ROBT • ./HITE 1 S, AT THE - - - - MILE STAKE. IN THIS DISTANCE, HUGHES 
HUGHES CREEK IS TO BE CROSSED, REQ UI RING A BRIDGE OF 9G FT . , AND 
600 FT. OF T~RNPIKE, TO BE CHANGED AT TRIMBLE 1 S HOUSE. THE LOCA-
TION, EXCEPT AT THE CROSSING OF HUGH 1 S CREEK, IS ON GENTLY SLOPING 
GROUND, S HOULD OBJECT I Ol'J BE MADE TO RUI\JN I /\JG SO CLOSE TO .i YJ\TT I S 
HOUSE, TH~ Ll ~E CAN BE CHANGED AT A MODE RATE EiPENSE, THE LAST IS 
BUT A LOG HUT, AND COULD PROBABLY BE BOUGHT OR A RANGEMEN TS MADE 
TO MOVE IT AT THE CO,'. 'PP-.i-.JY I S EXPC: f·JSE. 
CURVES ST I LL LEFT 1, 500 FT~, THE NCE T/1,'. ~GE:-.JT 2 , uGO FT~, THE f,jCC:: AFTER 
CURV I/\J G LEFT sco FT. IT RU~JS Qi,J A LO fJG TAf'JGErH , TERi,i l ''lP,Tl i-!G ,~~o ur .:iOO 
FT .. BEYOf\JD :1/R . J OHi\J ,'. JUNN 1 S HQUS E--THE 4C• MI LE STAKE, THE ,\JA ,'; R01'/S 
PASSED IN THIS DISTANCE ARE 3,800 FT. LONG; AND THE HILLS, AT 
POINTS, RUN UP IM MED IATELY FROM THE WATER 1 S EDGE. THEIR SLOPES, 
HOWEVER, ARE NOT VERY STEEP • . THE TURNPIKE FOR. THIS DISTANCE WILL 
HAVE TO BE CH ~NGED. AFTER PASSING THE NARROWS, IT RUNS THROUGH 
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QUIRE TO BE CHANGED, BUT NO STREAMS ARE CROSSED RE ~UIRING MORE 
THAN SQUARE DRAINS. 
''THE LINE NOW M.,\ KES A DEFLECTION 90 DEGREES TO THE . RIGHT, 
BY A COMPOUND CURVE OF I, 2, AND 3 DEGREES, AND TOTAL LENGTH OF ONE 
MILE, AFTER WHICH IT RUNS TANGENT 5,780 FT-, TO NEAR THE 3.5 lvHLE 
STAKE. THE FIRST 3/4 OF A MILE OF THIS DISTANCE IS ALONG NARROWS, 
THE HILLS RU NNING UP CLOSE FROM THE WATER 1 S EDGE, THE LINE 'IS SUSTAm~ 
ED ON THE BENCH FORMED BY THE TURNPIKE ROAD, AND WH ICH, FOR THAT DIS-
TANCE, MUST BE CHANGED; AFTER WHICH THE LINE RUNS THROUGH BOTTOM 
LANDS BELONGING TO THE. TOMPKINS FARM AT KELLY 1 S CREEK. THIS STREAM 
IS CROSSED BY A BRIDGE OF I 10 FEET SPAN. 
11THE LINE. FROM NE 0R THE 35 MILE STAKE MAKES , TOTAL DEFLECTION 
OF 53 DEGREES TO THE LEFT BY A COMP OUND CU RVE Of THREE AND TWO DE-
GREES, AFT ER WHICH IT RUNS A S~ORT DIST/4NCE ON TANGENT , TO MAKE A 
FURTHER DEFLECTION LEFT OF 23 DEGREES BY A 2 DEGREE CURVE; AND XM~ 
THENCE A TANGENT 3/4 OF A iv11LE TO THE 36- 1/2 MILE ST AKE . HALF A ivl lLE 
BACK OF TH IS PO I NT, IT ENTERS THE NARROWS OPPOS IT E PA I fH CREEK 
SHOAL; AND ON THE OTHER P~RT IONS OF THIS DI STANCE THE LI NE RUNS AT 
THE FO OT 0F THE HILLS BELO\/✓ THE TU RN- PI KE. TH::: RE ARE i·JO '.3TR E;\;vlS 
CROSSED RE':',tJ IRl \!G [ IT HE'.~ ARC H CULVERTS OR BR IDGES , Ai'JD THAT PORT IOiJ 
OF TH E NA RRO~S IS EAS ILY SUSTAI NED 0~ THE HILL SIDE. 
' 1r ROiv1 TH E 36- 1/2 f•, \ IL E S H,K E THE LKi'~E CJf,JT l i'JUC::S l >J THE f,Ji\?.-
RITNS TO ~ LEXA ND ER 1 S HOU SE AT THE 37- 1/3 MI LE STAKE , AND OPP OSI TE 
CLIFTON ON THE SOUTH BANK OF KA NA~ HA R IVER. THRCUGHOUT THI S DIS-
TANCE, THE Hl~LS SPR I NG UP FROM THE WATER 1 S EDGE WITH ABRUPT AND 
ROCKY SLOPES. THE LINE AS NOW LOCATED, PASSES I N 30 FEET OF PE-
TER'S, MRS. :VHITE 1 S, HAMILTO i\1 1 S, AND Jos HUDDLESTON 1 S DWELLINGS, AND 




IS DIRECT TO WITHIN A MILE OF THE TEN - MILE HOUSE, WHERE rT TURNS 
LEFT 51 DEGREES BY A ONE DEGR EE CURVE. 
''THE EMBANKMENT, AND CUT EAST OF IT AT CAMPBELL'S CREEK, A'-RE 
BOTH HEAVY, AND THE CHARACTER OF THE GRADING BECO MES MORE COSTLY 
THAN THAT BELOW. THE CA MPBELL'S CREEK COAL Co's TRACK WILL HAVE TO B£ 
PASSED AT A GRADC, AND THAT OF GEN 1 L L, RUFFNER, UNDER GRADE. GEORGE'S 
CREEK IS CROSSED BY AN ARCH CULVERT OF 12 FT ■ S~AN, AND THE BURNING 
SPRI.NG BR '_ NCH BY A TEN FOOT OPEN DRAIN, IN PA SSING THROUGH ivlALDEN 
SOME OF THE BU l LD I NGS ,;TTACl::fED TO DADDOW I S FOUNDRY WI LL HAVE . TO BE 
RE MOVED, AND THE RE ARE SE VE RAL OTH ER BUILDI NG S THAT ARE WITHIN 
70 FEET OF THE CENT RE LINE. A CHANGE OF 1/2 MILE OF TU RN-PI KE WILL 
ALSO BE NECE SS ARY. 
'TRO:vl THE TU.J MILE HOUSE THE LINE FOLLOWS CLOSE TO THE 
FOOT OF THE HILL UNTIL IT RE~CHES ~ . F . RE YNOLD 1 S, AT -THE 26 MIL E 
STAK E, LEAVING REYNOLD' S HOUSE AB OUT 70 FEET TO TH E RIGHT, IT 
MAK ES A SLIGHT CURV E TO THE LEFT, AND THEN RUNS NEA RLY ALL TH E WAY 
ON A TANGENT AND THR OUGH BOTTOM LANDS TO A POINT SOC FT. BEYO ND 
GOL, VM .DIC KI NSON 1 S HOUSEi WHICH IT LE AVES 90 FT, TO THE LEFT, AT 
TH E 29 - I / 2 M I LE s TAK E I I N TH I s J I s T AN C E 3 I MON I s C RE E ;<_ I s C RO s s ED 
• 
BY AN ARC H CU LV ER T 12 FT . SPAN, ANO THER ST REAM NA ME UNKNO~N , ~ ITH A 
5 FT. A °CH CULV ER T, . 1 TCHER I s ·:R EEK BY P. 6C FT. BR 1 :::1GE, 1\ :✓ D ,:.Il l -
VI N' S 3 RANC H BY · N OP EN DR AI N OF 10 FT. SPA N, F~. R ~N E-HA LF Ml LE UP 
FROM THE TEf\J !' .~ILE HO USE, TH E TUR~JPl i<E // I LL RE 1✓ Ul 2 E TO BE CHAi~GC) . 
11 /--RO \; TH E 29- 1/2 ivl l LE ST ,n. KE, THE Ll/✓ C: f·,ilAKC:S ,6. TOTAL DEF LEC'ft< 
TION LEFT OF 66 DEG RE ES I N IN 1- 1/2 AND 2 DE GRE E CU RVES, TO .~.3 . ~ULT.1 ! 
HOUSE 50 FT. RIGHT IT RU NS ON A TANGENT 5,700 FT. OF WHl£H 
3,000 FT . IS STILL IN THE NARROWS. CURVING THENCE 14 DEGREES LEFT 
IT AGAIN RUN S TANGENT 7,300 FT . , TERMINATING AT THE 32-3/4 MILE 
STA~E. TH ROUGH THE NARR OWS 3 ,900 FT . OF THE TURNPI KE WILL RE-
- -26--
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BROOKS, CHltTTE.\JDEN Af\JD ::-iNOWHILL .SALT FURNACES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE 
COAL ROADS, AND LASTLY, BY THE NUMEROUS CABINS ERECTED AS DWELL -
INGS FOR THEIR LABORERS; AND THIS TO SUCH AN EXTENT THERE lS BUT 
LITTLE GROUND LEFT FOR THE LINE OF OUR ROAD• INDEED, THE LINE AS 
NOW LOCATED, WILL REQUl~E A COMPLETE CHANGE OF THE JAMES RIVER AND 
KANAWHA TURNPIKE, THE REMOVAL OF MANY CABINS AND SOME OF THE WORKS 
ATTACHED TO THE FURNACES, PARTICULARLY AT SNOWHILL FURNACE, WHERE 
A CLIFF JUTTING OUT FROM THE HILL FORCES THE LINE OF OUR ROAD, 
THEIR COAL ROAD, /lND THE TURN- PIKE, DLOSE ON TO THEIR vORKS, SO MUCH 
SO THAT IT WILL BE A DIFFICULT MATTER TO ARRANGE FOR ALL, EXCEPT AT 
A HEAVY EXPENSE. THE BROOKS FURNACE COAL ROAD CAN BE PASSED UNDER 
GRADE, THE OTHER TNO AT GRADE, WHICH WILL BE OBJECTIONABLE AND TO 
BE AVOIDED, IF POSSIBLE• THE GRADING ON THIS PART OF THE LINE IS 
NOT NOWEXPENSIVE OR DIFFICULT, BUT WHETHER IT ~I LL REM ~ IN SO DE-
p ENDS ON THE PROPERTY OV✓ NERS GRANT I NG TO THE CDMPANY SPEC I AL PR IV -
1 LEGES IN LOCATING, NOT PROVIDED FOR BY LAW. '.'/ ILSON 1 S, BLACK HAWK, Atf 
8ROOK 1 S BRANCHES, PASSED IN THIS DISTANCE, EACH REQUl~E ARCH CULVERTS 
OF 5 FT, SP AN. CAMPBEL( 1 S CREEK IS CROSSED BY A BRIDGE OF 90 FT. 
SPAN. 
' 'THE Lll~E, t~FTER PASSli\JG CA.fv1PBELl/S CREEK, C~OSSES .3.IOU FT,, 
I !~ ,\DVA:'JCE, THE :,A,;'..1P3ELL 1 5 CREEK Co/',L 8or.1P Jl, i'lY 1 S R/\ ILR OA:U , i:'/ HICH IS 
LAID 'I/ITH A LI GHT ''T 1 R.AIL, .\ ~W :j J \/H ICH ,r;, LOC Oi,/) TI\/ E I S USED. -,T 
2.200 FT. FURTHER, THE LI NE CROSS ES THE 2 AILROAD LEADING TO GENERAL 
LEWIS ~UFFNER 1 S FUR i'J/1.CE ,:'I.ND AT THE 2i--2/10 MILE ST.i\KE, i3E JR GE 1 S 
CREEK, 100 FT. ABOVE THE PRESENT CROSSI NG OF THE TURN - PIKE. THENCE 
o N THE HILL SIDES IT PASSES BACK OF MALDEN, BUT STILL WITHIN ITS 
CORPORATE LIMITS, AND FOLLOWS OUT THE FOOT OF THE HILLS TO THE TEN-
MILE HOUSE, OUR 24- 77 MILE STAKE. 
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IN THIS DISTANCE THE LINE 
I' 
I 
11 8Y INSPECTING THE SKELETON MAPS HEREWITH SUBMITTED, IT WI-LL 
. BE MORE PLAINLY OBSERVED THAT TH IS PART OF THE CURVE ivlAKES A WI DE Nil 
DETOUR TO THE LEFT, AND HAS AT MR.SLACK 1 S HOUSE, A SHARP . CURVE. 
THE OTHER LINES WERE RUN THROUGH C~ARLESTON--THE FIRST, AS WILL BE 
SEEN FROM THE MAP, NEARLY · A TANGENT FROM TWO - MILE CREEK TO THE 
l7- 3/4 MILE STAKE HERETOFORE MENTIONED, AND CROSSING ELK RIVER 
IMMEDIATELY BELOW THE SUSPENSION BRIDGE. THE SECOND, CROSStNG 700 
FT. HIGHER THAN THE FIRST, AND NOT QUITE so DIRECT. Bur IT WAS FOUND 
THAT THE HIGH WATER OF 1861 REQUIRED SUCH AN ELEVATION OF THE 
GRADE LINE _ AS TO GIVE, ON THE FIRST, AN EMBANKMENT VARYING TH~OUGH -
OUT, FROM 5 TO 20 FT. HIGH, AND THROUGH THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF 
CHARLESTON, FROM 10 TO 15 FT ~ NECESSITATING THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
EXPENSIVE STREET CROSSINGS AND DESTROYING A GREAT MANY TOWN LOTS. 
BESIDES, THE LINE COULD NOT BE RUN AS TO AVOID THE REMOVAL OF SOME 
BUILDINGS, AND COMING TOO CLOSE TO OTHERS. THE XECOND LINE DID 
NOT INTERFERE WITH BUILDINGS TO THE SAME EXTENT AS THE FIRST; NOR 
WAS ITS EMBAt\JKMEi'H, Oi~ THE WHOLE, AS HEAVY, YET IT WAS SUFF"ICIENTLY 
SO TO MAKE IT A \/ ERY EXPENSIVE Ll!\JE. Jf,J ADDITIO \J TO THIS, I DID 
NO T BELIEVE THAT THE CO NSENT OF THE TOWN AUTHORITI ES COULD BE OB -
T;\li1JED FOR TH E .1\DOPTI Ol'J OF EITH ER Ll :'ff, .AN D WP,S co .. :p c: LLE0 TH C:: f~EF ORE 
TD A.DOPT THE BA CK LI ~~ E, AT A S,\ CR I F I CE OF I .600 FT, i ,,J DI STJl.i'JCE, 
TH OUGH AT A SAVI iJ:; F ACT U /1 L COST Ci F COiJ S TR UC TI Oi! . 
'
1 LEAVI f,J c; TH E: 17-3/~ t-✓11 LE STi\K E AI\JD Of'JE -QUARTE R OF A i',11 LE 
I i\J ADV/--1i\JCE, THE LI ;'ff Ef\JT ER:3 TH E i\JAR RO~\/S COivlME NC I ,\jG BEi_O\i / THC: OLD 
BLACK HA0 K FURNACE, AND EXT ENDING UP UNTIL CAMPBELL'S CREEK IS 
CROSSED, A DISTANCE OF TWO MILES. ALTHOUGH IN THESE NARROWS THE 
SO NEAR TO THE 
HILLS DO NOT APPROACH THE RIVER, AS IN THOSE FURTHER UP THE VAL-
LEY, YET ~HAT LITLE THERE IS OF BEN~H AND BOTTOM LAND, IS OCCU -




THIS DISTANCE DOWN ING 1 S AND TACKETT 1 S CREEKS, AND ~ASH INGTON AND 
:'-1.ARON 1S BR ,' NCHES. ARE CROSSED- - TACKETT 1 S &R)(Xl):{;X CREEK BY A BRIDGE 
OF 50 FT. SPAN IN THE CLEAR, AND THE OTHERS BY ARCH CULVERTS OF 
8 FT. SPAN. 
11 TH E ROUTE THEN CONT I NUES TO CURVE TO THE LEFT, ON A RAD rlS 
OF 5,3C0 FT.FOR A DISTANCE CF I MILE TO ASSUlvlE A TANGENT 3/4 OF A 
MILE LONG, AND EXTEND ING TO WITHIN 250 FT. OF TYLER CREEK, AND FOL-
LOWING GENERALLY, IN THE WHOLE DISTANCE, CLOSE TO THE FOOT OF THE 
HILLS. CROSSING TYLER CREEK ON A CURVE OF I DEGREE RIGHT, TO A 
POINT 1,100 FT. ' BEYOND, AND THENCE ON A TANGENT 1,900 FT., THE 
LINE TAKES A SWEEP ING CURVE OF 10,000 FT.RAD IUS FOR NEAR TWO M ILES 
TO THE CROSSING OF TWO-M ILE CREEK, NEAR THE 13 MILE STAKE, FOLLOWI~ 
GENERALLY, AS BEFORE, CLOSE TO THE FOOT OF THE HILLS, TYLER CREEK 
IS CROSSED BY A BR I DGE OF 90 FT. AND T WO-i'i! ILE CREEK BY Of\JE OF 1190 
FT• SPAN; ] OODWARD 1 S BRANCH BY AN ARCH CULVERT OF 6 FT, SPAN, THE 
LINE THEN RUNS ON A TANGENT 6,QGQ FT LONG, THEN DEFLECTS 10 DEGREES 
TO THE LEFT BY A I DEGREE CURVE; THENCE ON A TANGENT 3,200 FT. 
LONG, TO THE COMM ENCEMENT OF A 3-!/+ DEGREE CURVE; .:f::~:Kng~X©MXXXtXXll:;lllK!X 
.xµ:~&XKJ<'.J(X~mm: RIGHT 1 , 650 FT. L0I\JG' WHICH TERMINATES NEAR THE :'EST 
BANK OF ~LK R IVER, :,JE/1.R THE 15-1/3 M ILE STAKE, IHE Ll ;\JE CROSSES .~L K 
R IVER, AT AN A/~GLE OF] _::, DE:B RCES , AND 1-'\ BOUT HALF A i'1 1LE ABOV E THE 
S U S P U-JS I ON B R 1:J G E • ] T C\J T E ? S TH E CCR PO R ;-\ T E LI l•,1 I T S G F T rl E : G , If J ,,:; F 
CHARLESTON W ITH A TA NGENT , WH I CH CO NTINUES 70[ FT. BEYOND. I HEN BY A 
4 DEGREE CURVE, THE LINE TURNS 47-!/:;_ DEGREES TO THE LEFT, PA SS l,\JG 
1N D)l!\JG SO, 70 FT. R I GHT, AND l:\J FRONT OF ·THE HOUSE OF ~1;R,JOH1'J 
SLACK, SR, THENCE ON A TANGENT 1,120 FT. TO NEARHENRY.IEHRLE 1 S 
HOUSE; THENCE CURING TO THE RIGHT BY 1- 1/2 DEGREES CURVE FOR I ,90G 
FT. TO THE 17-3/4 MILE STAKE. THE BRIDGE ACROSS ELK RIVER WI LL BE 







MlLE, AND ALL ABOVE THE HLGH WATER MARK OF 186 1 .. I REMARK, HOWEVER, 
THAT SHOULD OBJECTIONS BE MADE , THE GRADES CAN BE CHANGED EITHER 
TO A LEVEL, OR DESCENDING ALL THE WAY, AT NO VERY LARGE ADDITIONA~ 
cOST, TH OUGH I CAN SEE NO PECULIAR ADVANTAGE TO BE DERIVED FROM IT, OR 
THAT r•i U~JDULAT IONS ON SUCH ivlODE:=tATE ~:8::i4.XX GRADE.S WOULD ADD ANYTHING 
TO THE EXPENSE OF WORKING; AND, l i\l 1\ilAINTAli\Jtf\JG THE ROA;j-BED, UNDU -
LATIONS UN DULATIONS WOULD BE PREFERABLE, AS BETTER DRALNAGE WOULD 
BE. AFFORDED. 
1THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF CURVATURE IS I, 658 04/100, OR 
AN AVERAGE OF 3! .40 DEGREES TO THE MILE. THE LE,\JGTH OF THE ST.-u~ IGHT 
LINE IS 33 .. 305 MILE,V, ,1\ND OF CURVES 16 .985. TOTAL LEI\JGTH OF DIVISION, 
PROPER %2 . 29 MILES, THE SHORTEST RADIUS OF CURVATURE IS I ,432 FT., 
Af\JD THAT FOR 01.JLY 855 FT. li\J LENGTH. Two-THIRDS OF 'THE CURVED LINES 
IS Oi\J RADII OF FROM 11,460 FT, TO 3,820 FT. 
NORT H SIDE LOCATION, KANAWHA ]!VISION, 
11 CoMMENCl 1\JG AT STATION 16 59/t CO OF THE '/ESTERN DIv1s-
1oN, THENCE BY A CURVE OF 4 DEGRE ES TO THE LEFT : FOR bGQ FT. THENCE 
Oi\J A T,i\NGENT me 740 FT. I N ADVAf'.JCE, THE LINE STRIKES THE WEST 3Ai.Ji< 
0 F TH E !< AN Ml H 1-\ ~ I VER , CR OS S I NG I T NE A R LY AT R I G H T .'\ NG LES TO i TS 
cJU RS E, .I\ T THE H E,I.\D OF JoH iJ SO ;'-J SHOAL, AND AB OUT 400 FT. BE LO '!\i TH E 
MO UTH OF B IG 3CARY CREEK, AND TO A POINT 3JC FT, BEYOND THE ~GR TY 
BAf✓ K, THE CR03Sli\!S ~( ~:\J :\AHA :< IV E::R RE~U IR ES A BRl0GE 0b0 FT. LO:.JG , 
HAVI NG TWO DRAW SPl NS OF 14~ FT, EACH, AND ITS BOTT ~~ CO .D ELEVAT~D 
55 FT.. ABOVE SUi·.lMER LO IN WAT ::R M/l, RK, ; HE LI i\lE TH ENCE .AK ES A DE-
FLECT I ON OF 61 DEGREES TO THE RIGH T BY A CURVE OF FOUR DEGREES, TO 
ASSUME A TANGENT RUNNING THR -UGH THE BOTTOMS, TO STRIKE THE FOOT OF 
THE HILLS TO THE 4 MILE STAKE. THENCE, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF 1,000 
FT• OF A I DEGREE CURVE ON A TANGENT THROUGH BOTTOM LAND AqAIN, TO 
THE 9TH MILE STAl<.E, A QUARTER OF A MILE BEYOI\ID /..ARON 1 S BRANCH·. IN 
- 22-. 
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8 Y EXAM l f\l l l·JG THE PROFILEt HEREWITH SUB :Vi lTT ED,· IT WILL BE. OB-
SER VED THAT THE GENERAL CH ARACTER OF THE GRA D ING I S EXTREMELY FAV-
ORABLE, AND THAT AT TH E DIFFERENT NARROWS, WHERE D IFtlCU LT AND EX-
PENSIVE WORK M I GHT NATUR A LLM BE EXPECTED , IT IS VE RY LIGHT. T HE 
HEAVI EST WORK ENCOUNTERED I S AT THE CROS S ING OF THE GORGES MADE BY 
THE DIFFE RENT, TRIBUTARY STREAMS HE RE TOFORE ALLUDED TO, AND THE 
ELEVATION THAT HAS TO BE G IVEN TO THE GRADE LINE TO KEEP A BO VE THE 
HtGH-W ~TER MARK OF 1861, WHICH IS ELEVEN FEET HIGHER THAN THAT OF 
1845, AND RENDER I NG NECESSARY LONG AND HIGH Ei'{IBAf✓KMENTS, AND EX-
P ENS ~V E BR ID G I NG AND MAS ONRY, THE LAST TWO IT EMS, ON COMPAR ING 
THEM 1:V ITH FORi11IER ::: ST I /AATES, SHO'd A :J IDE DIFFERENCE l f✓ · COST, AND A 
GR EATER LENGTH OF BRI DGE SUPER-STRUCTU RE, ES EC I ALLY UNNEC ESSARY; 
BUT I THINK I ERR Oi'J THE S IDE OF SAFETY :,vHc:N I ESTliviATE FOR BR I DGIQG 
FOR SUCH STRE ,t1,HS ,1\S TWO-A l✓D-THREE. :--: uARTEi\-[-.' IL E ::::.REEK, lJ PTO i\1 1 S 
GREEK, J 1w 1s, CREE~ , ? USH CREEK, LENN 1 S ~R EEK, UP P ER GREEK, AND 
,:.'., RMSTRO !,JG I S .CREEK, I NSTE /,, D OF ARCH CULVERTS OF FROM b TO ] 0 FT. 
SPAf,] 1 .'.'HOLLY I NADE QU ATE J;J ivlY OP l i·J I ON , TO PASS AND REPA SS THE WATER 
TH.li.T '.VOULD FLO':'/ AN0 FO:~M L,t1,RGE PO f~DS I N THE vt~LLEYS A;'\]:J :30TT Of\1 S 
l'l.3 
A BO V E O!JR CRO SSI NG S I N Tl ivi ES OF HIGH FR ESHETS 1:~ THE l<'. ANP.: ,:HA ? l'✓ ER, OC 
~ERE ABSO LUT E LY NEC ESS AR Y, TO SAVE TIM E I ~ PE~ING THE ROAD FOR T RA F-
FIC; A/D TH E :.,UESTION !W T BE I NG _f\J E OF COS T, I i✓ OULD ,i.JVISE IT TO BE I NG 
'
1TH E GRADES ADOPTED SL IGHTLY UNDULATE ON S C .:E PORTIONS OF THE 
LINE TO _15 FT. PER M ILE , OF WHICH, HOWEVER, THERE IS ONLY 5,600 FT .; 
THE GENERAL UNDULAT l 0 NS BEING ON GRAD ES OF FROM 5 TO 10 FT. PER 
C 
(_ 
HILLS RECEDING, ADM ITS OF THE LINE FOLLOWING THE FOOT OF THE HILLS 
FOR A FURTHER DISTANCE OF THREE- QUARTERS OF. A MILE, TO STRIKE THE 
NA ~ ROWS OCCURRI NG AT ~ T.CARBON, WHICH EXTEND FOR A DrSTANCE OF . 
2,000 FT. THE LINE, IN PASSING THEM, BEING SUSTAINED AS AT SIMILAR 
POINTS BELOW. FROM THENCE TO Loup CREEK, THE LINE, GENERALLY, occu 
pl ES THE FOOT OF THE HILL~ 
11 LOUP CREEK IS CROSSED BY A BRIDGE OF 60 FT. SPAN; THENCE 
THE LINE KEEPS CLO SE TO THE FOOT OF THE HILLS TO A POINT l - r/2 
M l LES IN ADVANCE , AND THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE PALISADES OR LONG 
SHOAL N,~.RROWS. THE LONG 3-J OAL NARROWS EXTENDS UP THE RIVER 
A D ISTA NCE OF T'l /0 MILE S; BUT, OW I NG TO THE FACT OF THERE BE I NG A 
NARRO~ STR IP OF FLAT LAND BETWE EN THE CL IFF AND THE R IVER, THROUGH-
OUT, THE i._ l NE I S iv10RE EAS ILY SUSTAI NE D THE RE THAN I N THE NA1;R01:JS 
BELOW. A T THE HEAD OF THESE, THE HILLS AG A I N REC EDI NG , THE LINE 
I S TRACED Z LONG THE FCOT OF THE HILLS TO THE CRO SS I NG OF THE FALLS 
BRAf'JCH OPPOS IT E ( ·:ONTGOMERYtS FERRY. THENCE, RIS l :NIG ' GRt\DUALLY ON 
THE HILL SLOPES, 2,600 FT. I N ADVi\!\JCE, IT STRIKES \/AN 3 1BB ER 1 S 
?ocK, A CLIFF I MMED I ATELY AT THE G REAT F ALLS OF THE K NAWHA, p ,s s -
1 i'J G TH IS . OC K BY .4 CUT 0 F 22 FT 1\VE : AGE DEPTH Af✓ D l ,OGO FT. LiJ1'.iG , TO 
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THE 34 MILE STAKE, IN THIS DISTANCE SLAUGHTER'S CREEK IS CROSS-
ED BY A BRIDGE OF 70 FT, SPAN, AND SABIN CR EEK BY A BRIDGE OF 
110 FT. SPAN, IT PASSES COALBURG THROUGH ITS MAl :\J STREET AND 
CROSSES THE TRACK OF THE INCLINED PLANE AT THAT PLACE, WITH ITS GRD 
GRADE LINE NOT SUFFICIENTLY ELEVATED TO PA SS THEIR CARS UNDER 
OUR TRACK, THIS, HOWEVER, AS WELL AS THE REMOVAL OF A FEW CABINS 
WHICH ARE ON, OR TOO NEAR TO THE MAIN LINE OF THE ROAD, WILL NOT BE 
OBJECTED TO BY THE PROPRIETOR OF THE WORKS, THE PLANE CAN BE LOWER 
' 
ED WITHOUT IMP AIRING ITS EFFICIENCY, AND THE CABINS CAN BE MOVED 
WITHOUT PULLI NG THEM DOWN, AT SMALL COST. 
"FOLLOWING, FOR 5,000 FT. THE STEEP SLOPES OF THE :\JAR -
ROWS ABO ~E COALBURG, THE LIN~ KEEPS CLOSE TO AND ON TO THE FOOT OF 
THE HILL, TO STRIKE THE CRO SSING OF PA I NT CREEK BY A BRIDGE OF 
135 FT, SPAN, A LITTLE BELOW THE PRESENT CRO SSING OF THE TURN-
plKE. THENCE THE LINE CONTINUES ON AND CLOSE TO THE FOOT OF THE 
HILLS, PASSING THROUGH CLIFTON TO THE NA RROWS IMMEDIAT ELY ABOVE, 
VIZ. AT THE 37--7/10 MILE STAKE, TH E NARRO~S ABOVE CLIFTON ARE 
A LITTLE OVER ONE MILE LONG, AND THE LINE IS SUSTAINED, .PRI N0 1P ALLY, 
ON TH E BENCH MADE BY THE TURN-PIKE ROAD, p ASSI NG THESE, THE HILLS 
RE CEDE, SO TH AT THE LI NE FOLLOWS THE FOO T OF THE HILL S TO TH E NAR-
RUe'JS CJCC URKII\J3 A SHOR T GISTAi\JCE BEYC;/,JD THE CROSS l f.JG OF UPP ER ~;-;f.:Ei< , 
: \--1 I G H s T KE AH I s C RO s s E D By A 8 R I D G E O F 6G FT I s p /\i'\J . TH E i\j ,r_;.f(R C, ;; s A -
BO VE ~P PER CREEK CO NTI NU E FOR A DISTANCE OF 3 ,500 FT~ AND TH E LINE 
IS SUS TAINED ALONG THEM, AS AT TH OSE IMMED IAT ELY BE L60 . THE HILLS 
AG AIN RECED ING, THE LINE OC CUPIES THEIR FOOT FOR A DISTANCE OF 
~,500 FT. TO THE !\!.-\RROWS ABOVE Cl\ NNELTON, AT THE 42--4/ 10 MILE 
STA:l(E. THE N/l;RROv'JS AT CANNELT 1JN ARE PASSED, AS ARE THE OTHERS BE-& 
L9W. THEY ARE 2- 1/2 MIL ES LONG AND EXTEND 'UP TO ARMSTRONG 1 S CREEK 




HILLS CROSSING THE LJPTON 1 S CREEK BY A SINGLE APAN. BRIDGE OF 50 FT. 
TO MRS.THOMAS 1 HOUSE AT THE 9 - 1/2 MILE STAKE. LEAVING HER HOUSE 
TO TH E R I G HT A. SHORT D I ST AN CE , I T RUN S P R I ~W I PA L LY TH ROUGH BOTTOM 
LANDS, CRO ~SING DAVIS' CREEK ABOUT 500 FT. BELOW THE PRESENT TURN-
PIKE BRIDGE BY A BRIDGE OF 100 .FT. SPAN, AND ON TO BAILNEtS HOUSE, 
AT THE 13 MILE STAKE. LEAVING 8LAINE 1 S HOUSE TO THE LEFT, IT THEN 
FOLLOWS CLOSELY THE FOOT OF THE HILL TO THE NARROWS, OCCURRING ONE 
Ml LE BELOW CHARLESTON. THE TERM 11 NARROWS 11 IS HERE INTENDED TO INDI-
CATE THOSE PLACES IN THE KANAWHA VALLEY WHERE THE HILL, OR MOUNTAN N 
SLOPES UP FROM CUFFS OR BLUFFS RISING FROM THE WATER 1 S EDGE.. 
"FOLLOWING THE STEEP SLOPE OF THESE NARROWS, WHrCH ARE 
HERE 2,,000 FT. LONG, THE LINE STRIKES ACRO SS THE LOWER FERRY BRMJCH 
AND THE Nfli=<R OW STRIP OF BOT10M B~YO_NP. TO THE 15-6/l_O _MILE __ STAKE __ _ 
OPPOSIT E CHARLESTON, AGAIN KEEPING THE FOOT OF THE HILLS TO ~ L-
LIEM1S HOUSE AT THE. 17-3/4 MILE STAKE. THENCE, LE/WING THE FOOT 
OF THE HILL A LITTLE TO THE . RIGHT, THE LINE PASSES THROUGH BOT-
rOfv1S UNT IL IT REACHES THE MALDEN FERRY ROAD, AND OPPOSIT E MALD[-N 
AT THE 20 MILE STAKE. FROM THAT POINT TO Fl ELD 1S CREEK, AT THE 
27--86/!QC MIL::: STAKE, THE Lli~C:: f ,:)LLOv:/S CLOSELY, AND JS PARTLY 
ON THE FOOT OF THE HILLS, PASSING FIRST THROUGH THE PROP ER TY OF 
THE LOG1\M S.i\LT ·_;ORKS , AND REQUIRl [\JG THE RE \10 VAL OF SU:·1iE OF THEIR 
BU ILDI NGS, THE CIST~ RN ATT t CHED TO THE WORKS, ~ND THE CHANG I NG OF 
THEIR COAL ROAD TRACK, IT NEXT CRO SS ES ~USH CR~EK AY A BR IDGE OF 
60 FT. SPAN, TH GI TH ROUGH 3RO'NNS TOWN Af'JD CAR BON VALE, /\XZ>t:S;'!:Am~KXX 
AND CROSSES LEN'S CREEK BY A BRIDGE OF 90 FT. SPAN. F I ELD 1S CREEK 
IS CROSSED BY A BRIDGE OF 60 FT. SPAN. 
11 rROfv1 FIELD'S CREEK, THE LOCATION MAY BE SAID TO OC~UPY 
CLOSELY THE FOOT OF THE HILLS TO THE NARROWS ABOVE COALBURG, AT 
-- 18--
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ACROSS TO ENCOUNTE R A LIKE IMPEDIMENT ON TH E OTHER SHORE--THE BOT -
TOM LANDS ALTERNATING, FIRST ON ONE SIDE, AND THEN ON THE OTHER. 
11THE TOP OG RAPHICAL FEATURES OF THE KA NA HHA '/ALLEY RENDER 
IT APP ARg NT THA A RAILROAD LINE, ONCE ENTERING, MU ST FOLLOW fTS 
COURSE THROUGH - OUT, AND THAT WITH THE GR ADES TO WHICH WE ARE BY 
LAW LIMITED, ANY ATTEMPT TO SHO RTEN DIST ANCE BY CUTTING OFF SOME OF 
THE MEANDERINGS OF THE RIVER, CANNOT BE THOUGHT OF. LINES HAVE BEEN 
SUGGESTED TO ME VVITH TH IS VIEW BY PER SON S WHO FEEL CONFIDENT THAT 
SUCH COULD BE FOUND, BUT MY owmi OBSERVATI UNS LEAD ME TO A DIFFERENT 
CONCLUSION; SO MUCH SO THAT I HAVE NOT DEEMED ANY OF THEM ~ORTHY 
OF INST RUMENT t L TEST. 
11THE PR OM INENT FEATU RES OF BOTH Ll ,\J ES--Of\JE RUNNl f\JG ON THE 
No RTH, AND THE 0TH ER ON THE .. SOUTH __ BANK Cf KANAWHA RI VER -- B EI i\JG EM -
- . -· . --- ,-·- - -• - -·-•-- - •- r . - •·· .... . 
BRACED IN, OR COVER ED BY THE ABOVE DESCRIPTION OF THE KANAWHA VA LLEY, 
I SH ALL NOW PROCEED TO DESC RIBE EACH IN THEIR MINOR, BUT NOT LE SS fM-
PORT AN T, DETAILS. 
TH E SOUTH S IDE LOCATION, (KAN AWH~ ~ !VISION). 
nC0i,lr1l ENCES l ,\JLvlED I A. TELY Of\J THE EAST BAf\JK OF 3 1G SCA.R Y CRE EK, 
WHENC E IT FOLLOWS TH E FOOT OF THE HILLS FORS SH ORT DI STANCE, TO 
STRI KE AND RU i~ AC ROSS TH E BOTT OM LA ND S TO CROSS ,-::;o AL ~ !V ER 1, 300 FT . 
A.BOVE IT S fdOU TH, BY A BR I DGE 3(90 FT . L0 1'-JG , COi': POSED OF TWO 
S I DE SPt../'J S EJI.CH I GC• FT. LOl\lG, Ai'D f}, MI ~-D LE SPAi\l OF I SC FT . I 1-1 :::i·JCE , 
PAS SI NG TO THE RIGHT OF Q.J.LE~IS 1 HOUSE IT RUNS CN A TAN GENT FOUR 
~ I LES LONG, ACROSS TH E BOTTO MS, TO STRI KE TH E HILL SI DE AG AI N A-
BOUT 1/4 OF A MIL E BELOW THE POI NT COM MONLY KNOW N AS HUNTER'S 
STRETCH. IN THIS DISTRICT Two--AND THREE - -~ UARTER-Nl lLE CREEK IS 
CROSSED BY A SINGLE APAN BRIDGE OF 100 FT. THENCE THE LINE FOL-
LOWS THE FOOT OF THE HILLS, CROSSING UPTON'S CREEK BY A SINGLE 




51 FT, AND THE VALLEY, PROPER OF LITTLE HURRICANE REACHED BY A 
SIMILAR GRADE, AND THE LINE CARRIED DOWN TO ITS ENTRANCE INTO 
THE KANA' '✓HA RIVER, 1-1/2 MILC:S BELOvV '.VINFIELD, THE COUNTY SEAT 
OF PUTNAiviE 1:ouNTY. )ITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE SUMMIT CUT, THE 
WORK WILL BE FAVORABLE. IT WILL SAVEABOUT FIVE MILES IN A DISTANCE 
t01i7ER A BRANCH LI NE FOLLOW I NG DOW1\J THE KA N'l.(WHA RI VER TO THE OH I 0 
RIVER; AND AS SUCH A BRANCH MAY, AT SOME FUTURE DAY, BE CONSIDER-
ED THE ABOF E INFORMATI Cif\J MAY PROVE OF SOUR IMPORTANCE. 
Kl~ ~ .:/HA D I \/ I S I O ~J. · 
''THE \/ALLEY OF THE KANAWHA R IVER, THROUGHOUT ITS WHOLE EX -
TENT, PRESENTS A PLAIN OF GENTLE ACCLIVITY, RISING AT AN AVERAGE 
OF 1. 8 FT. PER MILE, VARYl f\JG IN WIDTH FROM 3/4 TO 1/2 A MILE 
AND LESS AT SOME . POlNTS, ELEVt>.TED FROM 30 TO 50 FT. ABOVE LOW WATER 
. - . - ... . . --··· - - . -·----- .. ·•·•· ---~--- -·--·- -----~-~ ----- .. _ ·--·-· _;_. __ -
MARK, ITS SOIL ALLUVIAL AND HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE. C· ~✓ EITHER Sl:JE IT 
IS BOUNDED, AT FIRST BY HILLS RANGING FROM 500 TO 600 FT. HIGH, BUT 
AS WE APPROACH ITS HEAD, BY MOUNTAINS WHOSE OUTLINE IS BRO ~EN 
BY THE INDENTATION OF CLEFTS MADE BY NUM EROUS T~ I BUTARIES; . AND 
v:HICH, CUTTI NG NIDE /'.\ ND DEEP GOR GES THROUGH THE ~LLUVI AL ::30 JL OF 
THE VALLEY, SEEK AN JUT-LET I N THE KANA~ HA R IVER. TH EIR SLO PES AR E 
:3RU PT J!/\JD [·;'.ORE FR':: QUE !•JTLY Ll ,\ ED :V ITH ,U, i- iGES ,J F CLl .:- FS 1\ i ✓ ~j 3LUFF S 
'!/HI CH, :- ·: (": =-·- - - ·-· - i SIJT ,\ T 
\JITH VER TIC AL WA LLI NG , A ROAD- WA Y. THES E HI LL A.iJD i.iOUi\JT A I f\: 
S LOPES, ,'1. LTHO 'JG H B . .1.~~Ei'l FOR AG:'\ ICULTJR /l.. L PU !\ POSES, A~C:: TH E iJOG R-
~A YS TO THE INEXHAUSTIBLE BEDS OF CA NNEL, ·, SPLINT, AND BITUMI NO US 
COAL, WHICH BUT AWAIT THE CONSTRUCTION OF OUR ROAD FOR TH EIR DE -
VELOP MENT, AND TO ASTONISH THE WORLD WITH THEIR MAGINTUDE. THS RIV-
ER MEANDERS THROUGH THIS BEAUTIFUL VALLEY, DISCHARGING THE FORCE OF 
ITS CU RR EiH AG ,L\I/\JST THESE_B_lflf_F_S OR CLIFFS, AG/', IN TC BE DIVERTED 
( 
( 
FOR TV'/0 MILES UP, THE WORK IS LIGHT, BEING PRINCIPALLY DONE; AND 
IF THE OLD LOCATION, FOLLOWING UP fNDIAN FORK', IS ADHERED TO FOR 
ONE AND A HALF MILES FURTHER, THEN AGAIN, HE AVY WORK WILL BE MET 
WITH, AND WILL CONTINUE T.O NEAR THE SUMMIT BEYOND. 
"ON THE NEW LINE HERE PROPOSED, IT IS TOLERABLY HEAVY FOR 
2"".'!/2 MILES OF THE DISTANCE TO THE COMMON POINT. FROM THIS SUM-
MIT TO BIG HURRICANE, THE 34-3/4 MILE STAKE, SOME GRADING HAS BEEN 
DONE AND GULVERT MASONRY BUILT; BUT THERE ARE SOME LONG CUTS 
STILL TO BE TAKEN OUT. 
''FOR HURRICANE BRIDGE MASO f\J RY, NEARLY ALL THE STONE RE-
c U IRED HAS BEEN ~ UAR R IED AND DELIVERED. 
11 L EAVl~JG BIG HURRICM\IE, A ~DEEP CUT, PARTI A LLY E . CAVATED, 
I MMED I ATEL Y OCCURS, AND IS F LLOWED BY MJEMBANKMENT 40 FT. HIGH 
ACROSS fl/1 1 LL CREEK, WHERE f HAVE MADE A CH .<'\ NGE 1,-.J . THE LINE, THE 
LA ~GER PORTI ON OF THE W~KK GRADING IS DONE-- FRO r~ THENCE TILL THE 
POPLAR FORK SUMMIT IS REACHED, VERY LITTLE. THE SUMMIT OUT HERE 
HAS A LARGE ' UANT I TY OF MATER I /\,L EXCAV 0 TED. THU.JCE TO THE 3 1 G 
ScARY CR '::: E K SUMMIT, CON SIDERABLE \NORK HAS BEEN DC. NE, AS i✓ ELL A.S Ii, 
TH'.: SU/:H,11T CUT, ITSELF. FROM THAT POINT TO THE TERMl f\JA TI O,\J, AT THE 
~.'OUTH OF 3 1G SC.A.RY, A LA RGE P ?OPORTIO i\J OF TH E HEAVY GR ,;_ Ci li<G HA S 
BE E/\! DOi\lE , Pd\JD NEA PLY ,LI LL THE J\JECES SM~ Y t..JAS O:JR Y BUILT. 
" ~ S THIS IS PRO BABLY THE /vlOST APP::WPRIATE PLACE, DEU,i 
IT ?ROPE ~ TO ST ATE THAT I HAD AN EXPE RI ME NTA L SURVEY MADE FOR A 
LINE LEP,VING THE LOCATION OF THE DIVISION ABOUT 1-1/3 1',ilLES FROi~i THE 
MOUTH OF 81G SCARY, THENCE RUNNING UP THE ROC KSTEP BRANCH TO DROSS 
THE , IVIDE BETWEEN THAT sr -.EAM Ai\JD LITTLE HU i\ RICA.NE CREEK, AND 
DOWN TO THE POOR HOUSE, LOCATED Of~ THAT STREAM, AND DISTANT 3-1/2 Ml LE 
FROM THE BEGINNING. IT HAS DEVELOPEE THE FACT THAT BY A GRADE OF 




THE EQ UIVALENT CAPITAL NECESSARY TO MAINT.1\IN AND WORK 3,Q7r FT. 
OF ROAD-WAY. I THEREFORE RECOMMEND THE ADOPTION OF THE NEW LINE. 
11PROCEEDING FROM THE SUMMIT BETWEEN INDIAN FORK AND 3a,G 
HU RRICANE CREEKS, THE LOCATION THENCE TO THE SUMMIT . BETWEEN ivl fLL 
\ ND POPLAR Fo RK CREEKS IS VERY DIRECT IN I TS AL fGNMENT ; _ AND NO 
CHANGE HAS BEEN MADE, EXCEPT WHERE IT RUNS UP THE VALLEY OF MrLL 
CREEK, REQURING AN EMBANKMENT 4,200 FT. LONG, WITH AN AVERAGE 
HEIGHT OF 15 ~T. WHICH I HAVE CHANGED BY A SLIGHT MOVEMENT TO THE 
RIGHT, AND THEREBY SAVED 40,000 Cu. Yns, EQUIVALENT TO :110,000.0U, 
sUT LOST 17 FT. IN DISTANCE, AND ----DEGREES IN CURVATUREj STILL 
CONSIDER THIS THE PR~FERABLE LINE. 
· 11 FROM TH I S LAST SUMM IT · TO THE B IG SCARY CRC.:EK .3U Mfvll T, f\JO 
CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE, AS THE ALIGNMENT IS GOOD, AN D THE 0 0RK TO 
BE DONE, LIGHT. T~E GRADES, HOWEVER, I HAVE MODIFIED SOMEWHA~. 
FROM THE SCARY SUMMIT TO THE MOUTH OF SCARY CREEK, THE BEGl imlf\JG OF 
THE KANAWHA DIVISION, ! HAVE MADE NO CHANGES, EXCEPT TO RE-AR RA NGE 
THE GRADES, WH ICH WILL SAVE A LIT TLE IN THE COST OF GRADUATION, 
"THE CHA RACTER OF THE WORK REMA l i\! l i\JG TO BE Dui\lE (THEl:;E H/\S 
ALREADY BEEN EXPENDED BY THE STAT ~ OF V I RGIN IA PRIO R TO [[ 51, 
J;51 l, 3·~2 .. 00 01\J THIS DIFIS ICi'~ IS, FROM B I G j,:, DY TO 3ARBOUF~s ·. I LLE, 
18 MIL ES, VERY LI GHT, TH E BRIDGES CONSTITUT I NG THE HEAV I EST IT EM 
OF COST. FROM THENCE TO Hli,ND LEY 1 S, 21 -2/3 MIL ES, IT 1:·JCREASES, 
BUT CANNOT BE CALL ED HEAVY; BUT FROM HANDLEY 1 S TO THE SECOND CROS-
stt~G OF r✓:UD ? !VE R AT THE 25--6/10 MILES, IT IS VERY MUCH so, CON-
S I ST I NG OF LONG, DEEP CUTS AND HIGH EMBANKMENTS, WH ICH I f\l SOME CASES 
I T WOULD BE ADVIS ABLE TO T~ES TLE, TO SAVE EXPENSE; 
LARLY, TO SAVE llME IN OPENING THE ROAD FOR TRAFFIC. 
--14--
BUT MORE PARTICU-
FROM Mun RIVER, 
( 
TO. PART OF TH IS IS UNDER CONTRACT TO KEYSER, COMER AND VANDIVER, 
CONTRACTORS FOR SECTION. f\b.18, AND IS PROGRESSING FAVORABLY. MAK-
ING A SLIGHT CHANGE, SO AS TO THROW THE LINE FUR!l:HER FROM MRS. 
LUSHER 1 S HOUSE, TO THE LIMIT OF SEVENTY FEET, AS REQUIRED BY LAW, NO 
CHANGE IS MADE 1 TILL WE REACH A POINT HALF A MILE BELOW HANDLEY 1S 
HOUSE, AT WH ICH POINT COL.TALCOTTtS THIRD CH • NGE BEGtNS. BY THIS 
CHANGE, NOTWITHSTANDING THE WORK DONE, HE EFFECTED A s ~vl NG OF 
$ f5,000 .00; AND WHICH HAS, BY A SLIGHT MOVEMENT OF THE LINE BY ME, 
s EEN INCREASED ·To $ 19,858 .00, THOUGH THE CURVATURE IS INCREASED 
• 
53 DEGREES, AND THE LENGTH OF THE LLNE 135 FEET. 
11 FR0t\i1 HANDLEY I S TO THE SECOND CROSS I NG OF ~1:UD R I VER, AND TO 
A POINT TWO MILES BEYOND, ON ACCOUNT OF THE LARGE AMOUNT OFGRADING 
AND MASONRY DONE, I CANNOT SEE THAT ANY CHANGE NOW ~OULD BE ADVISABLE, 
EXCEPT IN A SL IGHT MODIFICATI O N OF THE GRADES. HAD NO WORK BEEN 
nONE, , I THl~-IK THE LINE MIGHT, POSSIBLY, HAVE BEEN I MPROVED AS TO 
cOST. FROM THE POINT BEYOND THE SECOND CROSSING OF Mun RIVER, THE 
LINE BEARS OFF TO THE RIGHT, ASCENDING INDIAN FORK CREEK BY A WIDE 
DETOUR, TO THE SUMM IT WITH BI G HU RR IC Af\JE CREEK, l tJVOLVING A CON-
S ID C: R,.;BLE LOSS I N DISTANCE; AND, AS· ';'/ I LL APPU,R HEREAFTER, l i'J COST 
ALSO. 
11 [.',b.. Kl i'JG A TH OROUGH EX./\.i\11f'J AT IOf'J OF TH E TOPCG '\ .1\ PHIC ;\ L FU.-
TURES OF THE GROUND BET.-'J:::: UJ Ht-1. NDLEY 1 S AND l i ✓ D I Af'J FO RK ,:; REEK, I BE-
CAME SATISFIED THAT A BETTE ;~, IF i\JOT A CHE~.PER L INE, CC•J LD BE OBTA! f'J-
ED ■ CONSEQUENTLY, TWO EXPE RIMENTAL LINES WERE RUN, A~D THE BE 3T 
HAVING BEEN SELECTED AND A LOCATION MADE UPON IT, IT WAS FOUND THAT 
IN A DISTANCE OF FIVE MILES THE LINE WO ULD BE SHO RTENED 3,971 FT., 
57 DEGREES OF CURVATURE SAVED, AND NOTWITHSTANDING THE LA R8E AMOUNT 
0 F ',!/ORK DOf\lE O N GR ADU AT IONS ,\ ND MASONRY ON THE OLD LI NE, . IO, 000 .. 00 




THEREFRO M TO LAND OWNERS. A ND FURTHER DEFERRING THE QUESTION 
WILL NOT RESULT IN THE COMPANY 1 S BEING OBLIGED TO ADOPT A MORE 
EXPENSIVE LINE FROM BIG SANDY TO CEREDO, AS THERE ARE VARIOUS LINES 
DIFFERING BUT LITTLE IN COST. 
~
1PASS I NG THE PO I NT OF CONNECT I ON, AS ABOVE STATED, AND A 
SHORT DISTANCE IN ADVANCE, f HAVE MADE A FURTHER CHANGE, SO AS TOR~ 
WI TH A SINGLE TANGENT, Df RECT TO NE.~ R THE CROSS I NG OF fOUR POLE 
CREEK, THEREBY EFFECTING A SAVING OF 48 FEET I N DISTANCE, OF 6 DE~ 
GREES IN CURVATURE, AND OF '$4,787 ,. 00 IN COST. 
' 'LEAVING FOUR POLE, WHERE WORK DONE PREVIOUS TO THE 
SUSPENSION IN 1855 IS FIRST MET WITH, VIZ! THE EASTERN ABUTMENT OF 
THE BRIDGE, THENCE TO THE ~C0ND CH ANGE MADE BY COL.TALCOTT, [· DO NOT 
DEEM IT ADVISABLE, OR NECESSARY TO MAKE ANY CHANGE IN THE LOCATION 
AT ANY POINT. THE GREATER PORTI 0I\J OF THE GRADUATION, vVHICH IS VE RY 
LIGHT, , AND THE MASONRY OF GUYANDOT BRIDGE IS COMPLET ED. THE SEC-
OND CH M ~GE, ALT <:, 0UGH CHEAPER THAN THE OLD LI NE, AND SAVI NG AN UNDULA-e 
TION TO THE MAXIMUM IN THE GR ADE, THR ; EW OUT A LARGE AMO UNT OF G~·.ADI N3 
• 
AS WELL AS MAS ONRY ALREADY DONE, AND '.V0 ULD H1WE I i\JV0LVED I i\J CRC:: AS ED 
L A ND DA MAG ES, AS WE LL AS CONSIDE RABLE EXPENSE TO CH ANGE TH E TU RN-
PIKE. To AVOID THI S AS MUCH AS POSS IBLE, I HA D A L0C ATI 0i,J i,i /'.l. D E SO 
A S ['JO T TO L EAVE THE OLD Ll ~✓ E so so o r~, BUT H /.i. LF A ivl lL E I I ✓ ·DVA f\JC E; TH E:a i'J C E 
K EE Pl :'JG Ci~ lH E R I GHT AS B EFORE, TO U~JIT E lT THE SAME POINT, NEAR TH E 
F I R ST C ROS S I NG CF ~.iJ U D ') I V ER , TH I S S ,.1, V ES 1\ LL TH E fvi /1, SO N RY DO i ~ E , I 1\ JT E R -
F ERES BUT AT ONE OR TWO POINTS, FOR SHORT D ISTA NCES, W ITH TH E TU RN-
p I K E , TH E GR AD E OB TA I NED I S NEAR LY LEVE L T HR OU G H - 0 UT , I T G I V ES A BET -
TER PROFILE AND SAVES $7,410 . 0C IN COST. 
"FROM THE FIRST CROSSING OF N'.UD R IVER, FOR A DISTANCE OF 




F ISK- -THE OTHER TO CROSS THE KANAWHA RIVER AT, OR NEAR THE HEA D 
OF ._.IO HNSON 1 S SHOAL, A SHORT DI STP,NCE BELOW THE MOUTH OF BIG SCAR{ 
. . 
CREEK, AND TO FOLLOW THE N0R TH SIDE OF KA NAWHA AND NEW ::;, IVERS, 
rO CONNECT WITH THE SOUTH LINE AT MILLER 1 S FERRY, OR TO FOLLOW UP 
THE SOUTH SIDE OF KANAWHA RIVER AND CROSS IT AT OR NEAR ~ARLES-
TO~, OR STILL HIGHER UP AT CANNELLTON ( MONTGOME~Y), AND THENCE ON 
THE NORTH SIDE TO MILLERtS FERRY, AND THENCE ON THE NO RTH SIDE OF 
NEW RIVER TO 80WYER 1 S FERRY. 
nREPORT I f\JG GN EACH AS THEY OCCUR IN THE ORDER ABOC E STAT-
ED, I COMMENCE WITH 
THE VESTERN DIVISI ON. 
r
1THIS DIVISIOr\J WAS, UNTIL A SH OR T TI ME AGO, UNDER THE 
SUPERVISION OF COL.TALCOtJT, AS ~r>!QO(l)(IZ.IKR DIVISI ON ENG INEER, HE 
HAD NEARLY COMPLETED RE - TRACING THE LINE, AND MAD ~ CH ANGES --FIRST, 
FROM B IG SANDY, CHANGING THE TERMINUS; THEN RUNNING f\JEAR LY I i ✓ DIR-
ECT TANGENT TO CEREDO, THENCE BEARING TO THE RIGHT BY MODERATE 
CURVATURES AND CROSSING TWELVE POLE, TO CO I\Jf\JEC T WITH THE FORME R t,.O-
CATION AT A POINT 2,000 FEET IN ADVANCE. 
113ECO:\JD--Co ·.JME NClf\JG AT A POl,\ff O,\J TH E Ll 1\JE THREE 1\I IL ES B~LC\V 
8A RBO TRSVILLE, AND RUf-..Ji\Jl f\JG A SH ORT CIST A/\JCE 0 , THE RIGHT OF IT, TO 
UNITE AGA IN NEAR THE FI RS T CROSSI NG OF ~ UD ~ IV ER, 
11 THI RD--, \ T HM-JiJ LEY 1S 1- 1/2 fvl lL ES 3EYOf\JD ?,,t,~ J OUR SV IL LE, ./H ER E 
A SL l :'3 HT :vlO VEMEN T TO THE R IGHT IS AG;\ l !J ivlADE , F OR/'.. Dl 3TJ\ :\JCE OF 
3 , 000 FEET. 
11 0 1,J MAK l i'J G AN EXAMINATIO OF TH E LI NE , THROUGH-OUT, AS IT 
THUS STOOD, _,,_ P P ROVED OF TH E F I R ST CH A NG E ; R E Iv! A R K I i,J G , HOW t=.= V E R , 
THAT THE BOINT OF THE TERMINUS OUGHT NOT TO BE FIXED AT PRESE NT , BUT 
ONLY AFiER THE SETTLEMENT OP QUESTIONS IN REGARD TO OUR CONNECTIONS 
WITH KENTUCKY, OR OTHER ROADS, AS WELL AS TO ENABLE .THE COMPANY TO 




NOVEMBER AND THE LOCATION CAN THEN BE DE.FINITELY FIXED, AND THE 
WORK BE PUT UNDER CONTRACT IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARDS. 
"THE SUP t: R-STRUCTURE OF THE BRIDGES ON THE XTENSION WAS 
BUILT UNDER THE SUPER-VISION OF MAJOR E.T. D. MYERS (LATER, 
PRES. OF THE R.F. & P.) li'JSTEAD OF BEING LET TOCONT ;;,.ACT. THE RE-
SULT HAS BEEN A SAVING IN COST, AND THE ASSURANCE OF GOOD ~ORK-
MAN-SHIP. THESE BRIDGES ARE UNUSUALLY STRONG FOR THE SPANS, AND 
A RE IN EVERY WAY CREDIT ABLE TO THE CONSTRUCT I NG ENG I NEER. rt· 
(SrGNED H. D. ':VHITCOMB, CHF. ENGINEER AND GEN 1 L SuPTQ(A.R.l c 69). 
(PPS. 28-34). 
REPORT OF PRINCIPAL ASSISTANT ~NG I NEER 1~A KUPER ON SURVEYS 
AND CONSTRUCTION FROM BIG S ANDY ~ !VER TO ROGER 1 S FERRY ON NEW 
RIVER, 116 MILES. 
(DATED) ENG INEER 1 S OFFICE C & 0 R.R. 
K.l\, ~JJW.'HA FALLS, OCT. L, L869. 
11 I HAVE THE HONOR TO LAY BEFOR E YOU A DE.TAI LED STATEME i'H - -
oN THE 1 E5TERN, KA~AWHA, AND B IG SANDY ~ !VER DIVISIONS - - - EX-
T~N DING FROM THE WESTERN TER MINUS ON B IG SANDY ~ IVER, NEA~ ITS E~-
0 F I I .§ fvl I L ES • 
''YOUR l f\JSTRL.;CTIO f~ S ,'!ERE TO RE T-T RACE THC: LOC ,~ T IC1\ c ;~ THE .ES T 
5RN ] IVISI ON , AS MADE AND ADOPTED BY CHAS. 3 , F ISK, ~S Q,, : HIEF 
ENG IN EER OF THE COVli\JGTON AND CHIO R. R. vVITH AU-,HOR ITY TO i•,i/1.KE MJY 
CHANGES I MIGHT DEEM ADVISABLE, AND TO MAKE A SURVEY AND LO CA TION OF 
TWO LINES ON THE KANA~HA RIVER, AND PART OF NE~ RIVER DIVISIONS--ONE 
RUNNING UP THE SOUTH BANK OF KANAWHA RIVER AND NEW RIVER TO THE CROS 
SING OF THE LATTER AT MILLER'S FERRY, THE LOCATIOf\J ADOPTED BY :v:R. 
-- ! 0- -
( 
( 
THE ~UANTITIES OF MASONRY REQUIRED ARE LARGELY REDUCED. THE TUNNE~ 
LING IS INCREASED, BUT BY NO MEANS IN PROPORTION TO THE SAVING 
lt'J OTHER ITEMS. THE MAXIMUM GRADE MJD iv!INIMUM RADIUS OF CURVATURSK 
ADOPTED ON THIS DIVISION BY MR.F ISK HAVE . BEEN RETAINED, ALTHOUGH 
A CONSIDERABLE SAVING WOULD BE EFFECTED AT TWO POINTS BY ADOPTING 
THE GRADE OF THE ALLEGHANY DIVISIOf\J, OR 30 FOOT PER MILE. THE TWO 
LINES COMPARE IN CORVES AND GRADES AS FOLLOWS: 
l'3 
ONE LINE 
NE\11/ LI NE 
GRADES~ 
OLD LI NE 
~J EW LINE 
- - - 187,340 FT,. - ~TR-A IGHT -- (7,695 CURVED:~.VER,RA,2,025FT 
---185,600 FT,. - (7,379 FT, 11 (2,221 CURVED-AVER, RAD. 2,248u 
LEVEL OTO 5 FT. 5 TO 10 FT. 10 Tol5FT 15 TO 21 FT. 
Q I , 9 69 Fr. 7 , 600 3 , 53 I 
49 , 500 11 I 8,300 48, I 00 
~o ,378 31,862 
12,700 '57,000 II 
''THE RESULTS OF THE REVISED LO CAT I ON LEAVES NO REAS 0 1\JAB LE 
DOUBT I N MY MIND THAT ESTI MATING FOR THE SAME CH ARACTER OF CON-
STRUCTION AS THAT CONTEMP~ATED BY ~R.F ISK, THIS DIVI S ION CAN BE 
FINISHED FOR AN AMOUNT I N PRESENT CUR RENCY NOT EXCEEDING THAT ES-
TIMATED BY HIM AT GOLD VALUES. 
''IN JUSTICE TO THE MEMORY OF THE LATE CHA RLES 3 , ~ IS K, THE 
ABLE AND AC COMPLISHED ENG I NEER OF THE COVl ~GT ON AND ( HI O RAIL ROA~ , 
u:·✓ D ER ·, 'JHOSE DIRECT IO ~J TH E FCr~.1.l ER LOC,\ T IOf'J ,;}/',S 1\!AD ~, I C,\ LL ;\TT E;J -
T IO!•j TO HIS REP~; RT CF i c: 55 TO THE 30ARD OF F°' U3 LI C .,~,?KS , I : 
THE GR EAT BEND TU NNEL, WE ST~ AR D, 
11 C. ~-':. 8 0LTO f\J WAS PU\CED I 1\J CHl,R GE OF THE P,il.RTY LOC,'H I /,JG 
THE ['-! E'N ~ IVER ] IVI S IOi'J AS FAR AS 30WYER 1 S FERRY, hE co:-1'. MENCED ,/ORK IN 
JULY AND WI LL FIN I SH IN NOVEMBER ( I 86q'\ 
'-. - / I THE PROFILES OF THE LINE 
TO THIS DATE ARE MUCH MO RE FAVORABLE THAN THE CORRESPONDING PORTIONS 
OF THE FORMER LINE, 
''THE SURVEYS FOR THE WHOLE LINE 0 ILL BE COMPLETE D I N 
--9--
( MENTIONED HAVE BEEN REDUCED TO 37, 58 SND 45 FEET, RESPECTIVELY, 
AND THE TUI\JNEL I NC REAS ED IN LENGTH ABOUT I, 1.00 FEET., THE COST OF 
THIS ADDITIONAL LENGTH OF TUNNEL WOULD NOT MORE THAN MAKE ONE Of 
THE HIGHER CROSSINGS MENTIONED, UNDER ANY PROBABLY CONTINGENCY. THE 
ONLY DOUBT IS WHETHER THIS TUNNEL SHOULD NOT BE PLACED STILL LOWER 
AND THE STEPS NECESSARY TO DETERMINE THIS ARE BEING TAKEN. THE 
LONGER TU NNEL CAN BE CONSTRUCTED IN ABOUT THE SAME TIME AS THEO-
THER, AS ADDITONAL SHAFTS OF PROPER DEPTH ARE PRACTICABLE. 
11THE RESULTS OF THE SURVEYS ON THIS DIVISION ARE A 
SAVING IN DISTANCE OF 1,740 FEET, WHICH SAVING CAN BE INCREASED TO ONE 
Ml LE, .A.T COMPARATIVELY MODERATE INCREASED EXPENSE, AND i SAVli\JG IN 




"IN CONNECTION WITH THE LINE ON THE RIGHT BANK, A LINE WAS RUN 
TO AVOID THE SECOND AND THIRD CROSSINGS OF THE RLVER. IT WAS FOUND 
TO BE LESS EXPENSIVE, BUT TO HAVE MORE CURVATURE AND 3,000 FEET OF IN -
CREASED DISTANCE. 
HA LI NE WAS ALSO RUN, LE!-\V I NG THE RI VER AB OUT TWC MI LES EAST 
OF GRAHAM'S FERRY, AND CROSS LNG THE RIDGE DIVIDING THE RIVER FROM 
JUNGARD t S CREEK, TH ENCE FOLLOWED THE CREEK TO I TS MOUTH NEAR THE EAST-
ERN PO RT AL OF THE MA IN TUNNEL. TH IS LL NE iiOU LD S»:VE ONE AND ONE-QUAR -
n:R Ml.LES. LN DI STANCE, BUT A TUNNEL THROUGH THE RIDGE MENT IONED ABOUT 
2,500 FEET IN LENGTH, WOULD BE NECESSARY. THE INCREA SED COST OF THE 
LINE DOES NOT WARRANT ITS ADOPTION. 
ti ~, RAPID SURVEY WAS MADE OF A PROPOSED CUT-OFF FROM THE MC UTH 
OF GRIFFITH rs CREEK CROSSING KEENEY 1 S KNOB TO THE NEW RIVER, THE 
LINE IS 12 MILES SHORTER THAN THE LOCATION. A GRADE OF 100 FEET PER 
~ I LE AND A TUNNEL SIX MILES LONG ARE AMONG THE DIFFICUTIES TO BE EN-
COUNTERED ON THIS CUT-OFF. 
11THE MOST DIFFICULT PORTION OF THE FORMER LINE WAS FROM THE 
MOUTH OF HUNGARD 1 S CREEK THROUGH THE GREAT BEND TUNNEL TO THE END OF 
THE ~ !VISION A DISTANCE OF ABOU T SEVEN MILES. ~S THE TUNNEL, WHICH 
WAS TO 2E 01\IE MI LE I 1\J LENGTH, SA.VED SO MUCH DI ST/!,NCE , 1\10 ATTEP/PT .!AS 
~ ADE TO AVOID IT AND FOLLOW THE RI VER, THE G~ADE HA D BEEN F IX~ = ri l GH 
ABOVE THE RIVER .ilTH A VI E'·,:/ TO RED UCC.: THE LE;~GTH OF TH::: TU;\ i~E L, 
THIS MADE THE /ORK IN CO i,! i\JECTIOi\! WITH IT VERY HEAVY, IHE CRO SSl i\JG 
CF HUNGARD 1 S CR EEK WA S 70 FEET AB OVE W•TE~; POWLEY 1 S CREEK, l2C 
FEET; B IG CREEK, 11 0 FEET, AND OT HER STREAMS OF MINOR CHARACTER, AT 
HIGH ELEV.A.TIONS, 
''IT WAS EVIDENT THAT THE EXPENSE OF EITHER EMBANKM ENTS OR 
BRIDGES AT THESE POINTS SHOULD REPRESENT MANY YARDS OF TUNNEL, IT 




HAS BEEN CONTINUED TO THE FIRST:&~ CROSSING OF THE GR EENBRrER, 
AND THE HEIGHT OF ffiHAT CROSSLNG THEREBY REDUCED FROM 68 TO LESS 
THAN 40 FEET ABO FE LOW WATER. THE SAVI NG IN EXPENSE BY TH IS 
CHANGE WILL BE VERY CONSIDERABLE, AND THE DONTINUATIO N OF THE 30 
FEET GRADE AT THIS POINT CAN SCARCELY BE CONSIDERED A SERI OUS OB -
JECTION. THE 2ESTIMATES OF THIS PART OF THE LINE ARE NOT FULLY-
COMPLETED. 
11THE LINE ON THE GREENBRIER DIVISION AS FAR AS THE GREAT 
BEND TUNNEL, WAS . PLACED IN CHARGE OF GEO. McKENDREE FOR REVISION; AND 
FROM THE GREAT BENti TUNNEL TO THE MOUTH OF THE RIVER, IN CHARGE OF 
CsR.HOWARD. IN JULY MR. McKENDREE WAS DISABLED BY A SEVERE FALL, 
AND PEYTON.RANDOLPH ACCEPTED THE CHARGE OF THE olVISION, AND HAS COM-
PLETED THE LOCATION. 
11THE LINE FOLLOWS THE OLD LOCATIO hi, WITH SO ME MODIFICATl ~NS 
tN DETAI~, AS FAR AS STEPHEN 1 S FERRY, NOW KNOVVN AS i\:lANI\J 1 S FERRY. ,::..FTER 
CROSSl1'JG THE RIVER l - t/2 MILE.S BELOW THE MOUTH OF HOWARD 1S CREEK, fT 
FOLLOWS THE RIGHT BANK FOR 8-- l/3RD MILES, PA SSING ACRO SS THE BEND OP -
POSITE THE MOUTH OF SECOND CREEK BY A TUNNEL I , 600 FEET IN LENGTH, 
ON WHICH SOM E \/!ORK HAS BEEN DONE. IT TH EN CROSSES TO THE LEFT, AND 
CO NTINU ES ABOUT TWO MILES TO THE FORME R THI RD CROSS I NG ~F THE RIV ~R , 
PAS S I NG THROUGH A SE COiW TU /Jtff l I ,00() FC:E T 11\ LE NG TH I :'·J I TS V✓ /i.. Y. FROM 
TH IS POl f\iT TWO LINES HAVE BEE [\/ RUI\J ; O\JE, FOLL •:._:\fJl i'iG NEAR LY TH E OLD 
LINE, PD,S SES AG,0. 1:,J TO THE RI GHT BANK AND CONTl1\JUES ON IT TO TH E ~XY.i~;( 
KXNK MOUTH OF THE RIVER, CRO SSI NG THE GREAT BEND OF THE GREEN BRIER BY 
A TUNNEL WHICH S/i..VES 7 --3/4 MIL ES I N DISTANCE. 
t
1THE OTHER LINE CONTINUES ON THE LEFT BANK 16 MILES FUR -
THER, AND CROSSES THE RIVER NEAR GRAHAM'S FE RR Y, T~O MILES EAST OF 
THE MAIN TUNNEL, AND JOINS THE LINE ON THE RIGHT BANK. 
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uWLTH ALL THESE DIFFICULTIES, THE ROAD WAS OPENED AT THE TIME 
EXPECTED, AND GRE.AT CREDIT IS DUE TO TH E [ NGltE E.R- IN-CHARGE. OF THE 
WORK FOR THE ENERGY HE DISPLAYED; AND TO THE CONTRACTORS FOR THE 
SPlRIT WITH WHICH THEY REZPONDED TO HIS APPEALS. FOR DETAILS OF 
THIS WORK, AND OF THE DIVISION UNDER HIS CHARGE, I REFER YOU TO 
THE APPENDED REPORT OF A. L. RIVES . 
1'10 
"OWING TO THE ·RESIGNATION Of T. M. R. TALCOTT, WHO WAS IN 
CHARGE OF THE WESTERN DIVISION; AND THE NECESSITY OF PROSECUTING WITH 
VIGOR THE SURVEYS FOR THE FINAL LOCATION OF THE LlNE AT A POINT 
WHERE I COULD NOT GIVE PERSONAL SUPERVISION, THE PRINCIPAL ASSISTANT 
ENGINEER, W. A. KUPER, WAS TRANSFERRED FROM THE 'E~STERN TO THE 
~ESTERN PART OF THE LINE, AND PUT IN CHARGE OF THAT PORTION EXTENDING 
FROM 80WYER 1 S FE RRY ON NEW RIVER, TO THE ':'/ESTERN TERMINUS. THE RE -
SULTS OF THIS WOR K ARE VERY SATISFACTORY AND IMPORTA.N T, AS WILL APPEAR 
FROM HIS REPORT. IT IS APPARENT FROM THIS REPORT AND THE ESTIMATES 
SUBMITTED lnl ME, THAT THE COST OF THAT PA :~1T OF THE ROAD EXTENDING 
FROM ivlART IN I S FERRY TO THE ',·JES TERN TERM I NUS FOR GRADUATION AND M,: S-
ONRY, WILL NOT EXCEED, IN PRESENT CURRENCY THE ESTIMATE OF MR.FISK 
FOR THE SAME WORK ON A GO~D BASIS. 
11THE LOCATIOf\l OF THE REMAl ~JING PORTIO N OF THE .~LLEGH AN Y 
DIVISION HAS BEE N CO MPL ETED. THIS DIVISI0 /\1 FORM ER LY E i ✓ DE D AT 
~,.'.o r\J RO E DRAFT , ,A, BOUT F I VE iv1 I L ES WES T OF TH E / H I T E S U LP H U R • I T HAS 
BEEN EXTENDED SO :S TO l :\JCLUDE THE FIRST CROSSl ~JG OF THE GREENBRIER 
~ IVER. THE LINE FOLLOWS VERY NEARLY THE FORMC:R LOCATIO ,\I TO lfilfOIHROE 
DRAFT, NO CONSIDERABLE CHANGE BEl~JG PRACTICABLE. : T THIS POINT THE 
MAXIMUM GRADE, DESCENDING WESTWARD FROM THE ALLEGHANY SUMMIT, FOR -
MERLY TERMINATED, AND WAS SUCCEEDED BY A ~ESCENDING GRADE OF ABOUT 





lMMEDl.ATE DHARGE OF THE ALLEGHANY, G1REENBRIER AND NEW RlVER DIVIS -
JONS., COL. T .. M. R_. TALCOTT. HAS BEEN PLACED LN CHARGE OF THE 
SURVEYS ON THE WESTERN DIVISION. 11 (SIGNED H, D. 1VHLTCOMB, CHIEF 
ENGINEER AND G~NtL SuP'T.) (tsT A. R. pps, 56-~8 ~. 
NEW- PRES I DENT ELECTED: AT THIS MEETING PRESIDENT ·[. 
FONTAINE WAS SUCCEEDED BY GENERAL WMS. C. WICKHAM, WHO SERVED 
UNTILTHE FOLLOWING YEAR, WHEN THE HUNTINGTON INTERESTS FINANCED 
' . . 
THE ROAD, AND MR .. HUNTINGTON BECAME PRESIDENT, 
1869: 
ROAD OPENED TO WHITE SULPHUR S PRlNGS JULY I, 1869.(A .. R.1 869,P .. 29) .. 
11AT THE CLOSE OF THE LAST YEAR ( 1868), THE UNFINISHED GRAD -
UATION BETWEEN COVINGTO N AND THE 'NHITE ~ULPHUR ~PRINGS, WORK FOR -
MERLY CARRI ED ON BY THE S TATE OF VIR~INIA AND SUSPENDED IN f861, HAD 
, 
BE EN LET TO CONTRACT, WITH THE EXC EPTION OF THE LEWIS TUNNEL AND 
THE EMBANKMENT OVER JERRYrS ~UN, THE HOPE WAS EXPRESSED AT THAT 
TI ME THAT THE ROAD WOULD BE OPENED TO THE ·.VH I TE ~LPHUR BY THE EN-
SU I NG LST OF JULY, THE WORK PROVED TO BE HE~VI ER THAN HAD BEEN AN-
TICIPATED . (FOR NO INSTRUMENTAL EXAMINA TION OF ITS CONDITION HAD 
BEEN MADE) AND WAS FURTHER INCREAS ED BY SLI DES IN THE HEAVY CUTS, 
WHICH OC CUR S~ FR~Q UEN TLY ON THAT PART OF THE LI NE . TH E CUT ON 
S ECTIO :·-J flo . 2, WHICH WAS REFER RED TO IN THE REPORT OF LA ST YE,t,_ R, AL :i:HE& 
THOUGH IT HAD BEEN EXCAVATED TO WITHIN THIRTY OR FORTY FEET OF GRADE, 
WAS TUNNELED, BOTH TO SAVE TIME AND PREVENT THREATENING SLIDES, EVEN 
WITH THIS PRECAUTION, MOR E THAN 12,CQQ CUBIC HA RDS CAME IN IN ONE 
MASS JUST AS THE TRACK - LAYING HAD COMMENC ED, CARRYING WITH IT SOME 
PORT I Of\! OF THE TUNNEL ALREADY EXCAVATED. THE RED HI LL TUNNEL, A-
NOTHER POINT REFERRED TO IN LAST YEAR'S REPORT, WAS AVOIDED BY A 
TEMP0RARY TRACK, --4--
MAY BE EXPECTED IN HEAVY EXCAVATIONS AFTER THE ROAD IS OPENED, AND 
WHICH MAY BE CHEAPLY REMOVED Bl TRAINS - - - - - THE TUNNEL AT 
THE GREAT BAND OF THE GREENBRIER, WHICH WILL ~E, WHEN COMPLETED, OVH 
oNE MILE tN LENGTH, CAN BE AVOIDED IN THIS WAY BY A TEMPORARY GRADE 
OF PERHAPS LESS THAN 200 FEET PER M%>QMXKX MILE, AND AT · VERY LOW COST. 
UTHE UNFINISHED WORK BETWEEN CovtNGTON AND THE WHITE '.iJL-
pHUR SPR tNGS Vi/AS PUT UNDt:R CONTRACT IMLil£DA1\fflE't.Y AFTER THE ORGAN tZA-
T I ON OF THE CO.MP ANY (,~UGUST 29, 1868), AND SOME PROGRESS HAS AL-
READY BEEN MADE. fT IS EXPECTED THAT THE ROAD WILL BE OPENED TO 
WHITE SULPHUR BY JULY, 1869. To ACCOMPLISH THIS IT WAS NECESSARY 
TO,ADOPT A TEMPORARY TRACK OVER JERRYts RUN AND THE LEWIS TUN -
NEL; BUT THIS TRACK WILL BE MADE WITH GENTLER GRADES AND CURVATURE 
THAN THAT WHICH HAS BEEN OPERATED WITH SO MUCH SUCCESS FOR THE 
PAST ELEVEN YE.i\RS NEAR ivi 1· LLBORO. TH ERE ARE TWO PO I NTS WHERE SOME 
DELAY HAS BEEN FEARED; ONE AT A HEAVY ROCK CUT TNO MILES FROM 
COVINGTON; THE OTHER AT ' THE RED HILL TUNNEL, A.BOUT rwo MILES FUR -
THER WEST; BUT IT IS CONFIDENTLY HOPED THAT BOTH THESE OBSTACLES 
WILL BE REMOVED IN TIME. 
11SURVEYS .!\R E BEi NG MADE TO GET THE ROAD READY FOR COi'JTRACT 
FOR ABOUT FIVE MILES WE ST OF THE ·1HITE SULPHUR, AND ALSO BETW~ EN THE 
Kt..,N A'!JHA AND 3 1G SANDY RIVERS. THES E PORTI01~S OF THE ROAD ,;'J ILL BE 
READY IN DEC~MBER. 
11THE REMAINDER OF THE LINE CAN BE LOVATED AND PUT UNDER 
CONTRACT DUR I NG THE NEXT SPRING AND ·suMfv1ER; AND CAN, IN MY JUDGi\1 ENT, 
BE COMPLETED WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTERWARD. 
11THE WORK WHICH WAS DONE BY THE STATE IS OF VERY SUPERIOR 
CHARACTER, AND IS IN GOOD CONDITION. 
1ttv1R. !A/. A. KUPER, PRINCIPAL ASSISTANT ENGINEER, IS IN 
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ELEVEN CONSECUTLVE MILES. THE REMAI BING PARf IS LEVEL 57 MfLES; 
UNDER FIVE FEET PER MILE, 30 MtLES; BETWEEN FIVE AND TENN FEET 
7 MILESj BETWEEN TEN AND FIFTEEN FEET, 14 MILES; AND BETWEE-N 
FIFTEEN AND nVENTY FEET, 44 MILES. 
"ON THE REMAINING PORTION OF THE UNE--THAT BETW .:EN THE 
MOUTH ,OF SCARY CREEK AND THE BIG SANDY RIVER--44 MILES, 10-7/ro 
MlLES ARE LEVELj 2r MILES, NEARLY, ARE FROM 20 TO 29-1/2 FEET PER 
MILE; AND THE REMALNDER UNDER 2 FEET PER MILE. 
•~~E AMOUNT EXPENDED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS ROAD, PR~ 
ylOUS TO THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO COMPANY, rs 
REPORTED ~y MRkF ISK TO BE AS FOLLOWS: 
"ON THE EASTERN DIVISION - - - - - - - - - - - -'.j;2,502,25f .00 
COVINGTON TO ROGER'S FERRY (KANAWHA FALLS) 
'
10N THE ·.VESTERN DIVISION - - - - - -
(KANAWHA FALLS TO BIG SANDY). 
11 FOR ENGINEERING AND OTHER EXPENSES 
~I I ,341 .98 
~
1THE ENGINEER 1 S ESTIAMTE FOR THE WHOLE LINE, GRADED FOR A 
S INGLE TRACK AND WITH A SINGLE TRACK SUPER-STRUCTURE, BUT WITH THE 
MASO N RY AND TU N N E LS OF DOU a L E T JI: ACK D I ;'vl ENS I O NS , W AS 31 I , I I 2 , 63 6, 
LEAVING ABOUT 8,OGC,OGO.O0 STILL TO BE EXPENDED ON CO NSTUCTION ---
;'THIS ESTl:,I ATE, I f✓ MY JUDG LI ENT, i1,I AY BE RELIED UP Oi\J AS Bf:: l i\JG 1:\1 
EXCE SS 1JF THE A~.i10UNT \.\/H ICH ./ I LL BE ACTUALLY KX~~~M~ N t:E DED - - - -
IT IS BELI EVED NONE OF THE rur-mELS WES T OF THE .HITE SUL PHUR 
S RPINGS WILL REQUIRE ARCHING FOR MANY YEARS; AND THEREFORE, THEY 
CAN BE ~XCA VATED FOR Si~SLE TRACK. THERE ARE MAN Y ®X~XXXPOINTS 
WHERE WE CAN SUBSTITUTE TRESTLES FOR PERMANENT EMBANKMENTS WH ICH 
WOULD OTHERWISE HAVE TO BE MADE OF BORROWED MATERIAL, AND WHICH WILL 
FURNISH CONVENIENT PLACES IN WHICH TO DEPOSIT THE SLIDES WHICH 
--2--
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·· r 868. 
- CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAI LRO/J,D: I 86o--l b78.-
' 
REPORT OF CHtEF ( NGrNEER (AND GENERAL S UPE ~ I NTENDENT) 
H.D.'VHITCOMB oN PROPOSED Roun: FROM CovtNGTON, VA . TO 
B lG SANDY RIVER: 
CHIEF (NG I NEER H .D.WHITCOMB SUBMITTED THE FOL LOWING REPORT 
TO THE frRST A NNUAL MEETING OF THE STOCKHOLDERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
AND OH lO RAILROAD, HELD IN ~JOVEMBER, 1868: 
"THE T~ME WH ICH HAS ELAPSED SINCE THE ORGANIZATION OF THE 
COMPANY HAS BEEN. SO BRIEF THAT I CANNOT, FROM PERSONAL OBSERVATION 
. 
MAKE A DETA I LD REPO:c<.. T ON THE PROPOSED EXTENSION TO THE OH 10 RI VER. 
THE REPORTS OF THE CHIEF ENG IN EER OF THE COVINGTON AND OH IO RA£LRO!> 
THE LATE CHARLES 8 .. FISK, [SQ. MAD -~ TO THE BOARD OF PUBLIC ) /ORKS 
OF VIRG1NIA, FURNISH AMPLE INFORMAT ION ON THE CHARACTER OF THE COST 
OF THE WORK, · ND THE INFORMATI ON NO •/✓ OFFERED IS DERIVED FOR THE 
, 
MOST PART, FROM THOSE REPORTS. 
1'THE LENGTH OF THE PROPOSED ESTENSION IS 223-6/10 MILES; OF 
THIS 129 -3/10 MILES ARE STRAIGHT; 31 PER CENT IS ON CURVES OF F 20M 
11,460 TO 1,910 FEET RADIUS; 3 PER CENT OF CURVES BETWEEN r,432 
FEET AND I, 100 FEET RADIUS, Al~D ONLY ABOUT ONE PER CENT ON THE Ml N-
1MUM RADIUS OF I ,000 F EET. THE GRADES ARE EVEN MORE FAV ORA3 LE- -
TUN[\JEL, AB GUT 16 11/i lL ES, TH E L l f~C I S E ITH[ R L EVE L, OR ,!\ SCE i'JDl,;·3, TH E 
MAXIMUf,1 GRADE BE l ,\JG AT THE RATE OF 6lO F EET PE R Ml LE FOR f~EARLY TC: N:X 
MILES. FROM THE SUMMIT, WHICH IS 2,)64 FEET ABOVE TIDE-WAT ER, TO 
THE MOUTH OF SCAR Y CREEK ON THE KANAWHA R IV ER, A DISTANCE OF 163 
MfLES, THE LINE IS EITHER L EV EL OR DESCENDING. THE MAXIMUM GRADE 
JS AT THE RATE OF 29-1/2 FEET PER MILE; AND IN THIS DISTANCE OCCURS 
ONLY ONCE, AND THAT IMMEDI ATEL Y WEST 'OF THE SUMMIT, FOR NEARLY 
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